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The Disk to launch a

thousand programs

Here it is at last. One disk that will

prove to be the solution for many
business problems. A disk which will
allow you to develop your own
programs. Exactly the way you want.
The disk contains one of the most
revolutionary programs of the year.
Sycero. No matter whether you are a
computer novice or a seasoned
programming professional, Sycero
enables you to build any type of
business program.
No matter what your business.
From traditional business
applications like stock control,
invoicing, database management and
inventory to an unimaginable number
of specific industry applications.

And the beauty of Sycero is that it
takes no time at all to build a simple
program for yourself. When you've built
one, expanding it, or building other,
more complex programs, is easy.
Once you start developing your own
programs you'll wonder how you ever
got on before. And no longer will you
have to bend over backwards to make
do because the program you bought off
the shelf does things differently to the
way you wanted.
No matter what your business,
there's now one program for the job.
'
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EDITORIAL

CAN IBM GO SOLO?
LOT of loose talk about at the moment. People who
ought to know better are asking daft questions. The major one
concerns the possibility that IBM will somehow shut the rest of
the industry out of the world's most profitable microcomputer

same: more standardised operating system and disc formats,
more address space, and more powerful, more reliable office

business - the one that surrounds the IBM PC.
The staunchness of this magazine's long-established
support for the PC does not mean we are blind to IBM's real
position in the micro world or, indeed, to the relationship of
the business micro to the rest of the computer business.

What the market does not need is an exclusive IBM operating

THERE'S A

IBM's Personal Computer has become dominant not
because IBM imposed a standard from outside, but because it
adopted the best of what the micro industry had to offer in the
summer of 1981. As we discovered when dismembering our
first twin -floppy IBM PC, almost none of it came from IBM.
The chip came from Intel, and both the operating system and
Basic from Microsoft. Everything else except the keyboard, the
case and that famous copyright ROM had been bought in from
established microcomputer companies.
This is not to criticise or belittle IBM's contribution. IBM
did exactly the right thing, and has been well rewarded for its
open -architecture approach. It also got the microcomputer

business out of a mess by providing solutions .to three
problems.

The first problem was the 5.25in. disc, which in micro -

computing rapidly took over from the 8in.

size. The
advantage of 8in. discs was that the format was standard, and
most sensible machines could read any single -sided single -

density disc. With 5.25in. discs we had a semi -standard
operating system - eight -bit CP/ M - but a Tower of Babel
in disc formats. Half the machines had problems reading their
own discs, let alone anyone else's. What IBM did was establish
a de facto 5.25in. standard, and now even 16 -bit CP/M micros
feel obliged to read IBM PC -DOS discs. That's good.

The second problem was that CP/ M had run out of
memory. The 64K limit meant more and more programs
would not fit into RAM, and had to be written using overlays,

like WordStar. Overlays are a pain. They slOw down the
program and involve continual disc access. The large address
space of the Intel 8086/8 chips provided the room for bigger
and better programs.
The third problem was that many micros looked as if they
were assembled by amateurs for amateurs: the whole industry

had a Heath -Robinson feel to it. IBM produced a piece of
office equipment you weren't ashamed to have on your desk.
Now the needs of the marketplace today are for more of the
EDITORIAL 01.661 3609
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equipment. Those are the needs IBM's AT is designed to
satisfy, and that is why it will prove to be a major product.

system - or, indeed, an exclusive OS from DEC, Data
General or any other Johnny -come -lately.

Companies which have tried to impose one have failed to
secure any lasting share of the market at all. The same thing
would happen to IBM, as it well knows. Not even the world's
largest computer company has the resources to produce a new
software package a week for a single machine, and without
software support the hardware is useless. The IBM EX/ PC
would be left stalled in an alley while the rest of the MS-DOS
market motored along without it.
IBM did not create the microcomputer business: companies
like Apple, Microsoft and Digital Research did that. IBM does
not drive the market forward: software writers, magazines and
real users do that - and have done it for 10 years now. But
perhaps these facts are not fully appreciated by the dinosaurs
just stumbling in from the stagnant, swamp -covered land of
the mainframe.

The mainframe manufacturers got their come-uppance
through not taking minicomputers seriously. The minicomputer firms were left stranded when they missed the boom
in micros. Now that microcomputer companies are becoming

the status quo, they are equally vulnerable to any innovator
who offers more power for less money. It can happen here.

YEARS AGO...
Good news for anyone still confused by the chaotic state of the law of
copyright -a London barrister and programmer, Alistair Kelman,
has drafted a Bill to give explicit protection to computer software and
has started a campaign to have the Bill introduced before Parliament.
Some support for the Bill has already been drawn from Sir Keith
Joseph, Secretary of State for Industry, and Phillip Vergo, Secretary of
the Conservative Computer Forum, although the Civil Service still
holds the view that the matter is less than urgent. A Green Paper will
be published in May which will examine the whole area of copyright,
without necessarily giving much attention to computing.
Kelman's Bill has been drafted to amend the Copyright Act of 1956
and is designed to tackle the following questions: Are Computer
programs copyright works? If a copyright work is converted into
digital impulses is this an infringing act under copyright lbw? Is output
from a computer a coyright work? Can work written with the aid of a
PC Volume 3 Issue 5
computer have a copyright?
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EITHER AN OKI
OR HEADS
WILL ROLL.
OKI IS O.K.
pany. All OKI printers, including the best
selling MICROLINE range, are designed and
built the same way, ensuring that from the least
expensive to the top of the range, OKI quality
and reliability is constant throughout.
Don't forget, no -one's head has ever rolled
for buying OKI printers .

Imagine a head that can print 500 million cha-

racters -1/4 million A4 pages-without falling
over. Imagine an OKI 2410.
500 million characters of needle sharp
quality-the OKI 2410 is the No. 1 professional
standard for heavy duty applications.
It's the clearest proof of the superiority of

.

411gr

OKI performance. Performance based on high
quality and reliability, so that while other printers are falling down, OKI printers continue to
give you print perfection. Perfection built in by
OKI's robotic production assembly line. The
robots themselves are OKI designers and
characterise the futuristic thinking of the com-

ISO

-AR
1311111

So now that you'd like to know more
about the OKI printer range, contact us at
the address below and we'll send you the
information you need. Better still, why not
see an OKI printer in the flesh. Call in and
see your local approved dealer now -

otherwise heads will roll ...

X -DATA Ltd. 750/751 Deal Avenue
Slough Trading Estate Berks SL1 4SH
Tel. Slough, (0753) 72331 TIx. 847728
6
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Project Planning

Software
I WAS INTERESTED to read in your

March 1985 issue under the
heading of "Superproject" for
IBM News, that the great minds
of the software houses are
starting to focus on the sales
potential of project -planning
software for micros using
network -planning techniques.
As a consultant R&D planning
engineer of some years'
experience, I have in the past
been appalled by the poor
standard of the facilities offered
by commercial software based on
network techniques and sold for
use on micros, generally at a very
high price. I might add that I
have also seen some pretty bad
examples on mainframes too.
One can only suppose that some
of the people who wrote these
programs had had very little
experience of running actual
projects since the programs did
not cater for the requirements of
a planning engineer controlling a
project on a day-to-day basis.
I recently had the opportunity
to assess one of the latest
offerings in this field in terms of
both software and hardware.
Whilst I appreciated the speed
and ease of input of a strictly
limited amount of data using all
the new facilities available, the
program could just not do many
of the fundamental things that a
project -planning engineer needs

to be able to do - and quickly.
After using a good old 32K
Pet, suitably programmed, for

some years - I've moved on to
CP/M now - for controlling
high -cost R&D projects I was left

with the distinct feeling on this
latest machine that the
programmers were really
constrained by the vast amount
of memory consumed by the
graphics at the expense of the
purpose of the program itself in other words, a profligate waste
of good memory.
I sincerely hope that the race
you forecast, to produce a
WordStar or DBase II equivalent
in this field, will produce some
new and more realistic software
products which take proper
account of the parameters used
for planning a project, both in
terms of time and cost, not
forgetting that there are still a
large number of eight -bit micros
around that people feel
comfortable with, both in the
manager's office and on the

Dyslexia
programs

FEEDBA

BUSINESS
ITH THE QL

YOUR MARCH EDITORIAL issue on Basic includes a comment about the

128K RAM of the Sinclair QL. It all sounds great, and the
marketing hype about this very advanced business machine with the
in-built ring connections and soon -to -be announced hard -disc unit
persuaded me to order one as a potential replacement system for my
company's stand-alone microcomputers. The four Tandy model is
and the Sirius 10Mbyte units were getting long in the tooth anyway
and here was the perfect solution - low capital cost with high
performance and interconnection too!
The reality was very different. Even so, I struggled on with
learning Sinclair's version of Basic and learned to cope with colour;
then started writing a parts -explosion program as one step in a total
manufacturing -control system for our light -engineering works.
Although exasperated by the inability to scroll and stop the program
wherever I wanted and then restart, the program took a lot of shape
by early December and was on course for the January 3 deadline.
Then came a refusal to boot up. An urgent phone call to
to return it and they would send one
Camberley
back in 10 to 14 days. A long telex message to Sinclair Research
explaining the position and asking how we could get our hands on a
working QL within 24 hours went unanswered, just as another a
week earlier asking for help with printing was ignored. I was forced
to scrap 20 hours of work and rewrite the programs for our Tandy
units, and they are now up and running.
When the repaired QL was returned, I took it home for my
14 -year -old daughter to use, and also for me to use the word processor program Quill. Now, I can return to the start of this
letter, the 128K memory. On my steam -age Tandys the dated
Scripsit is used very happily by six or more office staff who each
have their own disc and use any of the four machines that is free.
With Scripsit, there is no question of typing ahead as an excuse for
slowness, as with Quill; and to print the finished result all that is
needed is to press Break, then P then Enter and away goes the
daisywheel printer.
What do I find with the state-of-the-art Quill? Press f3, press P,
press Enter, press Enter, press Enter and then the most amazing
thing happens: the Microdrive whirs into action for a second or two
- presumably to load the printer driver - and only then does the
printer burst into life. With this massive 128K memory, why dip
into the Microdrive to load the printer driver with resulting delay
and additional wear of the moving parts?
It appears to me that the design flair which suited first-time
users, who would automatically follow the dictates of the enthusiast
designer, is an impediment to the design of a business machine for
more experienced users who have a yardstick of other equipment
and programs to judge by. Surely, a knowledge of business practice
is essential before designing computer equipment for small-business
use. Sinclair's inability to answer letters or telex messages indicates
the need for business training before letting design engineers loose
on a drawing board.

factory floor.
RICHARD C READ,
Camberley,
Surrey.
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the Mayfield
Computer Dyslexia group has
been producing programs to aid
teachers and parents with
dyslexic children. All programs
EVER SINCE 1979

Our Feedback columns offer readers the opportunity of
bringing their computing experience and problems to the
attention of others, as well as to seek our advice or to make
suggestions, which we are always happy to receive. Make
sure you use Feedback - it is your chance to keep in touch.
Write to
Feedback, Practical Computing,
Quadrant House, The Quadrant,
Sutton, Surrey SM2 SAS

are in the public domain, but
there is a small copying charge of
£5 for some 20 to 25 programs,
depending on the computer.
We cover Pet and Commodore
64, disc only; RM 380Z and
480Z, disc only; BBC B and
Electron, disc or tape; Spectrum,
tape or Microdrive; Amstrad
CPC -464, disc or tape. There are
programs for left/right
confusion, short-term memory,
diagnosis and mathematics, as
well as spelling. All spelling
programs are of the Data type
which can have vocabularies
altered easily.
The group has recently started
programs to aid the Adult
Literacy Scheme, initially for
BBC Micro and Spectrum only.
A large stamped addressed
envelope will bring further
details.
BROTHER HENRY,
Mayfield College,
Mayfield,
East Sussex TN20 6PL.

Foreign -

language
programs
THE ARTICLE "Foreign Talk" on

page 106 of the February issue of
Practical Computing gives the
false impression that modern languages software is still firmly
in the stone age by implying
incorrectly that interactive video
is a development that lies in the
future, and that the computer's
contribution to modern languages teaching is confined to
text.

Although this is the case on
the home front, it is far from
true in relation to computer
applications in modern -languages
teaching in educational
institutions. Groups and
individuals in many of these

Chairman, Daryl Industries Ltd,
Wallasey,
Wirral,

have taken up the challenge of
the computer despite the
Luddites in language teaching,
many of whom are still deeply
suspicious of such dangerous
innovations as coloured chalk.
It certainly is not true that
Look and Type is the only option
open to the computer -assisted
language learning programmer.
In the Department of Modern
Languages in the University of
Dundee, my colleagues and I are
trying to dent the frontiers of

Merseyside.

(continued on next page)

MELVILLE BERNSTEIN,
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FEEDBACK
(continued from previous page)

knowledge with the aid of the
Tandberg TCCR-530 computer controlled cassette recorder

which, in place of the
conventional mechanical counter,
boasts an on -board software driven clock.
Through an RS -232 interface

the recorder can be controlled by
computer not only in all the
normal functions - Play,
Record, Stop, Wind, Rewind,
and even Eject - but also can
be made to wind to a specified
time, play from one specified
time to another, and sense the
presence or absence of audio on
the tape for a specified duration,
which makes setting up audio
blocks a relatively easy task.
Given fast wind and rewind
times and a location accurancy of
± 0.5 seconds, this is a powerful

tool indeed in language
teaching, which I can assure your
reviewer is not just a twinkle in
the researcher's eye.
At the current rate of progress
in computing, it may not be
long before such advances find
their way from the classroom into
a wide range of educational and
non -educational applications.
PROFESSOR R W LAST,

Department of Modern
Languages,

University of Dundee.

LSL Logo
MAY I CORRECT one point made

by Susan Curran in her review of
our BBC Logo? We have no
quarrel with Acorn Computers.
Our "negative
acknowledgement" to them is
not vicious: it's a joke, dammit!
Perhaps we should have made
this clear to over -earnest
reviewers by adopting historian
A J P Taylor's practice of
inserting "(goak)" after each
quip.
CHRIS SQUIRE,
Logo Software Ltd,
Twickenham,

Safe, easy
backup
THE LETTER in your February issue

from J McNally of Compaq
Computers prompts me to refer
to an absolutely vital but heavily
under -reported aspect of
microcomputing. This concerns
the need to provide the business
user with a completely reliable
and fast method of copying the
data on the computer's mass
storage devices, whether floppies

or hard disc.
Mr McNally is right to say that
a tape streamer is one of the
most useful features that could
be offered to the typical business
desk -top user. Indeed I would go
so far as to say that it is infinitely
more important than mice,
blinding speed, windows or the
most esoteric piece of integrated

late that his backup has not been
kept up to date and he faces the
situation of having lost track of
his clients' financial records.
The solicitor and his staff will
now be forced to contact clients,
the banks, insurance companies,
building societies, the Land
Registry and HM Customs and

Excise - to mention but a few!
This process will cost a fortune in

time and money and do the
reputation of the practice no
good at all.
The fast and reliable tape
streamer avoids all these
possibilities. The device takes a
mere five to seven minutes to
copy and verify a year's work or
more. The data is then securely
stored on one small, well protected package. The
advantages, for any business, are
obvious.
GEOFFREY BARKER,

software.

Computers in the legal
profession are a good example.
Solicitors must keep account of
large sums of clients' money as
well as their own costs. Many of
the systems currently being
offered to medium-sized legal
practices provide data backup via
floppy discs.
Depending on the system
anything from five to 15 discs
may have to be used at the end
of each day in an operation
taking as long as three-quarters
of an hour to complete. Apart
from being a gross waste of staff
time, over 40 discs could be
involved if three disc sets are in
use.

The opportunities for
Murphy's Law are obvious. To
begin with it is certain that
sooner or later such a tiresome
and time-consuming chore will
be neglected, perhaps just for a
day at first and then, nothing
dreadful having happened, for
longer periods.
The day comes, however,
when the practice is burgled, or
there is a fire or, most likely of
all, the disc crashes. At this
Middlesex. point the solicitor finds out too

Computers in Practice,
Penarth,
South Glamorgan.

Speed freaks
PLEASE COULD Boris Allan write

another article suggesting
improvements to Ilenchmarks
with the deliberate mistake taken
out? Because of the way that
they were designed, the times for
Benchmarks 1 to 7 are obviously
going to be correlated, as almost
every feature to be tested is
added into a previous
Benchmark.
The times which could be

independent and useful are:
BM1 - Tests the For loop,
which may be used for delays.
It also reflects the basic
compilation speed as only one
reserved word is interpreted
per iteration.
BM3 - BM2 - Tests simple
arithmetic on variables.
BM4 - BM2 - Tests simple
arithmetic on literal
constants; a comparison of
these two figures shows the
consequence of Sinclair's
conversion of literals to binary

MUCH AS I ADMIRE

SO YOU'RE THE TWIT WHO
REPORTED THE ERROR

YOUR VIGILANCE

IN THE ACCOUNTS
PROGRAM...

AND LOYALTY To
THE COMPANY...

DON'T YOU

'THINK YOU
COULD HAVE
WAITED...

at entry time as against
Microsoft's conversion at run
time.
BM5 - BM4 - Tests the
overhead involved with the
use of subroutines.
BM7 - BM6 - Tests the speed of
array assignments.
BM8 - BM2 - Tests the speed of
series evaluation for maths
functions.
Given the above, the
individual times should be
correlated, but Boris Allan's
comments about the mean still
seem justified. As I understood
the original argument, however,
the hypothesis was that any
average is meaningless since it
will not reflect the frequency
with which a real program uses
each operation.
People still seem to insist on a
single figure to show overall
performance, so while the
arithmetic mean is as valid as and
other statistic, it was chosen
because is at least easy to
compute. Anyway, simple

assignments and tests - the
over -weighted processes - are
more common than
trigonometry, so they should be
weighted more heavily.
ROGER BEAUMONT,
Keighley,
West Yorkshire.
I WAS THRILLED to see Boris

Allan's "Speed Freaks". It has
been clear to many readers that
PC's standard eight Benchmarks
are biased towards certain simple
operations and are inadequate
measures of modern micros.
As I read through the article I
had the first impression that this
was a serious and well thought-

out attempt at the difficult
problem of benchmarking, but I
later realised that the statistical
veneer covered fundamental
flaws in his reasoning. He failed
even to follow up the good point
that he made in his opening

paragraph that "important
aspects such as numerical
accuracy are ignored".
(continued on page 13

... UNTIL MY MONTHLY
SALARY CHEQUE FOR
23,748 HAD GONE
THROUGH MY BANK
ACCOUNT?
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Symbiotic Computer Systems
has been at the forefront in the
development of mass
storage and networking
products over the past three
years designing and
...rj
manufacturing systems to
enable the full range of Apple
microcomputers to form a
business facility, powerful
enough to rival many minicomputers on the market.
Symbfile - Symbiotic's Winchester hard disk system
can now be used with both the Macintosh and the Apple//c as well as
the Apple II range. The Symbfile is available in capacities up to 42
megabytes - enough space to store about 25 thousand pages of data!
which can be accessed at extremely high speeds and contained on
much larger volumes than even the highest
capacity floppy disks.

SYMBIOTIC
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LIMITED

i

Symbnet-the Symbiotic tree and branch
local area network, allows up to 127 computers
to access one Symbfile. Symbnet is one of the
few commercially available network systems
that uses fibre optic technology. Fibre optic
cable is unaffected by electrical
interference and can run up to
9 Km between stations with no
degradation of signal and can
now also be used with low cost
twisted pair cables for distances
up to 30 metres. This allows the user
to mix both fibre optic and twisted pair cable to suit their exact
requirements, providing one of the most cost effective and noise
immune systems available.
Symbstore - is the answer to secure back up; it utilizes
inexpensive cassettes each capable of holding 10.5 Megabytes of data,
that can be used quickly and efficiently to stream a complete Symbfile
image to tape. The full range of Symbiotic products are also available
on the BBC Micro.
The Symbiotic group of Companies distribute their products
through a wide network of dealers covering virtually the whole of
western Europe.

as
For more details contact
one of the following Symbiotic group companies Symbiotic Computer Systems Ltd

Duroma House, 32 Elmwood Road, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TX, England.
Tel: 01-683 1137 (PBX) Telex: 928202 SYMPLC

Symbiotic Computer Systems (Benelux)
Symbiotic Computer Systems France
Symbiotic Computer Systems NS
Symbiotic Computer Systems Inc

Keizersgracht 26, 5611. GD. Eindhoven, Netherlands. Tel: 040 456055
2 Rue Henri Chevreau, 75020 Paris, France. Tel: 349 06 80
PO Box 354, 0. Tryggvassons 4, 7000 Trondheim, Norway. Tel: 07 53 20 27
PO Box 1431, Fairfield CT 06430, USA. Tel: 203 374 5910
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NASA did it for over £150 million - the Fujitsu Micro could manage it for under £2000*.
On 21st July 1969, Neil Armstrong was the first man to set

number one computer com-

foot on the moon. A great

And we'd like to announce another one of our great achievements - the remarkable Fujitsu
Micro 16s. Because, in terms of

achievement in the history of
mankind.
But if you thought great
achievements had stopped 16
years ago, think again. Fujitsu's

great achievements in mainframe computers, telecommunications, integrated circuits

pany.

computer performance, what
was possible within the comput-

ing complex at NASA on that
momentous day can be managed now by. the Fujitsu Micro

and micro computers have

16s.

earned us a reputation for innovation, design, quality and reliability - in short, we are Japan's

The FM16s offers total computing flexibility in a comprehensive system which can be ex-

panded to a full, five terminal
multi -tasking, multi-user configuration with the minimum of
hardware redundancy.
Equally at home (on earth) with
businessmen or scientists alike,
the FM16s runs under the latest
implementation of Concurrent
CP/M and offers the benefits of
not one but two additional operating systems, CP/M 80-86 and
MS-DOS.

And at under £ 1,950* for the
entry level business system, including four top-flight software

packages to get you started,
Wordstar, Supercalc 2, Personal
Basic and GSX Graphics Extension it won't cost you the earth
(around £ 150 million less than
the NASA computer complex,
to be precise).
Price as at April 1985

FURTSU Milmelekironik
MICRO COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Hargrave House Belmont Road
Maidenhead Berks SL6 6NE
Tel: 0628 76100 Telex: 848955

' 41.
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Fujitsu Micro 16s

Both 16 bit and 8 bit
processors for 16 and 8 bit
software programs.
Multi-user (up to 5 stations).
128K Byte RAM expandable
to 1MByte.
Two 51/4" Floppy Disk drives,
IBM format.
Graphics capability.
Several operating systems
including Concurrent

CP/M-86, MS-DOS 2.11,
CP/M 80/86, Wordstar,
Supercalc 2, Personal Basic,
GSX and documentation.
Note: The following trademarks are registered:
Wordstar - Micropro International
Supercalc 2 - Sorcim/IUS Micro Software
CPM, Personal Basic, GSX - Digital Research Inc.

[FIRS i65

Send today for your personal presentation
pack on the Fujitsu Micro 16s.

Name
Position
Company
Address

Tel. No

To'

FUJITSU

MS-DOS- Microsoft Inc.

FUJITSU MICRO COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Circle No. 106

I largrave house Belmont Road

Maidenhead Berks SL6 6NE
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INTEGRATED, HIGH PERFORMANCE, EXPANDABLE & COST EFFECTIVE
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LOOK AT YOUR CHOICE OF TECHNOLOGY BEFORE CHOOSING YOUR MACHINE

An Obvious Choice...
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Networked PC's
Networks arc too expensive and tedious. They do not
offer a truly integrated multi-user system or speed.

The choice you didn't know you had .

lift Networked IBM PC's and Apricot are such examples.

.

In Multi -processor SuperStar, each user has its
own dedicated processor with up to 1Mbyte of
RAM each, working at full CPU speed
regardless of the number of terminals.
The tremendous increase in power
resulting from having up to sixteen
16 -bit processors compared with timesharing a single processor must be
plain. Because it is a network on an
internal bus, it is very much faster
than conventional serial networks - yet it is
much less expensive because all the processors
are integrated into one desk- top unit instead of
being distributed among the various PCs
SuperStar is a genuine multi-user system
with record/file locking and with printer
spooling. All MS-DOS and CP/M (all variants)
programs run without modification. It is ideal
for a cost-effective Office Automation system
for any or all of the following functions in any
combination.
* Word Processing and Spread -sheets
* Database and Information Management
* Telex, Electronic Mail and Communications
* Genuine Multi-user Data Processing, such as
Stock Control, Order Processing, and
Integrated accounts.

U.
man
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-

8

Typical multi-user micro machine are doomed by CPU
degredation being based on time-sharing principles.
Altos, Fortune and IBM PC/AT are in this class.

Multi -Processing

Om.

4

Time Sharing Micros

The Wise Choice...
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Rather than slow time-sharing micros or expensive
networked PC's more and more companies
are choosing multi -processing to meet
their multi-user requirements, including:
BUPA*, BRITISH TELECOM,
HILL SAMUEL*, MORI, PHILIPS*,
MONSANTO, SOUTHAMPTON
UNIVERSITY, BROMLEY HEALTH
AUTHORITY, BANHAM ALARMS*
AND MANY MORE.

ierStar-7r
IA,.

Is (a

'Case studies of their
installations are available

1M.

IE.
^

on request.

PIONEERS IN MULTI -PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY
SuperStar is a trade mark of Bromley
Computer Consultancy. CP/M is a
trade mark of Digital Research. MSDOS is a trade mark of MICROSOFT

417-421 Bromley Road, Bromley, Kent BR1 4PJ
Tel: 01-697 8933

Telex 896691 TLX1RG

Circle No. 107

SuperStar-16 has a 16 -bit Master Processor which runs IMPOS (BROMCOM designed true 16bil controlling operating
system). IMPOS supports CPIM. MS-DOS and shortly Sonic in slave processors In any combination and d is fully ummrd
comparable with ACTION DPCIOS. Telswideo MrnmOST and TurboOOS

OKl ISENICAN I

JUST
LAUNCHED!
MULTI-USER
MS-DOS
MS-DOS

is

FEEDBACK

an established

16 -bit operating system for a
single user PC. BROMCOM
has incorporated MS-DOS 2.11

into SuperStar-16/MS to offer

a genuine multi-user

environment through multi-

processing. This development
opens the door to a tremendous
opportunity for exploiting the
widely available applications

software developed in

MicroSoft Basic. (MBASIC)
which' can run only under MSDOS in 16 -bit. Record and file
locking are fully upward
compatible with Televideo

MmmOST, DPC/OS,

TurboDOS and MP/M.

Floppy disks are compatible
with IBM-PC and full PC -DOS

compatibility will be available
early in 1985.

16 -BIT

MASTERS/
SLAVES

In a given configuration, say
8 -users (maximum 16 - more
with networking), SuperStar

has eight 16 -bit slave
processors, each with up to
1Mbyte RAM, and an

additional 16 -bit Master
processor also with up to

1Mbyte RAM. All processors

are iAPX186 with optional
8087 co -processors. This
demonstrated the immense

power and capacity of the
system against

time-sharing

systems where

a

single

processor serves all eight (or
more), users. SuperStar's
multi -processor architecture
also enables each user to choose

his own different operating
systems environment, e.g.
CP/M or MS-DOS - one more

of the superior features that
cannot be found

in other

systems.

INTEGRAL 1/4in
CARTRIDGE
TAPE BACKUP

SuperStar-16 has an optional

tape backup facility, totally
integrated in the system and
built into the desk -top unit.
SuperStar-16 must be one of
the most powerful, flexible and
complete systems available on
the market.
For information see opposite
page.

(continued from page 8)

Benchmarks are used to help a
group or an individual evaluate a
product according to their needs.
Benchmarks in a large -circulation
micro magazine such as PC must
try to anticipate the needs of
their readers, an extremely
difficult task. Dr Allan's
approach takes two Benchmarks
only, one of which, Benchmark 8
has the five -line inner loop:
500 K=K+1

530 A=r2

540 B= LOG (X)
550 C=SIN (K)

Two -column

WordStar
I

READ with amazement "Two -

column text from WordStar" in
the February edition of your
magazine. Surely the simplest
way to produce multi -column
text from WordStar is first to
type text in one column and
then use column block moves to
paste together the column?
Provided you keep a copy of the
text in its original one -strip state,
editing is no problem either.
WordStar has a somewhat
unjustified reputation for being
difficult to use: articles like this
will only serve to propagate this
myth.
NICK MALDEN,
Oxford Data Systems,
Oxford.

600 IF K <1000 then 500
Thus this Benchmark is
approximately 60 percent
trigonometric, logarithmic and
exponential functions. Since he
gives equal weight to his two
Benchmarks, 30 percent of his
total Benchmark is made up of
such statements. When I look
over the tens of thousands of
JOHN LEE REPLIES: The
lines of Basic that friends,
colleagues and I have written for method you advocate, using the
column move facility, is described
micros, I doubt that three
in the last part of the article. As
percent of lines executed are of
someone who actually uses
these types.
It may not be possible to cover WordStar for creative work,
rather than selling it or talking
fairly all classes of statements in
a widely accepted subset of Basic, about it theoretically, I do not
find this the best solution, nor is
but an improvement on the
it a method which is universally
original eight or Dr Allan's two
applicable.
Benchmarks cannot be difficult.
It takes a long time to prepare
PETER FINCH,
Control Data, a document in multi -column
Brussels. format using block moves. If you
then find an error near the
THE EDITOR REPLIES: Practical beginning, it is impossible to
reformat the multi -column page
Computing has always warned
after making the correction, and
that these Benchmarks are not
very useful. However, they are
it probably alters the paging.
You have to start at the
used by several magazines on
beginning on the single -column
both sides of the Atlantic, and
version and repeat all the block
this enables comparisons to be
made beyond a single magazine. moves a second time. I was
caught out once preparing the
We would be interested to
index for a book like this, and
receive Benchmarks from readers
never again!
to test the operations suggested,
I am reluctant to use column
plus the speed of writing to the
moves very much, since there is a
screen.
bug in the code in my version of
WordStar that just occasionally
locks the system, and hence loses
the document, since the only
IN THE TABLE of database hosts on
page 104 of the March 1985
solution is to reboot. The bug
only appears when column move
issue, our entry contained some
inaccuracies or omissions.
is switched on, and we think it
may be when you go outside the
We support access at 300 or
1,200/75 baud, and via PSS, at
normal margins. I have
corresponded with Micropro
1,200 duplex. Our U.K. users
about this; the problem is not
number 1,300, but globally the
limited to my particular copy. If
ESA -IRS service offered by the
European Space Agency is used
I use Column On, I do the move
by over 6,000 password holders.
and put Column Off as soon as
IRS-Dialtech is the U.K. national possible.
Remember also that column
centre for ESA -IRS.
Our address is Room 392
moves were only introduced with
WordStar version 3.0 and the
Ashdown House, not as stated
very many users of WordStar
room 232.
ROY KITLEY, 1.X, 2.0, 2.1 and 2.2 have no
IRS-Dialtech, way to do it, so it is not

IRS-Dialtech

London SW1.
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universally applicable. Many

computers sold with packaged
software still use version 2.2.
Like you, I too believe that
WordStar is not difficult to use,
but the documentation is
another matter. That for
WordStar 3.3 is an
improvement, but I felt so
strongly that an excellent product
was spoilt by the documentation
that I spent a whole year writing
a book WordStar and CPIM
Made Easy. The sales were
enormous, which confirmed my
view on the documentation.

NEC 8201a
User Group
to John Laidlaw's
letter in the March Edition of
Practical Computing, the matter
of a 8201a User Group is
presently under discussion with
WITH REFERENCE

NEC.

I would be pleased to forward
information to any users or
prospective users of what is a far
more practical solution to

"Computing on the move" than
many other machines costing
twice the price.
Send a stamped addressed
envelope for full details.
MIKE WITHERDEN,
Unit 12,
48/50 Norwich Avenue West,
Bournemouth,
Dorset BH2 6AW.
THE EDITOR ADDS: There
already is a user group for the
three Kyocera machines: the
Tandy 100, NEC 8201a and
Olivetti M-10. It publishes
Kyocera User Newsletter,
subscription #'12 per annum.
Contact John L Noyce, PO Box
450, Brighton, East Sussex BN1
8GR.

Keystrip
for publishing my
Keystrip program for the BBC in
the March issue, page 125.
When using the program the
other day, I realised that I had
not included a statement to reset
the printer before using the print
MANY THANKS

facility.

This problem can be solved by
inserting the following lines into
the program as it stands.
405 REM reset printer
406 VDU 2,1,27,1,64,3

Also, I forgot to mention that
disc users would have to run the
program from lower in memory.
This is achieved by entering
PAGE=&1100

followed by

CHAIN"fSTRIP".

MICK GLOSSOP,

London W12. lja
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The KX-P1091 and KX-P1092 are the first
computer printers to bear the Panasonic name.
Our name has always stood for quality and
reliability. These products certainly live up to it.
Both give excellent Near -Letter Quality
and have the built-in advantage of a type mode
switch for quick and easy mode selection.
The KX-P1091 comes equipped with a 1K
memory and delivers a speed of 120cps.
While the KX-P1092 is ideal for the busy
small business. It boasts a top speed of 180cps
KX-P1091
PANASONIC INDUSTRIAL UK LTD., 280-290 BAT

WE'VE JUST GI
PRINTERS

and a superior 7K memory.

Which simply means you can leave it to
get on with your print run while you get onto
your microcomputer.
Why not give your business a good name?
The Panasonic printers are available now
from your nearest computer dealer.
If not, ask your dealer to contact Datac,
Norbain Micro, Northamber plc. or Vistec for
immediate delivery.

Panasonic
Office Automation

RD., SLOUGH, BERKS. SL1 6JG. TEL: SLOUGH 73181.
* Circle No. 108

LI
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4.0GiSTIX

powerful

a

(n)

spreadsheet with an extensive
database and containing truly
presentation -quality
superior
graphics. Logistix also includes: the
fourth dimension
(1) time
management;
(2)
resource
allocation; (3) task scheduling;

(4) project planning. Commonly
referred to as `... the best idea in
business

software

since

the

spreadsheet'.

THE INDISPENSABLE PLANNING AND DECISION AID
No business remains static. You
need to know not only what is going
on today, but what should be
happening next week, next month or
next year. So you need the right kind
of information in a form you can use
and understand, you need to be able
to analyse it in various ways and you
need to be able to present it to
others. Most important of all, you
need to make decisions about the

Logistix adds the all-important
feature of time management to
classic spreadsheet features, an
extensive database capability and
presentation quality graphics, to
provide a versatile, powerful and
easy to use planning and decision
aid for managers and professionals.

future. In short, you need to plan.

spreadsheet.

LOGISTIX - The best idea in
business software since the

DATABASE
TIMESHEET
Grafox Limited

00. SPREADSHEET

GRAPHICS

Circle No. 109

65 Banbury Road
Oxford OX2 6PE
Tel. (0865) 516281
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HARDWARE NEWS

wages war

Concurrent
Advance

Fujitsu
FUJITSU has entered the educational

THE ADVANCE 86B can now be up-

market price wars with a 20 percent discount on retail prices on
the FM -16S machines for edu-

graded to run Digital Research's
CP/M-86 and Concurrent DOS.

cational establishments.
The entry-level system will cost

graded, the response for floppy -

£1,540. For this price you get an
8086 running at 8MHz, 128K
RAM, two 360K floppies and a
monochrome monitor. A colour

recommending concurrency only

screen costs an extra £160.
The 20 percent discount applies
equally to all software products for

compatibility

the FM -16S machine. There

Advance. The new board

Although any 86B can' be updisc systems is sluggish. Ferranti is
for machines
Winchesters.

One bonus

with
is
is

third -party

that IBM PC

enhanced. For
Ferranti says that

example,
Symphony will now run on the

is

currently no time limit on the

also

incorporates a socket to allow an

scheme. More details on (0628)

8087 maths co -processor to be

76100.

added.

The board costs £159 as a
factory -fitted option. NAS Ltd.

Amateur

which provides national main-

Robot
Association

tenance for the Advance, offers an
on -site upgrading for £165.
Ferranti is on 061-499 3355; NAS
Ltd is on 01-568 8855.

AMATEUR ROBOT Association Ltd.

Liberator

an independent umbrella organisation for users of personal robots,

is moving to 5 Queens Street,
Haverhill, Suffolk CB9 9DZ.

THORN EMI has launched the
Liberator, a 3.51b. lap portable,

Telephone: (0440) 707072.
Membership currently stands at
2,000. Subscriptions vary from
£4.50 per annum for individuals to
£35 for affiliates, which caters for
group memberships such as

costing about £700. The British -

schools.

built machine has a 80 -by -16 LCD

in the standard flip -top format.
Three new hard disc options are available for the Apricot XI.

APRICOT
UPGRADES XI

interface is standard. Details on

Apricot range. All three machines expansion slots, and can be linked
come with more RAM and bigger into the Apricot network systems.
The XT -10S costs £3,295, the
floppies as standard compared
with previous machines.
XT -20 £3,795 and the XT -20S
The XT -10S has a 10Mbyte £4,295. All prices exclude screens
3.5in. Winchester and a 720K and VAT. More information from
floppy, with 512K RAM. The ACT (Holdings) plc, ACT House,

THE PEACOCK is an RGB colour
module for the Apple IIc. It allows
text colours and background

XT -20 has a 20Mbyte hard disc 111 Hagley Road, Birmingham
with 512K, and the XT -20S has B16 8LB. Telephone: 021-454
the same Winchester and floppy 8585.

information from DMS Electronics
Ltd on (0909) 773399.

ACT has launched three new but a full 1Mbyte RAM. All
models at the upper end of the models include two spare

Black Box's
Crypton
CRYPTON

is a data link scrambler

from Black Box. Two units are
required, one at each end of the
link. A unique password is
encoded into matching pairs,

providing hardware -based

The

security, since without the corresponding unit at the receiving end,

Banana

it

is not possible to decipher a

transmission. It is also possible to

THE BANANA interface allows

restrict access to certain parts of
systems by giving users different

machines like the BBC Micro to be

levels of privilege according to the
code of their descrambler.

The Crypton links up with
micros via the serial port, and has

its own built-in power supply.
unit costs £275. More
information can be obtained on
Each

(0734) 866800.

The overall size is about A4, and it
is 1.5in. thick. The basic machine
comes with 48K RAM, and a serial
(0443) 435273.

Peacocks

and Apples
colours to be selected, and colour
graphics to be enhanced. The
module needs no separate power -

supply unit and costs £76. More
(more news on page 21)

used in a number of robotic and
control applications. Deriving its
name from the banana sockets it
uses, the Banana can control
various types of d.c. motors and
relays. The unit costs £175, and
be obtained from Castle
Associates Ltd. Telephone: (0723)
584250.
can
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Have you got the
drive to succeed

in business?,

1)1)1-1 disc drive (with CP/NI' and DR. LOGO)

and interface.

£159

F -711:11= -Ts. -7
I

Ils...

11

FD -1 additional disc drive.

CF2
ZV

zV
A1

Running any business successfully means first running it efficiently.

And no matter how business -like
you think you are, you can't beat the
power and convenience of a random
access CP/M* disc system.

Now, with Amstrad's CPC 464
computer, you can enjoy all the advantages of a 3" disc drive complete
with an integral power supply and
plug-in interface controller.

Naturally, you can add a second
drive (FD -1) to double the on-line
storage capacity, speed up
copying files and producing back-up discs.
But of course, simply

plugging a disc drive
into a computer won't
get you very far.

That's why Amsoft
have produced a disc
based software range

of over 30 programs
with many more on the
way.

AMSDOS and CP/M?

CP/M* is the standard
disc operating system for

£239
complete with green

screen VDU (GT64)
and FREE software

pack worth over
£100.

CPC 464

349

complete
with

monitor

complete with colour
monitor (CTM640)
and FREE software
pack worth over
£100.

dat&order
swam
r
1

MONIS

find an AMSOFT program to suit
whatever kind of business you want
to do on your CPC 464.
There's even a range of programs
that teach you professional business
practice.

Incidentally, you can exchange
your Amsoft cassettes for identical

Amsoft disc software for a mere
£4.95 per cassette (the cost of a
blank disc).
Prior ew6nt:

We also supply a special

Initial

pert

version of DR. LOGO* for CPC
iTest Market
--7500

CP/M* files can exist alongside
these AMSDOS files.

Data files may even be shared

FAU

250700

A

Decision Maker

CPC 464.
Really gets down to business.
At the heart of it all, of course, is

between AMSDOS and CP/M?

Word processing, data management, accounting, ledgers - you'll

computer.
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Optional 80 column dot matrix printer DMP-I. Operates at up
to 50 characters per second.

STRAD
ONE GREAT IDEA AFTER ANOTHER

BOOTS Comb Currys Dixons
Greens

CUM a IMM fall nDIG *IXJfl

and a full 8 -bit character set.
It provides high resolution graphics, 80 column text display, up to 8
text windows plus a graphics window
and a palette of 27 colours.
There's also a built-in Centronics
standard 7 -bit parallel printer interface. So you can enjoy high perfor-

Abandon new

the incredible Amstrad CPC 464

'Fr

numeric keypad for fast data entry

AMSTRAD

\

that allow the disc to use files
Software also takes care of the

sensibly positioned cursor keys,

printer of your choice.
The CPC 464.
It does whatever you want it to do.
But that, of course, is your business.

I

Launch now

464 users.
Our disc drive system includes
a number of extensions to BASIC
in the AMSDOS operating system

necessary file management so that

The CPC 464 has a typewriter style keyboard, large ENTRY key,

mance word processing with the

8 -bit microcomputers.

originally created for cassette,
and vice versa.

3

' John Menzies

RIIIIIBELOWS L4p3aE07tED

WHSMITH WIGFALLS AND OTHER COMPUTER STORES

kiwi in
Onn an patia: IL

i
'I

FCP/M and DR. LOGO are Trade Marks of Digital Research

I'd like to know more about the businesslike CPC 464 complete computer system.
Please send me literature right away.

=-11t,11;11II

Os)

NAME
ADDRESS

POSTCODE

Circle No. 110
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To: Amstrad Consumer Electronics PLC, Brentwood House,169 King's Road, Brentwood,
Essex CM14 4EE
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS. NOT ALL STORES STOCK ALL PRODUCTS.
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Europe's premier Apple showcase
comes to the heart of London . . .
C 0 INIAI COIL 0

Champagne
one Suite
Nov
Complex
London.
illay9-11.
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See Electronic
Mail in action!

glom
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Throughout each day at Apple 85
there will be continuous hands-on
demonstrations of Telecom Gold,
One -to -One and Knowledge Index.
III
Using an Apple, you will be able to
access the Bank of Scotland's home
banking service, Nottingham Building
Society's new stockbroking service, and
see how your shares are performing
through Citiservice. And you'll be
able to dial up bulletin boards
in Britain and overseas.
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HARDWARE NEWS

Hunky Husky
a sturdy repackaging of the already tough
Husky Hunter, able to withstand
extremes of vibration, shock and
THE HUSKY M-208 is

temperature.

Its

enhancements

include backlighting of the 240 by 64 -pixel display and screen -

heating facilities for faster response

in low ambient temperatures.
Designed primarily for military
applications, it is also suitable for
other hazardous environments.
The cost is around £7,000. Details
on (0203) 668181.

The SSD-1 from Tempatron contains no moving parts.

Solid-state floppies
alternative to
floppies has been developed by

A SOLID-STATE

time between system failures

Tempatron, called the SSD-1.
Based on the Fujitsu 1Mbit bubble

claimed to be 50 times better than
floppies.
The main unit with two cassettes

memory, the unit contains two

costs £960; additional cassettes cost

cassette holders, each of 125K, and

f260 each. More from Tempatron
on (0734) 596161.

emulation circuitry which allows

is

direct connection to standard SASI
disc interfaces. In this way the unit

8088 tutor

can be used in place of a conventional 5.25in. disc drive.
The two cassettes will function
as two single -sided single -density
discs, or one single -sided double -

density drive. The main unit

THE MPF 1/88 is a microprocessor

teaching system built around the
8088. Similar in design to a lap
portable, the unit costs £325 and
comes with a moving -key keyboard, 20 -character by two-line

is

physically similar to a stand-alone
half -height disc drive.

LCD, 4K RAM and 16K ROM.
The RAM can be expanded to

Advantages of the solid-state
system include no moving parts
and greater resilience. The mean

24K, the ROM to 48K. There is an

on -board disassembler and line
assembler as standard.
The unit is designed to teach the

QL secrets

fundamentals of the 8088 microLater products will
include a ROM -based Basic, and
Forth software option. More from
Flight Electronics Ltd on (0703)

has made available a
195 -page technical guide giving
details of the QL's hardware and
software, including SuperBasic
SINCLAIR

processor.

and QDOS. The QL Technical
Guide costs f14.95 plus 95p post
and packing, and can be obtained

from Sinclair Research Limited,
Stanhope Road, Camberley,
Surrey GU15 3BR. Telephone:
(0276) 685311.

34003.

HARDWARE
SHORTS

QL

The PKASO/U universal
printer interface allows you to
hook up Apple II and Apple
III machines to all parallel
printers. It will also print

Consul

spreadsheets sideways. The
cost is £129. Details on

Expansion
SIMPLEX DATA

has produced a two -

slot expansion board for the QL.
One slot is designed for use with
Simplex's RAM expansion boards,

which cost f99.90 for 64K, .f198
for 256K and £396 for 512K. The
second slot can be used for disc
drives or other peripherals. The
unit has its own power supply. The
price is f49.50. Further details can
be obtained from 01-575 7531.

PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

(0706) 217744.

Victor has reduced the
price of its 10Mbyte Victor
9000 from about £4,000 to
£3,295. Its 9000 2.4 machine
now costs £2,495. More
information on (0494)
450661.
Solo is a Z-80 based micro
from Kemitron designed with
scientific and engineering

applications in mind. The
price is £990. More from
(024.4) 536123.

The MC -3810 is a precision
data German data recorder
that will work with a range of

Mannesmann Tally has cut

micros such as the BBC. Cost

the price of its 132 -column,
160cps MT -180 printer by
£100 to £649. Details on
(0734) 788711.
A disc -less Octopus has
been released by LSI for use
in networked systems. The
dual eight- and 16 -bit system
costs £1,479. More on
(04862) 23411.

is about £26. More from
01-574 5271.
Viewpac allows most micros
to function as intelligent
viewdata terminals, as well as

The ET Compact 60 from
Olivetti is a portable
electronic typewriter that
doubles as a serial or parallel
10cps printer. The basic
configuration costs around
£400. Details from 01-785
6666.

accessing Prestel, Telex and
PSS. The cost is £395. More

information on (0635) 33009.
The Jupiter Ace lives on.
The Forth machine with a 16K
RAM pack costs £35. More
information from (0223)
61175.
Sinclair is diversifying
again, this time with a new
company to produce the
revolutionary wafer -scale
integration memories.
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EXAMPLE PRICE
64K PC
Keyboard
Second Drive

Mono Adapter
Mono Display
OS 2.1

1139
185
297
181

186
59

Upgrade to 640K FREE
TOTAL COST

£2047

oe for your configuration quote

4-

I
1

1
1

I

i

i

I

I
1

i

1

1

I

I
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LIMITED OFFER !
Please PhoneYour Nearest Branc
NORTH LONDON 637, HOLLOWAY ROAD LONDON N19 5SS 01-281 2431
SOUTH LONDON 67.WESTOW STREET,UPPER NORWOOD LONDON SE19 3RW 01-771 6373

MIDLANDS

14 .CHARLES STREET, HANLEY STOKE -ON- TRENT ST1 3AR (0782)269 883

/1011CROWARE
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=
=
--= =
Authorised
Dealer

II IBM NEWS

WHO KILLED JR?
IN

A

IBM has

SURPRISE MOVE,

dropped the Junior. IBM launched
a massive direct -mail campaign for
its sawn-off PC at the end of 1984.
According to California -based
research firm Infocorp, this

brought it 17 percent of the U.S.
market in December. That's more

than the 11 percent held by the
Apple He, or the Macintosh's 7
percent; all figures are for number

of units. However, what might
have alarmed

IBM

was

that

December sales of the PC itself fell

from 10 percent to only 7 percent
of the market.
Infocorp's January figures give

IBM SHORTS
DMA's Formula IV is

the market as: Apple Ile 16, Apple
Very shortly, then, we expect
Ile 13, IBM PC,13, IBM PCjr 11, IBM to announce a new, smaller,
Apple Macintosh 10, IBM PC /XT faster version of the PC. It will use
6, IBM PC/ AT 3. The other 31 an 80186 chip and have 3.5in. disc
percent went to lesser brands drives. That is, in performance and
where the only interesting figures appearance it will try to match
are Compaq's 7 percent and Com- the outstanding Nimbus micro
modore's 2 percent.
from Oxford -based Research
The IBM PC's recovery in Machines Ltd.
January does not disguise the fact
Another strong tip is that IBM
that, according to Infocorp, sales will launch a lap -top version of the
are well down on the 21 percent of machine. Don't call IBM, and no
a year earlier. Therefore to main- one will call you.
tain and increase its market share,
Infocorp is at 20833 Stevens
IBM must launch new machines to Creek Blvd, Cupertino, Ca
replace the discontinued Junior 95014-2107. Telephone: (U.S.
and tjie ageing PC.
area code 408) 973-1010.

IBMulators
best known for its home -

computer peripherals, has now
launched three U.K.-modified Far
Eastern

manufactured - our

guess: Korea - 8088 -based IBM
PC compatible micros.

The Cheetah PC has 256K of
RAM, two 360K disc drives and
costs f2,595. The Cheetah XPC
has one floppy disc plus a 10Mbyte

or 20Mbyte hard disc and costs
from £3,575. The Cheetah VIPC is
the same as the XPC but also has a

20Mbyte tape backup; prices are
from £5,465. This is close to the
price of a Compaq Deskpro, but

intertec returns

bundled software - including a

ONCE UPON A TIME,

accounts package worth f650, plus
Executive Writer, Number Works,

and Executive Filer from Adam
Osborne's American venture,
Paperback Software. Also in the
bundle are at least 21 programs
available in the public domain.
Cheetah is looking for dealers to

an American
company made a really ugly eight bit CP / M crate called the Super -

was leapfrogging to the 80286 and
found itself ideally placed to plug
the gap.
Design a file server, convert the

brain. Unlike many of its competitors, this machine worked - Headstart to a work station, and
most of the time. It could be net-

you got an IBM-compatible multi-

worked easily and it was very user system that could form the

take the systems.
Contact Cheetah, 24 Ray Street,

London EC1R 3DJ. Telephone:
01-833 4909.

cheap.
Unfortunately,

Intertec

then

did nothing for a long time, and
when people stopped buying big,
ugly

eight -bit

CP / M desk -top

micros the company fell on hard
times. It therefore decided to
launch a machine called the Head -

PC -Star
THE BROMCOM SUPERSTAR is

IBM PC and AT. However, it
will allow three simultaneous
users with file and record
locking, plus it has an English based query language. The
U.K. distributor is Telesystems
Ltd. Telelephone: (02406)
6365.

Tallgrass Technologies has
opened a U.K. office at Unit
6, Intec Two, Hassocks

Wood, Wade Road,
Basingstoke, Hampshire
RG24 OPL. Tel: (0256)
460666.

Eastbourne, East Sussex.

The 80286 -based Headstart. Will it s.tve the day for Intertec?

Cheetah says its machine is better.
All the systems will be sold with

complete Colt Computers

multi-user database for the

APL*Plus/PC is out in a
new version, 4.1, and
distribution has been taken
over by Cocking and Drury of
16 Berkeley Street, London
W1X 5AE. Telephone:
01-493 6172.
Printworks is a utility that
offers control of over 30
different dot-matrix printers.
It includes a fount editor and
sideways printing. Phone Pete
& Pam on (0902) 43913.
PC to Mac and Back, the
Apple/IBM communications
package described in our
January issue, is now
available from Holt Saunders,
1 St. Anne's Road,

Cheetah
CHEETAH,

claimed - probably
incorrectly - to be the first

a

network -in -a -box. Each user gets
their own CPU card, so there is not

the degradation of performance
you get with a shared -processor
system. Bromcom claims it will
soon be offering slave cards that
are IBM PC compatible, to provide

the would-be PC user with an
effective multi-user system.
Contact Bromcom, 417-421

Bromley Road, Bromley, Kent
BR I 4PJ. Telephone: 01-697 8933.

heart of a 255 -node network using
Intertec's 3Mbit/second Multilan.
But if you didn't want a multi-user
system, just add twin -floppy drives
and you had the ATS personal
computer to rival the PC/AT.

Products and prices are:
ATS-80286

work

station

with

start, which was very small, very 256K RAM, $2,495; twin 5.25in.
pretty, and included a 16 -bit pro- discs, $595; 25Mbyte Multilan
cessor along with the eight -bit storage system, $2,495; network
CP / M one. It was first shown in card to add IBM PCs to the
the U.K. at the Which Computer? network, $695. In September, an
Show in January 1984. By then no 8086 -based version of the ATS

Telephone: (0323) 638221.
IBM U.K. is to sell two
Compsoft packages: Domino,
the new training and
assessment program
announced last month, and
Delta 4, the well -established
database. Every IBM PC
dealer should have copies

available.

Kaypro's
AT clone
THE KAYPRO

286i, announced in

California, is a desk -top micro, not
a transportable. It features an Intel

80286 CPU running at 6MI-iz,
512K of RAM, colour graphics and
two 1.2Mbyte floppy -disc drives.

The new system is claimed to be
should be available for $1,995. compatible with the IBM PC/AT,
or anything else that wasn't IBM It remains to be seen whether and costs $4,550 without monitor
PC -compatible. And Intertec fell Intertec can win back its former - $500 more than a comparable
on even harder times.
Superbrain dealers and so get its AT system with only 256K of RAM
and one disc drive.
Then it got lucky. IBM an- products on to the U.K. market.
Contact Kaypro (U.K.) Ltd, Elm
nounced the new AT model of the
Contact Intertec, 2300 Broad
PC, creating a huge demand which River Road, Columbia, SC29210. House, Elmshott Lane, Cippenit was not able to fill. Intertec Telephone: (U.S. area code 803) ham, Berkshire. Telephone:
(06286) 67344.
having missed the 8086 market, 798-9100.
one wanted dual -processor micros,

.

.

.
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BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD
230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1. Telephone: 01-636 7142/4102
for a business
Looking Let us help you.
for
system?
Call in or phone
professional
friendly,
advice.

10 MB
HARD
DISC

apricot x10

10MB WINCHESTER**11#1,

ONLY £1995 +VAT!
PLUS

*

FREE Wordprocessor
(Superwriter)
FREE Spreadsheet

(Supercalc)

.1111

FREE Super Planner
INTEGRATED ACCOUNTS PACKAGE

FREE Invoicing
FREE Stock Control
FREE Sales Ledger
FREE Purchase Ledger
FREE Nominal Ledger

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

FREE Payroll

1.4MB
FLOPPY

-ate;

SANYO M BC
WITH 2 x 720KB
FLOPPY DISC

ONLY £995 +VAT!

11217-111\) PLUS

Ifirk%-- DUAL

PWIT 315K

DRIVES

rit

...it,.

Voisii

APRICOT

FREE Spreadsheet(Calcstar)
FREE Invoicing

ALL SYSTEMS
SUPPLIED

only

o
110111"Will*.iiP
4001001411,'

(630K)

`40.0,400.0
`10tAippo.

£1495
+VAT

`111Rb#4.iw.

`IP

ONLY

£1395 + VAT!
PLUS
FREE ACT 9" Monitor
FREE Superwriter (Wordprocessor)
FREE Supercalc (Spreadsheet)
FREE Superplanner
FREE CPIM 86

FREE Concurrent CPIM
256K Memory

GALAXY BARGAINS
SANYO with 10MB

Winchester floppy, 128K
Ram, Wordstar & Calcstar

Integrated
Accounts
Package

APRICOT PC: DUO

720K discs and monitor

£1595 +VAT

APRICOT Xi5: 5MB

Winchester
£1845 + VAT
APRICOT Fl £949.00 + VAT
PHILIPS MONITOR £65.00

TRAINING
CAN BE
PROVIDED ON

PORTABLE

"reigioN 401.11a

and Monochrome Monitor
£1995 +VAT

FREE Monitor
FREE Wordprocessor (Wordstar)
FREE Stock Control
FREE Sales Ledger
FREE Purchase Ledger
FREE Nominal Ledger
FREE Payroll

apricot PC

We also stock a wide range of Printers, Monitors, Disc
Drives and Software Packages, plus many other
Computer Systems at bargain prices.

Circle No. 113

OPENING HOURS MON-SAT 9AM-6PM
MAIL ORDERS TO: West One Galaxy Business Systems Ltd,

230 Tottenham Court Road, London,
Cheques payable to: West One Galaxy Business Systems Ltd.

PLUS FREE

NTEGRATED

ACCOUNTS
PACKAGE
WITH THESE
SYSTEMS

VAT

1 YEAR

WARRANTY &
MAINTENANCE
CONTRACTS
AVAILABLE

Just because you bought
an IBIWcomputer,you dorit have to
miss out on the JUKI 6100.
It did seem a trifle unfair, after all. Because the JUKI 6100 quickly became one of the
best-selling letter quality daisywheel printers in the UK.
So now we've introduced the brand-new JUKI 6100-I, which, as the suffix suggests,
is IBM* graphic printer compatible. It has all the features of the original 6100,
including graphic mode and full word processing support, yet it costs just £399.-.
Another new release is the highly successful JUKI 6000. There aren't many letter
quality daisywheel printers designed specifically for use at home.
The high speed JUKI 5520 dot matrix printer is a stunning example of high quality
advanced technology at a remarkably low price. Complete with graphic mode,
it's ideal for your personal computer, and even has an optional 4 -colour
print function.

See them all for yourself at your local JUKI dealer.

They may not have been out for long, but they'll be around for a good deal longer.
'IBM is a trade -mark of IBM Corporation.

JUKI 6000 .,r1V l
.

Technology true to type
'F. R. GeolICny
fox,: (0'491 2 51 27 24. ,

JUKI (EURaTiqt4i)113i1 Eities"tr: 74 20001fo -rr&rg
73t`qelex: 2,163 041 (JRD)

Tel

Sole distribtar:;
.

'

.

Moo

104 Urki1 3, Hassocks: Wood' NeV6c1eRoaci, BOS1f1gstoke,WintPG 24 ONE.
47 3232 (32.Iines) Telex: B 5969 VicRo,i,Q; Fecsimile 02561 ,46 1570

Peciphereib 1W Tel

.}.'"x
;
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II SOFTWARE NEWS

Trigger the
W atchdog

prop
is a business program
which will monitor virtually
anything you can count. It costs
£453 and runs on the IBM PC.
The idea of Trigger is to help

TRIGGER

you keep track of key areas of your

business - sales, costs, customer

complaints, that sort of thing and to spot unplanned -for situations as they develop. To use
Trigger you first create a spreadsheet -like model, defining at the
same time trigger points for key
In subsequent time
periods, as you enter data, Trigger
will issue various reports and charts

opT oNs

C for QL
has announced the first C
compiler for the QL. Called QC,
the GST implementation is not
GST

costs vary 7 percent and the bank
interest rate 2.5 percent.
Options then works out a large

OPTIONS is a new package which

takes the spreadsheet concept one

step further by working out the
probability of a particular WhatIf? result. You start by entering

number of different results, at-

caching a probability to each one
data into a conventional spread- based on the information you have
sheet screen; alternatively you can given it. Options cost £145 and is
copy it in from existing Multiplan, presently available for the IBM PC,
Supercalc or Lotus 1-2-3 files.
with Apricot and Sanyo 555
But unlike a conventional versions imminent.
spreadsheet, Options allows you to
Contact Softsel, telephone
enter a range of likely values in 01-844 2040, for dealers, or for
place of any figure or formula. For more details contact Sagesoft Ltd,
instance, you could allow all your NEI House, Regent Centre,
projected sales figures to vary plus Newcastle Upon Tyne NE3 3SB.
or minus 10 percent, let materials Telephone: 091-284 7077.

quite a full version of the systems programming language as def-

fined by Kernighan and Ritchie.
It supports pointers and arrays
of pointers, but not multi dimensioned arrays, unions,
structures or Typedef.
QC does include a 68000
assembler and linker, and it costs
£59.95, supplied on a standard QL
Microdrive cartridge. Contact GST
Computer Systems Ltd, The

Green, Willingham, Cambridge
CB4 5JA.
81991.

Telephone:

(0954)

variables.

if your key variables fall outside

Amstrad Calc and chart
it runs under Amsdos.

your pre -defined limits.
You can also get Trigger to ask
you to enter an explanation when
it reports an off -plan event. Over
time Trigger builds up a database
of the things you are monitoring,

MAS 1 ERCALC is

along with the reasons given for

parts of the spreadsheet at the

off -plans events, thus helping you
track down recurring problems.

same time, and dump to an Epson-

compatible or Amstrad printer.

Micrograph is a bar, pie and line
chart drawing package which interfaces to Microspread, Amsoft's
fuller -featured but fewer -celled
spreadsheet which runs under
CP/M. Micrograph will print
charts from Microspread data, but
not from Mastercalc or other

Contact Thorn EMI or Softsel.

Mastercalc costs £19.95 including

spreadsheets.

Telephone: 01-844 2040.

a new spreadsheet
program for the Amstrad CPC -464
which allows especially large
models - up to 3,000 cells

according to Amsoft. You can
display windows into two different

VAT on tape or £24.95 on disc,

'

where

You can control the display

Why wait over an hour

With their streamers taking an hour and four minutes to find a file, our
competitors must think you have all the time in the world.
We don't We know you want to retrieve as quickly as possible.
Well how does ninety-two seconds or faster grab you?
The Ampex PC Megastore- will find any file, current or archive, in ninety-two
seconds. No ifs. No buts. No kidding,
How does it do it? We backed up a 20Mb hard disk with another 25 megabytes
of addressable storage to create a unique bootable streamer with a cache memory
that leaves all the competition way behind.
Sixty-two minutes behind in fact.

colours

used, and Micrograph
allows you to set up sequences of
charts to display in an automatic or
cued slide show. Micrograph will
be launched in mid -April, priced
probably at £24.95.

For more details contact
Amsoft, Brentwood House, 169
Kings Road, Brentwood, Essex
CM14 4EF. Telephone: (0277)
230222.

when

PC Megastore maintains data integrity by flagging errors and working around
them. It lets you backup files off-line while still using the computer. It saves you a
fortune on floppies. It fits IBM-PC* and compatibles, IBM -XT: tApple II and Ile
right now (with Macintosh, Tandy TRS-80* and S-100 systems soon). And all you do
is change a card.
You can buy it as a complete hard -disk -with -tape -backup unit or as two separate
items. Each version gives you the fastest direct access, bootability, off-line operation,
upgradability to future products and genuine software compatibility.
It uses all popular software with virtually no modification, it can be used vertically
or horizontally, and if you ever change your computeryou only need change one card.
"PC Megastore is a trademark of Ampex Corporation. IBM-PC and IBM -XT are trademarks of BM. tApple I
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File

Edit

Goodies

Fonts

Debug

kL

SOFTWARE
SHORTS

Phone Book

`manual` 01-234-5678

OK

Prestel 9-8121
Tel Gold 01-278-4355

Cancel)

Ens Link 01-928-3600
ASCII

( New )

ILL. NO.

(Delete)
Mode

Baud

Ascii

300

DataBits

Perdu

7

Euen

Number TEL. NO.

Name ASCII

Macro file

StooBits

LOG -ON SEQUENCE

007

Mac graphics make comms connection a little easier.

Mac Prestel
\Ica/4 allows Mac users

Since

to

the Mac has a mono-

communicate down the phone

chrome screen, and most viewdata

with both ASCII text systems like

frames are in colour, Vicom lets

Telecom Gold or bulletin boards,
or with frame -based viewdata

visual interface as much as possible
to make connection easy, and it is

you associate different Mac founts
with coloured text and assigns grey
scales to colour graphics.
Contact P&P, Probe and Softsel
dealers, or for more details contact
AM Computer Technology Ltd, 19

compatible with a wide range of

Kensington Mews, London W8

modems.

5DR.

systems like Prowl. Costing £150
plus VAT, Vicom uses the Mac's

Lotus Developments'
heavily hyped do -everything
package for the Macintosh,
Jazz, is late. The official
release date has slipped from
April to May 27. Telephone:
(0753) 840281.
Better news from Lotus is
an Apricot version of
Symphony, which is the
equivalent package to Jazz
for IBM -style computers. It
combines spreadsheet,
graphics, database, WP and
comms. The Apricot version
of Symphony supports ACT's
modem card and is already
out with dealers. The price is
£595 plus VAT. Contact Lotus
Developments U.K. Ltd.
Telephone: (0753) 840281.
TKISolver College Edition is
a dramatically cheaper
version of TK!Solver for
universities and colleges. It
runs on the Apple Ile and
IBM PC, and normally costs
well over £300. It is designed
to solve equations, both
linear and non-linear, for
multiple unknown variables. it

will also convert units
automatically and produce
plots and tables of the results.
The educational price is £59
direct from Software Arts
International, 43
Buttermarket, Ipswich,
Suffolk. Telephone: (0473)
221551.
C-64 Forth Plus is a Forth
language compiler for the
Commodore 64 which
supports the machine's sprite,
sound and colour -graphics
features. C-64 Forth Plus,
which costs £14.95 including
VAT, also includes the
standard set of Forth
commands laid down in the
old Forth Interest Group
definition of the language.
Contact Melbourne House.
Telephone: 01-940 6064.
Estimator is designed to
work out professional
quotations and print them in
a format stipulated by the
user. The system costs £295
and runs on the IBM PC and
other 16 -bit systems under
MS-DOS and CP/M-86.
Details from Xitan Ltd, 27
Salisbury Road, Totton,
Southampton SO4 3HX.
Telephone: (0703) 871211.

you can retrieve in under two minutes?

O
S.

And if all that doesn't impress you, how about this. With its one year warranty
every PC Megastore has Ampex's 20 years peripherals design and manufacturing
expertise built into it.
If a minute and a half sounds better than an hour and a bit, you'd better look at
the PC Megastore.

AM P EX
Ampex Corporation One of the Signal Companies

Ampex Great Britain Limited. Acre Road. Reading RG2 OQR, England. Telephone: (0734) 875200.

Circle No. 115
e and Macintosh are trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. TRS-130 is a trademark of Radio Shack. a division of Tandy Corp
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TurboDOS power

for multi-user networking
MINSTREL

MINSTREL

1114:

1:42.3--

Designed and built in Britain

It's not easy to build an effective multi-user system.
It takes experience, confidence and, above all, a
superior operating system.
HM Systems possess all three qualities in large
supply, and we've put them into Minstrel 2, our
latest model.
Experience has shown that multiple workstations
and resource -sharing call for multi processor
architecture. That way, every user gets their own
computer and performance doesn't suffer.
Confidence comes from using proven S100
technology. We've seen too many systems fail by being
based on "next year's industry standard". We'd rather
settle with this year's working solution. Wouldn't you?
Which is not to say that we're behind the times.
Our state of the art HTS 86 dual processor card
was developed to provide two 16 bit computers on a
single board.
This means 16 bit computing power at 8 bit prices
for you.

We simply prefer evolutionary to revolutionary
development.
Make no mistake, any multi user system is only
as good as its operating system. Minstrel 2 uses
TurboDOS® We've not come across a more flexible
and powerful tool.
TurboDOS reads programs written for CP/M II,t
CP/M 86, MP/M II, MP/M 86, has PC DOS emulation,
and allows IBM PCs or lookalikes to share the
resources of a Minstrel 2 system.
Networking is integral.
Minstrel 2 can communicate with all leading
mainframes. And we can prove it.
Entry cost for a two -user system with 20Mb hard
disk capacity is £6250.00. Additional workstations
cost £1110.00 inclusive.
Write or call for a full colour brochure. You won't
get a hard sell. With experience, confidence and the
best operating system, we find the facts speak
for themselves.

A. Performance comparison - number of users increasing
MINSTREI. 2

7Y1.1CAI 711.11:1111,4,131,;(;

100

B. Cost comparison - number of users increasing
2,0:

MINSTREL 2

TYPICAL LEADING

75
15.

50

STAND A LONE NETWORK

25
10-

1{1;11ii

ii1111111

11;11111111" 11111:

HM Systems HTS 86. 16 bit performance at 8 tet prices.

Costs rise and performance suffers when a number of terminals share a
common procbssor. Graph 8 shows a network of leading stand-alone
computers when compared with Minstrel 2. Graph A shows the effect on
performance of timesharing compared with Minstrel 2.

5.

II

3

4

HM Systems Limited.

urban

TOW' urboDos is the registered trademark

a of Software 2000 inc.

rCP/M and MP/M are registered trademarks of Digital Research Inc.

220 The Vale,
London NW11 8HZ
Telephone: 01-209 0911
Telex: 266828 -HMS G
Easylink: 19001060
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PRISM SCATTERED

Wordwise users can now

has bought Wren,
the British micro manufacturer
that was part of the Prism Micro

R Roberts, Lamorna, The

OPUS SUPPLIES

Products,

now

in receivership.
Opus is best known for selling disc

drives for the Acorn BBC B, and it
has recently launched a disc system

for the Sinclair Spectrum. The
Wren is an eight -bit CP / M semi -

transportable costing

about

f 1,000. It was reviewed in Practical

Computing's June 1984

including the IBM PC, Apple,
Modem House has acquired the ACT Apricot, BBC, Commodore
communications products pre- and Dragon.
viously sold by Prism. The main
It seems unlikely that the
one is the Prism VTX-5000 receiver will now be able to sell any
1,200/75 Prestel-type modem for other parts of the Prism empire.
the Sinclair Spectrum, which
Contact Opus Supplies, 158
should shortly be available for Camberwell Road, London SE5
under £50. There is also said to OEE. Telephone: 01-701 8668.
be hardware, software and cables Modem House, lolanthe Drive,
available for other machines Exeter, Devon EX4 9EA.
issue.

The

Hacker's
Handbook
THIS SLIM

contains

but entertaining book
useful summary of

a

IN BRIEF
obtain a Wordwise
Applications Guide from T E

Street, Burwell, Norfolk
NR16 1NA for £7, including
post and packing. This useful
book has been writtten by
Paul Beverley and is
published by Norwich
Computer Service.

Microcomputer Alert is a
monthly index of
microcomputer magazines
including Practical
Computing, Personal
Computer World, Byte and
many more. The cumulated
1984 edition is now available
for £14 from John F Convey,
38 Part Street, Southport,
Merseyside PR8 1 HY.

communications techniques, plus
stories about Famous Hacks. It
does not, however, provide information that would enable any

The Data Protection
Registrar, Eric Howe, has

MI5. This will disappoint many

now moved to his permanent
office at Springfield House,
Water Lane, Wilmslow,
Cheshire SK9 5AX. Phone:
061-273 6607.

readers who have read lurid reports

Missile Command, the

half-baked twit to break into the
computer at the local bank or even

in the national press and some of
the computer comics.
As the author points out, it is far
easier to commit fraud and theft
by conventional means, including
bribery and blackmail. However, if
the book jolts people out of their
lackadaisical attitude to passwords
and security it should have a
beneficial effect.

The Hacker's Handbook by
Hugo Cornwall is published by
Century Communications at
f4.95. ISBN 0 7126 0650 5.

Enhanced
Robocom

Communications
APPLE OWNERS

use mail -box number 118100002.

no obvious reason the group is
called The Force. It has been
organised by Basug, the British
Apple Systems User Group, and
will use numbers BSG001 to

British Telecom is installing a
new high-speed access network
bought from Telematics International. It will provide 60 nodes
throughout the U.K., offering
more people local -call access to

now have their own
user group on Telecom Gold. For

BSG250. Phone Richard Boyd on
(0223) 860767. His Gold number

is TCC088, but who knows on
which of the six systems that is?

services such as Telecom Gold and

Prestel. Also it is claimed it will
a faster response. The
access link will support 1,200/75
baud plus 300 baud, 1,200 baud
and 2,400 baud communications.
provide

including automatic dimension-

NEC has now come into line
with Olivetti and Tandy by
offering Telecom Gold electronic
mail with its cheap Kyocera lap held, the NEC -8201a. This f299

ing,

routines

micro can also be used to send and

and eight built-in hatch styles.

receive telexes via Gold. Phone

FOLLOWING the success of Mud, the

The system is suitable for civil and
mechanical engineering work,
panelwork, packaging, architec-

NEC on 01-267 7000.

Multi-user dungeon, Infomania is
launching Mung, a multi-user
network game. The specification
includes 2Mbyte of main memory,

has launched the Robo
1500E low-cost Technical Drafting
System. It is based on the Apple
lIe and has several new features,
ROBOCOM

adjustable

curve

ture and building.
Robocom entered the field three
years ago with the Bitstik Graphics
system, reviewed in Practical

Computing's November

1982

issue. The product line continues
with the Robo 1000 Technical
Graphics System, and is now
completed by the 1500E Technical
Drafting System.

Contact Robocom Ltd, Clifton
House, Clifton Terrace, London
N4 3TB. Telephone: 01-263 8585.
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A Japanese shopping service has

been launched on Prestel. It has
been organised by Fuji bank
and Matsuzakaya. Items can
be selected from an on -screen

catalogue and paid for by credit
card. The service is aimed mainly
at Japanese living in the U.K., but
British customers are welcome to
join in. Contact Matsuzakaya,
Central Merchandising Office

Mung
40Mbyte of hard disc and over
10,000 map locations.
Mung can cater for 1,000 system

characters, with up to 50 people
playing at once using 1,200/75
Prestel-type modems. The first
scenario is expected to take about a

year, and the membership will be

Telecommunications Media limited to 1,000.
Development Room, 10-1, Ginza
6, Chuo-ku, Tokyo. Alternatively
check Prestel page *298 # and

old track -ball operated
arcade game, can now be
played with a mouse on the
Apple Macintosh in a new
version called
It costs £36.15 including VAT.
Phone Softsel on 01-844
2040.

Contact Mung Applications,
Infomania, Carey Place, Watford,
Hertfordshire WD1 2LR.

Executive Suite is not a
new multi -function package,
but a game for the IBM PC.
This "Gray Flannel Fun"
game is based on office
politics and costs £25.95 plus
VAT from Pete & Pam. Phone
(0706) 217744.

Retail Software Forum
is a new exhibition to be held
at the Novotel, Hammersmith
on May 15-17. The aim is to
help retailers choose suitable
computer software. Phone
RMDP on Brighton (0273)
722687.
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TOP VALUE from

NEC...

THE
ONLY $100
WORTH
NOTING.

l!iwi\ti 2.4Mb!

the ADVANCED Personal Computer (APC) from

only £1,735 + vat
including MSDOS + WORDSTAR + MULTIPLAN

STANDARD FEATURES
SPEED: full 5 MHz 8086 16 bit processor (true 16 bit data).
CAPACITY: One or two 8' disks (1.2 Mb each formatted under MSDOS)

MEMORY: 128K user RAM + screen RAM + system ROM + batterybacked
CMOS nonvolatile RAM & clock/calendar.
OPERATING SYSTEMS: MSDOS 2.11 or CPM-86 or CONCURRENT DOS (CPM).

'

HIGH RESOLUTION:8 x 19 dot character screen definition, (25 lines of 80
characters + 26th system status line), 12 inch green screen.
AWARD WINNING NEC 7220 graphic chip In character mode. 256 standard
character set includes maths/greek & graphic symbols. ADDITIONAL 256 USERPROGRAMMABLE shape character set(s). GSX graphics standard.
DETACHABLE KEYBOARD: Fast buffered 61 key + 25 key numeric/cursor pad +
22 dual mode function keys with labelling facility (16 of which will each hold two
15 character user -defined strings).
SERIAL RS232: Up to 19,200 baud synch/asynch. PARALLEL printer.
SUPERB MANUALS: operating level to full technical spec (US written).
' COMPACTNESS: 19 inches wide, 24 inches deep, 14 inches high.
PRICE: unbelievable for the quality of this product from the mini -computer
division of NEC (world's 3rd largest micro manulacturer).

Over 100 different S100 cards, crates and systems.
HIGH TECHNOLOGY ELECTRONICS LTD. 303/305 PORTSWOOD ROAD,

SOUTHAMPTON. TEL: 0703 581555 TELEX: 477465 HTELG.
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P C SOFTWARE: OVER

OPTIONAL EXTRA FEATURES
EXPANDABLE USER MEMORY: in 128k units to 512k RAM.
' HARD DISKS: one/two (10.20 MB formatted), floppies ideal for backup.
8 COLOUR SCREEN.
VERY HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS:640 x 475 x 8 colour or mono screen from
1024 x 1024 x 3 bit mapped array (384k extra RAM!). Hardware draw, pan & zoom
using 2nd NEC 7220 controller. Fast! Macro shape generation etc.
32 BIT HARDWARE ARITHMETIC PROCESSOR:8087.
CONCURRENT CPM NOW AVAILABLE
' 8 BIT 280 CARD NOW AVAILABLE for dual standard 8 & 16 bit, 64k RAM, RAM
DISK facility within user memory.

401

0

DISCOUNT!

Just look at some of our prices!

SOFTWARE
ALL GENERAL CPM436 AND MSDOS SOFTWARE
AUTO CAD graphic design package.
CUSTOMISED software packages to your requirements for less than the price of a

typical inflexible standard package - details on request.
ACCOUNTS: Own bespoke packages at two levels, SYSTEMATICS, MULTISOFT.
WORD PROCESSING: NEC Benchmark, Spellbinder, Wordstar, etc.
DATABASE: DBASE II, Rescue, Datastar, Friday! etc.
LANGUAGES: C, CB -86, CBASIC-86, Microsoft BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN,
PASCAL, PL/1, etc.
COMMUNICATIONS: Asynch, IBM: Bisync 3780, 3270, HASP.

FRAMEWORK
SIDEKICK

320 RRP 550 -41%!

DBASE III
DBASE II

331

WORDSTAR
PAINTBRUSH

CIS COBOL

Brighton Computer
Centre

53

RRP 89

RRP 550

239 RRP 395
195 RRP 295
95 RRP 139
302 RRP 425
304 RRP 430
322 RRP 449
413 RRP 550

-41%!
-39%!
-39%!
-34%!
-32%!
-29%!
-29%!
-28%!
-25%!

LOTUS 1-2-3
OPEN ACCESS
SYMPHONY
Most popular business micros supported!

130 Lewes Road, Brighton BN2 3LG
0273) 673114 Mon -Sat 10am-6pm

Similar discounts for accessories & add-ons!
(IBM-PC prices shown excluding VAT)

4

Please send me further details of the NEC APC.

Call us NOW on 0480 53044 for further details!

Name

Company

Elite Computer Systems

Address
Tel

L Application

Wit/8'J

f
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40 SAPLEY ROAD HARTFORD HUNTINGDON CAWS PE1 8 7YO
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Interview

Casting their networks
Why do you think Omninet has done so
well in the local area network market?
From its initial introduction, Omninet was

at Corvus; we feel that you will have

geared to the personal computer. The

will have a backbone net which may be
true broadband or fibre optics that will
take you through the core of the building

departmental networks with low-cost connectivity with lots of services. Then you

other networks that were available at the
time, such as Ethernet, were considerably
more expensive. Today they are still con-

or around a campus, which will have
higher cost per connectivity. Our positioning will be at the departmental level, with
very cost-effective networking. Ultimately
we think that Omninet will be integrated
into the PBX arena and will provide low
cost per connectivity there also.

siderably more expensive than Omninet is.
We wanted to offer the performance that a

personal computer user needed at a price

he could afford. The price relationship
between network node and computer
should be around 1 to 3, and this is where
we positioned Omninet.
When we came to market we were one

What new products do you intend

of the first players in networks, particularly for personal computers, and a lot

of software has been developed that is
Omninet specific. We were able to grow
our base from that software and from that
initial price performance. Now we offer a
link -up to SNA; for the business user, the
ability to link up to IBM is very important

and we have some significant customers
worldwide that are using the SNA
gateway.

How do you expect the LAN market to
develop in the future?
I

think that the LAN market

is still

embryonic today. Although we hold more
than half the installed number of nodes in
the market, the installed number of nodes
in the world is not all that great at 300,000.
With the giants IBM and ATT coming to
market, we'll see more interesting LANs.
Some people will buy a LAN just because
IBM is offering it.
We'll also see a lot of software
developed for LANs and, as we all know,
software sells hardware. You are able to

solve problems instead of just having a
piece of technology in your office. With
that software and with IBM's push behind
it we'll see the market expand. I'd expect it
to go from the 300,000 nodes that we see
today to two million nodes in 1986.

What impact do you think the increasing
use of LANs will have on the way we use
micros and computers?

One thing that they do is to make things
more cost effective, for example by

releasing?

MICHAEL D'ADDIO, President and
Chief Executive Officer of Corvus

Systems - interviewed by
Glyn Moody.
Michael D'Addio set up Corvus
Systems in August 1979, originally to
manufacture 8in. Winchester discs for
use with Apple computers. In 1980
Corvus entered the local area network
market with its Multiplexer system for
micros. Omninet was introduced in
1981. Today over half of the installed
LAN nodes in the world use Omninet.
In 1982 the company launched its first
micro, the Corvus Concept. It was
designed primarily as a LAN work
station, and was reviewed in the
September 1983 issue of PC.
For the financial year ending 31 May
1984, Corvus reported net sales of $50
million and a net loss of over $10
million. This compared with sales of
$47 million and profits of $4 million
the previous year. For 1985, sales are
expected to top $60 million, with a
return to profitability.
Earlier this year, Corvus announced
that Roy Wright will join as Chief
Operating Officer. Wright held a
similar post at Victor Technologies,
where he succeeded in turning the
company's finances around and in
paying off many of its debts.
Corvus products were distributed in
the U.K. by Keen Computers Ltd, until
that firm went into receivership on 21
November last year. Since 21 January
the distributors of Corvus have been
Vistec Business Systems Ltd, part of
the Electronic Rental Group. Vistec is

sharing peripherals. You can share a
printer - you don't need a printer on

on (077382) 6811.

every computer. You can share a disc drive

How do you see Omninet fitting into tha
future marketplace?
Omninet will continue to offer the best

- a Winchester and a backup to a
Winchester can all be shared amongst

eight computers or 10 computers or up to
64 computers. It provides a communica-

tions link to the mainframe, with such
things as the SNA gateway product. You
can have a common database: everybody
can be sharing it and upgrading it at the
same time, so it improves the quality of
information as well as the price performance for the peripherals.
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

value in LANs: that is our intention and
we think that our technology will allow us
to do that. We have certain market niches

we're very strong in, such as the educational market in the U.S. where price is
very meaningful.
On the business side, I think we will fit

in as the departmental network. We are
firm believers in hierarchical networking

Two products available from this quarter
are the Macintosh network and the interface for Appletalk. We feel that the Mac
will do quite well in the university environment, and hopefully in the business
marketplace. We will provide high -quality

peripherals and LANs for the Mac line:
file servers, printer servers, backup
devices. Another product is the interface
to MS Networks, the IBM PC network.
We wish to be software compatible with
IBM's network and thus to offer the end user choice as to the price performance for
the IBM. We will be offering a network

for roughly half the cost of the IBM
version. We have an add -in drive for the
IBM PC which allows a low-cost upgrade
to the XT level - 10 megabytes for about
£1,000.

The other new product is the four
megabit per second implementation of
Omninet, the VLSI implementation; that

won't be out until 1986. We're jointly
doing that with NEC. It will allow better
price performance for the end -user. At
I our megabits per second Omninet should

outperform every major network on the
market today. Even though Ethernet is 10
megabits per second, if you look at the

studies that were done of the LANs,

Omninet is considerably more efficient
than Ethernet and we expect that with the
four times increase in speed that we'll see a
considerable performance differential.

Can you clarify the situation as regards
Keen computers?
Vistec

is our distributor now in the U.K.

They have taken over since Keen went into

receivership. Vistec is the third largest
IBM retailer in the nation. They are a subsidiary of Electronic Rental Group which

has a turnover of about £244 million.
Vistec represents about £25 million of this.
Vistec is a strong company financially,

and a very seasoned company. They
will offer everything from an installation capability to an on -site servicing
capability, with good sales and support
staff. We're very excited about the new
relationship.
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CAMEL PRODUCTS
o.

ETAFIELD

POLYPRINT

oac

a.

.

.

.

for Spectrum

The interface which likes to say... Ja and

Oui and Si & of course YES! A Spectrum Cen-

tronics interface unit with up to 8 sets of

THE PROBLEM SOLVERS

m
29
cLa

characters displayed on screen, as per interna-

PRESENT
59

HIGH RESOLUTION
COLOUR GRAPHICS BOARD

0

tional set in EPSON FXZ80 printer. Printer

2 driver also in EPROM.
O

cc

POLYPRINT from Silicon City

£44.95
CO

EPROM PROGReMMERS
BLOPROM-SP
A uniquely
sophisticated
EPROM
PROGRAMMER

* RUNS DIRECTLY ON
IBM PC/XT/AT AND
OTHER IBM HARDWARE COMPATIBLES

* 1000 x 1000 x 4
PIXELS

m

Eprom programmer for the 251b,
271b/32/32A/64/64A/128/128A;

NO OF SYSTEM -HEX
EPROM TYPE -27120
RAM START ADDR -4001

STATUS

yes even the 64A/128A from

Intel. Check, Read, Program &
verify all or part of Eprom.
So immensely user friendly you'll

hardly need the manual.

59
cc

0
cc

Designed for the beginner but

includes a single key entry route
for the professional. Supplied as
firmware, the m/c driver routine

alone is worth more than the
price of BLOPROM-SP. No

Personality Cards, or

EPROM ST POOR -0010
JOB LENGTH - 4000
TASK - CHECK

59
=1

WINCH TASK 00 YOU WISH TO 00
WI CHECK THAT EPROM IS CLEAN
0) READ THE CONTENTS OF EPROM INTO
RAM

YE BLOW AN EPROM WITH DATA FROM
FVJA

VERIFY THAT EPROM DATA IS THE SAME

AS IN RAM

0 TO MIT

0

R TO RESTART'

FAST CODES AVAILABLE
POR
WeST
H

-a

-a
O

other additions, just a Spectrum. Several inbuilt safety features. On-

* RUNS MOST

board Vpp generation. 28pin ZIF socket. Cabled connector and
extender plug. ABS case.

LANGUAGES

£89.95

AT LASTI for the Spectrum user. Put your programs, utilities. Assemblers into
EPROMS for instant load from the unique ROM -SP

* SUITABLE FOR MOST
MONITORS

* RUNS AUTOCAD
WITH MOUSE

ROM -SP
for Spectrum
Ingenious unit for Spectrum, with 2X28 pin sockets and a Reset button allows

Ep to 16K of Basic or MIC program to RUN or LOAD instantly from

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
CHRIS PEARCE, ETAFIELD LTD.,
SUMMIT HOUSE, HORSECROFT RD.,
HARLOW, ESSEX CM 1 9 5BN

0
cc
0

PROMEKSP

for Spectrum

PROMER 81-S

for Spectrum

A brand new Spectrum programmer for 27641128. Zero insertion force socket &
F29.95
software on tape.

The very, popular PROMER-81 for the ZX81 has been adapted to the Spectrum 29
and the pnce kept low.
ROM -8I
Provides two 24 pin sockets for up to 8K of EPROM memory in the 8-16K area.
Can use 2516/32 or 2716/32
£14.95
ci)

0

PROMER-81
A low cost reliable programmer for 2516/32, 2716/32 EPROMS. Requires

TELEPHONE: HARLOW (0279) 26606

4X PP3 batteries

0
0
TO CHRIS PEARCE
I WANT INFORMATION ON COLOUR GRAPHICS

PROMS. Cabled connector and full extender card. NOTE: Does not disable
Sinclair ROM.
£29.95

£24.95

DHOBI 1
Compact. Mains powered. Safe. Fully cased. Up to 3 EPROMS.

UV ERASER
' £18.95
122.95

DHOBI 2 With automatic timer

NEW

CRAMIC-SP

for Spectrum

Ingenious software paged 16K non-volatile CMOS RAM to coexist in the same
area as Spectrum ROM. Easy storage and retrieval of BASIC, M/C or DATA
on a 48K Spectrum
£89.95

PRINT -SP

for Spectrum

Centronics Interface with standard centronics Cable. Software on tape. See also
Polyprint.
£31.25

NAME

NIKE POWER BUFFERS

ADDRESS

DREAM -8I

for Spectrum/ZX81/ATMOS

Software on tape. See also Polyprint

£17.35

ZX81
64K Rampack with link options to disable 0-8-16K. Plus a 28 pin EPROM socket
for 2716. 2732/2764 and 27128.
£59.96

MEMIC-81

for ZX81 O

4K CMOS RAM with lithium battery. Easy SAVEing. 10yr storage and instant
retrieval of programs.
£29.96

COMPANY

UK. VAT extra. No VAT on exports P+P UK Free
Europe +5% - Overseas +10% TLX 81574 CML

TELEPHONE

3
m
29

Cambridge Microelectronics. One Milton Road.
Ca** Akweiectioixs lid. One Won Rd
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£399 TURNS YOUR
BRAINBOX
INTO A REAL
ClIATTE OX!

Computers are like
people. They can learn from
each other. But first they have
to communicate. If your computer
keeps itself to itself, why not introduce
it to the Chit -Chat Communications Pack from Sagesoft?
ChitChat is a versatile data communications program
that opens up a whole new range of possibilities. Data can
easily be transferred, even between incompatible
machines, either by direct cable connection, or by
telephone, using a modem.
Chit -Chat also gives you access to electronic mail
systems such as Telecom Gold, Easylink, and One -to -One
plus viewdata services like Prestel. The program is simple
to understand, easy to learn and use, and is currently
available on IBM PC and compatibles, Apricot, Wang PC
and Sharp 5600, with many more to follow.
The ChitChat Communications Pack at only 2399+
VAT, includes the Chit -Chat program, a state-of-the-art
modem, specially made to Sagesoft specifications by
Thorn -EMI Datatech. No knobs or switches, just sleek
good looks and simple, error -free operation. Autodial and
autoanswer facilities are incorporated and the unit is
entirely software controlled. An RS232 cable and power
pack are included in the package.
Chit -Chat software is also available without hardware.
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

INCLUDES FREE
SUBSCRIPTION WORTH £100 TO

TELECOM GOLD

SAGE CHITCHArfl
Please send me more details of Sage ChitChat Con-unmications
Pack and my nearest dealer.

Name:
Position:

Company:

Address:
Tel:
Sagesoft Limited. NEI House, Regent Centre, Newcastle upon Tyne NE3 3DS.
Tel: 091 284 7077. Telex: 53623 SAGESL G.

IL_BETTER SAGE THAN SORRY
Circle No. 122
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The Great British
Laboratory Micro
System!
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The CE i1401, real time heart of professional
laboratory systems

High performance hardware
and
Full laboratory software

- including FFTs - is standard

Demonstration programs include Spectrum Analyser, Signal Averager
The 1401 is made in Cambridge, England-and runs just as fast with Apples and IBMs too!

Real-time

Computers

Tel: Cambridge (0223) 316186

Science Park,
Milton Road,
Cambridge,
CB4 4BH
Circle No. 123

is claimed to be more portable.
However, code written in C
is highly transportable. The set

QI have been developing
an accounts program in
Basic

called PAY.BAS and

directory listing the file appears

of CManx C compilers and
cross -compilers claim to

twice, once as PAY.BAS and

produce

have stored it on disc. On the

machine

code

for

once as pay.BAS. From the

CP/M-80, CP/M-86, PC -

amount of space occupied as
shown by Stat it would seem
that there really are two copies

modore 64 or Macintosh when

of the accounts program. I
tried to delete pay.BAS using

the Era command but
succeeded in deleting
PAY.BAS. Is there any way of
making this file accessible
again? If not, is there any way
of deleting it?
N Brown

ACP/M file names can be
made up from any of the
characters in the ASCII set

except < >

,

.

:=*?H

which all have special meanings. However, in file names it
is usual practice to avoid using
lower-case letters. The CP/M

DOS, Apple, Tandy, Comthe file from CP/M is to type

ERA *.BAS
Apricot, Advance or CP/M
which will delete all files with to develop software for the
extension .BAS.
popular home computers?
The best approach is to get
P J Newcombe

back into Basic, load the file
and resave it properly, then
delete the problem file. This

to write your programs
in

M BASIC

understood by both your
development computer and the
target machine. If you want to

LOAD "pay"
SAVE "PAY"
KILL "pay.BAS"

a language

that will be

write in Basic, then you should

either write in an elementary

subset of the language, or
QI would like to know if possibly use the Z-80 version of
there are any cross - the popular BBC Basic to write
compilers or assemblers for programs for the 6502. Pascal

lower-case letters that you type

in into upper case, and hence
any files created by the CCP
contain upper-case letters only.
One notable exception to this
rule is Microsoft Basic, which

does not convert lower-case
letters into upper case when
inside quoted
strings. To store a program on
disc from Microsoft Basic you
type a command like
they appear

SAVE "PAY"

the

command using lower-case
letters this gets converted into
SAVE "pay"

Since you have not specified
the file

AThe simplest solution is

can be done by:

console command processor
automatically converts all

If instead you type

business machines such as the

on disc with the lower-case
name pay.BAS rather than

PAY.BAS. If you had previously saved the file correctly
you would then have two
copies of the program on disc
- one called pay. BAS and the
other called PAY.BAS.
There is nothing you can do

at CP/M command level that
will access the file with lower-

case letters in the file name,
because CP/M converts lowercase letters into upper case. So
when you typed
ERA pay.BAS

this was converted into
ERA PAY. BAS

and that is why you deleted the
wrong file.
The only way you can delete
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

compilers cost $200 to $250, in
the U.S., and the cross compilers cost a staggering
$750. CManx products are

marketed in the U.K. through
Tamsys Ltd of Windsor,
Berkshire. Telephone: (0753)
56747.

Another alternative widely
adopted in the universities is
minicomputer or
mainframe to simulate the
microprocessor that you want
to write code for. You can then
use the university computer to
to use a

develop and debug the software.

Serial to
parallel
QI have a Brother EP -44 typewriter with an RS -232
interface, and a Ricoh 1500 daisywheel printer with a
parallel input port. I would like to connect the two devices,
and require a serial -to -parallel converter. Could you please
either let me have a circuit that will perform this task, or let
me know where I could get a proprietary converter?
Michael J Forde

type MBasic auto-

matically adds an extension of
BAS and the program is stored

running on any CP/M, PC DOS, Apple, Vax or Macintosh computer. These C

AThis is not a new problem, since printers with parallel
ports are usually cheaper than those with serial ports.
At its simplest, a serial -to -parallel port could be a Uart to
receive the serial information, and some switches to set the

baud rate of the Uart. Plainly the electronics will require a
power supply, usually 5 volts, and this may be obtained
either from the computer or from the printer, or provided
by a built-in supply powered from the mains.
We know of two commercially available serial -to -parallel

converters. The first is the Si unit from Aculab Ltd,
Leighton Buzzard. Telephone: (0525) 371393. This draws
power from your existing devices, and costs £66 plus VAT.
The second is from Micro General of Reading, Berkshire
and costs £75 plus VAT. Telephone: (0734) 25226. This has
a power supply included.
An alternative approach is to use a printer buffer. They
are usually used to connect computers to slow printers come
in a variety of sizes from 8K upwards, and with serial or

parallel input and serial or parallel output. A cheap 8K
buffer is available for £85 plus VAT from AMA Computer
Supplies, Dept B, 8 Glebe St, Beeston, Nottingham NG9
1BZ.

A lesser version of the
Microsim philosophy is a cross assembler. This allows you

to program in machine -code
mnemonics

for the target

computer while running on a
different machine. Avocet
Systems Inc. offers software
which runs under CP/M-80,
CP/M-86, PC -DOS and MS-

DOS and allows code to be
written for the following
microprocessors: 6804, 6805,
6809, 1802/1805, 8048/8041,
8051,

6502, 6800/01, 6301,

NEC 7500, 8085, COP -400,
F8/3870, Z-8, Z-80, 68200,
68000/68010.

The cost depends on which
combination you require but is
typically $200 to $250, except

for the 68000 versions which
cost $595. All versions include
a full -screen editor. Avocet can
be contacted at Dept. 1284-B,
804 South State Street, Dover,
Delaware 19901, U.S.A.
Another company selling
cross -assemblers

is

2500AD

Software Inc., PO Box 4957,
Englewood, Co 80155 U.S.A.
They allow software for the
8080, 8086/8088, 68000, 6502,
6800 family, 16000 family, Z-8,
Z-80, Z-8000 processors to be

developed under Z-80 CP/M,

MS-DOS, CP/M-86,

Zilog
System 8000, Unix and Olivetti
M-20 PCOS. Prices are mostly

$100 for eight -bit or $200 for
16 -bit systems; the Unix

versions range from $500 to
$750.
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SOFTWARE CENTRE
CP/M-86

CP/M

MSDOS

MICROPRO SOFTWARE SYSTEM
PLANSTAR: Advanced financial planning.

DATABASE MANAGEMENT

.£265

WORDSTAR: Best selling professional Word Processing software; On
screen formatting, Block manipulation. File read write. Simultaneous
£295
Editing and Printing
MAILMERGE: Enhancement for document personalisation and ma -145
applications

FORMULA II: Unique information management system with exceptional capabilities for Application Generation. Multiple files and
indexes, transaction processing, interactive, no programming language
£450
required
dBASE II: The most popular of data management systems, very powerful application

SPELLSTAR: Enhancement for checking spelling and mainla
£145
spelling dictionaries
STARINDEX: Useful package for creation of Table of Contents. Index
List of Figures. Interfaces to Wordstar to improve document
£116
presentation quickly and easily

£365

enerator

OUICKCODE: Add-on facility for dBASE programmers to speed development
£200
process by generating dBASE command files
dGRAPH: Extremely useful program for graphical representation of dBASE and
£200
user created data files
£69
dUTIL: Utility to speed up dBASE execution
CARDBOX: Highly popular electronic card index system. Easy to use, with

INFOSTAR: Impressive Data Base system combining the power ot
£295
Datastar with the flexibility of Reportstar
DATASTAR: Screen based Data Entry. vetting and retrieval system
£175
Screen formats under user control

REPORTSTAR: Powerful report generator. provides much needed
enhancement to Datastar for report production and transaction
C210
processing
CALCSTAR: Electronic spreadsheet with interlaces to all MicroPro
WORDSTAR: 2000 for 113M.PC
£440

powerful retrieval facilities

£195

FRIDAY: End user file management system from the authors of dBASE II File
£195
definition, input and reporting under user control
OPEN ACCESS: Multi -function Executives Information System
EVERYMAN: Database Systems for the IBMPC

NB: Combination prices - WS/MM
£390; WS/MM/SPISI £399

£450

£475

dBASE III: for IBM-PC
FORMULA IV: Multi User Database. IBM-PC

£495
£595

Telesystems Ltd
The Geans, 3 Wycombe Road, Prestwood. Bucks., HP16 ON2 Tel: 02406 6365

LANGUAGES
Microsoft

CP M MSDOS

Digital Research

UTILITIES
ASCOM: The most flexible asynchronous communications package available to
Inn micro world. Interactive. batch. menu -driven. Available for CP,M. CP M.86

CP M CP M-PCDOS
86

f170

MS PCDOS

BASIC Interpreter
BASIC Compiler
FORTRAN Compiler
COBOL Compiler
C Compiler
PASCAL

£325
£365
£465
£645

BUSINESS BASIC Comp

MACRO ASSEMBLER

SUPERSOFT C Comp
PRO FORTRAN

£185

£325
£365
£325
£645
£465
£285
£550
£99

£185 £185
£220

£320

CBASIC Interpreter
CBASICCompiler
PASCAL MT +

CCompiler
PERSONAL BASIC Int
CISCOBOL

FORMS2
FILESHARE
FORTRAN 77

£130
£425
£300

£325
£295
£125
£425 £425
£110 £110
£250 £425
£295

5,slerns

Et

-

TRANSFER: System for exchanging Ides between CP M
full 8080 source code
£130
CONVMS: Operating system converter. Runs MSDOS programs under CP M-05

£325
£295

£70

C 0 NVCP: Operating system converter. Runs CRM86 programs under MSDOS
£70
ASSEMBLER PLUS: Disassembler for8080 and 280 programs

£295

£200 £200

SUPERSOFT BASIC

Compiler
PRO PASCAL

BSTAM: Simple communications program for exchanging files betwee-

£275

£220 £320 £320

1

Ei1.7670

DISKEDIT: Facility for editing disk held data by sector Invaluable aid
IBMCPJA COMPATIBILITY: Set of oroorams that enable IBM 3740 disks to be
used on CP,M.permong transfer of files tOlf rom IBM mainlrames

£135

SPP: Speed programming Package fof use with Pascal/MT +

£167
£106

0LT86: Converts 8080 assembler code to 8086
EM80/86: Emulator to run CP,M software under CP/M-86

E70

DISPLAY MANAGER: Screen handling productivity aid for Digital Research
compilers

ACCESS MANAGER: File handling productivity aid for Digital Research Co-rnl3ers3
£333
EXPRESS BASE II: De.ve!ssrrent aid for dBASE!'

APPLICATIONS
MULTIPLAN: Exceptional electronic worksheet from Micros -ft

MISCELLANEOUS

".159

MULTI -TOOL WORD: Microsoft's advanced Word Processor
.£299
with optional Mouse for added flexibility
SUPERCALC: Fast action spreadsheet and planning aid ... £200
ABST: Power statistics package
£350
GRAPHSTAT: Versatile statistics and graphics package for the
Epson OX10. IBM-PC and Sirius
£195
ALIAS ACCOUNTS: Fully integrated accounts system with
inbuilt hooks to dBASE II
£1200
ALIAS PAYROLL/SSP: Standalone or integrated system with
optional links to ALIAS accounts
each £600
RCS LEDGERS: Sales, Purchase, Nominal ledgers in MBASIC
source code
each £300
RCS PAYROLL: Full function, highly used package
£500
STATISTICS PACK: Over 25 easily used routines in MBASIC
£120

£130
CPIM 2.2: Standard operating system on 8" disk
£225
CPIM-86: Standard 16 -bit operating system
SU PERSORT: Full function Sort/Merge/Selection package
£145
MSORT: Standalone and COBOL hosted Sort package... £ 140

MAGSAM: MBASIC utility to provide multi -key ISAM file
facilities
£150
TOUCH 'N' GO: Teach yourself keyboard skills
£40
PROSTAR TRAINING GUIDE: Independent instruction on the
use of MicroPro 'STAR' products
£30
TERMCOM VT100: Emulator
FIXED ASSETS SYSTEM.
INCOMPLETE RECORDS SYSTEM:

£160
£600
£350

MATHS PACKAGE: Interactive routines (40+) in MBASIC £120

PLEASE CALL FOR FULL LIST

PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED
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MiEFOUJOild
DiTliMiEF and Wed Eenfre Ltd.

TOPS ON
SUPPORT

/AND ADVICE

12 YORK PLACE, BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN1 4GL

'TOPS
ON pFIER
SRI -ES

SERVICE

NEVER TO BE REPEATED PACKAGE DEALS
BEST COST EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS ON OFFER
READ ON
ACT APRICOTS
APRICOT F1

SINCLAIR QL PACKAGES
£1,095

* 256K * 1x 720K DRIVE *

SUPERWRITER. SUPERCALC

SUPER PLANNER, SKETCH
DIARY ETC.
FREE:

12"

PHILIPS GREEN

MONITOR
OR

FREE: MICROSIMPLEX
ACCOUNTS PACKAGE
APRICOT PC
* 256K * 2 x 720K
FREE 9" MONITOR

PACKAGE A

£405

£1,799

SUPERWRITER, SUPERCALC SUPER PLANNER

APRICOT PORTABLE... £1,734
* 256K 1 x720 DRIVE

* COLOUR CARD * MOUSE
* VOICE RECOGNITION
* FULL LCD DISPLAY

WARE

* 12" PHILLIPS MONITOR
* 4 BLANK CARTRIDGES

SINCLAIR QL WITH SOFTWARE + BLANK CARTRIDGES

£345

CANON A200M AND C

*8086 * 256K

* 2X 360K8

FULLY IBM COMPATIBLE

CANON PVV1156A (15" CARRIAGE)
SHINVVA CPA80

£259
£356
£186

SMITH CORONA D200 WITH SERIAL &
PARALLEL INTERFACE 165CPS.
39CPSNLQ
SPECIAL PRICE OF
£339

* EW GENERATION

JUKI 6100
(20CPS DAISYWHEEL)
JUKI 6300

£333

(40 CPS)
BROTHER HR15
QUENDATA

£764
£336
£225

COMPUTER FROM CANON
£1,695
* MONO VERSION
* COLOUR VERSION. £1,795
£80
* GREEN MONITOR

FREE SHINWA CP80 PRINTER

MONITORS

MICROVITEC STD RESOLUTION
MED RES
HIGH RES
(FOR QL) DO3 QL (85 COL) MON
TAXAN KAGA K2R MED RES
KAGAN VISION QL MON

£169
£255
£339
£232
£255
£252

AMSTRAD CPC 464

SANYO

THE SUPERB IBM COMPATIBLE PORTABLE COMPUTER

* 16 BIT 256K 8 MHz CLOCK

* FULLY IBM COMPATIBLE
(RUNS ALL IBM SOFTWARE)
* 2 x 360K DRIVES
* MS-DOS, GW BASIC
* 9" COLOUR MONITOR
* 4 16 COLOUR SWITCHABLE

CPC4 64 WITH COLOUR
MONITOR
£305
WITH GREEN MON1TOR..£246
3" DISK DRIVE
£176
£130
3" 2nd DRIVE
CP/M BASED SOFTWARE
TYPICALLY
£39

£2,099

FREE SHINNA PRINTER
MBC 555

CANON PVV1080A PRICE BREAKTHROUGH

* 128K * BUSINESS SOFT- (160CPS, 29CPS NLQ)

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS

*

DISPLAY
SUPERB VALUE

PRINTERS

£1,124

* 128K * 2x 160K
* 12" MONITOR
* BUNDLED SOFTWARE
FREE SHINWA
CP80 PRINTER

PHILIPS MONITOR BM7502
* 20 MHz B/W. 2000 CHARACTER DISPLAY *
£69
SPECIAL PRICE
PLEASE ADD £7 P & P ON

CARRIAGE
WELCOME
PLEASE RING OR WRITE FOR
LEASE & LEASE PURCHASE
QUOTES (SUBJECT TO STATUS)
1E3VISA

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
TOP LEASING ARRANGEMENTS
* SAGE *PEGASUS *WORDSTAR*SUPERWRITER*LOTUS YOUR CONTACTS: DARREN BRITT
1-2-3

* EVERYMAN * DELTA
ETC.

FULL TRAINING FACILITIES
AVAILABLE.

DAVE DEDYAL AND GEORGE DRURY AT
BRIGHTON AND JO AT FARNHAM.
PHONES: BRIGHTON (0273) 671863/698241
FARNHAM (0252) 726379 (MAIL ORDER
OFFICE ONLY).

PLEASE ADD 15% VAT FOR UK ORDERS

PACKAGE DEALS WHICH HAVE EARNED THE RESPECT
OF KEY DECISION MAKERS
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985
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CREDIT.
When you're choosing an accounting/bookkeeping program, it pays to balance cost against
performance.
On the credit side, Sage can offer the only fully
integrated one diskette program on the market for
£375. Easy -to -learn and easy -to -use, it provides the
simple, efficient and inexpensive solution to small
business accounting problems.
What's more, Sage Accounts now has even more
functions than before Sales and Purchase Ledgers

Nominal Ledger Cash Book Journal Entries
Trial Balance VAT Return Monthly and Annual

Accounts Age Analyses Statements
38

Budget Variance Reports Credit Control Features
Audit Trail - all together in one compact and
comprehensive package.
In addition, Sage Plus provides invoice production
linked to stock files and integrated with the sales and
nominal ledgers.

Operational problems? Forget them. Sage is
suitable for use on most business micros and is fully
automatic - which means no shuffling through a pile of
disks to find the program you need. It's also complete
and self-contained - no expensive modules to buy every
time you need a new function.
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

LESS
DE T.
E

All in all, the credit side of Sage is pretty
impressive. But more impressive still is the debit side just £375 for Sage Accounts, £695 for Sage Plus,
or £195 for Sage Payroll. That's a fraction of the cost
of most of the alternatives. Weigh it up for yourself.
Only Sage gives you heavyweight performance at a

Please send me more details of Sage Accounting Programs and
my nearest dealer.
Name:
Position:

lightweight price.

Company:

MONEY -SAVING PACKAGE DEALS TOO!
Sage Accounts with Payroll
Sage Plus with Payroll

For more details of Sage Accounting Programs,

call 01 200 0200 or clip out the coupon.

Address:
Tel :

£795.

Sagesoft Limited, NEI House, Regent Centre, Newcastle upon Tyne
PC3
NE3 3DS. Tel: 091 284 7077. Telex: 53623 SAGESL G.

i_BETTER,
1

SAGE THAN SORRA.'_J
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GET THEM
TOGETHER
TOTAL INTEGRATION
Would you like to have your financial
forecasts and your word processing
produced by one simple and easy to learn
computer package?
Word Result and Calc Result can get them
together for you.

Why not send this coupon in TODAY and find
out what else these programs have to offer?
Please rush me details of
WORD RESULT/CALC RESULT
NAME
COMPANY
POSITION

ADDRESS

Send to: HANDIC SOFTWARE LIMITED
5, Albert Road, Crowthorne, Berkshire RG1 1 7LT.
Tel. (0344) 778800
-I
t_

WORD RESULT does everything you would
expect of a word processor - such as letters,

memos, updates, mail merge (i.e. combining your

mailing list with standard letters) - PLUS it
supports eight European languages with built in
hyphenation (great for international
businessmen, language schools, etc.). Word
Result will automatically save information
whenever you stop typing - to guard against
unexpected power cuts etc.

CALC RESULT is a financial spread sheet which

comprises 32 full pages with 64 columns by 254
lines which can be consolidated with ease. Pie
and bar charts are displayed on screen and can
then be saved and printed. All formulas are
locked automatically. Financial forecasts have
never been simpler!

TOTAL INTEGRATION Word Result and Calc

Result have been created for the IBM and
compatibles with true integration - giving you the
freedom to use each program either separately
or together.

TOGETHER Word Result and Calc Result
can help your busy office take the strain.

Why not send the coupon in
TODAY and find out what else

these programs have to offer?
Circle No. 127
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Chip -chat
by Ray Coles

The imitation game
when the naughty
Japanese inclination to copy all things
Western was regarded with little more
than indulgent amusement in the West.
THERE WAS A TIME

Cheap Japanese watches were a music -hall
joke, and in most cases it was easy for pur-

Hitachi's new eight -bit
processor chip executes
the Z-80 instruction set
but that's only the start.

-

chasers to indentify the crude oriental Japanese NEC corporation alleging that
imitations and to select the high -quality
British or American product instead.

Alas, those days are long gone, and

the NEC V-20 and V-30 microprocessors
infringe Intel microcode copyright on the
8088 and 8086 designs. More significant to

Japanese technology whether it be in the outside observer is the fact that the
cameras, watches, cars or video recorders V-20 and V-30 designs are significantly
is now regarded as being synonymous with improved over the Intel devices. If the
the very highest quality. When dis- Japanese can now begin to introduce their
crimination does occur, it usually operates improved versions immediately after the

in favour of the Japanese product. In Western originals appear they will mop up
some cases Japanese products have been an increasing share of the profits to be

To keep system size and cost to a mini-

mum, nearly all the circuitry normally
provided by separate peripheral chips has
been integrated on to the HD -64180 itself.
An on -chip MMU, for example, maps the
64K logical memory space into a healthy
512K of physical memory address range.
To do so it uses a straightforward bank switching technique for compatibility with
existing Z-80 code.
For serial communications, two
separate on -chip asynchronous serial

communication interface or ASCI

channels, complete with a programmable
baud -rate generator, are provided to link

the CPU to terminals, printers, and the
like. For occasions when the speed of

made in the chip markets.
but eliminated the Western comCertainly one can't help but be
petition. When did you last see a British impressed by the increased capabilities of

asynchronous serial transfer is too slow, as
may be the case in local area networks or a
tight -coupled multi -processor system, an

camera, or a British motorcycle?

some of the new Japanese chips. Take the
Hitachi HD -64180, for example: an eight -

on -chip clocked serial port capable of
transfers at up to 300Kbit per second is

bit microprocessor able to execute the

provided in addition to the two ASCIs.

so plentiful and successful that they have
all

Straight copies

In the semiconductor industry Japanese complete instruction set

of the

ever -

infiltration has followed the same pre- popular Zilog Z-80, but with so many
dictable course. At first, direct copies of advanced features that the package pins
mature Western devices appeared with the

must positively groan under the strain.
same or similar part numbers. At that
The HD -64180 can hardly be called a
stage the technology employed was not copy of the Z-80, since every square

state-of-the-art, so the copying was not micron of the chip surface is new. The
considered to be too serious and it con- astute strategy of making this advanced
device compatible with all existing Z-80
tinued unmolested.
Next, the Japanese chip manufacturers software and peripherals is quite in
concentrated on building a reputation for keeping with the traditional Japanese
high quality and high -volume availability, aversion to innovation for its own sake.
factors which ultimately won them the Indeed, the differences outweigh any simapproval even of American equipment ilarities to the Z-80 by a wide margin, and
manufacturers. Hewlett-Packard has in yet the chip retains absolute compatibility
the past stated its preference for Japanese with the essential features of Z-80 hardRAM chips - to the horror of American ware and software system design, so that
existing users can easily step up if they
chip manufacturers.
Even at that stage the complacent wish.
Western semiconductor industry was still
able to congratulate itself on always being
first with new technology, and to write the
whole thing off as a rather sneaky oriental
trick. Copying was hardly cricket, it was
reasoned, but there wasn't a lot to worry

The CPU has been designed in a micro-

direct memory acess controller, DMAC, is

available- to reduce processor overhead
during memory -to -memory and memory to -I/O transfers. The DMAC can directly
address the 512K physical memory space

to control transfers of data blocks of up

to 64K, even when they cross block
boundaries.

Two programmable reload timers,
PRTs, are available, each consisting of a
16 -bit pre-settable reload register and a
16 -bit count register. One PRT channel
can provide an external output for wave-

form generation. Unlike the standard
Z-80, it includes an on -chip 6MHz clock

pipelined architecture which, together

their Western counterparts and that would

with the microcoded CPU, has reduced

mean they would always be one step the number of basic clock cycles required
behind.

for many standard Z-80 instructions.

We are now in the tertiary stage of the
Japanese game plan. Instead of sending

New instructions

boat loads of high -quality, low-cost copies

To overcome an often -heard criticism

of Western microprocessors and memory

of eight -bit processors, the HD -64180 can

chips, the major Japanese chip man-

address 512K of memory via an on -chip
memory-managemeut unit or MMU

high -quality, low-cost much improved

sources using a variety of progammable
interrupt response modes. A two -channel

random -logic form of the Zilog chip, and
low -power CMOS technology replaces the
Z -80's power-hungry NMOS. Basic per-

have the same natural creative ability as

versions of those chips. The world's equipment manufacturers are starting to rethink

An on -chip interrupt controller is
included to monitor and prioritise the four
external and eight ,internal interrupt

coded form, rather than in the messy

formance has been greatly improved by
about because the Japanese just didn't virtue of a clock speed of 6MHz and a new

ufacturers are now sending boat loads of

Direct memory access

rather than the 64K of most other eight -bit
devices. The HD -64180 has 12 new

instructions, including the power -saving

generator, together with pre -scalers to
drive the other on -chip facilities like the
ASCIs and the PRTs.
Even the bus interface has been souped
up to permit easier interfacing to large
memory arrays and the widest possible

range of external peripheral cricuits.
Dynamic RAM refresh suitable for the
latest 256K chips is built-in, as is compatibility with both Z-80 and Motorola style peripherals.

In many applications this new Hitachi
chip will rival the performance of 16 -bit
processors such as the 8088, and its low power CMOS operation and high level of
integration make it ideal for compact
battery -powered lap computers.

their traditional dependency on Western

SLP to enter Sleep mode, an eight- by

Zilog has its own plans for a similar

leadership as a result.

eight -bit multiply, two new sets of block
I/O and non-destructive test instructions,
and two new immediate addressed register
I/O instructions.

device, coded the Z-800. It was announced
several years ago but is still unavailable in

In many Western eyes this is still
copying, both morally and in law. Intel
has recently filed a

suit against the

PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

any quantity. Watch out Zilog, and
remember those British bikes.
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It looks like a

desktop computer,
but delivers true
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big -system power.

The Seiko series 8600
16 -bit

small business

computer is a system that will

change your perception

of

small computers. Because it's so

big. Not in size, but in what it
can do.
What it can do is give you a

genuine, high-speed, multi-

tasking capability, just like the
big mainframe computers do.
Up to four different people
can use the Seiko series 8600
- all doing different things, all
at the same time. All they have
to do is plug their terminals into

the system, just like with a big
mainframe.

This means that the Seiko

Manufactured by

series 8600 is four computers in

one. If you want it to be. Of

course, it can also be used as a
simple single -user system; you
can expand as you please.

It can be equipped with a

LOMB or 20MB or 50MB hard

disk, which means you get all
the memory and access speed
you need, and it comes with six

industry standard operating

systems. Six. Including CP/M86® ,

ally thousands

of

packages.

software

If you've ever heard of a

SEIKOSHA CO.,LTD. Business Machine Division

not a desktop model. Seiko was
the first to put it all into such a

small package. We call it the
series 8600. The "micro -main-

frame". It's a system that you
will want to see.
CP/M.86° ts tegtateted oedemata a Digtial Reearch Inc
MX, DOS end XENIX' are trademarks a Mtcroson Corporattan
MP/ININC. la a trademark of Duntal Reseerch Inc
OASIS.16 m a ',tagged trademark of Phase One Systems Inc
Thoroughbred ' OS to . trademark or &tonne Management Capstan.

===

SEIKO

Desktop computers
Our smart systems make it simple

mm MMMMMMMMM

Please send me further information about the SEIKO
I Business Computers.
Name

Company

I Address
I Post code

I Telex
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hearing about a big computer,

,

and XENIXTM. Which together
give you instant access to liter-

Intelligence (UK) PLC

42

give you all of this, you've been

MP/M-86TH, MSTm-DOS,
ThoroughbredTM OS

OASIS -16®

Network House
Wood Lane
London W12 7SL
Telephone 01 740 5758
Telex 916327 INTUK G

business computer that can

Phone

J
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LAST MONTH I took a look at Compuserve,

America's most popular videotex service.

Its main competitor over there is The
Source.

The Source went public in 1979. Since
then it has attracted a user base of about
60,000, compared to Compuserve's
160,000. There are areas for the casual or

home user, but the system is biased
towards the business end of the infot-

Second only to Compuserve in the number of users it
attracts, The Source offers a wide range of business
and general information services.

mation market.

Users from the United Kingdom use

MENU OF SERVICES <MEW>

British Telecom's Packet Switch Stream to
access The Source: the address is
A9311030100162. Once connected you are
requested to enter your ID and password.

Today From The Source <TODAY>
News, Weather and Sports <NEWS>
Business and Investing <BUSINESS>
Communication Services <COMM>
Personal Computing <PC>
Travel Services <TRAVEL>
Shopping, Games and Leisure <HOME>
Member Information <INFO> **FREE**

You do this by typing ID followed by a
space, followed by the User's ID number,
then another space, and finally the password. Users of Telecom Gold, British
Telecom's own electronic mail system, will
be familiar with this format, as The

Source runs on the same Prime minicomputers.
Having gained access you are presented

with the main menu. From here you are

routed to one of the main sections,
which include: News, Business, Travel,
Communications, Personal Computing,
"Today", and so on.
Under News you will find databases

owned by most of the major news
organisations, including Associated Press
and United Press International. As well as

getting up-to-the-minute news, you can
initiate searches throughout the whole
news database.

Enter Item Number, <H>elp or <Q>uit:
: c

C

c

0:

c

C! c

T

Unlike CB Simulator, Parti encourages
people to think more about their replies to
messages before they send them. On CB

everything is moving very quickly, and
people tend to blurt out the first thing that
comes into their heads. The drawback of

Parti is that a conversation which takes

only half an hour on CB could take a

You can go into Newswire mode so that
you automatically receive news bulletins

couple of weeks on The Source.
A special command enables two people

as they are put up on the system. This is

to have a private chat: the command is
Chat, as on Telecom Gold. Although it
seems attractive in principle, I have not

find in London clubs, except that the

output is on your own screen. The
disadvantage of this system is that you are

charged for connect time to the system,
even when no news is coming through.
The most popular section of The Source
is called Parti. It is a conferencing system,
equivalent to the CB Simulator on
Compuserve, except that instead of users

being able to chat to each other in real
time, mailboxes are set up between them.
Parti is split up into conferences. Each
conference is run separately, with its own
organiser and subject. A wide variety of
subjects are covered, including Children

T STS5 T

T

S

T

businesses, such as Stocks and Shares and

company results, and reviews of cinema
films and TV programmes - though only

those which are showing in America.
There is even a section for Soap Opera
addicts, which tells you who is doing what
to whom in each programme.
The Source costs $50 to join. Thereafter
there are connect -time charges of $20.75

per hour at peak time and $7.75 per hour
at standard time for access at 300 baud. If

you use 1,200/1,200 or 1,200/75 baud,
these charges increase to $25.75 per hour

Another area which is of particular
interest is the User Publishing section.
Here, you can publish your programs or
text files for other people to buy if they
wish. This system has encouraged a

Unlike Compuserve, The Source bends
over backwards to encourage British users
to join. When I called up the head office in
the U.S. to join, they took my number and

number of interesting minority magazines
to appear.

In addition to its specialised facilities

Parti comes from - in any particular

PRACTICAL COMPUTING May1985
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and $10.75 per hour respectively. The
Source only accepts payment by direct

Computer Communications, New Tech- electronic mail service uses more or less
the same commands as Telecom Gold.
nology, Farming at Home and so on.
To participate - that's where the name There is also plenty of information for

boxes.

c5 T

found much need to use this command, as
you cannot get a display of the names of
the people currently on the system. Only
their IDs are accessible, and they are particularly unmemorable.

The Source has many of the usual features
and Computers, the Social Aspects of found on a system of this type. Its

conference, you first need to join it formally. Once you have done so, all messages
sent by other members of the conference
are put in a special mailbox for you to read
when you next log on. Similarly, any messages which you send while you are in the
conference on Parti will be automatically
dropped in the other members' Parti mail-

c

The Source was launched at the Comdex computer trade show in June 1979, and
within a short time had enrolled 8,000 subscribers. Initially the service piggybacked on
the Prime minicomputers of the Dialcom electronic mail service in Silver Spring,
Maryland. Britain's Telecom Gold is a licensed version of ITT Dialcom and also runs
on Prime minis, and this accounts for many resemblances between the two systems.
However. The Source provides a great deal more than electronic mail, as the printout
of the main menu here shows.

News bulletins
much like the newswire services which you

55 c

If you know of any new systems which
you think would be interesting to other
readers, drop me a line either by snail
mail at Practical Computing, or
electronically via Prestel mailbox
919993567, Telecom Gold 84:TCC051,
The Source AAG008, or Compuserve
72236,3112. Practical Computing has a
box on Telecom Gold, 81:JET727.

debit from your credit-card account.

U.K. users encouraged

called me straight back to save my
telephone charges. Also The Source's
prime time is set to British time, so the
lower rate starts at 6p.m. as it does with
U.K. systems such as Prestel.
One last point: I have noticed that some
Source commands cannot be used because

of the PSS connection - the Break
command in particular. So the only way to
get out of a long piece of text is to hang up.
Unfortunately, if you do this The Source
thinks that you are still logged in for up to
15 minutes after you have gone. This can
do a bit of damage to your bill.
For further information you can
contact The Source at Source Tele-

computing Corporation, 1616 Anderson

Road, Mclean, Va 22102. Telephone:
(U.S. area code 703) 734-7500.
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MULTI -TASK
MULTI-USER
ALL INTEGRATED INTO
A SINGLE, SUPERBLY
DESIGNED PACKAGE.
At first glance you might think there is little similarity between a Swiss Army
Penknife and a software program for micro computers. A further look at the

composition and capabilities of that program, however, and the analogy
becomes spectacularly clear.
Called Axis, it is an integrated, multi-user business system which,
while being outstandingly sophisticated in concept, is well proven
and very simple to use. It is also one of the first fully integrated

business accounting programs to run on the operating system
known as Concurrent CP/M 3.1 multi-user*, the most advanced

commercial operating system currently available on micro
computers; this gives it a unique multi -tasking facility which allows

you to switch between Axis functions as well as other, non -Axis
programs with a single keystroke.

Multi -task, multi-user and multi -proven - and all

"5'P integrated into an even lighter and more compact
package than the classic Swiss Army Penknife.
The comprehensive flexibility and sophistication of
Axis are remarkable - most of its functions can
be run by different users at the same time

and many other tasks such as word
processing and financial planning can be

performed concurrently by any terminal
linked to it. And its ability to run on desk -top
micro computers makes it exceptional
value for money.
Axis is

quickly gaining a

reputation for being the
classic business tool for many
fast expanding private companies companies that need to be tightly controlled,

precisely managed and,
therefore, healthy and
profitable.
Contact us at the address below and we will immediately
forward one of our colour brochures explaining fully what

Axis can do for you. Your business will undoubtedly
be the better for it.

IS
Softpac Ltd., 53/55 St. Mary Street, Bridgwater, Somerset TA6 3EQ
Telephone: 0278 421020
Available for Apricot point 7, Future FX, ICL-PC, LSI Octopus and other leading 16 bit computers
Product of Digital Research Inc., U.S.A.
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Software workshop
by Mike Lewis

Sound

Case
Casey
Chase

Conventional algorithms sort words alphabetically,
but if you sort on their sound you may find your
database becomes much easier to use.
TAKE A LOOK at the list of surnames in the

Furthermore, a group number is only

box at the top of this page. Can you see
what sequence they are in? At a quick

added to the key if it is different from the
previous one. This ensures, for example,

glance you might think that they are listed

that the CKS combination in Nickson

alphabetically, but look closer and you

behaves in the same way as the X in Nixon;

will see that this is not the case. If you still
have not got it, try reading the list aloud.

both spellings produce a phonetic key
of N25. Finally, the phonetic key is

The answer is that the names are in
phonetic sequence. Names that sound

truncated, if necessary, after the first four
characters.

alike are close together in the list: Cohen
and Cowen, for example, or Carlton and
Charlders. Grouping names according to
their sound rather than their exact spelling
can add sparkle to any database system.
Think how much easier it would be to find
the record for Mr Johnson without having

Simple to program

Jonson or even Johansenn.

Carter
Cartier
Charter
Charteris

Cecil

advice for
safer sorts

to worry about whether he is Johnsen,

Card
Chard

The rules are defined more fully in the
box, and the listing shows how simple it is

to program the conversion in Basic. Of
course, the technique works just as well
with any sort of words, not just names,
and it is not limited to English. In fact,
Soundex really comes into its own in

Caldicott
Cohen
Cowen
Care

Carroll

Charles
Carlton
Charlders

Carr
Carrier
Corry
Curry

Goren

Cairns

Carson

A list of names placed in order - but not
alphabetical.
applications that involve accessing multinational files.
Naturally, the algorithm is not perfect.

There is a small set of English names
like Belvoir, pronounced "Beaver" and
Clough, "Cluff", which do not produce a
correct phonetic key. Other weaknesses
are more subtle. A search for Rogers R262

would fail to find Rodgers 8326, for
example. But in a very high proportion of
real -life cases the technique works
correctly.
Having produced the Soundex keys, the
next step is to put them to work. One way
of doing this would be to use them to index
a name and address file. This highlights an
interesting property of the key. Because
(continued on next page)

Names
Carr, Carrier, Curry
Eaton, Eton, Eden
Green, Greene, Gruhn
Matthews, Matteus
Schofield, Skophill

Key

C6
E35
G65
M32

S214

The Soundex keys generated from some
similar -sounding sets of names.

One way of going about this is to use
a technique known

as

the Soundex

algorithm. This method has been around
for many years, and has long been popular
with designers of airline reservation
systems. It has more recently been put to

work in some micro database -manager
packages, the best-known examples being
the Whatsit system on the Apple family,
and Southdata's Superfile package.

How Soundex works
Here are the rules by which Soundex converts a name or other word into
a phonetic key.

1. Make the first letter of the key the same as the first letter of the name.
2. For each subsequent letter in the name, proceed as follows:
3. Convert the letter to a group number:
Letters

Four -character string

B.F,P,V
C.G,J.K,Q,S,X,Z

The idea behind Soundex is very simple,
and there is no reason why you should not
make use of it in your own programming.
Basically, it takes a name and reduces it to

a shorter string of characters known as a
phonetic key. The first letter of the key is
always the same as the initial letter of the
name. This is followed by a digit, in the
range

1

to 6, which corresponds to a

phonetic grouping of the next letter in the
name. Thus, the sibilants, like S and Z, are
in group 2, while the dental letters, D and
T, are in group 3.

Subsequent letters of the name are
converted to their group numbers and
added to the key. However, vowels are
ignored, as are the letters H, W and Y.
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May1985

D,T
L

M.N
R

Group
2
3
4
5

6

Ignore letters A,E,H,I,O,U,W and Y in the name. as well as any nonalphabetic characters, such as apostrophes or hyphens.
4. If the group number is different to the previous group number, add it to

the key.

5. Repeat the steps 3 and 4 until either the name is fully converted or the
key reaches four characters.
6. If the application involves making the key a fixed length, for example if
it is to be used for indexing, space -fill it to four characters as
necessary.

1

Software workshop
500 'PHONETIC KEY ROUTINE: Converts the name in FULLS to a phonetic key, according
to the Soundex algor ithm; the result is stored in PKEY$
'Phonetic codes corresponding
510 CODELIST$="0123012002245 5012623010202"
to the letter of the alphabet
'Pass 1st. char. unchanged
520 PKEYS=LEFTS(FULLS,1)
'Pointer to char. within FULL$
530 J%=2
540 WHILE J%<=LEN(FULLS) AND LEN(PKEY$)<=4:
'Numeric equivalent of next char
CHAR%=ASC(MIDS(PULL$,J%,1))-64
IF CHAR%>=33 AND CHAR%<=58 THEN
550
'Convert lower case to caps.
CHAR%=CHAR%-32
IF CHAR%>0 AND CHAR%<=26 THEN
560
CODES=MIDS(CODELISTS,CHAR%,1);
570

IF CODESORIGHTS(PKEYS,1) AND CODES<>"0" THEN
PKEYS=PKEYS+CODES
'Add coded value to phonetic
key, unless it is same as
previous one or group 0

J%=J%+1
580
590 WEND
600 RETURN
(continued fronz previous page)

A Basic implementation of the Soundex

there are only 26 times 6 times 6 times 6, or
5,616 possible Soundex codes, it is feasible

algorithm.

to compress each key into just two bytes -

the

or even into 13 bits, but let's keep the

names. It would then display these names
on the screen, along with other important
details such as the address. The user would
then select the one that was needed, and

programming simple.

This

compares

favourably with anything up to the 20
bytes which are required for storing the
actual surnames.

To make an enquiry, the user would
enter the required surname, or an approx-

imation of it, and the program would use
index to access

all like -sounding

the program would process the relevant
record.
Although

this

two -stage

procedure

might sound a trifle long-winded, it is
often much quicker in practice than the
traditional approach of accessing the
record by the exact name. This is partly
because it is faster for the program to
search the compressed index, and partly
because the user is saved the trouble of
spelling the name exactly right. I have seen

this very system in action on a live database of 6,000 names, and it never fails to
impress.

FORTH =
TOTAL CONTROL
Application Development Sys-

FORTH programs are instantly
portable across the most popular
microprocessors.

tems include FORTH with virtual
memory, multi -tasking, assembler,
full -screen editor, decompiler,
utilities, and full documentation.

FORTH is interactive and very
fast.

LMI Z80 FORTH - CPM
£95

2.2

LMI 8086 FORTH -

FORTH programs are structured,
modular, and easy to maintain.

£110

CPM-86, MS DOS

LMI PC/FORTH PC/DOS

FORTH gives control of all
interrupts, memory locations, and
i/o ports.

MPE-FORTH 6809 FLEX, 0S9

LMI 68000 FORTH CPM 68K

FORTH gives full access to DOS
files and functions.

£110
£175

£225

FORTH+ has 32 -bit stacks and
directly accesses the whole
address space of the processor.

FORTH appliation programs can
be converted to turnkey programs.

PC FORTH+
8086 FORTH+
68000 FORTH+

£225
£225
£225

FORTH Cross Compilers can
generate ROMmable code for:
6502, 6809, 68000, 8080, Z80,
8086, 6800, 6801/3, 1802, Z8,

floating point, cross compilers,
8087 support, colour graphics,

8070, Z8000, 99>ooc, LSI-11

interactive deluggers

Extension Packages include

We are the FORTH specialists, we also stock a large range of
books, listings, and implementations for machines ranging from
Spectrums to Macintosh to VAX.

rrre MicroProcessor Engineering Ltd
21 Hanley Road, S
Southampton SO1 5APhirley
Tel: 0703 780084
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After we sell you a system
we store you in our memory.
At Oryx we offer the

most comprehensive and
competitively priced range
of micro computer
hardware, software and
accessories to business and
the businessman.
We also offer expert
advice, which is both free
and plentiful.
And, perhaps most
importantly, you can buy
from us with complete
confidence. Any system or
package you purchase from
us, you've the assurance
of our unrivalled, full after -

sales support and our

Pertmaster
ASHTON TATE
DBase II*
COMPSOFT
Compsoft DMS'
DMS Delta*
DIGITAL RESEARCH
Access Manager
Access Manager -86'
Display Manager
Display Manager -86'
Pascal MT+
Pascal MT+ 86
FOX & GELLER
dGraph*
dUtil*
MICROPRO
Calcstar*
Infostar*
Mailmerge*

WordStar
WordStar Professional*
MICROSOFT
Basic Compiler'
Basic Interpreter'
Fortran Compiler
Macro Assembler
Multiplan'
SORCIM
Supercalc'
Supercalc 2'
SAGESOFT
Sage Accounting'
Sage Executive'

£625
£295
£180
£450
£215
£280
£285
£355
£435
£465
£160
£60
£95
£338
£120
£205
£290

£275
£259
£405
£155
£150
£105
£165
£350
£645

SOFTWARE FOR IBM/PC

Because even after we
sell you a system we won't
forget to look after you.

9i3YX vs TEMS
1

Word

ABTEX SOFTWARE

Most machine formats available.

technical hot-line.

1

MICROSOFT
Fortran Compiler
Flight Simulator

CP/M SOFTWARE

I

1

It's our business

to help yours.

Please see CP/M listing. All product with
an will also run on MS-DOS and PC DOS and are priced the same
ALPHA SOFTWARE
Database Manager II
£190
ASHTON TATE
dBase III
£415
Framework
£415
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL
Sidekick
£49
Turbo Pascal
£49
DIGITAL RESEARCH
£250
Concurrent CP/M-86
£47
CP/M-86+ GSX
DR Draw
£225
DR Graph
£150
Pascal MT+
£435
INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE
Smart Integrated System
£625
IMSI
4 -Point Graphics
£155
IUS
Easy Writer II System
£260
LIFETREE
£235
VolksWriter Deluxe
LOTUS
Lotus 123
£350
Symphony
£495
MICRORIM
£325
R:Base 4000
MICROPRO
WordStar 2000
£400

Macro Assembler
Word + Mouse
Microsoft Chart
Microsoft Project
PETER NORTON COMPUTING
Norton Utilities 2.0

£255
£45
£325
£90
£415
£235
£235
£69

SPI

Open Access
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
PFS:File
PFS:Graph
PFS:Report
PFS:Write
SOFTWORD SYSTEMS
Multimate
SORCIM
Supercalc III

£400
£99
£99
£95
£99

£335
£255

BOARDS FOR IBM/PC
AST RESEARCH
Mega Plus 64K
Mega Pack 256K
Six Pack Plus 64K
Six Pack Plus 384K
64K Chip Kit
HERCULES
Colour Card
Graphic Card
QUADRAM
Quadboard II 64K
Quadboard II 256K
Expanded Quadboard 384K

£295
£355
£295
£645
£78

£210
£375

£295
£495
£565

PRINTERS
BROTHER HR15
BROTHER HR25
CANON 1080A
DATA PRODUCTS8020
DATA PRODUCTS8050
EPSON FX-80
EPSON FX-100
JUKI 6100
MT 80
SMITH -CORONA D200
TEC 1550

£425
£725
£319
£565
£1445
£379
£529
£359
£200
£420
£525

HARDWARE
We recommend and put together
systems based on Columbia, Televideo
and Zenith PC's.

HOW TO ORDER
Simply telephone 01-636 0476 to discuss
your purchasing requirements. Visitors at

our London office-just off Oxford Streetare very welcome.
Orders will be acknowledged and goods
are normally despatched within 10 days.
All major credit cards accepted. Prices
exclude VAT and are subject to change
without notice.

co

co

TECHNICAL HOTLINE
Or ring 01-631 4341 without obligation for
advice.

Ed

ORYX SYSTEMS (UK) LIMITED. Mappin House, 4 Winsley Street, London W1N 7AR.
Tel: 01-636 0476 Telex: 28290 ORYXUKG.
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G. W. COMPUTERS LTD

London's West End - Nationwide overnite service - More product ranges Probably the widest selection of networks/micros/and printers
WE OFFER ONE OF THE BEST 'SYSTEM DEALS' IN THE U.K. (save 1500.00 +)
THE NEW DBMS 111.7 (series III of the world's first 'task -robot -programs')
STOP PRESS: DBMS 111.7 NOW ONLY £100.00.

G.W. COMPUTERS LTD - Tel: 01.631.4818
FEATURES

Mbasic & wordstar compatible

32000 records per filename
20 mainI200 sub fields per record. field
and record related formulae.
'Jumpto' any of 3200 records per file.
random/binarylkey/multiple field
search_ 'ilthen' questioning
file protection/password entry.
range match. not match. integer match.
sort speed 500 records per 20 seconds

1400 character record sizes
mathematical scratchpad,
record relational indexes.
translateable to any language
Userdef ineable reporting

Contains the highest state of the art software available today
FORMSITEXTICALCIDBMS IV - ALL IN ONE PROGRAM THE -"KEY" - et 575.00.

field protection/classification.
eitheror, same as. greater, smaller
sorts alpha/numeric any window
endless 'eitheror matching
12 online file architectures.
f ormulatelrecall on selection criteria.
240 fields using crossreferencing
13 interrogation question types
crossrecord calculations.
short filing output/audit trails.
',Iumpto' any record in 12 files.
"salemailshots": "productionprocess
Usetdeline files/field wordslsizes.
"Ourchaselsalesanalysis". "personnelfile"

DBMS III 7 new switch mode facility enables you to cross up to 12 different files (32000
records per file) preselecting any of up to 20 fields per record/file for display/print output
(240 fields) in all. One massive enquiry can pass through 384,000 records

When you budget for a complete system of software you eventually end up with a host of
packages like. Sales. Purchases. Nominal Data. Text. Cale. Mailshot. invoice, Order.
Workflow. Personnel. and so on. The list is endless and the outlay several thousands of
Pou

Design a form as wide as a window of 250 characters. long as needed. Cut
sor movements are 'left. right. up. down. delete left, delete right. tab right-

Featuresnds.

lellupdown' Paint your form as you like directly on the screen
Write a letter as you see it on the screen, edit it then simply enter P to print
Set into the form, your data fields. '
" and specific filerelated acchitties,
formulae and validation checks. Enter values and see the spread.
sheet calculate itself.

Text.

Celt

Search files for data to be Inserted to fields specified All the features of
DBMS III explained elsewhere in our ad.

Database.

Here's an example of an invoice you might design for your stationery
You could
design you own spreadsheet. order form. statement. wage docket. or any other kind of
form that is required to lit your existing stationery

INVOICE

<1>
<2>

To

<0
From. G W Ltd
55 Bedford Court Mans.

< 3>

Bedford Avenue
LondonelW..1

<4:
You might have two files whose records are dtrectly related to each Other, so that the first
file (say containing names and addresses) refers to the second file (say financial and other

information relating to the same record numbers in the first file) directly. Then you can
simply choose that in file 1 you are interested In just the name and telephone numbers.
whereas In file two, you are interested in the income, trading period and number of branches, information. Your enquiry can then pass through both files highlighting that informa
lion only. Actually there doesn't need to be a strict correlation between the same record
numbers in different files. and you can also lust on JUMP command go to any record in any
of the 32000 records in any one of the twelve files and carry on crossreferencing from there
onwards

<5

<6> 1,1 I

Dat

Quantity

Tax point< 7> x rt,t a

Description

<14>..<15>
- - - -

<12>e
<17>e

<16>

- - - - -

Iola

Tax

<11>

.4 <10>

<9>

Agent <8> N
Cost

<13> et.

< t8> ir

and so on

<19>

Total

Tax..

<20>

DBMS'S MACROS WORK FROM THE MOMENT YOU INSERT THE 'TASK DISK' IN
THE COMPUTER

Simply design your tile, give its fields your words, set up your report mask, and then enter
your records. Switch to 'automatic drive' and formulate any task you wish the program to
fulfil, the task is stored as a macro. Take a copy of the program on another 'task disk' and
from then on, the task disc will function without a single keystroke. Think of a number of

such 'task disks' such as "stockreorder reports". "slockvaluation reports", analysis.
"patient history analysis", "researchanalysis". "budgeting". "plus more?"

Not only does this program surpass most of its kind that you might buy elsewhere, but if
you buy the hardware from us, then you get it - FREE
DBMS II (WITHOUT MACROS)
AND DBMS III ARE FULLY IMPLEMENTED UNDER CPM86 (1m) AND MS00S (Im)
<
SIRIUS/VICTOR/IBM> DBMS It IS 395.00 (or 250.00 by mall order ex. training). DBMS II is
575.00 (or 295.00 by mail order ex. training).

< ??> items <1> to <5> internal command to request name, input, and then search an
address file for details
<??> items <6> to <7> request date input and validate.
< 7? > item <8> request agent number and validate range.
<??> item <9> request quantity, validate range.
<77> item < 10 > request description, search file, accept, and calculate fields <11>

<12> < 13> d finished Invoice then calculate fields <19> and <20>

Now comes the more valuable facility. You can provide the 'FORM' with filerelated inslruc
lions. not only to request a 'console' input for file search against names, and stock, but
after the invoice is finished, the fields you have selected may be passed to related files.

EG: Send fields <0>, <1>, <06>. <07>, <II>. <12>, <13>, <19>, <20>, to a
sales ledger.

Then send fields <9 >
Then send fields <0 > ,
Then send fields < 10

SYSTEMDEAL(ourspeciality)SAVESYOU1500.00+

DBMS 111.7

msbasic
recover
library boxes

, <11> to product analysis file.
7
. <19,, <20> to V.A.T. file.
12,, < 13> to Nominal ledger. Do you see?

MICROS

-Texas/I.B.M./Dec/Superbrain/Compustar
- Apple/Lisa/Compaq/Corona.

PRINTERS

-NecrOurneiDiablo/OkirEpson/Olympia/Ricoh
-Texes/Dre/AnadexiBrother.

OTHERS

-Corvus/Compustar/Sigma.
- Hard disks networks and multiplexors
-SpoolersiModernsIBuffers

FREE

2000 sheets paper
spreadsheet
msorridson
instant basic
DT/AS/NS sorts

50 basic exercises
wordprocessing
diagnostics
autoload
disk/games

11

POPULAR BRANDS OF EQUIPMENT WE SELL

Buy any computer, any printer and 150,00 value diskettes add 85.00 for cables and testing.
Add 10% for return to base warranty for 1 year (optional) add 110,00 for delivery & installation
(optional) training optional extra 120.00
and get completely

-

G. W. COMPUTERS LTD - Tel: 01-636 8210

rG. W. COMPUTERS LTD - Tel: 01-631 4818

cpm handbook

10 >
1

MAIN AGENTS

for TEXAS and MOTOROLA

STOP PRESS: DBMS 1 1 1.7 NOW ONLY £100.00.

total yak.. 1400+ r r
Here's a typical example of a complete system deal

TERMS & ETC
1

2

2445.00
295.00
85.00
150.00

- TEXASinstrurnentspc w/256k ram/2 doves
- 016132aor Epsonrx80 printer

3 - Cables & testing

4 - Diskettes

software described above

FREE

2975.00
We specialise in 'STANDARD MICRO -PRINTER SYSTEMS' as well as 'NETWORK SYSTEMS BASED
ON A SHARED HARD DISK'.

The range of computer products (mostly ex stock) includes the most popular brands of microcomputers, printers, modems, buffers, spoolere and software.

48
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G.W. Computers Ltd (Grams (Winter) Ltd)
43155 Bedford Court Mansions
Bedford Avenue
London W C.1 England
Telex 892031 TWC G

Telephones:
01-636-8210

01-6314818

Boston office tlx 94.0890

24 hour answerphones: leave address for 'infopacks' We do not operate a reader's reply
card service. Terms C.W 0. or C.O.D. Prices exclude V.A.T., but include all non-credit
discounts available. No dealers! The above lists are not exhaustive. Please call at our
showroom only by prior appointment. Unless expressly agreed. all warranties are

commercial 90 days return to base for parts and labour. Annual warranties and
maintenance facilities available nationwide through closely related third parties.
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...quite simply, none better.

For your nearest one stop Business Centre
phone Salisbury

At a TABS Business Centre you'll get free advice, the best
hardware and software, expert training and a professional
installation service - all in one place.

**Ai

Head Office: TABS Ltd., Dolphin House, New Street, Salisbury, Wiltshire.

-1-338668
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see everything on every resource.

Schedule tasks over weeks, months, even years.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SUPERPROJECT AND OTHER PROJECT
It's not hard to see why SuperProject is becoming
the new standard in project management software.
Bright colours and simple symbols let you know
exactly where you stand, and its advanced graphics
shine out even on monochrome screens.
But the real beauty of SuperProject lies in what it
can do for you.
Like help you plan any project (from the smallest
up to a planning problem the size of the Alaska
Pipeline) right on the screen. And right to the last
detail.

Schedule it seven ways to Sunday, including
individual schedules and calendars for every
resource.
Budget it down to the last penny, taking into
account fixed, variable and total costs.
Have any change you make immediately reflected
throughout the entire program.

Print every screen, even while you work.
And do it all by following simple menus or by
using fast command keystrokes.
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SuperProject outdates other project calendars by also providing calendars for every resource.

Track fixed, variable, al

MA1VAGEME1VT SOFTWARE IS EVE1V MORE GRAPHIC THAN THIS.
To take your planning and analysis even further,
you can directly transfer project information into
SuperCalc 3 Release 2 and other leading spreadsheets, and produce customized reports and charts.
To see how SuperProject can give your project
management a clear advantage, visit your
Sorcim/IUS dealer or send for a free demo disk.
After one look, you'll find it's hard to see
yourself using anything else.

X-vo SORCIM / I US

soRagi MICRO SOFTWARE

A Division of Computer Associates International, Inc.

Mary's House, 16-20 High Street,
Maidenhead, Berkshire. SL6 1QH.
Telephone: (0628) 70911 Telex: 847268
St.

-1985 Computer Associates International, Inc. SuperProject is a trademark and SuperCalc a registered trademark of Computer Associates International, Inc.
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The new TDI Pinnacle
the fastest micro

in the world.

Running at 12 MHz, the new TDI Pinnacle will take your
breath away!
It can execute a staggering 3 million instructions per
second and service 7 users as fast as most personal computers
service one.
If you're a Programmer, you'll be delighted that the compiler
can handle 3,000 lines per minute.
If you're in Business, Finance, Education or Industry, you can
harness TDI Pinnacle's immense speed to the task
with a mountainous range of existing software.
One thing's for sure, other micros are
having an uphill struggle

N competing with it.
TDI Pinnacle. The
accessible peak of

At

performance...giAac

For more information about
the new TDI Pinnacle contact MI Limited,
29 Alma Vale Road, Clifton, Bristol BS8 2HL,
telephone Bristol (0272) 742796, or clip the coupon

IOW

accessige

peak of
performance

r
I

Send me your free colour brochure on
the world's fastest MICRO.
NAME

................

POSITION

..

COMPANY

"

ADDRESS
?

10.1.4

4

TEL NO

,4
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Book reviews

Finding a little
more help
with Supercalc
Sorcim's spreadsheet program may not quite rival VisiCalc for popularity, but it
has picked up a strong following among IBM PC and CP/M users. Peter van der
Linden assesses some of the books on the subject.
SPREADSHEET SOFTWARE iS SO basic a part

own models. The text

of modern microcomputer systems that it

prehensive, and different chapters cover a
wide range, from getting started through
to debugging spreadsheets, documenting
them and installing them for naive users.
The chapters concerned with commands
and built-in functions are well laid -out in
alphabetical order. Few, if any, complete

is easy to forget what a relatively new
application it is. Only seven years ago
there were no spreadsheet packages.
Nowadays the market is dominated by a
small number of heavily promoted
products. One of the main offerings in the
second division is Supercalc, produced by
the Sorcim Corporation. It is available for
many CP/M-based computers, and lately
also for the IBM PC.

Supercalc for the IBM Personal

The large pages - almost A4 -sized have a typewritten print face and are
spiral -bound. A chapter at the end models. Some of the templates, such as the
promises a prepared disc with all the Chi -squared statistical test, are rather
examples. There is an excellent intro- lengthy and you can send off for a floppy
duction to the PC hardware, which should
enable even complete novices to get
started. The style is quietly factual:
flowing but not flippant. This book is very
much a description of how to write your
own templates in Supercalc, rather than a
selection of other people's.

disc containing the models. The financial
models are a bit thin - would you really
use a spreadsheet to calculate the

Supercalc: Home & Office Companion

an expanded version of a similar work
directed at VisiCalc. The authors present
63 Supercalc models which provide a com-

prehensive mix of small business and
personal applications. Each model has
three sections: an introductory text, the
display when the model is run, and a
listing of the instructions to set the model
up. All the models and sample executions
were reproduced directly from computer
prints so accuracy should be assured. This
is a well -produced work, presenting many

standard models, though there is no
tuition content showing readers how to
adapt or write their own models, and some

of the models have an American bias.
Nonetheless, the larger print size and the

attractive line illustrations make this a
stylish recipe book.
54 Supercalc Models delivers exactly

what the title suggests: a collection of
financial, statistical and mathematical
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May1985

very com-

templates are shown to the reader, but
after finishing this book you should be

Computer is essentially an informal book.

is

is

able to write your own.
Randall McMullan's Supercalc Prompt
is a little unusual in that it was written and
printed in England. Hence all the
examples and units are in familiar
notations. The book is in three parts. The

first section summarises how to begin
using the simpler features. The second
part presents several not very ambitious
templates. The last section gives a little
more information for advanced users,

statistical templates more than compensate for this, with a wide range

including examples of graph output.
McMullan's book ends just as it starts
to get interesting. Nonetheless, there is no
doubt that the reader is given a good value

of models including all the standard

from a book that combines both an

formulae. 54 Supercalc Models will be of
most benefit to an existing Supercalc user

elementary reference work and a list of
ready-made templates. A particularly
strong advantage is the use of diagrams
rather than text to prompt beginners into

remaining balance on a loan? - but the

who wants to acquire a wider range of
models.
Supercalc! The Book is the ambitious
title of Donald H Beil's reference work. It

is a guide to the capabilities of Supercalc
for new users who wish to produce their

the correct sequence of actions for various
results. The book should also be valuable
to someone who wants a top-level view of
the features Supercalc provides.

54 Supercalc Models by Robert H Flast. Published by Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 244
pages, £14.95. ISBN 0 88134 118 5
Supercalc for the IBM Personal Computer by Edouard Desautels, Michael Laric
and Ronald Stiff. Distributed by Transatlantic Book Service, 162 pages, £15.25.
ISBN 0 697 09930 X
Supercalc: Home & Office Companion by Elna Tymes and Peter Antoniak.
Published by Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 293 pages, £19.95. ISBN 0 88134

113 4

.Supercalc Prompt by Randall McMullan. Published by Collins, 154 pages, £7.95.
ISBN 0 00 383004 7

Supercalc! The Book by Donald 1-I Beil. Published by Prentice -Hall, 287 pages,
£20.65. ISBN 0 8359 7305 0
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DOES WORKING ON LOTUS 1-2-3 MAKE YOU SEE RED?
Granted, Lotus 1-2-31.4can be a fast spreadsheet.

Except when you first buy it, take out the five
floppy disks, study the manual to figure out which
ones do what, put the plastic Thingymejig over the
keyboard, and begin reading about all the
installation procedures you need to get the thing up
and running.
Or if you never make a circular calculation (any
simultaneous equation, even something as simple as
"bonus equals 10% of profit after bonus") when
doing a complicated spreadsheet.
By the time 1-2-3 calculates it correctly, you may
have retired.

Or if you'd like to plot your data with a single
keystroke, because it can take several minutes
(including a disk change) just to start the process.
Or if you'd like to quickly create a file directory
under program control. 1-2-3 can't do that at all.
What's the point of all this?
We'd like you to go down to your software dealer
or send for a free demo -disk and see a new
product called SuperCalc a3 Release 2, which,
unlike Lotus 1-2-3, does all of the above.
Along with a larger spreadsheet. Vastly superior
graphics. Incredible speed (that becomes even
faster when used with the 8087 or 80287 math co-

processors, which 1-2-3 doesn't support). And more.
For a lot less money.
All on one disk that you can run right out of the
box. (Our lawers want you to know we include an
additional file disk. Which also contains the popular
printing program SidewaysTm, so you'll never have to
cut and paste wide printed reports together again.
Unless you use 1-2-3.)
But don't believe us about all this. Go take a look.
After you do, one thing should become obvious.
What are you waiting for?
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SORCIM/IUS
J4

MICRO SOFTWARE
A Division of Computer Associates International, Inc.

St. Mary's House, 16-20 High Street,
Maidenhead, Berkshire. SL6 1QH.
Telephone: (0628) 70911 Telex: 847268

1985 Computer Associates International, Inc. SuperCalc is a registered trademark of Computer Associates International, Inc. Lotus and 1-2-3 are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation.
Sideways is a trademark of Funk Software. Inc.

Daisies with

perfect
character

THE DYNEER DW16 - pictured above - offers
Daisy -Wheel -Perfect print at a price you'll find difficult to
believe.
With a print speed of 16 cps (Shannon Text at 14 cps), the
DW16 features bi-directional printing up to 10 inches wide on
12 inch (max) paper, and offers a choice of tractor or friction
feed systems.
If you need higher performance, the DW20 and DW36 offer
maximum print speeds of 20 cps and 36 cps respectively,
printing up to 13.2 inches wide on 17 inch (max) paper.

And all models are available with optional automatic cut -

sheet feeders for users needing maximum correspondence
throughput.
But whatever the print speed, every Dyneer Daisy is built
to the most stringent engineering standards and is compatible
with most popular word-processing packages. And all feature
the Dyneer Hallmarks: Quality, Reliability and Unbeatable
Price/Performance.
Ring us for details and you'll have to agree we're right.
Printers of perfect characters -and at prices you'll hardly credit.

NA -111111T
THE NAME BEHIND
THE PRODUCTS IN FRONT

L)

X -DATA LIMITED, 750 DEAL AVENUE, SLOUGH TRADING ESTATE,SLOUGH, BERKS SL1 4 SH.TEL SLOUGH (0753)72331

a

Dyneer

subsidiary
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SPECIAL SECTION
DYNEER
DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
AUTHORISED DEALERS
Alpha Business Computers Ltd
St Christopher House
Wellington Road South
STOCKPORT
Cheshire SK2 6NL
061 477 7799
Bulldog Computer Services
Boot House, 2-4 Colman Road
DROITWICH
Worcester
0905 772602
Comco Engineers Ltd
Biro House, Stanley Road
HARROW
Middlesex
01 423 1933
Croft Computers Ltd
Saltwell House, Lobley Hill Road
GATESHEAD
Tyne and Wear
0632 600414

Datawork Computer Services
Silvestor House, Silvestor Road
Cowplain
PORTSMOUTH
0705 265211
Dean Peripherals Ltd
Lakeside House, 70A Waterloo Road
WOKINGHAM
Berkshire
0734 781317

Dewco Management Engineering
Computer Services Ltd. 20/22 Park St
BRISTOL
0272 277480
Gamma Computers
742 High Road, Goodmayes
ILFORD
Essex
597 3500
GCC (Cambridge) Ltd
66 High Street, Sawston
CAMBRIDGE CB2 4BG
0223 835330
Micro General
Unit 25, Horseshoe Park
PANGBOURNE
Reading, Berks
07357 4466

Micropute
Catherine Street
MACCLESFIELD
Cheshire
0625 615384
Pony Micros
Suite 40/41, Strand House
Great West Road

BRENTFORD
Middlesex

IBM
AND THE
COMPATIBLES
Will IBM survive? We assess its continuing
commitment to the personal computer
marketplace in the light of the killing of

the PC jr, the ageing of the PC and the
limited deliveries of the AT. Robert Piper
provides a thorough guide to the best PC compatible micros, and we survey the
software.

EREVIEWS

OPTIONS
Most of the interesting new software
provides different ways of doing things:
Options, Helix and Tick Tack are three
scheduled for review. Susan Curran will be
taking an in-depth look at Perfect Writer
II, while on the hardware front we will be

lifting the veil on Amstrad's new launch.

UTOP TEN BUSINESS PACKS
Which are the Top Ten business programs,
and why? Ian Stobie surveys the field and
separates the best from the rest. Plus there
will be practical information on a range of
topics, from proportional spacing in
WordStar to the marking and analysis of
multiple-choice tests.

01 560 4191

Sensory Information Systems
2B Englands Lane
LONDON NW3
01 586 4128

Technical Software Services
77 Seat ield Road
LONDON N11
01 368 5192

ATHE NAME BEHIND
THE PRODUCTS N FRONT

X -DATA LIMITED,
750 DEAL AVENUE,
SLOUGH TRADING ESTATE
SLOUGH, BERKS SL1 4SH
TELEPHONE: SLOUGH (0753) 72331

a Drineersubs+dary
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Don't miss the June issue of

'PRACTICAL
COMPUTING
On sale at W H Smith and all good newsagents after May 15.
Contents may vary due to circumstances beyond our control and are subject to change without notice.
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THIS WILL

DO NICELY?

Now you've seen the new (and
vastly improved) Practical
Computing, make sure you
receive it regularly every month
by returning this card.
You won't want to miss what
we have lined up for the future more applications features, more
on multi-user systems, more

problems answered, more on
communications and more viewpoints from industry leaders.
What more could you ask for?
Except to receive it regularly, of
course!

PRACTICAL
COMPUTING

FULL DISC
TO DISC
COMPILATION
Oxford Computer Systems (Software) Ltd.
Hcnsington Road, Woodstock, Oxford OX7 I JR, England
Telephone (0993) 812700 Telex 83147 Ref. OCSL

Compilers like these don't grow on trees
Oxford Pascal is Fast

tutorial for those new to Pascal.

Editor even more useful. What is more, Oxford

Oxford Pascal complies down to FAST
COMPACT P -code, giving you the real speed

Resident and Disc Compiler

together, in much the same way that you can

and power of Pascal, together with the ability
to compile very large programs.

Oxford Pascal is Standard
Oxford Pascal Is a full extended Implementation
of Standard ISO Pascal. This means that you can
compile any Pascal program (subject to size),

written on any computer, anywhere.

Oxford Pascal is Compact
Because it compiles into P -code, Oxford Pascal

reduces programs into the most compact form
possible. In fact It allows you to pack more code
Into your BEEB than any other language, and
should your programs become too large, you
can still use the CHAIN command to overlay
limitless additional programs without losing data.

Graphics & Sound Extensions
In addition to the entire Pascal language, Oxford
Pascal features a whole range of Graphics (all
modes) and sound extensions designed to make
maximum use of the BBC Computer. Oxford
Pascal also provides numerous extensions such
as hexadecimal arithmetic and bit manipulation
instructions.

Oxford Pascal in Education
In Education, Oxford Pascal Is fast becoming a
de facto standard. It is already the most popular
Pascal on the Commodore 64, and will soon be
released for the Spectrum and the Amstrad. In
fact, Oxford Pascal will soon be available for 90%
of the computers installed In the U.K., and is
already available in German, French, Swedish,
and American versions. Students and teachers
alike find that It makes sense to use a standard

implementation of Pascal across the whole
range of educational micros. Call us for details
of our generous educational discounts.

Manual
Both these compilers come with a manual
which has been carefully designed, not only
as a quick reference guide, but also as a full
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Oxford Pascal comes In two forms:
For Tape Users...Oxford Resident Pascal.
A complier located largely in ROM which Is

available at any time. Programs can be written
and compiled on the spot without disc or
tape access, and compilation is fast enough to
make using the compiler much like using the
BASIC Interpreter. Thus, learning Pascal is a
simple interactive process. Some 15K of

memory is available for user programs, the
remainder being reserved for compiled
object code.
For Disc Users...Oxford Disc Pascal offers all
the above PLUS...a full disc compiler which is
capable of using the WHOLE memory for
Pascal object code, it is supplied with a
powerful LINKER, allowing you to break

large programming tasks down into

separately compliable, easily -manageable
files.

Pascal allows you to mix BASIC and Pascal

mix BASIC and assembler. In fact you can, if
required, mix all three together...BASIC, Pascal
and assembler...in one program.

Stand Alone Code
Unlike other compliers, Oxford Disc Pascal
allows you to compile on the BBC and then

relocate your program so that it will run on the

BBC and on the Electron. The relocated
program will run without a Pascal ROM and can
be loaded and run from tape or disc just like any

other program.

This means that you can distribute or sell your
software freely and without the need for ROMs,
to run either of the above machines.
Price/aval ability matrix
BBC 'B'

ELECTRON

C64

SPECTRUM

DISC

E49.95

Not yet!

C49.95

Available

CASSETTE

C39.95

E59.95

E22.95

1985

Inc Cartridge

Friendly Error Messages
Many compilers produce little more than an
error and line number to help correct
mistakes in Pascal programs. Oxford Pascal
however, gives you one of 49 friendly and
informative error messages. Messages

which not only Indicate the reason for an
error, but also print out the Ilne in question
with a pointer to the exact position where
the error was detected.
Run-time errors are reported using line numbers from the original source -program,
with a full explanation of how the error
occurred.

Powerful Editor

With Oxford Pascal there is no need for you to
learn how to use a new Editor. Pascal programs
can be entered in exactly the same way as BASIC
programs, without the need to learn any new
commands. When you are used to using Pascal,
you will find our extensions to the Standard

April 1st

OtVAS ME MIN. Of VAT
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Oxford Compilers - The Future

//

During the next year, we at Oxford wIll be
releasing a series of language implementations
such as C, and Modular 2, for the BBC,

and other popular micros.
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These compilers are being built, using
the most modern techniques in
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micro -user, a level of
robustness and efficiency,

only now becoming
available to mini and
mainframe users.
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BUSINESS RISK ANALYSIS

OPTIONS takes over where your spreadsheet leaves off! Produces a thousand 'what
if' results in seconds! OPTIONS picks
you up where a spreadsheet lets you
down. It's like no other program
currently available.
Picture the scene.
You've painstakingly set up
a business model on your
spreadsheet. All the facts and
figures are there and everything
looks perfect. Then the inevitable
happens. The 'what if' questions start
coming thick and fast.
'What if sales vary by 8%? 'What if'
material costs increase by 10%? 'What if' the
unions push us into an extra 7%? 'What if' oil costs
vary by 5%? 'What if interest rates vary by 2%?
'What if' our selling costs increase by 10%? etc. etc.
And 'what if' you had a program which applied all these

created on your favourite spreadsheet
Lotus 1-2-3, Multiplan or Supercalc
and manipulate it in this powerful new
way. If you have no spreadsheet

no problem! OPTIONS has its
own. For only £145 + VAT
you can have all the
answers to every 'what
if question they can
throw at you.
Instantaneously!

'145

SAGE OPTIONS

Please send me more details of Sage OPTIONS and my
nearest dealer.
Name:

variables to your model and cash -flow forecast and gave

Company:

you all the answers in seconds. Not just a single answer

Address:

but the whole range of risk possibilities. Show you both
numerically and graphically, the chances of achieving varying
degrees of success and failure- profit and loss -related to the
variables you apply. The kind of information you need to plan
your business and bank managers just love to see!
OPTIONS is that program. A new concept in business
risk analysis. No other program does the job with such speed,
flexibility, and accuracy. OPTIONS allows you to take a model
60
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+VAT

Position:

Tel:

I have a (

) Computer

Sagesoft Limited, NEI House, Regent Centre, Newcastle upon Tyne NE3 3DS.
Tel: 091 284 7077. Telex: 53623 SAGESL G.

BETTER SAGE THAN SORRY11
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

WPS are able to take any IBM XT
compatible PC, and turn it into a genuine multiuser system with 4 terminals. No network
is required, we have our AMOS multi-user
operating system, 32 bit CPU and extra
memory on a PC compatible add on board.
The same AMOS Operating System
also runs on the entire
range of

Buying a PC

need not li"mit your Alpha Micro

growt

multi-user computers,
hfrom the 10 megabyte AM1000 to systems with
1600 megabytes which support in excess of 40

terminals.
AMOS offers the PC user access to a
wealth of multi-user software proven over 5
years including programs for Estate Agents and
Tour Operators. Also they may upgrade to any
one of the larger Alpha Micros, using existing
programs, data and hardware.
This in itself is iii ii! ... Ma:......
:::::::
revolutionary, but WPS
iii iii III ilhili :::....
...
have more good news... ....
: 7.: :7.
..NN.
..........
.. :::::

..

WPS SYSTEMS LIMITED

13 Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5LU Telephone 01-930 4778
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BROTHERIPHILIPS FOR COMMUNICATION
COMMUNICATION BOX
For Brother/Philips Typewriters
(including 16K buffer)

BROTHER/PHILIPS PLUS

VIEWTYPER

£249 +VAT
BROTHER/PHILIPS CROWN RANIER
COMMUNICATIONS BUFFERED INTERFACE

Access Telecom Gold or similar telecommunications.
Simply plug into back of Brother CE51160/70 or with
cable kit for CE50 EM80/100/200. Technical Information:

The Crown Ranier Brother/Philips interface is an intelligent logic seeking send and receive device, offering a

full set of escape sequences and ASCII character set (0
to7F). This unit has been purpose designed for
Brother/Philips Typewriters.

RANIER
Main Distributors: Crown Sales 56-58 South Street
Tel: Eastbourne 639983/20496 Eastbourne, Sussex
Trade enquiries invited

PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

Only the Viewtyper offers a cost effective solution for word
processing plus communication via telephone or cable.
The viewtyper with its complete word processing
programme, 64K memory, 160K disk storage, optional
twin disk system and simplicity of use adds a new
dimension to your Brother EM 1/2* CE51/60/70
EM80/85/100/200, or Philips ET600/800/850. The total
price is only £1575.00 + £236.25 VAT.

FOR THE BEST SCREEN SYSTEM
- JUST ADD A BROTHER OR
PHILIPS TYPEWRITER
Circle No. 142
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2
2

LOW

02189

C1389
C1529

C 910

110
279

1691

83:

63

C

C

84
79

C

65

15

f
8
f 329

.0

C 349
C 105
C 165
199

101119001
C

C 799

C1299
99
C

1

13111SPY

BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD
66, MAPLE DRIVE, EAST ORINBTEAD, WEST SUSSEX, RH19 3UR

11e- nri

139 95
19.95

52.00
99.00

MULTIMATE
OPEN ACCESS
D BASE III
SUPERCALC II
SUPERCALC III
MULTIPLAN
PEACHTREE ACCOUNTS
PFS FILE
PFS REPORT

Wad Card Plus

.

CALL FOR QUOTATION

BIT 16 Channel AD Card
8 BIT 16 Channel AD: DA Card
CLOCK CARD (TIME III Card
Music Card
Wad Card__

8 BIT ADiDA Carole channel
BIT AD/DA Card

C

-

.

115

I349
(355

POA

C179
C199
C130

C 75
C 65

119
125
159
199
119
125
309

CCALL

149

C 268

59_95

99.9569.95

34.95

I 119.95

C

11

1

C 119.58
C
59.95
I 109.95
1
44.95
44.95

i.

C 691
burp lull electronics. Dove controller is included but not host conttoller

E 282
C 492

C

C

C

I

0

C

C

C
C
C

Daisy Junta 14cps 80col
Daoystep 2000 18cps 132co1

179
60

129

/79

........ ....
....

75

01035

C1429

C 569

C
89
C1299
99

£

CALL

C1165

01525
C 445

C1895
E1359

C 229
C 199
C 239

C 4139

C 865

C1399

C 1235

E1279

C 445
C 129

C 219
C 249

C 259
C 291

84

C 399
C 449
C 649
C 665
C 599

C

C

95

55

C 105
C 163
C 163

C

C 259

C

C

Parsee; loner/ace lox P3.
RS232 Interface foe P3
IBM PC knerface 1 o rP3.
Sheet Feeder for P3

.

.

Tractor UM for P3
NEVVBURY DATA - Heavy Duty
ORE -8950 Paten.' 240cps 132 col
ORE 8850 Parallel 300LPM
OKI - MICROLINE
OKI 82A P.SS 120cps 80 col
OKI 84A 200cps
OKI 92P 160cps
OKI 83A 120cps
OKI 2410P 350cOs

.

.

C

I

169

361.

.0 289

C 309
C 430

LC 349

C 393

541/

1 393

C

C 545

C

7/1

311,

191,

C1242
C1469
C1619

f

C

C

IC

Cili

59

E 420
C 855

C 270
C 330

f

f

96

/0

571,

39..

I7/

CAL.

12I

I.

159

I

C

C

f

C

I
f

f

C

119

269

9,

90
153

C

C

C

f 1356

C2051,

C 239

C 269

..

f 619

C 3511

C 439

C 385
(1519

10 FIT 200cps

PANASONIC

RADIX

RITEMANN

PLUS - IMX.80 FT compatible) I 20cps 80col

BLUE PLUS IRX 80 FT coimp.) 140cps 8Ocol

II - IFX80compatiblel 113cps 80col.NLO
15 - 1EX-100 compatible/ 160cps 136

SEIKOSHA
FIT

OP'

Parallel or Serial

CP-100 VIC 50ps

GP-

GP.500a 50cps

GP -250% 50cps
STAR

GEMINI 10X Fir 120cps 80cof
DELTA 10X FIT 160cps 80col
RADIX 10 FIT 200cps130tol
GEMINI 15X FiT 120cps 132col
DELTA 15 FIT 160eps 132001

1

195

131

I 546

1359

£1209
£1476

C 489

.0 450

C 3611

C 266

C 319

CC .M

C 410

I 295

C

C 162
C 159
C 159
C 169
C 199

C 210
C 234
C 259
C 399

KX.P1091 120 cps NLO

.

NEC
SPINWRITER
P3132 col...C 599

MANNESMANN TALLY
61T-80 130cpc .........
MT -160
PAT. 180 160cps

EPSON 8165 PET IEEE 2K (,Face 2K buffer..
EPSON PET IEEE Cable 8260
EPSON APPLE Card 8132
EPSON APPLE Cable 8321
8K Buffered parallel or serial IF ..
16K Buffered paralIM or serial) F
32K Buffered parallel or sepal I F
64K Buff wed parallel at small.F
HONEYWELL
ALL MODELS

EPSON 8143 Serial I/Face OK
EPSON 8145 Sepal PFace 2K buffered
EPSON 8148 Serial liFace 31( buffered
XON/XOFF Serial (Face 2K buffer
EPSONiCOMMODORE I/Fxe 2)( butler

FX 80 80col 160cps
EX 100 FIT 13604 180cos
L0.1500 200cps INL0/4 to 16' paper weld,

RX80 T 80col 100cps
RX 80 FIT 80co1 100cps
RX 100 136cot F/T tOOcps

EPSON

P3 1080A Seven COLOUR 3 /cps
DATAPRODUCTS - PAPER TIGER
8010 80col 180cps dralINLO born S&P
8011 as above but IBM COMPATIBLE.
8020 132001180cps draft both SOP.
8021 as above but IBM COMPATIBLE....
8050 132COL 200CPS SSF both S&P
8050 COLOUR as above but colour ',rolling
8070 132001 400cps draft LO both P85

PW. 1156 160CPS INLWI
F.60 80cps Thermal DRAFT NLO LW GR 110r n1

PW 1080 160cps INLOI

DISK DRIVE for TV 600
CANON

TC 600 - T ypt,.911. - 09111,1

VICE

senvice

,

.

t

E

E 185

.1

C 829

C 199
C 219

C1529

C 375

E 429

..

...

169

DX -100 Parallel or Serial 20cps
JUKI

...

C

6100 18CpS

.

.

Tractor (End la 1800 Models

SILVER REED

.

EXP.400 Peratle410cps
EXP.400 Serial 10cps..
EXP.500 Parallel l6ces .
EXP.500 Serial 18cps
EXP.550 Parallel 19cps ....
EXP-550 Sena) 19cps.
EXP.770 Parallel 36cps
EXP-770 Serial 36cps

F10/40 Parallel 40cps
F10/55 Parallel 55cps

129

C 830
£1229
C 445

C

CALL

1165 Portable thcrmel dander IP or S
HR 5 for CM864rVIC 20

C

EP 44 Thermal transfer. IKSHI

C

1

C 889

125
125
189
167
163

M 1009 Dual Interlace
M 1009 IIBMI 50cps.
2024L NU:1190090 drat)

ALL MODELS
BROTHER

ANADEX - 100, 0010 1.01.01

PRINTERS - DOT MATRIX

Elect/Mach Single Sheet I ..
Tractor for F10/111.1

TEC STARWR1TER

Cut Sheet Feeder for 550/700
BK Buffer for 770
16K Buffer for 770
48K Buffer for 770

Tractor or 5501770 .......
Cut Sheet Feeder for 500

Tractor for 500

ASTRON (SILVER REED EXP7701 P11

.

RP -1200 Paranel'Senal 20cps
RP. 13000 Paraaer Serial 300tas
RP' 16005 PI 1 or Set BK 80cps
FLOWRITEB 1600 46K Multi lif ace
FLOWRITER 1300 461( Mohr Llece
EleciMech Sheet Feeder RP 1800

RICOH

12/20 Letter Pro IS Or P120Cps
9/55 RO full I tont panel 550PS
11/55 RO twahout interfacel
OUEN DATA/UCHIDA
Deny Wheel Peranel tacos
UCHIDA DAISY VW -IEEE 20case/wane
UCHIDA as above Serial veruon

9/45 RO lull Iron panel

11140110 IWIthout Int& ace)

OUME

Set/PI 1/Drablo lifece lee 8800
Acceasones for NEC punters

3510/3015 Ser/P11/010510 35cps
7710/30/15 Ser/P11/0iab10 55cps
2000 Printer 20cps
SCl/P11/Diablo glace for 2000
8800 Printer

NEC SPINWRITER

6300
2200
2100

C 315
C 795
C 249

EPSON

630.AP1 40cps
630.API Shoot Feeder.

DIABLO

HR.35 I SHEET FEEDER
TOWA

HR.15 Keyboard
HR.15 Sheet Feeder
HR' 15 Tractor Feed Unu
HR 25/35 Street Feeder
HR 25/35 Tractor Unit
SPECIAL COMB( PRICE

HR 35 S/:/..1

TREAT YOURSELF! AT THESE PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD IT!!!
I. 189

C129

£229
£335
C289
C415
C290

WE OFFER EXCELLENT DISCOUNTS ON JUST ABOUT EVERY MAJOR BRAND OF SOFTWARE

41,141,

DRIVES - MEGABYTES FOR MICROPOUNDS!

The above are sold brand new but incased as replacement
or cables.
RODIME HARD DISK DRIVES 5M8 TO 42MB
SINCLAIR OL HIGH CAPACITY FLOPPY DRIVES

C

Four Port Twin 6523 C3-3
.

Integer Basic Card

6809 Card
19 95

CAUFDMA-N2A3°20"'K'Bk'NotrAPRPy'a. r i.

19.95
125.00
25.00
3394,9945

AFD - 4 6401(B Floppy or.ve

AFD -4 Conuoller.

44.95
C59.95

INTEC 5M13 HARD DRIVE
INTEC 10MB HARD DRIVE
INTEC LOMB HARD DRIVE KIT

C

1
32.95
1
14500
1
249.00
f 289.00
59.00
1
699.00
E 950.00
C 875.00

5.00
9.95
44.95

3.99
49.95
54.95
69.95
24.95
79.95
79.95

1194.9955

36995..0909

C

C

C

CC

19899'.0909

534499

C 599
C 729

-CC

f 319

CC

EC

C 250.00
C
59.95
9.95

IAN INTEC DRIVES ARE UK BUILT & BACKED - Prces mcludc
controller card. cables. power suppls. navy & diagnostic software
together with 24 -MONTH service warranty).

LlOOGMOBHCA:d13 DRIVE CONTROLLER CARDIST.5061

Joystick 12 control buttonsl
Joystock (sell centering1
Joystick (deluxe versionl
Joystrck extension cord
Apple Compatible Power Supply 5A
ASCII Encoded Keyboard with tic mod
IBM STYLE keyboard lor Apple
A/C Cooling Fan tap iiii, 3:31i seeress
Speech Card.
Replay Card...
Forth Card

8088 Card want., r

Light Pen system
Graphics Tater-

.

PRINTERS - DAISY WHEEL
BROTHER

HR -15 Paialicl 20c0s
HR -15 Serial 20cps
HR 25 Parallel 25cps
11R.25 Serial 25cps
HR.35 Parallel 35cps

E

39.95
.894..9955

14649.9985

86.00
34.95
34.95
89:95
29.95
184.95
149.95
45.00
89 00
125 00
125.00
32.00
34.95

8799:9955

44.95
49.95
49.95
149.95
49.95
59.95
32.00
53.00

RADIX 15 F/T 200cps 132001
TAXAN
KP 810 1400ps 80col NLO
KR910 140cps 156col NLO

C1354

TEC

1550 Parallel
1550 Serial
TOSHIBA - 24 Wee Head

-

.

2100H Parallel 100cps LO
21001.1 Serial 100cps INLOr

er MreCtrnnal Tr,

2100G Parallel
2100G Serial
Auto Sheet FeerK .

TLX: 957547 E1

SOFTWARE PACKAGES: CHARGED SEPARATELY MINIMUM CHARGE £4.00. Items which must move by CARRIER such as printers, monitors etc.) will be delivered within 24
hours for a charge of £10.00 OR ALTERNATIVELY within 48 hours at a charge of £7.50. Add 15% VAT to all prices given. Remember, VATis also applicable on carriage 15%.
Terms CWO. DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME. FOREIGN enquiries if possible by telex please. Favourable rates to most destinations. CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

CARRIAGE FREE.

REMEMBER! Even if you don't see it advertised here we can probably supply it AND FOR LESS. Problems with limited space means that we areonly able to advertise a limited
range of products. Additional prices on application. Consumables, paper, ribbons etc. supplied at exceptional prices, 24 -HOUR DELIVERY on kerns ex stock.
CARRIAGE WITHIN UK: Items which may be dispatched by POST leg peripheral cards etc.) add £2.00 per order for any order under £50.00. ORDERS EXCEEDING£50.00

EPROM Blower ler 2716.32.32a.64.128.256

NEW EPROM controller/Parallel

Eprom Blower Card 12716,2732, 2764/
MK2 Eprom Blower 12716.2732.2764.21128

CACHEBOX 64K Parallel Inline Buller.
Communications Card..
115-232 Serial Interlace Card
SUPER Serial Card with manual
7710 Asynchronous SCUM Interlace.
NTSC to PAL Converter I UHF Mod..
RGB Card ITTL output)
RGB Card (LINEAR output)
IEEE -488 Controller. cab). dsk & manual

CHAMPION 16K Buffer twith cable)
CHAMPION 64K Buffer lvvith cable/.

280 Card for Ile
CP/ M Module for Ilc
Parallel Printer Card ICentronicsi
Parallel Printer Card lEpsonl. ..
SUPER parallel Card with manual
Printer Buller Card 164K dump)
Grappler r Card
Grappler I 16K Buffer
CHAMPION Parallel Interface Iwith cable)

CP/M 280.111611111101Card with 64K RAM it

128K RAM Cara with manual & east.
SNAPSHOT III & II . I - Dark Star
SNAPSHOT Ile - Dark Star
COPYKIT Software - Dark Star
SHUTTLE MULTITASKING Software Dark Slar
Auto Dial/Auto Answer MODEM Card
COMMS software for above
PRESTEL Graphics ROM for Modern Card
Disk Drive ControVer Card
16K RAM (language) Card
80 Column Card IVdes Compete:Pei u e
80 Co1Catd as above with Soft Control
INVERSE Video ROM for above
80140 Column Hard Swnch
80 Column Card for Ile.. .... ... . ..
BO Column Card for Ile with 641( RAM
280 CP/M Card for II
Z80 PLUS Card with Manual for II

APPLE COMPATIBLE PERIPHERALS

'Interface with 1st drive supports UP to

2nd Drive 1M13

let Drive 1MB interlace Power par:i.

Height DS 80TH 500KB....
Height DS 160TR 1MB
Height DS 154TR I.6M8.
Height DS 160TR 2MB
Height SS 160TR 1MB
Height OS 160TR 1MB
8' Full Height DS 154TR 1.8MR.
8' Height DS 154TR 1.6MB
MR 521 5 r 1 Height 12.75 MB Hard Dove
MR 522 1-) Height 26 Me Hard Drive

t;5

SYMPHONY
DMS DELTA

LOTUS 123

DBASE II
FRIDAY
FRAMEWORK

WORDSTAR.....

SOFTWARE

pckics
Monitor

720K Monitor

315K

COMPUTERS
APRICOT
.

Fl
PC256K
PC256K

I Monitor
C1695
C2845

E 315
85
96
169

C 595
E 789

C

49
79

E 699

E1549
( CALL

. C 889
C1569

-C 248

C

C

f 419

f

11169

f 789

C

C

1(1256K LOMB
SIRIUS
120K 1MB
2561( r 10M13
BBC
B
MODEL

DES KIT..

..

E

.....
...

FULL RANGE CUMANA DRIVES FROM
COMMODORE 64
SANYO

.

MBC 550 1281( r 1 v 150K software
2 v 160K . sof twaf e
MBC 555 128K
...
MBC 550 2 as 550 but 360K Drive..
MBC 5552 as 555 but dual 360K Ill

CRT 36 HI. Res. 12' Green Monde
CRT 50 Med Res Colour Monnor
CRT 70 Hi. Res. Cobol Monitor
MBC 232 - RS232 I/Face board
64K RAM Plug in Module
EPSON

PX.8 Portable Cm/Tower.
120K RAM Disk for above
120K RAM Drsh.

PX8
00.10 Desk Top Computer
ZENITH

.

...0 159

.

- .0

.

83

C 296
C 389
E 349

C

f

C CALL

C1545
Z 150PC 2 320K I28K RAM
£2790
Z 150PC with 100MB Hard Drive
E1720
Z 160PC Transportable 3200 / 9" usclay
NEW CANON - IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER '
mono resoiay MS DOS. G1/1/
2 x 3601( dines
£1449
Aa ZOOM 256K
Baste

P31

AL 200C as above but COLOUR DISPLAY
OLIVETTI M24
COMPAQ

MONITORS
SANYO

DM 2112 40col I 5M11:

DM8112CX 80c0118MHz P31
CD3125 14- Normal Res. RGB
CD3117 14' Medium Res. RGB
CD 3115 14- khgh Res. ROB
OMC 7850 IBMiAPRICOT Colour Montior
YANJEN

....

.

GN 121112 Green or Amber 20MHZ ./.1111 tar & ,w.,../ base. C
ZENITH

122E 12. 15MHz AMBER
123E 12' 15MHz Green
Tat base for above

ZVM133 13' Colour Hi Firs IBM PC,
Cable lot IVM 133.IBM PC
PHILIPS

TP200 12- 18MHz Green.. ..
INOESIT

APRICOT Display 12' (beige or Nadi)
PLOTTERS

ASTAR MCP.40 4Colour 80 character.....
ASTAR MCP.80 4 -Colour lull graphics
' NEW' .SILVER REED E8.50 typewrrIer (.11(0/.801-

4.colour plotter/punter
COLOUR PRINTERS

A 11

SEIKOSHA GP 700A..... C 345
..0 469
EPSON .1)( 80 160cps Text
DIABLO 150C
ANADEX DP 97256
CPP-40 4Colour t010110 Rimier
HARD DRIVES & CONTROLLER PACKAGES

-

11749
C1999
.E2159
32399

& support disk.
cableitost controller
CSI/RODIME Inc
Available lot IBM PC. APRICOT. PC COMPATIBLES. SANTO 550 555
1 999
I 1ME3 WINCHESTER CONTROLLER
11259
22MB WINCHESTER CONTROLLER
C1399
33MB WINCHESTER r CONTROLLER
C1599
44MB WINCHESTER CONTROLLER
All
STREAMER
CONTROLLER
HARD DRIVE
CSI-RODIME/CIPHER supplied with cables. host conferee, ... nu.es &

support disks. In V6111101111101

IBM PC, APRICOT. PC -COMPATIBLES & SANYO
11MB WINCHESTER- CONTROLLER/STREAMER
22MB WINCHESTER/CONTROLLER:STREAMER
33MB WINCHESTERiCONTROLLERSTFIEAMER
44138 1.4.11.1E11E5TM CONTACT( I ER STREAMER

TEL: (0342) 24831.313427

WPS are able to attach any PC to
their multi-user systems in two ways.
A number of PCs may individually run
MSDOS, and use the
multi-user system as a
central disk and print
sharing network
controller, whilst the
central machine

WPS integrate PCs
into larger systems.
o

Tien
ie 14;.,
tt.x.r.4e.

.34v1.-

runs multi-user

applications simultaneously.
The same PCs will also act as
terminals on the main system, and may then run
multi-user programs using the AMOS Operating
.0

System.

Add the ability to upgrade a PC to
Multi-user with our AMOS add on card, and the
whole problem of bringing personal computers
into the business environment is imaginatively
Hi Hi Hi ::::::::::::::
addressed for the first
time. This may lead you iii Hi iii Hi :::::: ::::
to wonder, why WPS?..
*** "' *** ***

e

WPS SYSTEMS LIMITED

r .+41140

13 Pall Mall, London SW IY 5LU Telephone 01-930 4778
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MUSIC BY MICRO
Take one AMSTRAD CPC 464, a standard
synthesiser and add to it an Amstrad synthesiser
Interface Unit and you've got a 1,000 NOTE, 5
OCTAVE SEQUENCER.

A D.I.Y. Project with the professional touch-full
editing and cassette -save facilities included.
HEAR MUSIC LOUD AND CLEAR
Use PE's Stereo Noise Gate and
VCA to turn up the music and turn
down the noise!
BBC Micro Printer Software
Review NLQ ROM and PRINTER
DUMP ROM investigated.

PRACTICAL

ELECTRElli
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985
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Modem WS 2000
You don't need to be
told about the information

revolution - you
already know that
without efficient data

why it
e experts
choice.
9S1

dealer/distributor network
both in the UK
9 and abroad means
you're never far

communications, you
and your business may not
survive it.
And you know that a
modem will be a vital part of
your survival kit.
This is why you should choose Modem
WS2000 from Miracle Technology.

Departments are happy to

give help and advice.
iNThe Experts - Thousands of users
depend on WS2000 - local authorities,
government departments, multi -nationals,
private companies
and individuals.
WS2000 is
the modem
chosen by the
BBC to

Quality - In concept and construction
sets the standards
other modem
manufacturers
POWER
Tx DATA

from a WS2000
stockist.

And our Customer
Service and Technical

Miracle Technology

aim for.
Quite
simply, WS2000
is one of the best

Service -A large

demonstrate a

1200Rx-75Tx

VIEWTEXT

ANS

UK -USA

designed, best
datalink live on
Rx DATA
-1200
B
made modems
TV; selected by
.1200
CARRIER
120U
E6:rgEttOt
L
you can buy.
Cable &
L
SON LINE
ANS '-'',.
- SOO
It is
Wireless/
30HW.
---LOCAL TEST
approved for
ORIG----i
.------ TEST
V23
Western Union
PTT use in
for their
Modem WS2000
the UK
Easylink Telex
and Holland,
Service; taken
with approval pending in other European
round the world on Operation Raleigh; in action
countries.
for CBS News, sending front-line war reports
Flexibility - As a multi -speed, multi around the world.
standard modem, WS2000 enables data transfer
WS2000 is the modem used by people who
between almost any two computers - worldneed reliable data communications today- - and
7/300

500Rx-12D0Tx

1200

1100

E

1

wide.

WS2000 gives instant access to the vital
information sources of Prestel, Micronet,
Telecom Gold and a vast range of public and

private databases.
WS2000 can also convert your computer to
a telex terminal, giving you inexpensive 2 -way
international telex facilities.
WS2000 is suitable for use with a wider
range of computers than virtually any other
modem, and we can offer software packages for
most makes.
OVersatility - No other modem offers all
the facilities available with WS2000.
Its unique versatility means it can be
expanded by the addition of autodial and
autoanswer options (presently undergoing
approval testing with BABT), plus direct
computer software control of the modem and
much more.
64
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-i-

every day.
WS2000, with BT telephone lead, mains
power supply and comprehensive operating
manual costs only £129.95 exc. (£154.73 inc.
VAT & UK delivery) - you may also need a computer lead
(£10.35 inc.) - specify computer when ordering.

A small price to pay for survival.

Order by cheque/Visa/Access/ Trade or
official order to:
Miracle Technology (UK) Ltd,

St Peters Street, Ipswich IPI 1XB.
© 0473 50304 MO 946240 CWEASY G 19002985

00-PEMOGY

we thought of tomorrow, yesterday.
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

WPS office

automation
or is the A.T. a,
blue herrin

If it appears strange to you that WPS and
Alpha Micro should be leading the way in a field
where computer giants abound then perhaps we
should remind you of our already impressive
history of innovation.
The first commercial 16 bit multi-user
micro in 1977.

The first to instal Motorola 68000
based systems in volume.
The first to add a 32 bit CPU to a
hard disk PC.
The first to offer a fully featured
Viewdata host facility on a 16/32 bit micro.
Hundreds of organisations including
British Telecom and London Weekend Television
use our systems, and WPS have a network of in
excess of 50 expert UK dealers who specialise in
many different areas of business, which probably
include yours. WPS offer rental plans which unlike
most leases offer the flexibility to accommodate
systems which, like your business, are going to grow.
Whether looking to computerise for the first
..............
time, or wishing to build
..
.......
on your existing investment,
............
...
why not contact Barry Lloyd
at The WPS Group.

WPS SYSTEMS LIMITED

13 Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5LiJ Telephone 01-930 4778
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You'd expect to pay around £200 for
a dot matrix printer - fine for printing
documents meant for internal
consumption, but not so hot when writing
to customers, suppliers, prospectsanyone you want to impress.
Yet for an extra £200 or so, your

ir
In. 400

7*

it*

11;140,4,saisim.41

Twice the price.
10 times the quality.

printout can look-quite simply- superb.
The picture shows unretouched
examples of a dot matrix printout and a
printout from Triumph Adler's new
daisywheel printer, the TRD 7020. (Both
magnified 16 times.)
The difference speaks for itself: ten
times the quality, at only twice the price.
The 7020 :s no snail, either. At 20
characters per second (that's just 40
seconds to print this lot), its speed/
quality/price ratio is second to none. It's
simple to use, too. Just what you'd expect
from a company that makes and sells
more typewriters than almost anyone
else in the world.
So the choice is yours. Cheap and
nasty? Or a little bit more for the real
thing?
Get in touch with Triumph Adler now
for details on the TRD 7020 and the
name and address of your local dealer.

TATRIUMPH ADLER
Printer Division
Jordan House 47 Brunswick Place
LONDON Ni 6EG Tel: (Crt ) 253 5608

£375 plus VAT
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The MICROLINE 82A

FROM
EXCELLENCE

THE NEW OKI
Above we show you two printers
(to the same scale). On the left is the
OKI MICROLINE 82A - one of the most
successful standard dot matrix printers
ever manufactured. On the right is the
printer that will become the NEW standard for dot matrix printers - the new
MICROLINE 182 - from OKI.
In the past OKI have always
achieved excellence in their printer
products - now we believe they've
reached perfection! OKI's revolutionary design concept for the new
Microlines sets hitherto unparalled
standards of performance, styling and price.

0

0

278.5 mm

182 and 192

128 mm

.4372 mm
The dimensions of the larger Microline 193 are, length
524 mm, width 278.5 mm and height 128 mm. These
dimensions do not include the platen and tractor unit.

The new MICROLINE 182 is the
first of a whole new range of printers
from OKI which fulfil all the requirements of today's printing needs. With
operating noise level reduced to an
almost unbelievable 58dB. and a print
speed of 120 characters/second, listings, invoices and many other applications are all handled quietly, with
upmost speed and efficiency. If your
requirement is for high resolution computer graphics, the MICROLINE 182
will reproduce your screen images
with a degree of accuracy never before
seen from a matrix printer. True underlining, superscript and subscript are

The new MICROLINE 182 to the same scale as the 82A

TO
PERFECTION

MICROLINES
OKI IS O.K.
also incorporated as standard. In
addition a new concept in ribbon
design, allows a single action 'clean
hands' operation.

But that's not all - complementing the new styling and incorporating
even more features are the
MICROLINE 192 and 193. Both have
the same incredibly high specification

Adamant.

The reputation of OKI
MICROLINE printers was built on
excellence of quality and reliability.
The new Microlines are no exception even higher quality, greater reliability
and performance bring the new generation of OKI MICROLINE printers - to
near perfection.

1.:=7111T"--nuimmili

as the 182 - PLUS

Even faster throughput (160 cps)
Correspondence quality printing
Down line loadable character font
memory - with battery back-up
Operator selectable default settings.

.7-11111TA
Eyneer
A Subsidiary of

Contact your local dealer for
more details of the new generation
from OKI or contact us directly at the
address below. Insist on perfection....
insist on OKI.

Corporation

X -DATA Ltd. 750/751 Deal Avenue
Slough Trading Estate Berks SL1 45H
Tel: Slough, (0753) 72331 Tlx. 847728
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Qume ribbons, developed
and refined by Qume and
made in Britain for use with
all Qume Printers here in
the U.K. and in Europe.

Why gamble with imitations, when, for a
very small premium you can get
Qume Originals. The best ribbons for all Qume
Printers without a doubt.
Be sure your printer sees "red" when you
fit your next Multistrike I, Multistrike II, or
Multistrike IV

Qum&
Qume (UK) Limited,
Marketing and Sales
Park Way, Newbury, Berkshire RG13 1 EE

Telephone: (0635)31400 Telex: 846321

Service and Training Centre
Bridgewater Close, Reading, Berkshire RG3 1JT
Telephone: (0734) 584646 Telex: 849706

A British Company of ITT
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How much persuasion do you need
to buy a world beating business computer?
CO)

New 80286 Super Micro with
Massive Memory and
Networking as Standard
Incorporating Intel's new IAPX 286 high
performance chip, up to 6 Megabytes of main
memory, 256K of disk cache buffering, multiuser and Ethernet networking facilities as
standard - Sprite is a fully developed business
machine packed with state of the art
technology.

CCP/M86 and IBM PC AT

Compatible
Sprite was designed specifically to support
concurrent and multi-user processing. The
next generation of increasingly sophisticated,
faster, more productive software packages
will demand more computer memory and
processing power. Sprite will run these new
programmes effortlessly, under concurrent
CP/M86 with PC mode or Xenix for IBM PC
AT compatibility.

Technical Specification
6MHZ 80286 Main Processor
2 to 18 users
512K to 6Mb main memory (no wait state)
21 to 140 Mb 51/4" Winchester disk
790K Floppy (IBM PC compatible)
256K byte intelligent cache buffer
80287 Arithmetic co -processor option
Ethernet controller as standard with'Cheapernet'
IBM PC compatible colour graphics option
4 RS232 ports with synchronous & modem support
3 parallel ports, centronics compatible
Intelligent 8 port RS232 expansion option
S100 and IBM PC bus compatible
Digital research multi-user CCP/M86 with PC mode,
windows, GSX and DR -NET
Microsoft Xenix (for IBM PC/AT compatibility)

1 Year's Free Maintenance
In the unlikely event of your Sprite breaking
down, our free maintenance contract
guarantees an engineer at your site within
24 hours.

Based on Proven Technology
Sprite has been developed by Jarogate, a
leading force in the specialist computer
market. Clients include: Marconi, Duracell.
Vauxhall and other leading names.
Companies not easily persuaded.

Excellence at an Ordinary Price
Starting at £4,995 Sprite costs no more than
its rather ordinary rivals, it's just technically
far superior. We're confident that a

demonstration will provide all the
persuasion you need to make the right
decision. Compare Sprite's performance,

price and support package with anything
else. Then decide. Fbr further details return
the coupon now, or telephone: 016716321.

rI'd like to know more about Sprite: (tick as appropriate)
Please arrange a demonstration 0 Please send me more information 0
Please send me your dealer pack 0
Name

Title

Return to Jarogate Ltd., 197-213 Lyham Road, Brixton, London SW2 SPY.
Tel: 01 671 6321 Telex: 8950094

z'of12..tzny a/wad ce al tz,,u2._
All software products described are covered by trademarks of the companies of origin.
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The IBM PC/AT will get there in the end, but this
80286 -based micro can do it now - practical multiuser operation on a desk -top unit. Glyn Moody
assesses Jarogate's state-of-the-art machine.

FRUIT MACHINES

and heart-lung monitors

are among the products of the micro
manufacturer Jarogate Limited. But the
Brixton -based firm is probably more
familiar - to PC readers, at least - as a
supplier of multi -processor black boxes
such as the MP -5, based on the Z-80 chip.

More recently, Jarogate has added
boards with 80286s to its range, and now it

has come up with the Sprite, a single processor multi-user system based on that

chip. The basic processor unit costs
£4,995, and comes with 512K RAM, a

linked via edge connectors to small boxes,
each with eight D -type serial ports. There

are two serial printer ports, and one
parallel port. A further two parallel interfaces are available internally. At the top of
the back panel is an Ethernet port.
Two screws at the rear release the lid of
the unit to reveal a neat and packed layout. Behind the Rodime hard disc and the
Toshiba floppy is the power -supply unit -

or rather two power -supply units - to
provide the Sprite's S-100 bus with the

21Mbyte Winchester and a 790K 5.25in.

+ 5V and ± 12V supplies it requires. The
transformers are high -quality toroidal

floppy. Terminals cost £650 each. The

types.

basic machines can handle two users.
RAM can be increased to 2Mbyte, and
the hard -disc capacity to 150Mbyte. The
top -of -the -range system costs £14,895.

5-100 backplane

Extra terminals can be plugged in by

circuit boards which plug into the S-100

adding an eight -port serial interface board
for £495. Up to 16 users can be dealt with
in all. The operating system is Concurrent

backplane behind the power supply. There
are five slots, of which three are occupied
in the basic model. The multi -layer boards
are made and stuffed in London.

CP/M 3.1, which has the added bonus of
PC -DOS emulation, allowing many IBM
programs to be run.
Externally, the Sprite is rather unusual
in design. The main processor box is a low,
deep rectangular slab, built in a battleship -

grey, textured plastic. A non-functional
grille along the front betrays the work of
design consultants brought in by Jarogate

to help it move beyond its image of a

There is a slightly noisy fan to cool the
power

supply, and another fan for the

On top is the OWI, or Outside World
Interface, which handles data transfer
with discs and external peripherals. The
board itself is one of the most densely
populated I have seen, and is unlikely to be carry on computing while the
surpassed with present chip -packaging . controller writes to disc.

technology. Although the fan exhaust is
warm, the test machine ran continuously

disc

Also included on the OWI is Intel's
Ethernet chip. In addition to the standard
Ethernet system, which is powerful but

maker of crate computers.
At the front are the Toshiba floppy and

for several hours without overheating
problems.
An on -board Z -80B acts as an intelligent

Rodime hard discs. The floppy has a
rather awkward door mechanism that

disc controller, and endows the system
with predictive -read and deferred -write

stringent needs found in many offices.

makes opening difficult. Two fibre -optic

capabilities. The former tries to anticipate
calls for disc data. For example
if you are pulling data off a disc
sequentially, the disc controller will auto-

£550, Cheapernet uses one which costs
£50. Standard TV co -axial cable is used
rather than costly Ethernet cabling.
The main processor board lies underneath the OWI, and at the bottom is the
memory board; 256K DRAMS are used,
with parity. To avoid slowing down the

pipes signal when the hard disc is powering
up initially and when it is being accessed.

At the back of the machine to the right
are the power socket, on/off switch and

matically bring in the next block before

Reset button. To the left of this are the two

you have asked for it. It is stored in a 256K

serial ports for the first two terminals. A
further 14 terminals can be hooked up by
slotting in two serial boards, which are

cache which is quite separate from the
RAM, greatly speeding disc -access times.
The deferred -write feature enables you to

expensive, Jarogate is offering what

it

calls Cheapernet, designed to meet the less

Instead of an Ethernet transceiver costing

main 80286 processor, the RAM board has

its own data and address bus.

The standard terminals supplied are

Basic Benchmarks
The standard benchmarks listed in Practical Computing in January 1984 were run
under Microsoft Basic. All timings are in seconds. The Sprite emerges as faster
than the PC/AT, which also uses the 80286 chip, but slower than the TDI Pinnacle.

Sprite - 80286
Pinnacle - 68000
IBM PC/AT - 80286

BM1
0.5
0.3
0.5

BM2

BM3

BM4

BM5

BM6

BM7

1.6

3.5
0.8
4.6

3.5

4.2
1.3
5.2

7.8
3.2

11.6

9.1

14.6

0.4
1.9

1.2

4.7

4.1

BM8
9.3
11.8
13.5

Av.
5.25
2.9
6.8

Wyse 50s, like as those on the TDI
Pinnacle, reviewed in the January issue of
Practical Computing. The keyboard has a
very positive feel to it, though the keys are
slightly clattery. On -board intelligence

allows you to configure the terminal in a
variety of modes, adjusting most aspects
of its operation. The terminal comes with
the function keys ready -programmed with
various operating -system commands.
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

n Where can you find a floppy
that gives 100% read/write
accuracy guaranteed for life?

Watch your performance
hit the ceiling when
you buyBetter Value
Inmac products.

A

Page 5 of the Inmac Ideas book.

The answer to all your computer supplies problems FREE

7

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY.
OR PHONE FOR 24 HOUR SERVICE

Please send me my FREE copy of the Inmac
Computer Users Ideas Book - with details of
Inmac disks, cables, furniture and datacom
equipment - everything I need to make the
most of my computer system.

01-740 9540
LONDON

SI 09285

Inman

L
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67551

RUNCORN

Name (Mr, Mrs, Miss)
(PLEASE PRINT)

Title

Company
Address

Tel No

Post Code

My Computer System is

Inmac (UK) Ltd, 16 Silver Road, London W12 7SG
Inmac (UK) Ltd, Davy Road, Astmoor, Runcorn, Cheshire WA7 1PZ
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CANON

A-200
of Canon has become associated in the public mind with optical
THE NAME

goods - cameras and copiers. In this field

the company has built up an enviable
reputation for quality and reliability; it
clearly hopes this will stand it in good
stead for its new departure into the world
of IBM-compatible computers.
The A-200 is an attractive, conventional

The Japanese have
arrived with a stylish,
highly IBM-compatible
micro equipped with a
full 16 -bit 8086
processor that looks

like it's going to be
excellent value for
money. Robert Piper
finds out whether it
lives up to its promise.

plate. One of them will always be used by

the display adaptor, whether a monochrome or colour unit is used. The review
machine had an IBM -style colour -

graphics board with connectors for both
RGB and composite -video monitors.

Getting inside the Canon is simply a
case of removing four cross -head screws

desk -top machine which uses the full

and sliding off the sheet -metal cover.
The motherboard is remarkably small,

16 -bit 8086 processor, and as a result runs

occupying only half the available area on

noticeably faster than the IBM PC. All the base of the machine. It features the full
machines in the range are fitted with two 16 -bit 8086 running at a surprisingly con360K disc drives and 256K of RAM. servative 4.77MHz, which may help
Canon supplied the more expensive colour
version for this review.

Looks professional

ensure software compatibility. However,

most manufacturers who use this chip
increase the clock speed to 6MHz or

The Canon A-200 certainly looks a

8MHz, and this has the effect of making
the machine dramatically faster than the

professional piece of equipment, finished

IBM. Alongside the 8086 is a vacant

in matching shades of cream with contrasting areas of grey on the fascia and

socket ready to accept the 8087 numeric

keyboard. The footprint of the main unit,
however, is rather large at 17.5in. wide by
15in. deep, and leaves little room on the
average desk for the keyboard.
The front of the processor houses two
half -height 360K drives with button -type
locking devices. The button devices work
well with a positive action, only requiring
fairly light pressure to engage the drive.

co -processor.

The standard A-200 is supplied with
256K of RAM which can be expanded to
512K with Canon -supplied expansion

boards. These boards fit into a special
expansion slot next to the display adaptor
card, which uses the full 16 -bit data path
of the 8086 processor. This system reduces

memory -access times and has already
proved a success on the Olivetti M-24.

One small break with tradition is the use of

green read/write LEDs in place of the
conventional red.
Located beneath the drives are a DIN -

style keyboard connector and a rather
vulnerable Reset button. Although it took
a bit of force it was quite possible to reset

the system by pushing the corner of the
keyboard back against the front of the
main unit. If this happens accidentally it
will, of course, have the result of losing all
data held in the computer's memory at the
time. The equally dangerous mains on/off
switch is sensibly located towards the rear
of the right-hand side, and is recessed to
prevent inadvertent operation.
The rear of the Canon features the usual
mains connections, including a secondary

monitor outlet and the fan discharge
grille. An RS -232 port and parallel port
with a non-standard connector are
included with every model.
Five expansion slots appear on the rear
74

Specification
CPU: Intel 8086 running at 4.77MHz

RAM: 256K. expandable to 640K
ROM:16K, bootstrap and diagnostics
Dimensions: system unit 445mm.
(17.5in.) by 380mm. (15in.) by 140mm.
(5.5in.)

Keyboard: 83 -key IBM layout, 10

function keys
Mass storage: two 5.25in. 360K floppy
discs
Interfaces: RS -232C serial and
Centronics parallel
Software in price: MS-DOS version 2.11
and Basica
Peripherals: Canon 256K memory
expansion board £315
Price: monochrome £1,875; colour
£2,295; prices do not include VAT
Supplier: Canon U.K. Ltd, Canon House,
Manor Road, Wallington, Surrey.
Telephone: 01-773 3173

To ensure compatibility with other
manufacturers' IBM-compatible expan-

sion boards, the remaining three fulllength slots are standard IBM PC bus
format. Unfortunately, Canon has not
included an integral clock/calendar with
the A-200, so if you want one it will have
to be fitted in the expansion bus.
Located above the motherboard are two
very compact half -height floppy -disc
drives of Canon's own make. The power
supply located at the rear of the machine is

fully screened and appears to be large
enough to cope with the most ambitious
future expansion plans.
The keyboard is a beautifully finished

copy of the IBM unit. Key layout

is

identical, so it lacks such useful extras as
LEDs on Num Lock and Caps Lock keys
and a separate Entry key on the numeric

keypad. The Canon version has been
shorn of excess material down either side,
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985
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Manufactured by National Panasonic, the
colour monitor is compact and versatile.

factured by National Panasonic. It is a

chrome unit is probably preferable.
Graphics screens are clear and stable, and
show good colour balance.

well -styled unit, offering compact overall
dimensions and a versatile tilt/swivel base.

the lack of a ROM Basic to default to, it is

came as no surprise to find that it is manu-

making it much more compact. There are
also two folding tilt legs to angle the keyboard towards the user if required.

Acceptable action
I found the key action acceptable, and
the feel is undoubtedly assisted by the

robust character of the unit in general.
The review machine had no £ sign on the

keyboard, nor was there a utility on the
operating -system disc to enable the 3 key

in Shift mode to produce one. Canon is
currently in the process of rectifying this
shortcoming.
The 12in. colour monitor bears a
remarkable resemblance to units supplied
with other micros of oriental origin, and it
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

Switch on the Canon, and apart from

hard to distinguish it from the IBM PC.
The fan is reasonably quiet and the disc
drives emit only gentle grunts when
reading or writing. It turns in a sigcolour display and stability is good. nificantly better performance when
Although the display was bright enough running the Basic Benchmarks, as befits
for use in the fairly dark test room, its per- its 8086 chip. Disc performance, on the
formance in a brightly lit office may be other hand, indicates that the Canon disc
suspect unless some more brightness can drives are marginally slower than those
be obtained. The overall performance of fitted to the IBM.
the unit is very similar to IBM's own
The A-200 comes with an absolutely
colour unit; excellent for graphics, but standard version of MS-DOS version 2.11.
The on/off button and edgewise brightness and contrast controls are all located
on the lower portion of the front bezel.
Resolution is identical to the IBM

rather coarse for constant use on text. For
word-processing applications the mono -

Microsoft's Basic interpreter is included as
(continued on page 77)
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Genicom The versatile printers for
business applications
Genicom specialise in versatile
matrix printers able to meet a
wide range of business needs.
The 3024 PC, for example,
combines 200cps draft printing
with 100cps for bold text and
40cps for near letter quality
output. Ideal for the smaller
business, it offers extensive
compatibility with personal
computers, full graphics
support, reliable performance
and impressive paper handling
options.

> CAE>
GROUP

Faster throughput comes
from the 3404 with 400cps
in draft mode and 100cps for
near letter quality. There's also
an impressive graphics
capability as well as a colour
printing option. Add an
automatic sheet feeder and the
printer can be left to work on
its own!
All Genicom (you may
remember them better as
General Electric?) printers are
compact, easy to operate, quiet
and highly reliable.

For full details on the
complete Genicom range, just
talk to Teleprinter Equipment,
one of the UK's largest

distributors of computer
peripherals.
Ring Tring (0422 82) 4011.
All products are backed by
TE Datacare, the company's
own nationwide customer
support and service
organisation.

Teleprinter Equipment Ltd.
64-82 Akeman Street, Tring, Herts. HP23 6AJ. Telephone: Tring (0442 82) 4011/5551
Telex: 82362 BATECO G Cables: RAHNO TRING.
Regional Sales and Service: Manchester, Unit 5. Fivefold Industrial Park, Manchester Street, Oldham, OL9 6TP. Manchester (061) 626 3371

Associated Companies General Audio and Data Communications Ltd. Communication Accessories and Equipment Ltd.
Morse Equipment Ltd. Teleprinter Rentals Ltd. Datacare -a division of Teleprinter Equipment Ltd. Parent Company: William Batey & Co (Exports) Ltd. (Founded 19461.
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Review
(continued from page 75)

standard and is called up off the system
disc as Basica. When loaded, Basica leaves

approximately 61K of memory for user
programs. A second disc supplied with the

machine contains comprehensive diagnostics routines which will enable any
errors to be logged on to a data disc.
Canon takes the bold step of guaranteeing IBM software compatibility, though
users may have a hard job taking them
to task on this claim. The machine ran
everything that was thrown at it without
any undesirable side effects. We tested
packages ranging from state-of-the-art
software like WordStar 2000, dBase Ill
and Smart through to old favourites like

Basic Benchmarks
The table shows the time in seconds to run the standard Basic routines - see
Practical Computing, January 1984, page 102. The Canon A-200 has the same CPU
as the Olivetti M-24 but runs at the same clock speed as the IBM PC; not
surprisingly its performance lies mid -way between the two.
BM1
0.9
0.5

Canon A-200 - 8086
Olivetti M-24 - 8086
IBM PC - 8088

1.2

BM2

BM3

BM4

BM5

BM6

3.4
2.0
4.8

7.4
4.6
11.7

7.6
4.7
12.2

8.3
5.2
13.4

14.8
9.4
23.3

BM7 BM8 Av.
23.5 25.6
11.4
14.8 16.1
7.2
37.4 30.0 16.8

Multimate, Open Access and Lotus 1-2-3.
Even desk -top aids like Sidekick that lurk

in the lower areas of RAM beneath the
major package ran without any problems.
At present there is no integral hard -disc
option within the A-200 range. A 10Mbyte

version is ,planned for June, and Canon
offers add-on units with capacities from
10Mbyte to 114Mbyte. The 10Mbyte unit
costs £1,495.

The A-200 is supplied with three A5
ring -bound manuals, each enclosed in

a

cardboard case. The Users' Manual R
written

in an informal way but

still

manages to cover most of the points

a

first-time user will need to know. Quite

a

large portion of the manual is actually
taken up showing flow charts for use with

the advanced diagnostics disc to help in
fault finding. The final chapter describes

how to get inside the machine, fit
expansion boards and reset the DI L
switches.

The comprehensive DOS Users' Manual
covers most of the facilities available from

within MS-DOS, even some of the more
complex ones like Debtig and Unassemble.
The Basic Users' Manual uses the standard
Microsoft -style presentation, with the
addition of some useful preliminary
information.

Considering the reliability of most of
Canon's other products the 90 -day return -

A look inside reveals a well -shielded power supply and Canon's own disc drives.

to -depot warranty seems a trifle on the
mean side, though we understand it is

Conclusions

under review. A one-year minimum
should not be too rhuch to hope for these
days. Canon intends to expand its existing

"the A-200 is typical of many Japanese
products: a rather tired idea bolstered by
impeccable presentation.
The use of an 8086 processor and partial

Compatibility is superb, and certainly

puts the Canon up among the

class

leaders.

through maintenance agreements with
Vistec-TSS; although schemes and rates

appreciably faster than an IBM PC, but it
is a shame that the clock speed remains at

The high -quality construction augers
well for long-term reliability.
At £1,875 for the 256K monochrome
version, pricing is very competitive for a

have vet to be finalised.

4.7711111/.

true 16 -hit 8086 -based machine.

office -equipment dealer network to sell
the A-200, and will support the hardware

16 -bit expansion bus make the A-200

Bagshaw Benchmarks
The table shows the time in seconds to run 14 Benchmarks designed by Eric Bagshaw of the National Computing Centre to
show the speed of disc accesses - see Personal Computer World, November 1984, page 180. The three machines were all
tested using the standard 320/360K 5.25in. discs fitted.
Canon A-200
IBM PC
Compaq

BMO
20

BM1

BM2

BM3

BM4

BM5

BM6

BM7

BM8

BM9

BM10

17

16

23

8

15

21

21

17

7

24

11

16

24

76
65
67

18

10

50
30
36

12

21

28
20
24

16

7

15
13
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8
8

BM11
326
311

319

BM12

BM13

Total

162
145
125

61

832
742
739

51

49
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TO GET the best

from packages like

Macpaint and Macwrite some way of
de-skilling the task of getting pictures into
the computer is needed. The highly visual
approach to computing embodied in

Apple's Macintosh machine is all very
well, but not everybody can draw. The
most obvious answer is a camera input
system,
The first product to be widely available
in the U.K. is called Magic, and costs £695

plus VAT with a video camera included.

By the time of publication we expect
several rivals to have appeared ranging in
price from around £250 to beyond £1,000
but in this review we concentrate on Magic
as it illustrates the kind of thing you can do
with a camera interface.

Image manipulation
The point of getting pictures into the
Macintosh is not just be arty. The

Macintosh comes with two packages,
Macpaint and Macwrite, included in the

price. Once captured and held in the
picture format,
images can be altered if necessary in

machine's standard

Macpaint and copied across into Macwrite
for incorporation into word -processed

reports, newsletters, catalogues or price
lists. Increasingly, graphics are being seen

as a legitimate way of enhancing the
impact and effectiveness of all kinds of
business communication. The problem
lies in how to use graphics inexpensively
without specialist staff.

Magic consists of a closed-circuit TV
camera, the Magic interface box itself, and

software on disc. The camera is a fairly
inexpensive black and white model of the
sort used for security. monitoring, but this
does mean it is capable of working at low
light levels and that it should be reliable.
Connecting it up is relatively straightforward; the camera plugs into the

interface box, which in turn plugs into
either of the Mac's serial ports.
Since the main use of Magic is likely to

be in copying from existing artwork or
books, rather than photographing the

GIC

Ian Stobie tries out a video image input system for
the Macintosh.

landscape, you probably need to obtain a

tripod or copying stand, and possibly
some lights. We used two Anglepoise
lamps equipped with 75 watt photographic
bulbs, but found that for us bright
daylight generally produced the best
results. If you are doing a lot of copying it
is also worth trying a different camera lens

to the one provided; you can fit a wide
range of C mount lenses, available from
photographic stores, to the Magic camera.

We found copying different size documents much easier with a 12.5-70mm.
zoom lens.

Once everything is connected you put

Rept Pict
Review
Scale L
Set I Off
MacPaint

Pattern
Say I Get

Show Pict
Fast Focus

the disc into the Mac and click on the
Magic icon. What you then see is the

Full Focal.

The control screen, with the lower pattern
bar set to reproduce an illustration in
black, white and one intermediate grey
tone. Once captured, the image can be
altered using Macpaint (inset).
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The Magic software has a couple o

Other products

good features it would be nice to have in

At £425, Micron Eye is at the cheaper end of the range, and it is has just
become available. Differences in price generally relate directly to
differences in speed and performance. Micron Eye's price includes a
simple camera -like device built from 256K dynamic RAMs with quartz lids.
Light falling on the RAMs affects the refresh time so they can be used as
the basis of a low-cost camera. Resolution is limited to 256 by 256, and
top speed for capturing an image the size of Macpaint's window is about
5 seconds.
Koala's Macvision, at an expected price of around £450, not including a
camera, is a more comparable product to Magic. It has good software,
the ability to interface to a range of standard cameras and a speed
quoted at around 5 seconds for a typical Macpaint-size screen. P&P has
not decided a price for Private Eye, but this will be at the top of the range
as it can capture an image in 1/25th of a second. This is the sort of speed
you need to capture a broadcast or video image because even when
using a video -cassette recorder on freeze-frame the image is not stable,

and results are poor with the slower input systems.
Probably the most interesting product announced so far is
Thunderscan. It has no camera; instead you replace the ribbon cartridge
of your Imagewriter printer with a device which scans artwork placed in
the printer line by line. Obviously this approach is only able to copy
images already held on paper. Thunderscan is cheap at £249, though until
we have seen one we cannot say whether it is any good.
More details of all these products are available from P&P Micro
Distributors Ltd. Telephone: (0706) 217744.

Magic control screen with the image you
are currently photographing or working
on in the middle.
The Magic software does not observe
the usual Macintosh conventions, and we
did not find it particularly easy to get the
hang of. You do control the system most
of the time with the mouse, but there are
no pull -down menus, and mouse -clicking
conventions vary from the Mac norm. The

The pattern bar is used to assign
patterns to different brightness levels.
Like the cut bar, the left side of the bar
represents the darkest parts of the image,
the right side of the brightest. You use the
mouse to drop, say, a stipple pattern into

the pattern bar at the intermediate dark

level. You can use up to 38 different

patterns in any one picture, and you can
also load completely different patterns
manual was poor, but we had a pro- from disc. The patterns used are in the
visional version and Heyden promises a same format as Macpaint uses, so you can
full rewrite. After a while the system is not create your own patterns with Macpaint
difficult to use, but we felt the user too. The Magic disc comes with several
interface could have been made simpler sets of patterns on it.
As you become familiar with Magic you
for occasional or first-time use.
The key controls are the two gradated find that the two bars allow a powerful
bars at the bottom of the screen, the degree of control over the final image.
pattern and cut bars. Magic can capture Patterns do not have to be in order, so you
both simple black and white images, or can have a dark pattern representing the
more complex ones made up from lightest part of the image for example,

Macpaint. Review lets you read in an
image stored on disc a good deal quicker
than the equivalent Macpaint operation,

taking just under two seconds. Since it
works with any Macpaint file, not just
ones created with Magic, it is very useful
for scanning through your existing picture

library. Scale lets you redimension any
Macpaint image. Again it, is better than
the Macpaint facility and provides a

convenient way to redimension large
Macpaint pictures, which is otherwise
incredibly difficult.

Print problems
Having captured an image, at some
stage you will want to print it. The version
of Magic we had did not allow you to do
this directly; we had to exit and print from
Macpaint. The Magic manual excuses this
by blaming Apple for not giving Magic's

manufacturer, New Image Technology,
necessary information to duplicate the
printing algorithm used in Macpaint, but
at some stage it will have finished writing
its own code to enable it to do so.
the

We had no difficulty at all copying
Magic into both Macpaint and Macwrite.
Since many other packages use the same
picture format this established the
principle that Magic images once captured
can be fully used.
All the output examples reproduced in
this article were produced with the Apple

Imagewriter printer. Apple's expensive
laser printer does not yet have the capacity to print Macpaint documents, and
hence Magic images. When it does it
should improve the image quality
considerably.

Conclusions

Magic is a useful product because it

which in effect superimposes the image on
a dark background, or you can very easily

provides a way for the non -artist to get
graphics into the Macintosh. It is about as
cheap a system as you can get without
making an appreciable sacrifice in
resolution or speed.
Magic is not simply a frivolous product

create a negative image. The cut bar can

as many sensible Macintosh business

much the same effect as an aperture also be used to isolate a particular tonal

packages can put graphic images to good
use. Catalogues, reports, newsletters and

different patterns or graduated grey tones.
The cut bar is used to control the brightness of a black and white picture, having

control. You slide the black area to the
right or left in the cut bar to adjust the

range in the image, and you can then move

exposure.

identified into the pattern bar. In general,
when creating pattern images you tend to

practical applications.
We found that good, even lighting made

preview the exposure, and use the pattern
bar to control detailed effects.

obtained, so most commerical users would

Specification
Price: £695 plus VAT, includes camera,
16mm. lens, interface box and
software disc
Interface box: accepts camera or VCR
input; outputs to either Macintosh
serial port and to optional video
monitor
System requirements: 128K or 512K
Macintosh
Manufacturer: New Image Technology
Inc., U.S.A.
U.K. distribution: Heyden Datasystems,
Spectrum House, HilIview Gardens,
London NW4 2JQ. Tel: 01-203 5171
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a pattern for the brightness level thus artwork roughs are among the obvious
use the cut bar to focus the camera and a great improvement to the results we

probably also want to get hold of a

window into the image, but Magic also lets
you take a full -screen image by clicking on

copying stand and some lights. The
camera lens fitted is adequate for most
tasks, but a zoom lens would make it

the appropriate control box at the left of

easier to copy different size documents.

The control screen normally shows a

the screen. A full -screen image consisting
of 512 by 342 dots takes a little longer to
capture: 0.36 seconds in black and white

against 0.2 seconds for just the window.

Patterned pictures always take longer
because they are built up pattern by
pattern with the scan for each pattern
taking 0.7 seconds.

The Magic user interface could have
been better thought out, and the documentation definitely needs the promised
rewrite. Once you have spent some time
familiarising yourself with it, Magic is
easy to use. We are confident that good
results are possible with the system once
ila
you are used to it.
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OKIMATE 20
Refined thermal -transfer technology is the key to the
high -quality full -colour output of this neat, cheap unit.
Ian Stobie investigates what looks like an ideal printer
for presentation graphics.

A CHEAP PRINTER rather surprisingly

high -resolution image with bits missing

turned out to be the most interesting around the edges. This does not seem to be
product at the recent IBM PC Trade a problem with the Okimate system, and
Show. Costing only £259 plus VAT, the
Okimate 20 can produce screen dumps in
deep saturated colours on both paper and
overhead -projector transparency film.
It uses a thermal -transfer printing
technique, a technology which looks
increasingly like developing the potential

from the Okimate's
waxed -based ribbon to the paper quite
colour transfers

satisfactorily at the temperatures achieved
by the print head.

Coloured segments
The Okimate's colour ribbon is unusual

is made up of alternating

to oust impact matrix printing from its

in that it

dominant position at the cheaper end of
the printer market.
The unit we got for review was the IBM
PC version of the Okimate. An Apple Ile
version will be available soon, to be
followed possibly by a BBC version in the
U.K. Standard Centronics parallel and

coloured segments. Most impact dot-

RS -232 serial versions are already on sale

length of pure magenta and then of
yellow, and finally a short clear gap
followed by a black reference marker

alongside the IBM model, but these do

not have the same capacity to dump
full -screen graphics as the customised
versions. The price is the same, for all the
models.

The Okimate 20

matrix colour printers, such as the Epson

JX-80, have colour ribbons with horizontal stripes and work like a typewriter,
moving the whole ribbon up to engage the
correct colour. The Okimate's ribbon has
about eight inches of pure blue, the same

before the sequence begins again. The
printer is quite intelligent, winding on to
the ribbon colour it requires.

Specification

Printing method: thermal -transfer dot
matrix
Print head: 24 -element thermal
Character matrix: 7 x 18 in draft mode,
14 x 18 in correspondence mode, 144

dots per inch in graphics mode
Speed: 80cps in draft mode, 40cps in
correspondence mode, two vertical
inches per minute in full -colour
graphics mode
Print features: normal, italic, underline,
subscript and superscript; six
character sizes printing 5, 6, 8.5, 10,
12 and 17 characters per inch; dot addressable graphics
Paper feed: adjustable tractor feed for
fanfold paper up to 10in. wide, friction
feed for single -sheet A4
Size: 330mm. (13in.) x 190mm. (7.5in.)
Availability: standard parallel, standard
RS -232 serial, and IBM PC model with
graphics software available now
Price: £259 plus VAT
Manufacturer. Oki Electric Industry Co.,
Japan
U.K. distribution: X -Data Ltd, 750-751
Deal Avenue, Slough Trading Estate,
Slough, Berkshire SL1 4SH.
Telephone: (0753) 72331

very compact,

The three colours chosen are the same as

listing paper gave a readable result, but it

occupying a desk -top footprint of 13in. by
7.5in., although it takes standard size A4

those used in colour printing, and are

was inferior to the average impact dot-

capable of producing a wide range of hues

and fanfold paper and prints across 80

when used together. Apart from simply
overprinting solid colours, which gives

matrix. The Okimate is fitted with both an
adjustable tractor feed and friction feed,

is

columns in its normal type size. The print head mechanism itself is tiny, and the key
to the low cost.

you seven different colours, you can
produce many more shades by over-

so you can try out a variety of different
shingle -sheet and continuous stationery.
Where the Okimate really scores is in its
ability to print on the acetate film used on
overhead projectors. Getting acetates pro-

No moving parts

printing chequered patterns that combine

printer's array of needles moved by solenoids, the Okimate print head is made up of
a row of tiny heating elements. They press
against a ribbon coated with a wax -based

which are easily accessible from Basic. The
screen -dump software in the IBM version

involves delay, but the Okimate used vrith

of the Okimate seems capable of a good
deal more; different Oki handouts claim

gives you the capacity to produce perfectly
good results in-house. The Okimate i in

ink, and actually melt the dye on to the

variously betiveen 50 and 100 shades.

paper beneath. This technique is quiet and

To produce IBM colour screen dumps
involves no programming. You run the
Okimate installation program, which
comes on disc, and that's it: you can then
dump whatever appears on the screen

fact at its best on acetate as it likes he
shiny surface; unlike an ink -jet printe or
plotter the output does not smud e.
However, the thicker art -quality aces to
will not fit between the friction -feed
rollers, so you are better off with cheaper
film.

Instead of the conventional matrix

does not require special paper - just
ribbon, which is more cost
effective. There are no moving parts in
the head so there is less to go wrong
special

colour with white space. The excellent
manual documents 26 different colours

mechanically.
Since you can cram more tiny heaters
into a given space than print needles it is
much easier to achieve higher -resolution

simply by hitting Shift and the Print
Screen key. We did initially have a

printing. The Okimate has 24 heating
elements, compared to the nine needles of

a typical dot-matrix printer; this allows it
to form characters on a matrix of 14 by 18
dots in its best -quality text mode, or print
graphics at 144 dots per inch.

Earlier thermal -transfer printers had
much the same potential, but were let

duced professionally

is expensive

d

virtually any IBM PC graphics package

problem with white stripes across the

There are a few other drawbacks to this
generally good machine. It is undoubtedly

paper, which made all our dumps look like

slower at printing text than the typical

Venetian blinds, but this was cured by
going back into the installation program

Epson RX-80 and FX-80 type of impact
matrix printer, and things slow down considerably when you are colour printing.
Using a black ribbon text is printed at a
claimed 80cps in draft mode, with characters formed on a 7- by 18 -character

and changing the line advance value to its
only other permitted setting. Compared to
most printers we found the Oki very easy
to set up and get working properly.
One big advantage of thermal -transfer

matrix. In the higher -quality 14 by 18

printing is that you do not have to use

correspondence mode the speed drops

down by the other crucial ingredient in the
technology, the ribbon. Close exam-

special thermal coated papers. However,

to 40cps.

print quality is far better on the shinier

ination of their printed output reveals a

papers. Our A4 letterhead and standard

In practice the Okimate is slower than
the raw cps figures suggest, as it prints in
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Above: The Okimate produces
exceptionally bright and clear colours.
Top right: The colour ribbon is divided
into sections of yellow, magenta and
cyan. Below: The thermal print head
contains 24 heating elements which melt
the dye on to the paper.
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one direction only, which helps it preserve
better registration accuracy. Colour
printing is slower still, as three passes may
be necessary for each line to build up the
required shade. A full -colour screen dump

overhead -projector transparences.

different IBM clones we tried the system

ers, which generally use impact -matrix or
ink -jet technology, the Okimate produces
much more strongly coloured and satisfactory images.
For monochrome text printing the

factor involved.
shades by
tniaang colors

like a punter.
Lan OKIKATE stn.

At £259 the Okimate is a staggeringly
buy for anyone interested in
producing colour graphics on paper or
good

takes about 10 minutes. We noticed a
slight difference in speed between the
out with, so the printer is not the only

OKMATE uses a 3 -color
ribbon. 1, can create
more than 100

Conclusions

Nevertheless, we don't see speed as a
major consideration. Compared to a
daisywheel the Okimate is quick, and
plenty of people still buy these when

Compared to competing colour print-

Okimate gives very acceptable correspondence -quality output: it is better than

cia. ha.

presentation quality matters to them.

most matrix printers but inferior to a

Pont Color Den.o?

Most potential Okimate 20 purchasers
probably already have an Epson matrix
printer or IBM's variant. We would not
recommend the Okimate as the only

daisywheel.

printer for a business user; it is probably
best kept just for colour work.

given the image quality that you end up
with.

y
Yes
N . Mo

<Use color rabbon/
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Monochrome printing speed again lies
between these two types of printer. Colour
printing is slow, but well worth waiting for

Running costs also matter with any

Although you can get some kind of

printer. Oki quotes a life of about 15 full screen dumps for the colour ribbon, which
seems an honest figure by our reckoning.
The black ribbon should last about four or
five times as long. No one could give us a

image on almost any paper, the Okimate
clearly works best with smooth -surfaced

definite price yet for the ribbons, but
around £6 or £7 is the expected price for
the colour ribbon.

using colour graphics the Okimate 20

paper and thinner types of overhead projector acetate film.
With more and more serious packages
looks like the product the business micro
world has been waiting for.
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TANDY
1000
Following last month's
assessment of the
hardware, Jack Schofield
now takes a closer look
at the Deskmate program
supplied with the
machine.

THE TANDY 1000 iS a low-COSt IBM PC
compatible colour computer designed to

have universal appeal, both in the hardware, which was discussed in detail last
month, and the bundled software package, Deskmate.
Deskmate is a one -disc integrated soft-

ware package which includes a word
processor, spreadsheet, filing program,
comms program and appointments
calendar with built-in alarm. There is also
a simple calculator which can be brought
into use at any time.
The main user-friendly features are: the

opening screen display, which makes it

Underneath there are two boxes containing a calendar and, next to it, a box
called Events for Today. Any appointments in your Calendar file are extracted
by the system and automatically displayed
on the appropriate date.

The lower part of the screen mainly
comprises six boxes, each labelled with the
appropriate function from Text and
Worksheet to Mail. Each box contains an
alphabetical list of the files already created
by those sub -programs, so all text files are

listed in the Text box. Although there is

scrolls so that the practical limit is the
number of files which can be held on a
single disc along with program files.

At the very bottom of the screen are the
assignments for the function keys, which
run conveniently along the top on the keyboard. Each key has two functions. The

primary function, which is unshifted, is
the one that applies to the specific sub-

hitting Enter; the use of function keys for
most commands; the consistent command
structure; and the fact that on-line help is

function key. Until you learn what the Alt

The disc includes all the software plus
some sample material used with the excel-

functions do - that

is,

Although the colour aspect may seem
trivial, in use it is one of the nicest parts of
the system.

The opening screen is divided into two
parts. At the very top the screen tells you

the date and time - information which
you have previously typed into MS-DOS.
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for thought. The Tandy 1000 is an IBM
PC compatible micro, yet the IBM PC

discs of monochrome and colour programs, providing that the IBM mono-

selection is then preserved with the disc.

ter

Help, Calc,

means only one disc is required to boot the
system. However, if you have created files
there is not enough room for DOS as well.
When you first boot Deskmate it comes

set the colours of your choice. Your
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Alarm, Phone, Printer, etc. - you can use
fl l to view the labels.
The mention of fl I should give pause

only has 10 function keys. The Tandy 1000
has 12, with f 12 being in constant use as a

Control and the first four function keys to

Ile LIMN sallow paw"

tisemsN la &PI! last

which are always the same, are accessed by
pressing the Alt key along with the

lent tutorial manual supplied. It does not
include MS-DOS, which is supplied on a
separate disc. However, if you have not
created any files you can install DOS on a
work disc with a copy of Deskmate, which

up in monochrome, but you can use

caapalro

arstswa ro haw wirorsal meal. that aeslles 1.111a Mr hoWarr,

Function keys

program in use. The secondary functions,

MS-DOS separate
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only room to display 11 file names, the list

possible to run sub -programs just by
positioning the cursor over them and

always available.

&Mica'

Setting the calendar.

Do or Execute key to exit from subprograms and save files automatically. On
test, the Tandy was found to run IBM PC

chrome screen/printer adaptor was not

Unless you already have a Tandy 1000 it is

probably of no use to you.
Deskmate provides six main applications which, apart from business
graphics, perform most of the functions

required.
However, Deskmate makes extensive
use of the two extra function keys, fl1 and
f12, which appear to have no meaning as

that most users need.

far as the IBM keyboard is concerned.
While Deskmate will load into an IBM
PC, without fl l and fl2 it is impossible to
do anything useful with it. At any rate,
this explains why Tandy is unconcerned

degree of functionality considering how

about giving away an unprotected disc of a

program worth perhaps a couple of
hundred pounds with each machine.

Text is the word processor. It displays
22 lines by 79 characters in the colours of

your choice, and offers a reasonable
easy it is to use. Normally it is used in
Insert mode. However, f3 toggles between
Add and Replace, with the latter providing
an Overwrite mode.
It is worth describing the other function
keys at length because many of the same
assignments are used in other sub PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985
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line width displayed up to the screen

Basic Benchmarks

maximum.
f5

The standard Benchmarks were run with GWBasic running under MS-DOS v.2.11 on
the Tandy 1000. All times are in seconds.

Tandy 1000 - 8088
IBM PC - 8088
Olivetti M-24 - 8086
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ClISTADDR

BUDGET
PCOM

LETTER
LHEAD
PCOM

e ecom

the word processor.
f7 or Select allows you to highlight a piece
of text and either move it or delete it.
f8 or Copy makes a duplicate of any text
selected with f7 and puts it in a buffer,
which enables it to be moved to somewhere else. Copy does not delete.
f9 or Delete enables you to delete any text
selected with f7.

8201a and Olivetti M -I0. Even the choice
of function key is the same where possible.
Deskmate is the exact equivalent of this
kind of lap -computer software.

en ar
LAURA
MESSAGES

What Text lacks are the more sophisticated functions such as line centring,
headers and footers, and decimal tabs.
Though all these can be done manually,

TEM
IESI2
TESI3
TEST4
TESI5
WILLIAMS

obviously Text is not a competitor for
serious programs like WordStar.
(continued on page 85)
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Our preferred choice of colours.
programs. It also illustrates the strong

resemblance to another popular suite of
software. The other function keys work as
follows.
f I or Find searches for a string.
f2

text on to drive A or B without exiting

flO or Insert brings back the contents of
the copy buffer.
Deskmate's Text works in exactly the
same way as text in the Tandy 100, NEC

24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Text

or Merge enables you to combine

documents in memory.
f6 or Save allows you to save a copy of a

111110f

or Substitute provides Search and

Replace but not as a global function.
f4 or Format enables you to change the
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DON'T DEAL WITH THE REST, DEAL WITH THE BEST

PARTICIPATE IN OUR

The market
leaders!...

SUCCESS!

Become an ATA franchise
Ring (0727) 34361 NOW
and speak to Charmian Rowley!

Macintosh

apricot
Apricot F1 e 128k RAM single 315k Disk Drive
848.00
Apricot Fl 256k RAM single 720k Disk Drive
985.00
1150.00
Apricot PC 256k RAM single 31 5k Disk Drive
Apricot X1 5 256k RAM 5mb S/S Drive
1999.00
Apricot X110 256k RAM 10mb D/S Drive
2299.00
170.00
Apricot Monitor
The complete range of Apricot computers and Apricot software is
available. Please phone for details.

1499.00
2149.00
299.00
355.00

Macintosh 128k computer
Macintosh 512k computer
External Drive

10" lmagewriter with accs. kit

Macintosh
134.00
141.00
110.00
119.00
119.00

FileVision

Multiplan
Chart
Word

PRINTERS AND PLOTTERS

File

249.00
289.00
415.00
360.00
499.00
349.00
375.00
375.00
3195.00
985.00
1549.00

Epson RX80
Epson RX80F/T
Epson RX100
Epson F X80
Epson FX100
Epson H180 Plotter
Centronics Horizon H80
HP ThinkJet Printer
HP LaserJet Printer
HP 7470A RS232 or HP IB A4 Plotter
HP 7475A RS232 or HP IB A4 Plotter

Full range of Macintosh Software available.

W1 PPle
765.00
449.00
1690.00

Apple IIC 128k RAM 80 col
Apple Ile 64k Computer
Apple III 256k Computer

IBM ACCESSORIES

PACKARD1EAii-ET-r PERSONAL COMPUTERS

We have a selection of Hewlett Packard demonstration hardware

and software for sale at enormous discounts. Please ring for
details.

BUYING AN IBM PC
THEN FIRST CONSULT

IBM

ALSSTrak
IBM PC AUTHORISED DEALER*

11,1.1

amp.

UM Authorised Ikaler

355.00
178.00
266.00
295.00
626.00
49.00
from 58.00

Hercules Graphics Card
Hercules Colour Card
Sigma Maximiser Multifunction Card
The NEW Quadboard
PC Express Accelerator Card
64k memory upgrade (9 chips)
E/Buffer Printer Buffer
Torus Icon Local Area Network

POA

FOLLOWING ALBETA'S SUCCESSFUL TAKEOVER
OF ATA WE WILL CONTINUE TO OFFER THE BEST
VALUE FOR MONEY COMPUTER PRODUCTS,

INCLUDING THE IBM PC AND ALL IBM
SOFTWARE

IBM PC SYSTEMS
IBM PC Business Starter System:
IBM PC 128k RAM, 2 disk, monitor, keyboard
IBM wordprocessor, spreadsheet, filing s/ware
IBM PC Office System:
IBM PC 128k RAM, internal 10mb hard disk,
360k disk, DOS 2.1, monitor, keyboard
Wordstar, Multiplan, DMS +

1675.00
270.00

2295.00
549.00

Terms and Conditions upon application.
30 days credit available for official orders from plc's and public
sector organisations subject to 5% credit charge. Please phone
for details.

L:C=ffn.

IBM PC XT Executive System:
IBM PC XT 256k RAM, 10mb hard disk, 360k disk
DOS 2.1, monitor, keyboard
2895.00
Multimate, dBase III, Lotus 1-2-3
1049.00
Accounting System:
Pegasus (Sales, Purchase, Nominal, Invoicing
Stock, etc.)
per module 180.00

El

MA

PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT AND CURRENT AT TIME OF PRINTING.

LONDON 4 Albion House, 1 Back Hill, EC1
*ST. ALBANS 9 Adelaide Street, St, Albans
POTTERS BAR 197 High St, Potters Bar
SOUTH WEST CwrtyGaer, Wolvesnewton
NORTH WEST 32 Greenfield Ave, Parbold, Wigan,

01.833 0044
(0727) 34361
(0707) 57113
(02915) 700

Lancs
(02576) 3113
TELEX 946240 CWEASY G (Please quote REF: 19003030)

ATA IS A DIVISION OF ALBETA

Please telephone for the latest price list
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Review
Bagshaw Benchmarks
The table shows the time in seconds to run 14 Benchmarks designed by Eric Bagshaw at the National Computing Centre to
show the speed of disc accesses - see Personal Computer World, November 1984 page 180.
Tandy 1000
IBM PC
Canon A-2000

BMO
29

BM1

BM2

BM3

BM4

BM5

BM6

BM7

BM8

BM9

BM10 BM11 BM12 BM13 Total

16

16

38

18

14

75

21

9

14

305

21

10

21

21

8

7

15

311

17

16

23

65
76

17

20

20
28

48
30
50

18

8

15

326

(continued from page 83)

One further and major limitation is that

12

51

61

814
742
832

up from outside. Naturally password
protection is provided.

amount of available RAM. To construct a
long document you must tediously string

the Tandy 1000 lacks an RS -232C port, so

function keys to cut and paste and so move
blocks from file to file.

55

Host mode, so you can call your computer

the size of document is limited by the

files together and use the appropriate

156
145
162

While the software looks easy to use,
it was not possible to hook up a standard
modem and try it out. An RS -232 board
costs £89 extra.

Calendar is an event scheduler with
The spreadsheet sub -program, Worksheet, offers 99 rows by 99 columns. three main elements. It provides an
The design is reminiscent of Microsoft's
Multiplan, especially the ROM -based
for the Olivetti M-10. The
function keys are similar to those in Text
and seven out of 12 are identical, including
fl or Find.
Worksheet is set up without automatic
calculation, so after changing a few
version

ordinary calendar for the month, a weekly
time chart and an appointments list. The
idea is that you enter your appointments

into a list, giving the date, plus the start
and end times. Calendar sorts them into
chronological order, and fills in the time
chart so that you are alerted if appointments overlap. When you boot the system,

figures you have to hit f2 or Cale to recalculate everything. If it did not work
in this way it would be too slow to be

Deskmate checks the Calendar file and

usable.

the alarm is set, it will then alert you at the
specified time with four short, quiet beeps.
Calendar is one of those programs that
sounds good but in practice is unlikely to

Unrestricted text
Ultimately Worksheet is a lot less
powerful than Multiplan, but it does have
one neat feature. You can use f7 or Select

to highlight a group of cells and then

400 11111111111111111111111,4i,iuM41113

produces notes to remind you of any
appointments on that particular day. If

replace a boring old desk, diary. It is too
time-consuming to make it worth using.

specify it as text. This enables you to type

Mail is a simple message handler, which
is actually an extension of Text except that

labels and comments without worrying

it

fills in the date and time you create a

Conclusions
The Tandy 1000 is sufficiently IBM
compatible to be acceptable as a substitute
for an IBM PC, and significantly cheaper
considering the facilities provided.
IBM compatibility is potentially limited
by the fact that the Tandy 1000 keyboard
is different and the case will not accept

about the Ihnited size of actual cells.
The Filer sub -program is an
unpretentious flat -file system that is
essentially an extension of the Text word

message, then files a record. It also
collects incoming messages with the Tandy
1000 in Host mode.

Possibly Mail is useful if you have a

The provision of colour as standard,

processor. You start by pressing f5 or

modern and either a lap portable - so you

Form to create a form with up to 21 fields.
Each line has space for a label of up to 15

mailbox on Telecom Gold. Without these

plus printer, light -pen and joystick ports,
makes the Tandy a universal machine for
home and educational use, as well as for
the business executive.

can send messages to yourself - or a

characters, and a field of up to 59 there does not seem to be any use for it.
characters. A label can apply to more than
one field line, so a field can be up to 255

None of the Deskmate sub -programs is

The Tandy 1000 does not emulate the
high -resolution monochrome screen of the
IBM PC. The relatively poor resolution of
the colour character set makes it
unsuitable for use as workhorse for

friendly and the whole package is easy to

lines.

use. This makes it suitable for the

Again, several of the function keys have
Find can be used to find a text string in any
field in any record. This is very useful as it

allows for card -index type searches on
free -form text, which must appeal to the
non-computerate.
Records can also be searched on selected

fields for entries that are greater than,
equal to or less than the search criterion.
Any records found can be examined one at
a time or listed separately. Filer is

executive for the school/home/business
user who needs to tackle a range of tasks
without going too deeply into any one in
particular. It also makes Deskmate ideal
for beginners. Anyone who becomes
familiar with the package will be in a very
good position to choose among the many
specialised packages available.
Overall, the Tandy 1000 is quite good
value. A system with keyboard and colour
monitor, 128K of RAM, two 360K floppy -

disc drives, MS-DOS, printer port and

exceptionally easy to use, and provides a games port would cost £1,867 plus VAT,
powerful way of handling casual records. compared with an IBM PC of equivalent
Telecom is the communication sub- specification at £2,655 plus VAT. With

program. It allows you to set up para-

the Tandy you lose the monochrome

meters easily and, in theory, can drive an
auto -dial and auto -answer modem. Auto -

character set, but you do get Deskmate
as an extra attraction. Whether this is

answer can be used with the Tandy 1000 in

worthwhile depends on the application.

PRACTICAL COMPUTING May1985
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very sophisticated. However, they are

characters in length, which is about 4.3

the same functions as in Text, and fl or

IBM expansion cards that are longer than

word processing, filing, spreadsheets or
accounting use.

Deskmate is an attractive multifunction package which is easy to learn
and use. It is particularly suitable for
tackling simple tasks on a machine with
only one disc drive. It is not powerful
enough to replace stand-alone packages
for serious business use.

Ready availability in Tandy's High
Street computer shops should ensure a
wide market for the Tandy 1000 and
expand the market for IBM PC compatible software.
The Tandy 1000 without monitor costs
£1,099 plus VAT from Tandy, Tameway
Tower, Bridge Street, Walsall, West
Midlands. Telephone: (0922) 648181. Oa
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computer users the initials
CP/M no longer have the same resonance
FOR TODAY'S

they did, say, six years ago. Probably
most will have noticed that it is almost
obligatory

to refer to

the

"wealth

of applications software" available for
the system. These considerations are
prompted by Amstrad's decision to
provide CP/M 2.2 with its DDI-1 system.

Apart from dusting down some ancient
CP/M utilities, will any Amstrad owners
make much use of it?
Fortunately the DDI-1 also includes its
own operating system, Amsdos. The
company describes Amsdos as behaving
like a fast cassette system: it offers the

same Basic commands and not much
more. As such it is a somewhat rudimentary DOS but easy to use.
The £199 DDI-1 unit comprises a 3in.
Hitachi -type disc drive, an interface car-

tridge, and a CP/M system disc which
also holds Digital Research's DR Logo.
Both sides of the 3in. discs can be used,
and each stores 180K. The ribbon cable
linking the drive and cartridge carries an
edge connector for a second drive.
Together with the hardware -dependent
part of CP/M, BIOS, Amsdos is stored in
ROM in the cartridge. It also takes 1,280
bytes at the top of RAM for workspace.

Amstrad disc

software

There have been high hopes that discs and CP/M
would lift the CPC -464 into the "serious" category.
Simon Beesley has been finding out whether it now
bridges the gulf between home and work machines.
fast it compares well with other home computer disc systems. Reading 1,000

is

records takes around 12 seconds, writing
them a second longer. On the BBC Micro

mentation in the form of a guide to the

with an Acorn drive the same program
takes 21 seconds. Using a Control Data
drive with Acorn's disc filing system

DR Logo is also under way; as only one

reduces that figure to 14 seconds.
As well as the Basic file -handling com-

mands, Amsdos provides some Basic

extensions, which are preceded by the bar
character. 'Disc, 'Tape and ICPM switch
between the tape filing system and the two
systems; I Dir displays the directory and
Although both programs are in ROM, accepts the * wild -card character; IA and
hackers will be able to tinker with them liy IB select one of the two possible drives.
intercepting their jumpblocks in RAM.
Commands such as IDisc.In and
Although Amsdos is not spectacularly ITape.Out are useful for transferring from
tape to disc.
Otherwise there is not much scope for
more sophisticated file handling. 'Era and
I Ren erase and rename files, but in

rather sketchy. To supplement it
Amstrad is releasing additional docufirmware. It costs £9.95. A full manual for

chapter is devoted to Logo this will be
sorely needed.
The program itself is a stripped -down

version of Digital Research's full implementation. While rightly described in the

manual as a thoughtful version of the
language, it is not going to convince
anyone that Logo is as powerful as Basic.

CP/M availability
Some reviewers have suggested that it is

unlikely that software distributors will
make CP/M programs available for the
Amstrad. In fact, transferring programs
to the Amstrad is a fairly simple business.

It breaks down into two stages: writing
programs to 3in. discs in the correct

practice they are cumbersome to use. format, and customising them for the
There is no provision for setting up Amstrad.
random-access files.

Disc formatting
However, to some extent the two operating systems are compatible, and some of

the utilities on the CP/M system can be

The £199 DDI-1 disc drive unit takes

durable Hitachi 3in. discs.

Suppliers
AMSTRAD CONSUMER ELECTRONICS,
169 Kings Road, Brentwood, Essex
CM14 4EF.

DDI-1 disc drive unit with CP/M and DR
Logo, £199; additional drive, £159
Microscript, Micropen and Microspread,
£49 each
Firmware guide, £9.95
TIMATIC SYSTEMS, Newgate Lane,
Fareham, Hampshire P014 1AN.

5.25in. disc drive, with utility software,
for use as second drive, £169
extensive range of CP/M software
supplied in Amstrad format

All prices include VAT

The first task is made easy by the fact
that BIOS on the DDI-1 system can read
discs in IBM PC format. Programs can be
ported across from 5.25in. to 3in. discs by

adding a 5.25in. drive as a second disc
drive.

used with programs stored under Amsdos.

Customising software for the Amstrad

Thus CP/M will not understand Amsdos
Basic programs unlesi they are saved in
ASCII format, but Pip will copy any files
between two discs. In addition, Amstrad
has tailored familial. CP/M utilities like
Sysgen to this version of the system, and

is equally uncomplicated. Most CP/M
packages come with an installation
program for adapting it to a particular
computer - largely a matter of giving
details of screen parameters and cursor
codes. On top of this the Setup program

has included a set of new programs such as
Filecopy and ChkDisc.

on the CP/M system disc allows the user
to define new keyboard codes, which it

The user also needs to switch to CP/M
to format a disc. Three different formats
are supported. In each the disc is divided

then records in the disc's configuration
sector.

into 40 tracks with nine sectors of 512

Provided there is sufficient demand,
there is no reason why existing CP/M

bytes, and allows for 64 directory entries.
The standard Format command allocates

suppliers

the first two tracks to CP/M. Format D

Systems, is already supplying programs. It

frees these tracks for discs which will only
be used by Amsdos files; the third option

gives discs the same format as used on
IBM PC discs under CP/M-86. In the
DDI-1 manual IBM format is said to be
intended for specialist use, but it is clear
that its main purpose is to facilitate the
transfer of CP/M software.
On the CP/M side the DDI-1's manual

should not

also cater for

the Amstrad. One company, Timatic
takes orders from an extensive CP/M
catalogue and in most cases customises
programs as well. For £169 the company
also sells a single -sided 5.25in. disc drive
as a second Amstrad drive.
The main restriction on running

programs under Amstrad CP/M is its
memory capacity. Though 44.75K of
RAM is available, 5K of it is occupied by
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 7985

Review
Amsoft's CP/M products
Amsoft's first batch of programs running under CP/M
are Microscript, Micropen and a scaled -down version of
Microcalc, called Mirospread. Each package costs £49,
a price which reflects the fact that they are versions of
a suite of office software available on many larger
systems, and are intended for serious applications.
But at this first taste of the world of serious
applications, the home -computer owner may well be
somewhat disappointed. The three programs are not
markedly superior to their home -computer equivalents
such as Psion's Vu -Cale or Amsoft's Amsword.
Microscript is a word processor which offers 60
different functions and is certainly more powerful than
Amsword. It includes a 16 -digit calculator enabling you
to total columns of figures vertically and horizontally. It
also has a limited programming facility whereby a
sequence of instructions can be embedded in the text.
Another of the program's advantages is that it can
swap files with the database, Micropen.
But Microscript has several irritating omissions.
Since more time is spent inserting and deleting text
than on any other function, every word processor
should have Insert and Delete modes. Microscript does
have an Insert mode which shoves text along when you

enter new words, but deleting requires two steps. First
you delete a word, and then you need to pull text
leftwards. In this respect Amsword is equally culpable.
as it has no Insert mode.
Microspread, the spreadsheet program, is similarly
flawed. Its main drawback is that it does not allow you
to enter complex formulae. The range of possible
operators is limited, while only two cells can be given
as parameters.
These judgements may be a trifle unfair, as both
programs are badly let down by their documentation.
For example, when you enter a formula in Microspread
you are presented with a menu of available functions.
One of them, Analyse, receives no mention in the
manual, while the others are only explained briefly.
Even worse, Microscript's manual fails to give an index
of the keystrokes needed to access each function.
A further problem with these programs, and indeed
with most CP/M software, is that they cannot be
configured to work in 40 -column mode. Though 80
columns show up well enough on the monochrome
monitor it becomes wearing with a colour monitor. It
may be possible to solve the problem simply by
extending the RGB and power leads.
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he CCP and BDOS modules. Many of the

CP/M classics, such as Supercalc and
dBase II, require 48K. An off -the -shelf
version of WordStar, for example, will

not run on the Amstrad without some
modificaton.
Nonetheless
programs in

specialised applications, utilities or other Above: Amsoft's Micropen database (left)
languages. The Padmede accounting and Microspread Calc program (right). A
package, for example, is available from word processor is also available.
Amsoft at a substantially lower price than Below: CP/M 2.2 and a cut -down version
on larger systems. But it seems unlikely of DR Logo are included in the price of
that such goodies will appeal to the the DDI-1.
average user.
14 fib
111

the number of CP/M
existence - generally

reckoned to be well over 3,000 - is large
enough to include a great deal of software
that will fit into less than 48K. In addition,
there is a vast library of free software

provided by bodies such as the CP/M
Users Group.
Whether the Amstrad user will want to

Conclusions
As a disc system which costs £199 and
comes complete with a disc drive, an
interface, Cl'/M and Logo, the DDI-1

must be considered good value.
dip into this stockpile is another matter.
Adding CP/M is unlikely to lift the
The price of standardisation is that CP/M Amstrad out of the home -computer
progams do not exploit a particular category. The company might have
micro's facilities - such as graphics - to done better to have made its own
the full. And because they have to work operating system, Amsdos, more
through the system's BIOS they are comprehensive and left CP/M as a
noticeably slower at tasks like scrolling subsidiary option.
than programs which handle the screen Although Amsdos is comparatively
memory directly.

Being able to access CP/M is certainly
an advantage for those who want to run
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

limited, most owners will be content to
use it in the way it is intended - as a fast
cassette system.

Making movies
Paul Kelley describes how the Television Literacy Project is coming up with
cheap and flexible ways of using computers to generate video images, and
presents a program for the BBC Micro which schoolchildren have been using to
make the title sequences for their own films.
COMPUTERS IN SCHOOLS have become a

commonplace. Almost every middle
school possesses at least one micro. Even

As part of an experiment in teaching

Imdly

television techniques, pupils at Hereford
School in Grimsby have been producing
their own video films, using BBC Micros

1)

LOOK AT COMPLETE LIST

children in primary schools are fast

2)

RUN ROLLING CREDITS

becoming familiar with computers as an
everyday piece of classroom equipment.

3)

CHANGE CREDIT COLOURS

4)

CHANGE NAME COLOURS

quality results using simple home -video

The newest of the new technology in
schools is video, and many are now getting access to colour video cameras. The

51

FRAME MODE

60

SAYE TO TAPE OR DISC

7)

CORRECT CREDITS AHD NAMES

equipment, which pupils are perfectly
capable of operating. The pupils at
Hereford School have been writing and

Television Literacy Project has been

looking into ways of combining the two

acting in their own videos, and have also

8)

technologies for use by the children them-

selves. The video titling program in this
article is one result of this research.

Titles can be produced with a BBC
Micro model B using the Video Out BNC

socket. The best way of getting colour

The main menu of the titling program
asks about the presentation of credits.

titles from the micro is shorting out S39.

Video Out BNC that can be recorded by
connecting it with the Video In socket of

In issue 4 and 7 machines this can easily be

any video recorder.

earlier models an extra

The excellent graphics of the BBC

capacitor must be fitted; this is unlikely to

Micro can then be used to generate titles.
This is a much quicker and more flexible

done, but

in

cost more than a few pounds. S39 is
located near the BNC socket and is clearly
abelled. This small modification will
-goduce
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150

a colour output through the

method than using the internal titling
devices of video cameras or the simple title
generators made by camera companies.

REM VIDEO TITLES V3.0
REM
P.0 GROSSE 1984
REM Control Codes have been used in
REM PRINT statements and are shown
REM as "X" in the listing. The REM
REM after the line gives the function
REM key to use while pressing the
REM SHIFT key. e.g REM F1/F2
MODE?
ON ERROR G0T0290
REM <ESCAPE> IS CTRL
*FX220,0
VDU23;8202;0;0;0;
flag%=0:flagl%=0:FLAG=0:FLAG24=0:FLAG3%=0:FLAG4%=1
DIM CS(4),N$(40),D$(4),E$(40)

160

170 PRINTTA8(2,2)"EDo you want to load an old list?":AS=GE
T$:REM F2
180 IF A$="Y" OR AS="y" THEN PROCload:CLS:GOT0230
190 CLS
200 PROCinputcredits
210 PROCaddcredits
220 :CLS:PROCinputname
230 PROCcolourchoice("ECREDITSZ"):REM F2/F7
240 IF flag%=0 THEN PROCsingleC ELSE PROCdoubleC
250 CLS
260 PROCcolourchoice("ENAMESS"):REM F2/F7
270 CLS:IF flegl%=0 THEN PROCsingleN ELSE PROCdoubleN
280 CLS:PROCmenu
290 REM RESET
300 *FX12,0
310 *FX220,27
320 END
1000 DEFPROCinputcredits
1010 PRINTTAB(5,1)"SCREDITS":REM F2
1020 FORN%=0T04:PRINTTA6(5,2+N%)CUN%):NEXT
1030 ENDPROC
1040 DEFPROCaddcredits
1050 XZ=0
1060 REPEAT
1070 REPEAT

1080 IF CUM<>" THENX%=X%+1
1090 UNTIL C$(X4)=""
1100 *FX21,0
1110 PRINTTAB(2,8)"8Do you want to type in a credit"TAB(1,1

88

to generate titles. It is now easy to get high -

videoed school events, sports activities
and career work.
To produce titling, they used a BBC
Micro with a Cumana disc drive, and a
Ferguson MC -01 monitor that can double

as an editing monitor. Credit titles were
recorded by transferring the BNC video
lead

from the

slave recorder to the

computer and back again. This arrangement makes it possible to insert titles at
any point in the editing process.
The school's aim is to develop a titling
program that any pupil will be capable of
using. The listing given here has already
been used by pupils of all abilities, some of

0)"11 title' (CAMERAS,etc)Z Y/N ?Z'TAB(1,12)"E (max number of
entries is 5)":REM F3/F3/F6/F3/F7/F1
1120 GS=GETS:G%=ASC(G$)
1130 IF G%=7B0R G%=110 THEN ENDPROC
1140 PRINTTAB(1,8)SPC(140)TAB(1,12)SPC(40)
1150 *FX21,0
1160 PRINTTAB(1,8)"11What is the credit titlear:PRINT:FRINT
" Smaximum length 20 lettersV:PRINT:PRINT"I
'';:INPUTTAB(5,12)6$:REM F3/F7/F2/F7/F5
1170
IF LEN(B$)>20 THEN CLS:GOT01160
1180 PRINTTAB(1,15)"SIs this correct7":REM F5
1190

*FX21,0

1200 G$=GETS:G%=ASC(G$)
1210 IF G%=76 OR GZ=110 THEN PRINTTAB(1,8)SPC(160)TAB(1,12
SPC200:GOT01100
1220 C$(X%)=8$
1230 CLS:PROCinputcredits
1240 X%=X7,+1

1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330

UNTIL X%=5 OR B$=""
ENDPROC
DEFPROCinputname
LOCAL MYI,M%
FOR F%=0704
Y%=0:MZ=0
REPEAT
IF NUX%)<>"" THENX%=X%+1:FLAG4%=1
UNTIL NS(X%)=""
1340 PRINTTAB(15,2)11What are their names?";PRINTTAB(15,4)
"IlType in one name at eTAB(15,6)"Stime and press RETURNE"TA
B(15,8)"Mo more than 20 letters8":PRINTTAB(15,10)"11
- REMF5/F5/F5/F7/F2/F7/F6
1350 PRINTTAB(2,6)"ECREDITS"TAB(2,8)CS(P4)
1360 IF CUF%)=""THEN 1520
1370 INPUTTAB(16,10)n$
IF LEN(n$)>20 THENPRINTTAB(15,2)SPC(22)TAB(15,4)SPC(2
1380
2)TAB(15,6)SPC(22)TAB(15,8)SPC(22)TAB(15,10)SPC(26)TAB(15,12
)SPC(22):GOT01340
1390 PRINTTAB(8,23)"Es this correct(V/N)8";:REM F3/F7
1400 *FX21,0
1410 GS=GETS:GZ=ASC(G$)
1420 IF G%=7B0R G%=110 THENPRINTTAB(8,23)SPC(23)TAB(15.10)S
PC(22)TAB(15,10).3
''
GOT01370:REM F6

1430 NEXZ)=n$
1440 VOU28,5,20,25,12:PRINTTAB(0,C)4(X%):14=14+1:IF M%>8

(listing continued on page 90)
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Above: The Computer Concepts Graphics
ROM being used to design a sprite for
animated displays. Computer -generated
cartoon films may be possible eventually.
Above right: Opening display.
Below right: Some of the large lettering
generated by the program.

whom have had no previous computer

experience at all. Using computers in this
way not only improves the quality of video
work, it also offers an introduction to
computers.

THIS IS SINGLE HEIGHT

The program as it now stands will
generate credits. It starts by asking if a
credit title is needed for cameras, cast and
so on, and users are asked after each entry
if it is correct. They are then asked to give
the names of the people involved, which
are stored.
The user is asked about the presentation
of the credits: whether they should be in
single or double height; colours for credit
title and credit names, which may be different; and what speed the credits run and

what speed the characters appear. The
menu also has room for other developments, such as the ability to have the titles

saved on tape or disc. The program can
also be used to create opening titles, or
titles for any point in a video.
Further developments include the use of
the Computer Concepts Graphics ROM to
perform some of the graphics -generating
functions. The Computer Concepts ROM

help users to perform four major tasks;
sprite graphics, turtle graphics, scaling,
and simplifying
abilities.

some

graphics cap-

In one version of the final program

The Television
Literacy Project
The TVLP aims to help the introduction
and study of television and video in
schools, especially computer graphics
and computer -video links. The Project
is sponsored by the Independent
Broadcasting Authority, Radio Rentals
Contracts and the Humberside
Education authority. TVLP would be
interested to hear from companies and
teachers with similar interests. All
teaching material from the Project will
be available at cost price; all programs
and findings are freely available to
teachers and may be used in schools
without payment. For further information contact TVLP, 75 Mill Road,
Cleethorpes, South Humberside DN35
8J B.
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pupils are to have the facility of creating
their own sprites and making their own
sprite films. This will bring the possibility

monitor like the MC -01, true interactive
video is possible: the computer controls

of animated illustrations, and perhaps
even videos that are entirely done by

video material, and then allows the pupil
to answer questions, review material, and
so on.

computer. The final program for titles and
animation will be published by the Microelectronics in Education Programme.

the video recorder, showing the pupil

The NCC interface links equipment

National Computing Centre has developed a new interface that links a BBC

schools already have, and allows them to
use video material - either made in school
or bought from a commercial supplier in a way which at present is only possible
with expensive dedicated video -disc

Micro with a video recorder. Using a

players.

Further into the future lies interactive
video for schools. Ravi Singh of the
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PICK A DI

...ANY
DISK
First came the computer...then came the floppy
disk...then came floppy disk incompatibility...
THEN CAME THE M -F -B SYSTEM.

Has your company seen a growing number of
microcomputers appearing throughout the
company, and hence a growing problem of disk size
and format incompatibility?
Are the times gone when a disk could be taken from one
machine and put into another machine for it to work immediately ?
If so, then your company is a prime candidate for one of the
Gemini M -F -B series of microcomputers-NOT just 'another' microcomputer!
When we created these machines it was our aim to provide the link
between man, his preferred machine, and the other computer users in a
business.

The M -F -B system provides the ability to format and transfer data
between any of the microcomputer formats currently available within its
library - over 400 machine type and format combinations.
Sophisticated software allows the user to add new formats at any time.
This system will copy files from one CP/M type to another such
as CP/M-80, CP/M-86, Concurrent Dos, MP/M, MP/M 86 or Turbo Dos.
Additional software is also available to allow the copying to and from
IBM PC -DOS disks and MSDOS disks, and also a number of minicomputer and mainframe interchange formats.
The M -F -B, made available at prices that 'drives the opposition
away, comes supplied with a six-month free format update service.
So, if you are the head of a Data Processing department seeking
a solution to ever increasing incompatibility amongst departmental
computers, or the M.D. of a software house looking for a way to
prevent further loss of sales due to the fact that you cannot supply
software on the required disk format, then look no further...
The next microcomputer purchase that your company will
make is that of a Gemini Multi -Format -BIOS system.

MFB Configurations range from a system with
3 x 5.25" Floppies at approximately £3,000 + VAT
through to a version with Winchester drive,
2 x 5.25", 8" and 3.5" Floppies at £4,850 + VAT.
Transfer with Gemini by contacting us at the address below.

MULTIBOARD COMPUTERS

v

11141111

1r

Gemini Vicrocomouters

PROVIDING THE LINK

Gemini Microcomputers Ltd.,18 Woodside Road, Amersham, Bucks, England HP6 OBH. Tel: (02403) 28321. Telex: 837788
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(continued from page 88)
THEN M%=8
1450 VDU26
1460 X%=X%41:Y%=n+1:PRINTTAB(16,10)SPC(23)TAB(15,10)"11....
'".REM F6
1470 PRINTTAB(8,23)"EAnymore names (YiN) ?E";:REM F3/F7
1480 G$=GET$:GZ=ASC(G$)
1490 IFG%=890R G%=121 THENPRINTTAB(8,23)SPC(23):GOT01370

2260 PRINTTAB(5,4)"1:1) ZLOOK AT COMPLETE LIST -:REM FC;FSIF

2270 PRINTTAB(5,6)-Z2) NUN ROLLING CREDITSV:REM rS/F5/F7
2280 PRINTTAB(5,8)"Z3)Z CHANGE CREDIT COLOURSZ":REM F6/F5/F
7

2290 PRINTTA8(5,10)-84)8 CHANGE NAME COLOURSE":REM F6/F5/F7
2300 PRINTTA6(5,12)"35)11 FRAME MODEr:REM F6;F5/r7
2310 PRINTTAB(5,14)"E6)E SAVE TO TAPE OR DISCS -:REM FO/F5/F

1500 IF GZ<>89 OR G%<)121 THEN 4(X%)="XXX":X%=X%+1
1510
1520
1530
1540

CLS
NEXT
CLS
ENDPROC

7

2320 PRINTTA8(0,1G)"E7Y11 CORRECT CREDITS AND NAMEG2":REM rc
iF5:F7

233e PRINTTA8(5,18)-E8)E END THE PR0GRAW:REM F6/F1/F7
2340 PRINTTAO1,20)°21f you choose options 1 or 2 yoL -1'

1550 DEFPROCprint(n,Y%,ZZ,WZ,TZ)
1560 LOCAL SZ,F%
1570 S-4=0

1580 FOR F%=0704
1590 PRINT:PRINT

TAB(1,22)"Ehave to press <SPACE: to get back to"TA8(1,24;. Z.
he MENU11";:REM F2;F2;F2/17
2350 AZ=VAL(GET$)

2360 IF A%<IOR we THEN 2350

1600 IF flag%=0 THENPRINTTAB(X%,YZ)DUFZ) ELSE PRINTTAB(X%,

2370 CLS
2380 ON A% =TO 2390,2400,2410,2430,2450,2400,2470,2490
2390 PROCspeed:CLS:FLAG=1:PROCprint(15,10,15,14,1"4):GOT024C

YUDUF%):PRINTTAB(MYZ41)DCF%)
1610 IF NUS-4)="XXX-THEN 1680
1620 PRINT

1630 IF flagl%=0 THENRRINTTAB(2%,MMSZ) ELSEPRINTTAB(Z%,
WOEUS%):PRINTTAB(.7-4,WZ+1)EUSZ)
1640 PROCdelay(1-4):PRINTTAB(2%,n)SPC(23):PRINTTAB(ZE,W%+1)

0

242C FROC6paed;a:;;PROOpti;.2,22,2,20,7%);GOT02480
2410 '._,,%-0:PRI.:_,Aourchoice(-EIF.E:ITSZ"):IF flag%=2 PROCs
bleC:REM r2/17
242C
2420 '1,4:':-2:E0::coluurchuit:e("XNAMESZ"):IFflaglII.OTHEN FR
flROCdoubleN;REM F2/F7

Ingle

SPC(23)
1650 SZ=S%+1

1660 IF CUF7.)=" THEN F%=4:GOT01700
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770

GOT01610
SZ.:31+1:PRINTTAB(X%,Y1)SPC23TA6(X%,YE+1)SPC23
NEXT
IF FLAG.' THEN FLAG=0:ENDPROC
FORKZ=1 TO24:VDU10,10,10
IF INKEY(-99)
THEN fa=25:ENDPROC
PR2Cdelay(TZ):NEXT
ENDPROC
DEFPROCcolourchoice(A$)
*FX21,0
PRINTTAB(2,2)-Do you want single or double height"TAB(

2,4)"print for the';AW?"TA0;2,CrjhessESEfo; SingleEDEfer
Doubler:REM F30-7/r3/r7
17132 GVOET$TGZ=ASC(G$)
1790 IFMIMA$,2,1)="C" AND G%=68 OR GZ=100 THEN Ilaglf=1
1800 1FMID$(4,2,1)="N" AND 0%48 OR G%=100 THEN flagl%=1
1810
1820
1830
1840

1/F7

1880 IF N%<1 OR N%)7 THEN 1870
1890 FOR 6%=0704
1900 D$(3%)=CHR$(128-H4)+C$(8%)+CHR$135
1910 NEXT
1920 ENDPROC
1930 DEFPROCdoubleC
1940 *FX21,0
1950 VDU31,9,2,129,255,32,100,250,32,131,255,32,132,255,32,
133,255,32,134,255,32,135,255,32
2
3
4
5
6
7"
1960 PRINTTA6(10,4)-1
1970 PRINTTA8(2,8)-ChooseEthe number of the colour you -TAB
(2,9)"require (then pressEZRETURNE) -;;INPUTTA8(32,9)NZ:REM
F1/F7

1960 IF NZ<1 OR NZ:7 THEN 1870
1990 FOR 8%=0704

2000 0$(8%)=CHR$1411CHR$(128+t4)+C$WWCHR$135+CHR$140
2310 NEXT
2020 ENDPROC
2030 DEFPROCsingleN
2040 *FX21,0
2050 VCU31,9,2,129,255,32,130,255,32,131,255,32,102,255,32,
133,255,32,134,255,32,135,255,32
3
4
5
7'
2
2060 PRINTTA8(10,4)"1
6

2070 PRINTTA8(2,8)"Choose the number of the colour you"TAB(
2,9) -require (then pressEERETURNE) ";:INPUTTAB(32,9)=REM F
:;F7

2080 IF NZ<1 OR NZ:7 THEN 2070
2090 FOR BZ=0T040
2100 E$(8%)=CHR$(1284NZ)+N$(8%)+CHR$135
2110 NEXT
2120 ENDPRCC
2130 DEFPROCdouLleN
2140 *FX21,C
2150 OU31,9,2,129,255,32,130,255,32,131,255,32,122,255,32,
133,255,32,134,205,32,130,205,32
5
C
7"
2160 PRINTTA8(10,4)-1 2 3 4
2173 PRINTTA8(2,8)-ChooseEthe number of the colour iou"TA8(
2.9)%-equile (then preseESRETURNZ) -;.INPUTTA032,9)NZ:REM F
l/F7

2:82 IF N%<1 OR NZ:7 THEN 2070
FOR 8-A=07040
E$(13%)=CHR$1411CHR$(120IN%)INT(6t)ICHR$135ICHR$140
NEXT
ENDPRCC
DEFPR0Cmenu
4rX21,0

2250 PRINTTAC(1C,1)CHR$141;CHRT120"MENU",TA0(10,2)CHR$141;0
HR$130'MENU"
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CLO:PROGframe:CLS:00702240
CLS:PROCsave:CLS:GOT02240
PROCEDIT:CLS:GOTC2250
REPEAT UNTIL GET=32;CLG:GOT02240
ENDPROC
DEFPROCspeed
CLS
PRINTTA8(2,2)"ECho3se one of the MIL,...iNg speeJ";REM

F3

2530 PRINTTA0(2,4)"Efer the scrolling":REM F3
6":REM r

2542 PRINTTA8(2,10)",11

2550 PRINTTAB(2,12)"ErAST
M F2

SLOW":RE

2560 1.1%=VAL(GET$)

2570
2580
2590
2600
2610
2620

CLS
ENDPRCC
DEFPROCsingleC
*FX21,0

1850 OU31,9,2,129,255,32,130,255,32,131,255,32,132,255,32,
133,255,32,134,255,32,135,255,32
1660 PRINTTA8(10,4)"1
2
3
4
S
6
7"
1870 PRINTTAB(2,8)"Choose the number of the colour you"TAB(
2,9)'require (then pressEERETURNE) "::INPUTTA8(32,9)NZ:REM F

2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240

2450
2460
2470
2480
2490
2500
2510
2520

1%=U%
ENDPROC
DEFPROCwait
PRINTTA6(8,24)"ZPrass2SPACE2to continua";:REM FS/F7/F5
REPEAT UNTIL GET -02
ENDPROC

2630 DEFPROCdelay(%)
2E42 TIME.0
2050 REPEAT UNTIL TIME.T%450
2660 ENCPRCC
2070 DEFPROCI1
2680 LOCALg:I.T%:K%-0
2620 CLS
27CC IF Ilag%=1 CR flag1%.,1 THEN PRINT":Y:.., mJst ,,se single
height f,-_-/TC:F7/F6;F7
"Zthe men,
.REM F6/F2/F
f1.4%-1 PRINT -2 I- 2. OREDITE
IF
2710

PlessZs,cWtn tub""

-

S

2723 IF IlaglZ=1 PRINT""2ths:
2730 REPEAT UNTIL GET.32
2742 IF flag11.1 CR flag111=1

THE'::

rrco

2750 roR HZ=0T34
2760 PRINTTAD(2,0)C$OC).PRINT
2773 T-4=0

2780
2790
2802
2012

PRINTTAB(2,TZ+8)E$M4)==laf1:T%=TIff1
IF K%=41THEN GCTC2860
IF TZ:15 THEN REPEAT UNTIL GET.32...._

IF MIMET(KZ-1),2,1;,-"I!" THEN rp-

":00T02840
2820 GOT02780
2830 PRINT
284C REPEAT UNTIL GET=32:CLO
2850 NEXT
286C REPEAT UNTIL GET =22
2870 ENOPROC
2880 DEFPROCsave
2892 IF FNtape disc.4 THEN PROCwarn ELSE FROCmessage
2900 IF F=0 THEN ENDPROC
IF F=1 THEN PRINTTA0(15,16)-ZZGAVING3r:REM r3;ra;r7;
2910
F9
2923 n::=CPENCUT"Credits"

."

:$<'NZ):NEXT

2960 n14=01L'JJT-Nemes"

2970 FOR N% -C40
2980 PRINTP. :':,NT(tC):NEXT
2990 CLOSE4

3000
3010
3020
3030

ENDPRCC
DErPROCloed
IF FNtape_disc:4 THE
IF FNtape_disc=1 7

2240

',::--A8(2,4)-ZPress OPLAY Eon t

he tape recorderZ":PROC.;.PRINT:PRINT:PRINT-EAre you r
eady? Press YE":AT=GETI.::E 4="Y" CR n="y" THEN PRINTTA6(15
,18)-EZLOADINGZE" ELSE 0-:: GOT03030
3031 REM F3/F5/F2/1"7/13/F7/F2/F3/F7/F9
3240 n%=0PENUP"CreJits"

(continued on next page)
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3460 GOT03420

3050 FOR N%=0704
3060 INPUT#n%,CUN%)
3070 NEXT
3282 CLCSE#n%
3090 nl%=OPENUP'Names"
3100 FOR N%=0T040
3110 INPUT#n1%,NT(N%):NEXT:CLOSEOn1%
3120 ENDPROC
3130 DEFPROCEDIT
3140 CLS
3150 PROOeditC
3160 CLS:PROCeJliN
3170 CLS:flag%0:PROC,:olouichoice("ECREDITSE"):IF flag%=0 P
ROCsingleC ELSE PRCCdoubleC:REM 12/17
3180 CLS:flag1%-0:PROCoulouichoi,e("2NAMES2"):IFflagl7"=0THE
N PRCCsingleN ELSE PROCdoutleN:REM 12/17
3130 ENCPROC
3200 DEFPROCea1t0
3210 LOCALS%
3220
3230
3240
3250

FCR s/.=0 T04
PRINTTA6(1,14s5):%11," ".C$(7.%)
NEXT
INPUTTA0(2,0)"20hooa. the nuiade,, of the CREDIT -2 y0

u wish to change (PressE'D'Eforr"" Eno changesE" j%:REM 12
/13/F1/F3/F7/f-3/F7

3260
3270
3280
3290

IF j%=0 THEN ENDPROC
IF j%<1 OR j%>5 THENPRINTTAD(13,12)"
n:301'03250
PRINTTA8(4,12)Sl(i%-1)
INPUT TAB(2,14)"2Type in the correotECREDITZ"TAB(8,16)
"E
'"TAB(9,16) FT:REM F3/F2/F7IFE
3302 IF LEN(FT))20 THEN CL3:00T03220
3310 C$(j%-1)=F$
3320 PRINTTAB(2,23)"Mo yc..4 want to change any more Y/N
.:GT=GETT:G%=ASC(GT):IF 0%=78 OR G%=110 THEN ENDPROC:REM 15/
F7

3330
3340
3350
3360

CLS:GOTC3220
STOP
ENDPROC
DEFPROCeditN

'3470 PRINT

3480 PROCchange
3490 NEXT
3500 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32
3510 ENDPROC
3520 DEFPRCCchange
3530 PRINTTAB(2,23)"ZDo you want to changeENAMESEY/NrE";:0
$=GET$:G%=ASC(G$):1F G%=78 OR G%=110 THEN CLS:ENDPROC:REM FS
/F2/F5/F7
3540 PRINTTAB(2,23)SPC(37);:GOT03550
3550 INPUTTAB(2,21)"2Choose the number of theZNAMEE"TA8(2,2
3)"Eyou want to changer c%:REM F5/F2/F7/F5/F7
";:GOT03550
3560 IF c%:0 CR c%>K% THEN PRINTTAC(23,23)"
3570 PRINTTA6(2,21)SPO(90);
3580 INPUT TAB(2,21)"EType in the correctENAMErTAB(8,23)"2
";TAB(9,23) HT:REM F3/F2/F7/F6
3590 N$(c%-1)=H$
3600 PRINTTAB(2,23)"Mo you want to change any more Y/N 7E"
;:GT=GETT;G%=ASC(GT):IF G%=78 OR G%.=110 THEN CLS:ENDPROC:REM
F5/F7
3610 PRINTTAB(2,23)SPC(37);:GOT03550
3620 ENDPROC
3630 DEFPROCwain
3640 PRINTTAB(14,2)CHR$141;CHR$136;CHR$129;"WARNING";TAB(14
,3)CHR$141;CHR$136;CHR$129;"WARNING"
3650 PRINTTAB(1,6)"ESAVING TO DISC WILL OVERWRITE ANY","11EX
ISTING FREE"
3660 PRINTTA6(1,9)"2IF YOU DONOT WISH TO OVERWRITE AN","SEX
ISTING FILE THEN SAVE THIS LIST","EONTC ANOTHER DISC!"
3670 PRINTTAB(1,14)"E00 YOU WISH TO SAVE THIS LIST"- PRES
SEYE(yes) ORENII(no)2":A$=SET$
3680 IF A$="Y" CR A$="y" THEN F=TRUE ELSE F=FALSE
3692 ENDPROC
3700 DEFPROOmeseage
3710 *OPT1,0
3720 PRINTTA8(2,4)"1IMake sure the tape is wound to","Ithe
orrect place"' "EPress2RECORD2andEPLWZon 11,6 tape","11recL12
e.

3370 LOCALla,T%==0
3380 FOR H7"=0704

3390 IF CUHE)="" THEN H%=4:1a=41:ENDPROC
3400 PRINTTAB(2,1)C$(H%):PRINT
3410 T%=0
3420 PRINTTAB(10,7%+3);K%41;"
":N$(1<%):KE=K%-f1:T%=T%+1
3430 IF K%=41THEN GOTO 3500
3440 IF T4)15 THEN REPEAT UNTIL GET=32:CLS;GOT03400
3450 IF MIDUNT(K%-1),2,1)="X" THEN PRINTTAB(10,T%+2)"
":60103480

'IlAre you ready to start to sa.,,e, the","211st7 ?(ca)

N(o)1:":4=GET$
3721 RCM r2/F2/F3/F1/F3/F1/F3/F3/F2/F2/F7
3730 IF A$="Y" CR A$="y" THEN F=1:ENDPROC
3740 PRINTTA8(2,11)3PC(200):00700720
3750 ENDPROC
3760 END
3770 DEF FNtape_disc
3780 0%=1,70
3790 Y7.41
3800 A%=0

3010 =USR(UTDA)AND

arr

THE MOST SOPHISTICATED DISC FILING SYSTEM 16K ROM EVER WRITTEN FOR THE BBC MICROCOMPUTER
OPERATING ALONGSIDE YOUR EXISTING ACORN TYPE DFS ROM AND OPENING UP A NEW EXCITING PHASE
AS A SUPERIOR OPERATING SYSTEM.

.

'''''

BUSINESS SYSTEM
0.0 000

000

Fully compatible with any existing DFS and Torch CPN/MCP format.
Allows 255 file names on a CP/N and CP/M type screen format. CAN'T EXTEND banished for ever, COMPACT
redundant as the vacant areas on the disc are gathered to gether for economic file use automatically.
Designed to facilitate ease of use - vital in the area of business programs on the BBC. Will allow the mix of BBC and
Torch CPN programs on the same disc.
£39.50 inc. VAT, full fitting instructions and User Guide. C.U.C. Members only allowed 10% discount.
ONLY AVAILABLE FROM

VISA

COMPUTER USERS CLUB
69a Hadlow Road, Welling, Kent.

Tel No: 01-311 2555
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SWAP

If you want it tomorrow

MICRO TO MICRO
FILE TRANSFER
SYSTEM

.

.

call us today

01-455 9823
COMPUTERS/CALCULATORS/PLOTTERS
HEWLETT PACKARD
HP 4 1CV (SCI Computer)
HP 4 1CX (Computer)
HP 4 1C (Card Reader)

11

£169.95
E259.00
E163.50
£230.00
£290.00
E100.00
£100.00
£410.00
£395.00

HP 4 1C Printer 82143A
HP 4 1C Cassette drive
HP 1 6C (Hex Con)

HP 15C lAdv Scil
HP 71 C (portable computer)

HP 71 Printer 82162A
PLOTTERS

ro

"Get your microcomputers
talking to each other!"

WORD PROCESSING PRINTERS/MONITORS
7710138232,7730Cent

Televideo
Sanyo 555

IBM Compatibles
Apple (CP/M)
Superhrain
DEC Rainbow

E299.00
£850.00
£185.05
£329.00

EXP 500 (12CPS)
EXP 770 (31 CPS -2K Buffer)
Sheet feeder for above
MT EXP 500119 CPS)
SMITH CORONA
S/C TPII12CPS)

Sirius
HP150

£154.00
S/C L100 112 CPS-cmulats Diablo 630
Protocols)
£260.00
QUME 9/45 RO-FFP
E1900.00
12/20120CPS)
£499.00

BBC

Klypro

If your format is not in our extensive range we can usually produce it at little
or no extra cost.
The price of SWAP is £158 (E135 plus VAT and postage and packing). Please
specify your computers when ordering.

£1440.00
£615.00
£1300.00

SILVER REED

computers of different manufacture. SWAP consists of 2 floppy
disks and a cable configured for your 2 chosen computers. Here
are some of the formats available:
Apricot

Pixy Plotter 1A4 3 Pen 8 Colour) £399.00
Epson H180 Plotter
£375.00
SHARP PC 1 500A IP/Computer with 8K
ex to 24K
£147.50

NEC 2000120 CPS)
NEC 3530133 CPS)

SWAP allows you to transfer any programs and data between 2

IBM PC

£918.00
£1550.00

HP 7470A 1A4 2 Pen Plotter
HP 74751A3 6 Pen Plotter)

11/40 RO (Also IBM-PC7

£11135.00

TEC STARWRITER
19:1

F10-55 CPS (serial/parallel)
Tractor 111-Dil

£1175.00

COMPUTE R SYSTEMS

4:1

)SWAP -SWAP -SWAP- SWAP -SWAP)
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6201R0)
6301ECS/IBM)
6301APII(IBM COMI
6301KSR)
Tractor (BiDil

raft Data Processing punter
JUKI 6100118CPS)
£319.00
JUKI 6300140CPS)
£825.00
[890.00
TEC Starwriter from
COLOUR MON1TORS from £220
onitors tr
Monochrom

£240.00
£360.00
£389.00
£625.00

M82A 1120CPS)
M92P 1160CPS)
M83A 112CPS)
M84P 1200CPSI

ANADEX

DP -9000 B/(180 CPSI
DP9500 B/11180 CPS)
DP -962513/(240 CPS)
BROTHER

£850.00
£893.00
£1155.00

£189.00
EP44 (16CPSI
£129.00
HR 5130CPS)
159.00
Brother M1009 IBM15OLPS)
£156.00
STAR range from
CANON PW1080A 1160CPS) E274.00
CANON PW1156A 1160CPS) E355.00
£595.00
NEC Pinwriter 1132 cols) P3
MODEMS (Dacom/Master/Epson etc.)
£79.00
from
£165.00
SHINWA CP80/11/FT

FOR YOUR FIRST COMPUTER SYSTEM
When you buy a system from PAM COMPUTERS that

is not all you get, with each system comes advice,
training and ongoing support. We will advise you on
the right system for your business having first assessed
what your needs are.

FU

$3°S1 EPSON
leS*)'
DX 100113CPS)

Qume. Diablo. NEC, Ricoh, TEC
From E99.00
Starwriter, Olivetti, etc.
RICOH
Model RP 1300151(4K Buffer)...£875.00
Flowriter 18K) PR 1600
£1244.00
IBM-PC Version
£1500.00
Mechanical Sheet Feeder
£459.00
RP1200120CPS)
£555.004
SMITH CORONA
Fastext 80180CPS)

D100 (120CPS)
SEIKOSHA from

£195.00
£249.00
£99.00

MANNESMAN TALLY
MT80 plus1100CPS)
MT 1601F/T) 1160CPS)
MT1801160CPS 32 Col)

£185.00
£399.00
£579.00

EPSON

Epson RX8OT 1100CPS)

Epson FX80 (160CPS)
Epson RX8OFT

Epson FX100FT1160CPS)
Epson RX100FT(100cps)
Epson LQ15001200cps)
TEC I 5501180CPS)

£190.00
£320.00
£215.00
£425.00
£340.00
£875.00
£575.00

TECHNICAL ADVICE

COMPLETE BUSINESS SYSTEMS

01-4559824
£1369
£1699
£2299
£2999

FREE TRAINING

Prices include a matrix printer, everything you need to
set up your first system, plus free software and 2 days on -

site training. These systems include the SAGE integrated accounts package. All prices exclude VAT.
ASK ABOUT OUR SOFTWARE PRICES NORMALLY

This is only part of our range, a
telephone call will save you time and
money
SOFTWARE
This is only a selection of programmes available - telephone us for your specific
requirements.
APPLE II/e
IBM/COMPAQ
£270.00
£125.00
Mailmerge V.3.3
Wordstar V.3.35
£125.00
£270.00
Wordstar V.3.31
Mailmerge V.3.24
£325.00
Wordstar/Mailmerge/Spellstar... £406.00
Lotus 1-2-3
£450.00
Symphoney
ACT -APRICOT
£295.00
Pulsar-Wordstar
£250.00 dBase II ICP/M86)
Mail Merge
£75.00
Superwriter
E250.00

I-

EXPORT ORDERS
WELCOMED

-i

30% OFF RRP.

GOODS FULLY GUARANTEED
PRICES EXCLUDING VAT AND P + P.

Please PHONE for more details about our systems

Comartny end Government orders accepted by phone
Barclaycard Access vine accepted by phone.

3 TENNYSON ROAD. ASHFORD, MIDDX. TW15 2LN

Tel.: 01-455 9823
MOUNTAINDENE

(07842) 48972

22 Cowper Street London EC2
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£650.00
£1650.00
£1295.00
£1840.00
£195.00

(800.00 Sheet Feeders and Tractors for
d: - Word

OKI

SANYO

SANYO MBC555 with 2 x 160K disks
SANYO MBC555-2 with 2 x 360K disks
APRICOT PC with 2 x 720K disks
APRICOT Xi10 with 10Mb & 720K disks

DIABLO

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

PAM apricot
COMPUTERS

TOSHIB
The all
Processin

CANON Jet Printer 137CPS-7 colour)
£450.00
HP Jet Printer CI 50CPSI
£425.00

eet Feeder
RUTISHAUSER

Mechanical Sheet F
OLYMP1A
ESW 103

ACII2CATC112

:
HER' lleinly recommended
HR1 (16CPS)
£255.00
HR1513K Buffer 18CPS1
£325.00
£555.00
HR25 (3K Buffer 25CPS)
£695.00
HR 35135CPS)

£399.00

Sheet Feeder

MERCATOR COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD
3 Whiteladies Road, Clifton, Bristol BSS 1NU.
Telephone: (0272) 731079
Telex 44220 Comtel Ref 247

E1190.00
£120.00
£125.00
CE 159 8K Add on mem with BATE79.00
CE 152 Cassette
£36.00
PC 1251 (Computer)
£66.50
CE 12511/F for above)
£86.50
Casio PB 700 1h/held Computer exp to
16K)
127.00
Casio PB 750 New Computer
£89.50
Epson C/X10 idesk top comp) £1599.00
EPSON HX20 Briefcase computer. 16K
expandable. Serial and RS232 interface.
E375
EPSON PX8 1portaPle 64K
Computer/Word Processor)
£775.00
Epson Modem CX21 (300 Baud) 160.00
PL 5000 Portable Computer
CE 158 RS232 and Cent IF
CE 150 printer cassette IF
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The missing link
Getting a particular peripheral to work with your micro system remains a major
headache. John Lewell describes how the Small Computer Systems Interface
could bring such problems to an end.
THE PROBLEM of interfacing a number of

peripheral devices to a small computer
system is one that is familiar to designers,

sellers and users alike. While nearly all
systems have some expansion capability, it

is impossible to implement without considerable effort being expended on finding
precisely the correct way of doing it.
For the user in particular, this is a major

vexation. When someone buys a new
peripheral they may discover that the
computer's operating system needs an
additional peripheral driver module.
Likewise, the hardware itself may require
an extra interface card. In turn, the card

already familiar features of computer
systems. They carry data, addresses,
control signals and power to different
components within the computer.
Since the SCSI bus, like the computer
bus, is a digital link, it is worthwhile to be
comparing it with the more familiar back plane bus, and to note the similarities and

differences. The block diagram of a
system using SCSI shows a basic architectural similarity between the two
concepts - see figure 2. Apart from the
obvious discrepancy in scale between the
kinds of components that are being linked

- printers and discs, as opposed to

phases. It has the normal read and write
phases that are needed for information
transfer; in addition, the specification
includes several other phases to accomplish the bus arbitration necessary for
multi -master operation.
Figure 1 shows how this works. When
one device completes its information
transfer or becomes blocked it releases the
SCSI bus, which then enters the Bus Free
phase. Noting that the bus is free, another
SCSI device may try to claim it by putting

its priority out on the address bus. The
highest priority wins, thus concluding the
arbitration phase.

may have to be housed in an additional
card cage if the system backplane has no

microprocessors, ROMs and RAMs important similarities emerge in signal

extra slots available.

organisation, multiple -master capability
and operational phases.
The SCSI signal set looks very much
like a backplane bus. The set contains a

ferences can highlight the unique features

data bus of eight

amental difference of purpose shows more
clearly how SCSI differs from conventional buses.

Such practical minutiae are becoming
increasingly important. More users are
now adding high-performance peripherals
such as small Winchester discs to their
computer systems. They need the convenience of standardisation without the

bits, and various

control/status signals. These signals are
located on the same pins at all points on

reduction in performance that all too

the bus, with no daisy -chaining or physical

often comes with it.

positioning required for any purpose.

Best of both worlds
The Small Computer Systems Interface,
SCSI, is an attempt to get the best of both
worlds. The aim is to allow users to buy
any high-performance peripheral of their
choice, plug it straight into their

Second, as with many of the more
sophisticated backplane buses, SCSI has a
multi -master capability. In this respect, it
is superior to many backplane buses, some
of which establish priority by hard -wired
techniques such as daisy -chained priority
lines, while others use a voting cycle on the

If the similaraities between SCSI and

backplane buses are striking, the difof SCSI. Although both are computer
buses in the broad sense, their goals are
different, and examination of this fund-

Few restrictions
Backplane buses are designed for
transfers between many types of modules

or circuit boards that may have many
functions and. varying levels of intelligence. A CPU module, for example,
may have extremely sophisticated bus

computer, and operate it without further
ado.

bus. Fortunately for user convenience,
the SCSI establishes master priority

command and response capabilities, while
the prime function of a memory module is
to respond to a given address with a read

Briefly, SCSI is a specification for a peripheral bus and command set. It has been

exclusively in the voting or arbitration

or write cycle as quickly as possible. In

no physical modification

conceived as a high-performance per-

required.
Third, like most backplane buses, SCSI

order to accommodate all these functions,
the backplane bus must provide as few restrictions as are absolutely necessary.
The SCSI bus, on the other hand, facil-

ipheral interface that will allow data to be
distributed among peripherals independently of the host, thus freeing the host for
more user -orientated activities.

cycle, with

defines several operational cycles or bus

itates bulk data transfers among perFigure 1. Bus arbitration.

The use of a bus as a peripheral interface is a radical departure from

conventional practice. The term "interface" normally refers to connections that
will support only two devices. Under this
terminology, the ubiquitous RS -232 is an
interface because it allows only one sender
and one receiver.
Most peripheral interfaces are restricted

by this definition. The ST -506 specification allows only one disc and one
controller on each radial connection. A
single controller may support four disc
drives, but it uses four separate interfaces
to do it.
In sharp contrast, a bus has multiple,
independent, interchangeable slots. This
concept is crucial to the performance
advantages of SCSI. Buses are, of course,
94

Bus free

I

Contesting devices
assert lOs

Arbitration I

Bus tree

Single initiator
always selects
target
Selection

Highest

Selects
device

Information
transfer

SCSI departs from conventional bus
design in four specific aspects: implementation, command set definition, data -

priority
wins
Selection

ipheral devices and hosts. In other words,
all devices plugged into an SCSI bus have
some gross similarities. Consequently, the
SCSI specification can assume some level
of sophisticated response capability from
each device, allowing the definition of an
entire command set.
Because of this functional distinction,

rate restrictions, and message and data
Information

transfer sequences.
Backplane buses are typically im-

plemented on a printed -circuit motherboard, housed in a card cage. This
approach, which makes the mechanical
housing an integral part of the electronic
interconnection, is very convenient for the
computer cards.
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Interfacing
High speed

printer

Printer
control

Host
system

Host
bus

]Host

system

Host
bus

DMA
host
adaptor

Letter -quality
printer

Disc

Discs

control

SCSI

Tape

bus

control

DMA
host
adaptor

{

Signal

Ground
Data bus 0
Data bus 1
Data bus 2
Data bus 3
Data bus 4
Data bus 5
Data bus 6
Data bus 7
Bus parity
Spare

Pin
1

3
5
7

9
11

13
15
17
19
21

Spare
Spare
Spare
Attention
Ground

23
25
27
29

Busy

33
35
37
39

Acknowledge
Reset
Message
Select
Cmd/Data
Request
I/O

Ground

31

41

43
45
47
49

Signal

8in. floppy

disc
control

5-25in. floppy

Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground

Table 2. SCSI signal definition.
Pin
2
4
6
8

10
12
14
16
18

20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50

Peripheral controllers, in contrast to
computer cards, have well-defined
mounting locations directly on top of the
associated peripherals. In fact, the
mounting holes on some peripheral
devices are almost as standardised as the
electrical interfaces.

Thus the SCSI bus is implemented in a
50 -pin ribbon cable. This is the natural
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

1

Floppy -

Local
area
network
Table 1. SCSI connector definition.

Tape

DBO - data bus bit 0

DBO - data bus bit 1
DBO - data bus bit 2
DBO - data bus bit 3
DBO - data bus bit 4
DBO - data bus bit 5
DBO - data bus bit 6
DBO - data bus bit 7
ATN - Attention; indicates Initiator
has message to send to target
BSY - Busy; bus is busy
ACK - Acknowledge; with REQ,

completes asynchronous handshake
for data bus transfers
RST - Reset; clears all activity on bus
MSG - Message; indicates bus is in
message -transfer phase
SEL - Select; used during device selection phase
C/D - Command/Data; defines type of
information on bus - Command/
Status or Data
REQ - Request; with ACK, completes
handshake for data bus transfers
I/O - Input/Output; indicates direction
of data flow on data bus

To other
network
devices

Figure 2. SCSI bus architecture.

In computers, the command set is more
properly a function of the CPU than the
backplane choice. For example, many
microprocessors are available on microcomputer buses such as Multibus, S-100,
STD, etc., so the command set has to be
independent of the backplane.
But SCSI includes a comprehensive
command -set definition. For the SCSI
bus, the command set is integral to the
entire concept of the I/O bus. Fixing the

I/O driver modules in the operating
system frees the system designer from the
traditional constraints imposed by the
suppliers of peripherals and controllers. In
addition, the high-level, block -orientated
command set of the SCSI forces the host

CPU to offload the peripheral housekeeping tasks to the controller.
Most backplane buses place

no

restrictions on the minimum burst data
rate. The timing specifies the maximum
data rate, but the ideal time between each

data transfer is unlimited. In contrast, a

key feature of SCSI is the implicit
interconnection mechanism for per- minimum limitation on the average data
ipherals when the controllers are mounted rate.
on the peripheral devices themselves. The
Each controller on the SCSI bus is
mounting arrangement is largely deter- intelligent enough to know when it must
mined by the significant power, cooling, stall a transfer. It must be able to tell when
and space requirements of peripherals. a receiving device is full and when a
Table 1 shows the signal locations on the sending device is empty. At the stall point,
ribbon cable, while table 2 shows the SCSI the intelligent device breaks the transfer
(continued on next page)
signal definitions.
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I

-Interfacing

Disc/tape transfer

Disc/printer transfer

Host/host transfer

Total bus usage

(continued from previous page)

memory through high-speed DMA

Figure 3. Simultaneous data transfers

channels. SCSI controllers are mounted interleaved on SCSI bus.
on each peripheral, drawing their power chase individual lengths of 50 -element
By this method, several transer tasks supply from the peripheral rather than ribbon cable, along with any additional
peripherals.
can be interleaved on the bus simul- from the SCSI cable.
Having gained a new independence
System performance with SCSI is high.
taneously. The average data rate is consequently higher, and each process does It currently has a 1.5Mbyte per second from peripheral developments, the user
not have to wait for all the others to maximum data rate, which may increase in will no longer tend to wait for that new,
complete before it can begin. Figure 3 the future. But in addition to the raw improved system which always seems to be
shows several transfers occurring simul- performance figures, SCSI includes just around the corner. With SCSI, the
taneously on the SCSI bus.
numerous provisions to reduce the error user is at least guaranteed compatibility
The fourth and final significant dif- rate. Data -bus parity provides the first with new peripherals. An SCSI buyers'
ference between SCSI and backplane level of protection for all transmissions, guide, published by Adaptive Data and
buses is that the latter do not have ident- and an optional differential bus driver Energy Systems of California, is available
ification tags for the data involved in a feature offers extra protection. To handle in the U.K. from Ambar Systems Ltd,
transfer. While some backplane buses do the few errors that do occur, SCSI Rabans Close, Aylesbury, Bucks HP19
and disconnects from the bus, thus freeing
it for use by other devices.

sport a Mem/I0 line, this level of dif- provides extensive error identification and 3RS. Telephone: (0296) 34602.
ferentiation is crude at best.

recovery procedures.

Down time, too, will decrease because

By decoupling peripherals from the of the higher volume. But SCSI reduces
High-level interaction system,
SCSI removes a heavy burden down time even further by providing reThe SCSI bus provides a hardware from the system seller. Its widespread placeable modules. The user simply
signal for identification of message and adoption would mean that retailers could unplugs the failed peripheral, then reboots
data transfers. Controllers communicate sell peripheral products in knowledge that the system. The computer reconfigures
with each other via messages, and this there will be no severe interface problems. itself to the reduced configuration, while
allows a very high level of interaction preFor the system seller, SCSI solves the the user has the peripheral repaired or
conditioning for the data transfers.
SCSI offers advantages to three groups
of people in the computer world: systems

central issue of reconfiguration. Using the
Device ID command after any system reset

the computer interrogates every address

Intelligent controllers

designers, system distributors and re-

on the SCSI bus to determine what device,
if any, resides there. The device responds
with a complete description of the
functional characteristics of its per-

Faults are more easily isolated because
the intelligent SCSI controllers take over
this task from the operating system. Each
SCSI controller includes the correct self -

ipherals. Knowing the characteristics of
the peripherals that are currently

tests embedded in its own firmware. It
reports any failure to the OS, using the

ments in the areas of software integration,

available, the OS can configure the system
for optimum performance.

Message capability of the SCSI command
set.

hardware integration and system performance. In software integration, the

Ultimately, users may be the biggest

Thus, for the end -user, the benefits of

beneficiaries from the adoption of SCSI as

SCSI command set allows the operating

SCSI add up to an increase in con-

the standard peripheral interface. With

system to work at a higher level. Instead of
computing the desired head, cylinder and
sector address location, the OS can simply

SCSI, the peripherals become as personal

venience, usefulness and reliability - all
at a significantly lower cost.

tailers, and end -users. For all these people
it represents another stage in the evolution

of the home computer towards being a
system of interchangeable components.

SCSI simplifies almost all phases of
system design. It offers major enhance-

specify a logical block number, because
the SCSI controllers handle all the logical to -physical mapping.
The SCSI command set can place all the
differences between disc families into the

controller, so the OS needs only one disc
driver, not one for each type of disc.

In hardware integration, the system

as the personal computer itself. Most of
the user benefits arise from SCSI's ability
to personalise the peripherals. They include: convenient expansion with sealed -

system peripherals; independence from
peripheral developments; lower acquisition costs; less down time; and better fault
isolation.
Computer products are increasingly

replaced.

The impact of SCSI can extend far
beyond mere hardware or software modifications. This new standard is part of a
more general trend towards consumer orientated computing. Such a trend is by
no means unfamiliar in the evolution of
high technology. Both the telephone and
the stereo system became consumer
products not long after their initial introduction. Admittedly, computers are more

designer using SCSI need design only one
connection to the bus, which will handle

being sold as sealed boxes so that manufacturers can offer a proper warranty.
But with a sealed box, how does the user

all the peripherals for the entire system.

add peripherals and interface cards? SCSI

package as consumer products. They still
have a long way to go, but to this end, the

The best design approach is to use a offers a solution. Eventually, peripheral

advent to SCSI is a major step. Its sub-

dedicated microprocessor for SCSI bus
control, communicating with the host

sequent adoption will be truly a giant leap
forward.
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systems could have two plugs: SCSI In and

SCSI Out. The user would simply pur-

versatile, and hence more difficult to
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The Sideways RAM & ROM Expansion Board for the BBC
The GCC RAMROM 15 board adds to the BBC Micro another eleven
sideways ROM sockets plus the necessary hardware for sideways RAM.
FEATURES
* Fully buffered board.
* Rechargeable battery backup for RAMS provided as standard.
Recharging circuitry is included.
* The board can be powered by an external 5 Volt power supply,
available as an optional extra.
* The unit comes in a case of its own and resides outside the BBC
Micro, giving easy access to the resident ROMS.
* For those involved in development work, most of the 6502
processor signals are made available outside the BBC Micro.
* Priority or selection can be assigned to either RAMS or ROMS.
* ROMS can be used in RAM positions simply by changing two
push -on links.

* Simple installation - NO soldering.
* Can be installed together with most other BBC add-on boards.
* ZIF-sockets available as optional extras. Up to 15 may be housed
on the RAMROM 15 at any one time.
a All socket positions are software selectable.
* Free Utilities Disk supplied.
* Comprehensive User Manual included.
RAMROM 15
EXTERNAL PSU
ZIFSOCKETS

£129.95 inc VAT (P&P £3.50 inc VAT)
£5.75 inc VAT (P&P £1.73 inc VAT
£9.00 inc VAT Free P&P with RAMROM)

GCC (Cambridge) Limited
66 High Street, Sawston, Cambridge CB2 4BG

Telephone: Cambridge (0223) 835330/834641
Trade and local authority enquiries welcome.
Prices correct at time of going to press.

Telex: 81594 SAWCOM
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STARdataBASE
The database

for the BBC

40

GCC (Cambridge) Limited
66 High Street. Sawston, Cambridge CB2 4BG
Telephone: Cambridge (0223) 835330/834641
Telex: 81594 SAWCOM

STARdataBASE is the fast, machine -code, true random
access, database program in 16K ROM for the BBC
Microcomputer, complete with over 75K of FREE extension
Software.

FEATURES:
* Up to 4096 records in a file.
* Up to 69 fields in a record.
* Up to 255 characters in a field (subject to an overall
maximum of 920 characters in a record).
* An entirely User -defined record layout, including a facility
for colour.
* Can be used with 40 and 80 track Disk Drives.
* Entirely Menu -driven, extremely User-friendly.
* Extremely fast search -A single record can typically be
found in 1 second using the Keysearch facility.
* Search conditions include the following: =, <>, <, >, and
"Anywhere in the field".
* Powerful facilities to edit records.
* Mail -merging between documents created on Wordwise or
View, and STARdataBASE records.
* Print-out of the whole database or selected Subsets, in the
form of Record cards.
* Address label printing - (up to 8 across the page).
* Fully documented routines which can be included in user written programs and interfaced with STARdataBASE.
STARdataBASE
Post & Packing

£86.25 inc VAT
£1.75 inc VAT

gl#C.:,Cto_

Trade and local authority enquiries welcome.
Prices correct at time of going to press.
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Halfway house
The interactive nature of APL provides the basis of Metatechnics Systems'
software prototyping service. Glyn Moody explains how.
This leaves about 300K for the program on

THERE IS a dilemma facing purchasers of
applications software. You may be able to
buy a standard package that is reasonably

respond to your own original vision: and

a 512K IBM PC. Working on a machine
with less than this is not really practical.
"If you're using APL, the more memory
the better."
Not all of the finished application program is written in APL. "There is C and
assembler mixed in," says Stembridge.
"The reason is that the IBM PC is not that
powerful when you are running an interpreted language like APL. Even though

there are plenty of horror stories of the
slip-ups that can occur. In any case, you

APL Plus is a good version and very
efficient, there are some operations which

are likely to have to pay quite handsomely
for your software.

take up a lot of time." The solution is to
create a small assembler or C program to

The rather grandly named program

carry out those operations much more

generators might seem to be a way out of

efficiently. This is another advantage of
APL. It allows you to access and run such
programs just like any other APL
function.

well tried and tested; it is often quite
cheap, but fails to match your requirements exactly. Subsequent patching may

produce equally patchy results. Alternatively you can commission a software house to produce a one-off program.

This may or may not eventually cor-

this impasse. Normally, though, their
range of application is limited, and the
level of customisation is strictly circumscribed. What is needed is some
compromise between the alternative
approaches that combines speed and ease
of development with a close response to
the user's needs.
Metatechnics Systems Ltd would claim

John Stembridge, Director of Software,
Metatechnics Systems Ltd.

ing from these ideas a second version of
the software is produced and shown to the

client. This process is repeated as many
times as necessary.

The size of the interpreter and problems

of speed are two of the slight

dis-

advantages of APL. But this is more than
made up for by the language's power of
arithmetical manipulation. Some of these
were touched on in the review of Micro -

to have come up with this in its protoOne problem with commissioning soft- APL in the February issue of Practical
typing system. "We fit in somewhere ware is that you need to know what you Computing. This ability makes it ideal for
between bespoke

software producers

want before you can get it. Under this kind

and packages like Sycero," says John of prototyping method the final system
Stembridge, Metatechnics' director of evolves organically. The successive versoftware.

User -driven
The foundations for prototyping were
laid in Stembridge's earlier experience of
writing multi -dimensional modelling

packages in APL. "The key to all these
types of systems is that they are user driven," says Stembridge. "We sit down
with the user and talk to them about what
it is they are trying to do, and what their

job is. Within a short time you get an
initial idea, so you can put something
together relatively quickly."
This is possible because of the nature of

sions are valuable because they indicate
progressively what is possible and what

additions a user can ask for. As John
Stembridge says, "Quite a lot of people
are computer -naive: they've never really
sat down with a programmer or analyst to
discuss how to design a system."
A further aid to the fast development of
applications software has been the setting
up of a library of APL programs to handle
basic functions that vary little between different projects. "The method we use is to
create a lot of pre -written programs, the
common sort of things that we've always
had to do. For example, getting the infor-

the APL language, which is interactive mation in and out of the computer. We
and interpreted. "You're working in a have means of defining screens; we have a
very flexible environment where you can whole set of data -structuring programs;
just sit at the computer and use it like a we have a pre -configured tool to set up
desk calculator." First efforts at programs reports."
can be patched together quickly. "It's very
This allows the main emphasis of proeasy to set up a relatively simple system gram development to be shifted on to the
which reflects quite accurately what the calculations. "That's the bit for which
user's initial requirements are," says APL is most specifically suited," says
Stembridge.
Stembridge. Typically these utilities will
The next phase is iterative. "Once the make up half the final program, which
user can actually see something on the itself takes up about 90K. "90K is actually
screen, he can say 'Yeah, that's great, it's quite a lot of APL," says Stembridge.
exactly what I wanted, but could we have
The version of APL used is APL Plus.
this and this?' It sparks off ideas." Work 98

About 115K is needed for the interpreter.

number -crunching activities and financial -

modelling applications.

Multi -dimensional
As Stembridge says, "APL's major
strength is that it is multi -dimensional. It
handles large numbers of dimensions in a
very logical and consistent manner." In a
financial model you might be dealing with
sales figures of several companies. This
would be a four-dimensional system: the
sales figures, products, months and

companies. Ordinary spreadsheets are
unable to cope.

A case in point is the system Meta technics produced using prototyping for
Compasss Consulting Ltd. Compass

provides an evaluation service for DP
departments. By gathering information on
about 400 different aspects of the depart-

ment, it is possible to make comparison
between different setups. Relative ineffi-

ciencies can then be pinpointed, and
improvements made.

Here the dimensions were: company;
the various aspects that were measured;
the years; and cases, which took the form
of generalised What -If? questions. Out of
the many areas covered by the Compass
analysis, several were taken and progressively altered to investigate the overall

effect on the DP department's relative
efficiency. These cases correspond to a
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

Applications
further dimension of freedom that needs
to be allowed for in the software.
The complexity of the analysis provided

by Compass meant that it was ideally
suited to coding in APL. It also meant that

it was a nighmare to use conventional spreadsheet methods, the technique
employed before the new system was
written. "We went to see this guy, and he
actually had an IBM PC and a big pile of
floppy discs. He was tearing his hair out
trying to get some of the data on this disc
and some on this disc, and compare it to

XVZ Ltd.

CUSTOMER ORDER

Name:

Deliver To:

Address:
Order No:

Terms:Phone:

Per:

No.of
Lengths Length Metres Section

Description

Size

Price

100P C Delivery
100M
Date

produce reports. He couldn't get all the
data he needed in the one place at the one
time," says Stembridge.
The client had come across APL: "He'd
clicked immediately it was multi -dimen-

sional and was very suitable,"

says

Special Instructions:

An output screen of one of Metatechnics' APL library routines.

Stembridge. Initially the client had
planned learning APL himself and buying

Name

some of the APL library routines pro-

DATE
CNAME
ADORES
DELIV
ORDER
PER
TERMS
PHONE
NLEN
LENGTH
METRES
SECTN
DESC
PRICE
FORM
CORE
DDATE
SIZE
INSTR
ERROR
HELP

duced by Metatechnics. Stembridge says
they managed to persuade him to allow

them to put forward a proposal, which
would consist of a program together with
a more detailed proposal.
"About three days later I went back to
him with a skeleton system, which basically has most of the control screens, a few

of the output screens, and used random
numbers. It did quite a lot of the things he

wanted it to do, just on random numbers," says Stembridge.

The technique of interactive proto-

typing proved invaluable. "A lot of
questions came out of actually seeing

Size Type

Start
59

1

3

7

4

10

3
7
7
7

52
11

12
12

NORMAL

33 IN/OUT NORMAL
3 30 IN/OUT NORMAL
4 26 IN/OUT NORMAL
11 IN/OUT NORMAL
12 IN/OUT NORMAL
1
11 IN/OUT NORMAL
14 IN/OUT NORMAL
1

1

9
16

1

1

7

7 NUM.

7

6 NUM
6 NUM

7
7
7

11

56
67
69

7

10

71
31

7
7

8
12

20 23
23 0
0
24

2

55
80
80

12
12
12
12
12
12

Attr

1

27
46
7 64
12
12

19 OUT

1

27
44

7

7
7

1
1

1
1

IN/OUT
IN/OUT
NUM
IN/OUT
IN/OUT
NUM
IN/OUT
IN/OUT
OUT
OUT

NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
HIGHLIGHT
NORMAL

something on the screen, being able to say The parameters of the form can be altered to customise it for a particular application.
`this is what I actually wanted'. We took it
15:16 6th Mar 1985
COMPASS Evaluation System
System Menu
from there."
The process continued as Stembridge in-

corporated into the system what he had
learnt from further discussions with
Compass. "Within about four weeks he
had a complete new system, which was

I.
2.
7.
4.
5.
6.
7.

already giving him more than he had
before." The interactive nature of prototyping meant that there was a close liaison
between the software house and the client.
"In the first month we had about seven or
eight meetings of varying lengths. A lot of
it can be done over the telephone."
Since then, further work has been done
developing the What -If? side, and a

Select Option:

number of other refinements have been
added. One is a function called Analyze,
which allows you to interrogate the system

7 Items
F1 -Help

is sensible," says Stem -

of commissioning bespoke software.
Stembridge sees the advantages more in

The cost of the prototyping is made up

terms of speed of development. "Developing line for line, comparing APL with

it

to get was just bound, printed reports. of two parts. The standard routines from
What they are getting now is that plus a the APL library are included for a fixed
floppy disc with all their data on it and the
Analyze program. So they can actually go
inside and look at these thing interactively
and find out how these numbers are made

sum of £395. Thereafter the charge is on a

up."

£10,000. As Stembridge points out, "We

Similarly, data is collected on a floppy

time and materials basis. The daily rate
varies between £150 and £200. The final
cost for the Compass system will be about

could have stopped after a month, in

disc. "We have a small Basic program which case it would have cost about
which we wrote to capture the infor- £3,000."
mation. It validates what they enter and
It is hard to compare this with the cost
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

F9-Ouit

The opening menu of the tailor-made Compass Evaluation System.

and delve into the analysis of your DP
department's data. An innovation stem- makes sure
ming from this is the use of floppy discs bridge.
sent out with the reports. "What they used

Select
Reports
Analyze
Globals
Simulate
Print
End

other languages, the ratio is somewhere
between four and 20 to one." The main
thing is, the clients seem happy enough.
Prototyping could well do the same for
others looking for personalised modelling
systems that can be developed quickly.
Further information can be obtained from
Metatechnics Systems Ltd, Unit 216, 62
Tritton Road, London SE21 8DE. Telephone: 01-670 7959.
99

ANNOUNCING LONDON'S FIRST BUSINESS COMPUTER WEEK
Whether you're

already using
computer technology or you're
contemplating your first
investment, selecting the
new system that will boost
your business efficiency is
tougher than ever.
It's not just that there's
an enormous range of suppliers to choose from.
You're also faced THE---with a

`Week' so comprehensive
is that it's actually three
shows under one roof -

each addressing an area
crucial to today's
managers.
Setting the practical,

no -jargon approach of the
whole event, there's the
Business Computer Show.
Key suppliers of minis,
micros, peripherals and
services will show you
routes to business efficithousand
ency (not wonders of
,
....0L.
and one
' science).
Meanwhile if you're
different
SHOW
looking at electronic mail,
shades of
sophistication -from the
networking,
low-cost micro for your

\BISMgt
e Glib i

accounts to integrated
business systems that
could revolutionise your
entire operation.
Now at last there's a
London event that covers
all your options in one go.
The first ever London
Business Computer Week.
What makes the

OFFICE
AN0
11-1E
SHOW

AUT

CON

MOAIION
ERETNICE

word pro-

cessing -the elements of
the integrated electronic
office- The Office Automation Show should be
your first stop.
It's backed by an

authoritative Conference
too, courtesy of the Information and Word Processing Association.
Visit
Software
'85 further
down
the hall
and you
can find
out how
to make
your software stretch
much further. There'll be
the latest packages up
and running not to
mention a conference if
you need some really professional advice.
Visit the show that
meets your specific interest
-or go for the comprehensive coverage of all your
computer options.
Send off for your
FREE tickets to the
London Business Computer Week today or ring
01-891 5051.
ESend to: Chatsworth House, 59 London Road,

EARLS COURT, 4-6 JUNE 1985

LONDON

Twickenham TW1 3SZ
Please send me
FREE tickets for
London Business Computer Week.
More information on Office Automation
Conference [11

More information on Software '85
Conference
PC5i135

Name

Job Title
Company

Address
SPONSORS: COMPUTER WEEKLY NATIONAL COMPUTING CENTRE
BRITISH COMPUTER SOCIETY- INSTITUTE OF DATA PROCESSING MANAGEMENTINSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS PRACTICAL COMPUTING
IBM COMPUTER TODAY.-BACKED BY THE CSA.
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Strategy games

Nine Men's Morris

The playing algorithm for
this game is straightforward enough to make
even a Basic program
a worthy opponent.
David Levy offers some
suggestions on how to

a

b
e
h

proceed.
THIS GAME

for two players has been

popular as far back as the middle ages and

is variously known under other names,
such as Mill, Morelles or Muhle. Today it

is probably most played in Germany,
though game shops in Britain usually have
Nine Men's Morris boards for sale.

The game is played on a specially
marked -out board that has three concentric squares. There are points marked
at the corners of the three squares, and at
the middle of each edge of each square 24 points in all.
At the beginning of the game the board
is empty and each player has nine pieces;

you can use nine white and nine black
draughts pieces or anything similar. The

r

p

object of the game is either to capture all
but two of your opponent's pieces, or to
prevent your opponent from making any

t

moves.

There are usually three stages of play
V
but the third stage can be omitted. At the
start of the game the first player puts one
of his pieces on any of the 24 points of the Nine Men's Morris board.
This stage of the game continues until
board. The players then alternate, each

w

x

def line, since that variable cannot
possibly have changed.

each player has placed each of his nine

Associated with each variable value

of his own pieces on a vacant point. pieces on the board. Obviously your evalu-

there is a score component, and by adding
together the components for a player the
program produces a score for the structure
of a position. You will need to experiment
in order to find the optimal values for the
various configurations, but common sense
can provide some sensible starting values.
I would suggest something like table 2.
Once both players have placed all nine

move by a player consisting of placing one

During this stage each player tries to get
three of his own pieces in a straight line,
such as on points a, b and c, or on points
b, e and h. When he has achieved this a
player is said to have formed a mill.

ation function for this stage needs to be
designed to do two things. First, it should
encourage your program to place its own

Once he has formed a mill, a player may
pound his opponent by removing any one
of his opponent's pieces from the board; it

should make the program attempt to interfere with the user's own piece formation.

is not permitted to remove a piece which

ation, I suggest that you create a separate
variable for every one of the 16 possible
ways in which a mill can be created: abc,
def, ghi, jkl, mno, pqr, stu, vwx, ajv, dks,
glp, beh, qtw, imr, fnu, cox. Each of these
variables can take a different value
depending on the configuration currently
in that line, as shown in table 1.
This set of variables can be duplicated
for each ply in the game tree. Whenever a
move is generated the program can determine which of the lines is affected by that
move and can update the relevant
variables for that line.

forms part of an opponent's mill unless
there is no other piece which can be

removed. Once a piece has been removed
from the board it stays off, and performs
no function during the rest of the game.
Line contains
White pieces Black pieces
0
1

2
3

Variable

0
0

0

0

2

0

1

0
0

2

0

3

1

1

3
4
5
6
7

2

1

8

1

2

9

1

Table 1. Value of variable for all possible
configurations in a single line.
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pieces in such a way as to maximise its own

chances of forming a mill. Secondly, it

In order to speed up position evalu-

There is no need for the program to

of their pieces, the method of making
moves changes. A move now consists of
moving a piece from its present location to
any vacant point immediately adjacent to

it. For example, a piece on point a can
move to b or to j, provided that these
(continued on next page)

Variable

White's score

0

0

1

1

2

4

3
4
5
6
7

9

-1

-4
-9

0
waste time updating information which it
2
8
knows has not changed. For example, if a
-2
9
player places one of his pieces on point a,
the program knows that it does not need to Table 2. Suggested scoring values for
update the variable corresponding to the each value of the variable.

101

Strategy games
each player has fewer and fewer pieces on
the board, I would suggest using some sort

(continued from previous page)

points are vacant; a piece on the e point
can move to b, d, f or h, again provided
that they are vacant.
During this stage of the game players
may continue to make mills by creating

of quadratic measure for material. You

the importance of material relative to

Play continues until one of the players has
only two of his own pieces remaining on
the board, or until he can make no moves.
In either case he loses.
The evaluation function for this stage is

structure. The above expression subsumes
the fact that losing a piece when you currently have, say, five pieces on the board,
a change of
W1 x (25 - 16)
is more serious than losing a piece when
you currently have six pieces on the board,
a change of
W1 x (16 - 9)
Mobility is another feature which
requires to be weighted heavily in relation
to structure. Again, a loss of one move in
mobility when you start out with a

more complex than that used in the first

mobility of, say, two legal moves is far

stage. This is because it is now not only the

more serious than incurring the same loss
when starting out with six legal moves. I
suggest that your mobility measure also be
of the form

purpose in allowing you to remove an
enemy piece from the board and then reforming that mill so as to remove another
enemy piece. Mills may be broken and re-

formed any number of times, and each
time the player can pound his opponent.

relative positions of the pieces on the
board that is important, but even more so
the number of pieces on each side.

Although the quantity of each side's
material does have a certain importance
during the placing stage, it is absolutely
crucial during the second stage, and
material must be weighted heavily in

possible to move to a, c or e; etc. The pro-
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Instead he is allowed to hop to any vacant

point on the board. This freedom of
movement gives him an advantage which
is sufficient to restore his chances of winning from a hopeless situation.

LINES 110 8
2 way swolch

2 way crossover

ALL 25 LINES
Model V2 2 way switch
Modal V3 3 way Avolch
Model V4 4 way Switch
Model VS 5 way switch
Model VX 2 way crossover

4E)

PARALLEL DATA SWITCHES
CENTRONICS. 36 way sockets
Model C2

20

4 way Switch
way switch
8 way switch

0

C49
C57
C65
C73
C110
C65

Model CO 2 way cross...,

C65
C77
C69

C79
C99
C119

CI39
C119

IBM PC. 25 way O' sookets
Model P2
Model Pa
Model PA

C101
C89

2 way switch

Model C3 3 way switch
Model C4 4 way switch
Model CS 5 way switch

2 way switch
3 way switch
2 way crossoyet

C65
C77
C89

IEEE4138. 24 way sockets
Model E2
Model E3
Model EX

2 way Switch
3 way switch
2 way cross.over

C89
C109

0129

PLEASE ADD VAT AT 15%. ALL ITEMS CARRIAGE PAID
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suggest that you do not program this

* ROBUST CONSTRUCTION
* SCREENED, METAL HOUSING
* FULLY TESTED
* BI-DIRECTIONAL
* NO POWER REQUIRED
* 12 MONTHS GUARANTEE
* OFFICIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED
* 24 HOUR DESPATCH

eawster

legal

coo

searching to a depth of four ply or six ply
within an acceptable time.
For the sake of completeness I ought to
mention the optional stage of the game. I

LINK TWO OR MORE MICROS TO ONE PRINTER, PLOTTER. MODEM ETC. OR VICE VERSA

i\SPECS

k

more, if you write in assembler. Even
Basic programs ought to be capable of

PRINTER SWITCHES FROM
HOMESTEAD ELECTRONICS

No
fora
Money
Sotroctre
P1/41\10

simplicity of the

achieve depths of 10 ply or 12 ply, or even

move to b or to j; from b it might be

lo Oce

with the

evaluation function, suggests that your
program's tree search might be able to

ings WI and W2 be determined by

game by running out of moves.
Since material becomes more crucial as

Ornktect,OY,A 2149
Putfistimg
sue- OY"Vd

most of the game. This, taken in conjunction

stage, because it makes the game more of a

ation. Also, the question of mobility is
important, since a player can lose the

NXIX1OPOP

branching factor in the range 4 to 15 for

and that the optimal values of the weight-

relation to the structural part of the evalu-

CANSO(

The branching factor will normally be
rather low. During the moving stage most
of the pieces on the board will have their
mobility limited by other pieces, and when
this is no longer true the remaining pieces
will be fewer in number. I would expect a

- W2 x (36 - mobi I ity)2

experiment in the usual way.
The legal -move generator after the
placing stage can consist of a small table of
pseudo -legal moves from each point on
the board: from a it might be possible to

ANNE.

which is occupied by a piece of the appropriate colour. If the point indicated by the
corresponding table entry is vacant, then it
knows that the move is legal.

can try starting with
- W1 x (pieces lost)2
where W 1 is a weighting which reflects

lines of three of their own pieces. This can
even be accomplished by breaking up an
existing mill, which has already served its

lour

gram simply addresses the table entries
corresponding to each point on the board
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earriatIOLTAGE
C ydon's New 13,000 sq ft
Computer Discount Centre

Expert Free
Staff

Advice

Open gam-6pm
Access & Visa
-Saturday
Monday
cards accepted

Everything
on Demonstration

UK's Best Printer Prices

London's Largest Range of Printers on Demonstration
13 T MATRIX PRINTERS
BrotherHR5
Brother M1009
Brother 2024L NLO
Epson P40 Thermal AC/DC
Epson RX80
Epson RX8OFT+
Epson FX80
Epson RX100FT
Epson FX100
Epson L01500 NLO
Epson JX80 Colour
Canon PVV1080A NLO
Canon PVV1156A NLO

Canon PJ1080A Colour
Panasonic KP1091
(IBM) NLO
Shinwa CPA80

£94.18
£229.88
£259.78
£379.38
E349.90 + VAT=
£402.38
E449.90 +VAT=
£517.38
E895.90+ VAT= £1030.28
E499.90 + VAT=
£574.88
E289.90+ VAT£333.39
E389.90+ VAT=
£448.38
E479.90+ VAT=
£551.88
E81.90 + VAT=

£199.90+VAT=
E225.90+ VAT=
£329.90+VAT=

E279.90 + VAT-

£199.90+VAT=

Anadex
Data Prods. Paper Tiger.
Newbury

POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

Oki
NEC
Tec

Seikosha GP5OS

(Sinclair Spectrum)
Seikosha GP500A
Smith Corona Fastext 80 ..
Smith Corona D100
Smith Corona D200 NLO. .
Kaga Taxan KP810 NLO .
.

Kaga Taxan KP910 NLO

Commodore MPS801

.

C79.90 +VAT=

E113.90+VAT=
POA
POA
POA

E289.90+ VAT=
E379.90+VAT-=
E139.90+VAT=

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
Brother HR15
Brother HR25
Brother HR35
Daisystep 2000
Diablo 630

E329.90 + VAT=
E589.90 +VAT=
E749.90 +VAT=

£239.90+ VAT=
POA
POA

Silver Reed

E349.90 + VAT=
E779.90 +VAT=

Juki 6100
Juki 6300

POA
POA
POA
POA

NEC
Oume
Ricoh
Tec

Epson DX100
Commodore DPS1101

E389.90 +VAT=
E309.90 +VAT=

PRINTER/TYPEWRITERS
Brother EP22
Brother EP44
Brother TC600
Brother FB100 Disk Drive
for TC600
Juki 2200 Daisywheel
(P or S)

1441 DS High RES RGB
E389.90+ VAT=
1446 LI MED RES IBM PC
£439.90 +VAT=
Fidelity CM14 STD RES
RGB/Composite
C159.90 +VAT=
Commodore 1702 STD RES

E129.90+VAT=
£149.38
E169.90+VAT=
£195.38
E899.90 + VAT= £1034.88

Composite..
£173.00 +VAT=
Sinclair/Kaga OL Vision RGB. E249.90 +VAT=
Sanyo 3125 STD RES RGB . E172.90 +VAT=
Sanyo 3117 MED RES RGB E284.90 + VAT=
Sanyo 3115 High RES RGB . E399.90 +VAT=
Sanyo 2112 Green SCRN
MED RES
Sanyo 8112 Green SCRN
High RES

Sanyo CRT36 Green SCRN
High RES

£321.88
£229.88

COMPUTERS

£448.39
£505.89
£183.89
£198.95
£287.39
£198.84
£327.64
£459.89

E65.00+ VAT=

£74.75

E88.00 +VAT=

£101.20

£118.90 +VAT=

£136.74

POA Sanyo
POA Canon

Apricot
Commodore

POA
POA

SUPERDISKS Prices per box of ten ex VAT
£91.88
£130.98

BASF 514"
3M 5114-

VERBATIM 51.4DYSAN 51,1.1*.

£333.39
£436.89
£160.89

TDK 51/4..

3M/BASF 3',/.

SEE

0300

SS96TP1

40TR

40TR

BOTR

80TR

£19.80
£20.05
£19.50
£24.90

£22.50
£24.00
£25.50
£32.00
£33.00

£10.95 £18.20
£13.55 £19.50
£14.50 £19.50
£16.80 £24.90
£17.50 £17.35*
£34.90

-

DS9GTP1

"Exclusive offer

Add 70p for P&P per order of Disks or Ribbons

£379.39
£678.39
£862.39
£275.89

PRINTER RIBBONS (Ex -VAT Prices]
Single prices, deduct 10°l for 5+
Epson 80 Series
Brother HR15 Corr.. £2.65 Epson 100 Series.
E6.00
Brother HR15 MS. . . E4.9,5 Juki 6100 SS
£1.80
£2.70 Juki 6100 MS
BrotherHR5
£3.50
£2.50 Juki 2200
Brother EP44
£3.50
E3.60 Kaga KP810
Brother M1009
E9.50
Canon PW1080A..
£5.90
Mannesman MT80.
£6.50
£6.50
GP50
CBM 802/1526. . . E5.90 Seikosha GP100. .
£4.00
£4.00 Seikosha GP500. .
CBM 1525
£6.50
CBM DPS1101 MS E3.50 Seikosha GP700. . E18.50
£3.50 Shinwa CP80
Daisystep 2000
E5.90

£402.39
£896.89

CBM 801Seikosha
.

£448.39
£356.39

C109 90 +VAT=
E189.90 +VAT=
E373.50 +VAT=

£126.39
£218.39
£429.53

E161.50 +VAT=

£185.73

E259.90+VAT=

£298.89

Also in stock Diablo, Anadex, Oume, NEC, Ricoh Si,
OKI Ribbons.

Mail Order + Export + Trade
Hot Line Phone 01-686 6362

All popular interfaces, cables, etc. available from stock.
Custom cables made to order
Let our experts match your computer to the printer of your

°PI_ Delivery by Securicor (3 day) please add E5.00 + VAT per item.
V Delivery by T.N.T. (overnight) please add E9.50 + VAT per item.
Send off the coupon or order by 'phone quoting your Access,
Barclaycard No. 'Phone 01-686 6362. Immediate
despatch on receipt of order or cheque clearance.

choice.

Printers -- All models parallel-centronics interface Serial
RS232C available at same or slightly higher prices.
Prices correct at copy date. Subject to change without notice
due to currency fluctuations etc. E & 0.E.

Or you ran Telex your order on: 946240 Attn 19001335
We accept official orders from PLC's. Government Departments
and Educational establishments

MONITORS
Microvitec Colour
1431 DS STD RES RGB. . . £169 90 +VAT=
1431 DZ STD RES Spectrum.E199.90+ VAT=
. £229 90 + VAT=
1451 DS MED RES RGB
E229.90 +VAT=
1451 DO MED RES OL
1451 APDS MED RES
. E289.90+ VAT=
RGB/Composite

£195.39
£229.89
£264.39
£264.39

r

These prices correct until superceeded by next advertisement
To Cash E. Carry Computers. 53-59 High Street, Croydon, Surrey CRO 10D
Please supply

£333.39
I enclose my cheque for C

CASH & CARRY COMPUTERS
53-59 High Street,
Croydon, Surrey CRO 100.

1

including delivery by Secuncor/T N T

or charge my Access/Barclaycard No

Name_

Signature

Address

PCs
*Please Delete
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***HEST PRICES - TOP QUALITY - FAST DELIVERY'**
PR ICE PROMISE

ARE BUSINESS
COMPUTERS A
MYSTERY TO YOU?

We will better any genuine delivered price advertised in the current issue of
Plexus Telephone for price.
for Boxes of Disks shown in the list below.
PC

...... ,....001,40000.00

. ..... . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

NORMALLY SAME DAY DESPATCH

DUALITY FACTORY SEALED DISKS

5.25" DISKS
BOXES OF

Prices per Box (i)

10 DISKS

5-9

10-49

21.00
26.00
26.00
31.50

20.00
25.00
25.00
30.50

19.00

16.50
24.00
24.00
29.00

15.90

15.30
22.50
22.50

1-4

IIIMRON Coloured Diskettes - Packed in Library Box
Rod.Blue,Green,Iellow,White,Rainbow(2 of each colour)
ID

20

HR
HR

5/side
D/side
5/side
D/side

S
5
Q
0

or D Dens 48tpi 401r
or D Dens 48tpi 401r
96tpi 80Ir
Dens
96tpi BOTr
Dens

HR
HR
HR
HR

5/side
D/side
5/side
D/side

D
0
0
0

Dens
Dens
Dens
Dens

IS
20

(MAN
104/1D
104/20
204/ID
204/20

48tpi
48tpi
96tpi
96tpi

23.25
23.25
28.25

RING

01-337 4541

27.5(1

DATALIFE (5 Year WarTanty)

51-R11011M

5/side S or D Dens 48tpi
D/side S or D Dens 48tpi
96tpi
MD577-01HR S/side 0 Dens
96tpi
MD557-01HR D/side 0 Dens
10 or 16 hard sectors et same price.
MD525-01HR

(40550-01HR

MIMIRlEX

401r
40Tr
BOTr
801r

24.00
24.00
28.50

14.70
14.2(1
14.95
40Tr
17.70
18.45
19.20
401r
17.70
18.45
19.20
ROIr
24.95
24.0(1
25.20
801r
Add £1.20 for library box.

(5 year warranty)
S/side
S/side
D/side
5/side
0/side
D/side
5/side

HR
HR
HR
HR
HR

3431
3481
3491
3504
3501

5500HD

BASF

ID

S
D
D
0
0
H
0

Please Telephone for

48tpi
48tpi
48tpi
96tpi
96tpi

40Tr
401r
401r
001r
BOTr
80Tr
Dens 1.600.
48tpi 40Ir
Dens
Dens
Dens
Dens
Dens
Dens

MOST COMPEINIVE
Prices
10.50

10.99

10.00

BASF (Qualimetric) . FREE Library Box with every 10 Disks *.
48tpi 401r
5/side S Dens
48tpi 40Ir
S/side D Dens
48tpi 401r
D/side 0 Dens
5/side 0 Dens
96tpi BOTr
10/96
96tpi 801r
20/96
D/side 0 Dens
5.25 2D
D/side H Dens 1.616
801r
COMMA - Packed in Library Box
96tpi 801r
20
HR D/side 0 Dens
HR denotes Disks with Reinforced Hub Rings.
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR

IX

10
2D

le

14.10
14.70
18.65
19.30
22.00
37.00

13.70
14.20
17.90
18.55
21.25
36.00

13.30
13.70
16.65
17.30

HIGH QUALITY,
LOW COST COMPUTERS

20.50

and PRINTERS

16.45

15.95

15.4',

14.90
1.90
13.50
14.75
16.50
6.40
12.50
5.25

14.50
1.80
13.00
14.25
16.00
6.20
12.30
5.00
4.25
19.50

14.00
1.70
12.50
13.75
15.50
6.00
12.10
4.75
4.00
18.50

34.50

FREE

ACCESSORIES
HCKS
LC5
LB40-5
LBSO-5
L890-5
ACK-5
VCD-5
DPEN

Head Clean Kit with Fluid
5.25 EGLY Library case
ABA Lockable Box 40 Cap Inc Disk Pen
ABA Lockable Box 50 Cap inc Disk Pen
ABA Lockable Box 90 Cap inc Disk Pen
Verbatim 5" Head clean kit
Verbatim 5" H/c disks (per 10)
BEROL Quality disk pens (per 12)
Disk Labels 100 (5 colours)
Disk Mailers 4 disk cap (per 100)

DL -5
DM -5

4.50
21.00

CONSULTATION
CONCORDIA
6 CENTRAL ROAD. WORCESTER PARK. SURREY KT4 8HZ

3.5" DISKS
SONY
0M-03440
00-04440

5/side D Dens
D/side 0 Dens

MF350

5/side D Dens

33.00

Circle No. 166

801r
801r

42.50

32.25
41.75

31.50
41.00

801r

34.00

33.25

32.50

(Boxed in 5's)

17.00

16.50

16.00

ALCM 486 Series

2.30

2.15
15.00

2.00
14.50

Entry level XENIX System

VI 111101

BASF (Qualimetric)
FD3.5

S/side 80Tr

ACCESSORIES
S10-3.5
1n60-3.5

SEE -10 Library Box

ABA Lockable Box 60 Cap Inc Disk Pen 15.50
"

DISKS

VIRBAI1M DAIALIFE (five Year Warranty)
F034-9000
FD34-8000
DD34-400I

5/side S Den
S/side D Den
D/side D Den

19.50
19.50
23.00

18.50
18.50
22.00

17.50
17.50
21.00

5/side S Dens
5/side D Dens
D/side D Dens

16.00
19.00
22.00

15.00
10.00
21.00

14.00
17.00
20.00

16.50
6.40
12.50

16.00
6.20
12.30

15.50
6.00
12.10

11.00

10.50
23.50

10.00
22.50
11.50
21.00
4.10

BASF (Oualimetric)
IX

ID
20

up to 4 terminals
0.5 Mbyte RAM memory
20 Mbyte Hard Disc
5 serial ports
one networking port
XENIX 3.0 runtime included
The ALTOS 486 is a cost effective XENIX system with a wide range of
database, communications and applications software available. ALTOS
Teamnet is supported via the networking port for expansion. Ask about PC
PATH for adding your IBM PC to the ALTOS network.

ACCESSORIES
LB40-8
VCK-8
VCD-B

ABA Lockable Box 40 Cap inc Disk Pen
Verbatim 8" Head clean kit
Verbatim 8" H/c disks (per 10)

PAPI

11"x9.5" 60gsm 2000 Sheets Micro Perf
A4
BOgsm 2000 Sheets Micro Perf
A4
90gsm 1000 Sheets Micro Perf
89mmx36mm 2 on.web 8000 labels
C12 Duality Screw Assembly(10)

PAPER -LABELS -CASSETTES
PAPS
PAP4
LAB1
Cl2

24.50
13.50
23.00
4.50

12.75

22.00
4.30

RIBBONS - PRINTWHEELS - PRINTERS - SOfTWARE
Telephone or write for very competitive prices on a large range of goods.
Please contact us for Quantity Discounts (50+ boxes) and Trade Accounts.
Official orders accepted from Government or Educational Establishments.

/114703

Quantity

Amount

586 and 986 series

from £9235.00

10 Mhz 8086 based systems with XENIX 3.0 operating system
up to 1 Mbyte RAM memory
up to 9 users
up to 80 Mbyte Winchester
cartridge tape backup
Low cost ALTOS Teamnet
Ethernet
includes ALTOS III
1 floppy drive
The ALTOS 586 and 986 series offers high performance, and a wide range of
applications, database and communications software. ALTOS Teamnet
supports transparent networking for distributed databases, Telex and 3270 and
3280 communications. Enquire about PC PATH to integrate ALTOS and IBM
PCs.

ALL -03
Description

from £7695.00

80168 8 Mhz processor
includes one ALTOS terminal
1 floppy drive

68000 Series

Motorola 68000 processor
up to 16 users
1 floppy drive

Mullibus expansion

from £12,450.00

UNIX III

up to 160 Mbyte Winchester
cartridge tape backup
Large memory space

ALTOS -NET or Ethernet
Postage/Packaging (U()
5.25/3.5 Disks,HCKS
8"
Disks,VC08,C12

Post/Pack
£1

/BP" (75p 5., £5 Has)
f1.3/Box. (95p 5+, £5 Max) Total exc VAT

LC5,011.5,VCK5/8,VCD5,0PEN

50p/pack (35p Si, £5 Max) Vat 0 15%
Lockable Box,Labels
L2.5/Box (C2 2+, £5 Max)
34.fIS Mr.) Total(inc VAT
Paper,DM5
£3.5/Box
(17
Add 30p for First Class Post
Name

Tel.No.

Address
Post Code

The ALTOS 68000 is an excellent UNIX workhorse for software development
work, and scientific and technical processing.
MS-DOS 2.11
256 Kbyte RAM

Parallel printer interface
2360 Kbyte floppy
runs Lotus 1-2-3 etc

from £1925.00

GW Basic
2 RS232 serial ports
14" colour or mono screen
or 1 floppy & 10 Mbyte HD
IBM expansion slots

The WYSE pc is an elegant and powerful, but economical microcomputer with
IBM compatibility and improved ergonomics.

Access/Barclaycard/Cheque No.

TELEPHONE ORDERS ANYTIME --- WE DO THE REST
34 CANNONBURY AVENUE PINNER MIDDX
HA 5 ITS
01 868 9548
VISA

Pinner Wordpro
Circle No. 165

Systematika Ltd offers a full installation service with a wide range of terminals,
printers and applications software.

Svstematika Ltd.
6.7 West Smithfield, London EC1A 9JX. Tel: 01-248 0962
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Top 10: Budget systems
BUSINESS

normally buys the best it can at

the lowest

possible price. The home computer enthusiast may allow him or
herself to be seduced by the latest bell and
whistle to buy way beyond the machine

they need for present applications;

at

worst, this can mean sardines on toast for
a few months. But for businesses, computer acquisition is, or at least should be, a
far more serious matter, and one where
price and performanceneed to be tailored
specifically to the task in hand.
A further constraint is that, unlike the
home user who can probably make do if

Wise buys
Glyn Moody introduces our selection of no -frills
business micros.

the keyboard is unsatisfactory and the
program rather slow to load, the
professional requires certain minimum
capabilities below which the machine will
be useless. For example, if it is quicker to
look up a client account manually than to

use a computer, the system will never
catch on. It is even worse if a machine is
not totally reliable, or the integrity of its
data cannot be guaranteed.
For these reasons, the beguiling cheap
home machines are mostly non-starters
it comes to business use. For
example, the QL seems well suited to

when

small-scale business applications in most
respects,but is let down by its Microdrives.
Despite Sinclair's soothing noises, they are
still insufficiently reliable to be entrusted

with valuable business information. It
remains to be seen whether the Atari ST

live up to its specification as a
quantum leap beyond the QL, and provide
a near -Macintosh capability for a fraction
of the price.
will

Other home machines like the BBC Hardware add-ons and a huge software base keep the old Apple Ile in the running.
Micro can be made into business systems
by bolting on disc drives and a Z-80 second saving money, in computer purchases, as

processor to enable them to run CP/M, elsewhere, the distinction between short but by then they are hardly budget and long-term savings should be made. In
systems, given their eight -bit technology. their own way the machines described on
The only machine we have included from the following pages are all budget systems
this class is the Amstrad CPC -464, which offering various flavours of business comoffers CP/M capability for a little over puting for around £1,000. But the degree
to which they will remain viable machines
£500 plus VAT.

Most budget business systems have a
miniumum specification of a 16 -bit processor, one or two disc drives, a moving key type of keyboard, and the ability to

run MS-DOS or CP/M. Among the
exceptions to this rule are the Commodore

8296D, which has old technology but an
impressively capacious 2Mbyte floppy.

And the trusty Apple Ile has so much
general and specialised software that it is
well worth considering for small-scale or
particular applications.
A number of machines hovering around

the £1,000 price are what is normally
portable or transportable.
Although no preference has been given to
machines which offer this additional
feature, it may be relevant. In addition to
the Kaypro and the Osborne, the battery classed as

powered Epson PX-8

is in this

price

bracket, and its total portability may well
make it ideal for some jobs. Battery portables were surveyed in last month's
Practical Computing.
Although businesses are concerned with
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

in the years to come, and to what extent
they could form part of a coherent growth
plan, differs widely. For example, only the
Apricot Fl is part of a complete family of
machines that will extend up to a local area
network of 32 micros. On the other hand,

Suppliers

the Tandy 1000 offers the possibility of
tying in with the ever-growing IBM software base. Provided later machines are
also IBM or compatibles, the software and
files will carry across.
If you think you will eventually require

more than a budget system anyway, it is
probably better to formulate an overall
business -micro acquisition policy from the

start. However cost-effective an individual piecemeal purchase may be it rarely
pays off in the long run. The end result is
normally a botched system rather than a
budget one.

Apricot Fl: ACT plc, 111 Hagley Road,
Birmingham B16 8LB. Telephone:

Kaypro: Kaypro U.K. Ltd, Elm House. 19
Elmshott Lane, Cippenham, Berkshire
SL1 5QS. Telephone: (06282) 67344
Osborne: Future Management (Portable
Computers) Ltd. 38 Tanners Drive,
Blakelands. Milton Keynes MK14 5LL.
Telephone: (0908) 615274
RM Nimbus: Research Machines Ltd.
Mill Steet. Botley Road, Oxford OX2
OBQ. Telephone: (0865) 249866
Sanyo 555: Sanyo Marubeni (U.K.) Ltd,
Sanyo House, 8 Greycaine Road,
Watford, Hertfordshire. Telephone:

021-454 8585
Commodore 8296D: CBM U.K. Ltd, 1
Hunter's Road, Weldon, Corby,
Northamptonshire NN17 1QX.
Telephone: (0536) 205252

Tandy 1000: Tandy Corporation (U.K.).
Tameway Tower, Bridge Street,
Walsall, West Midlands WS1
Telephone:. (0922) 648181

Advance 86B: Advance Technology
(U.K.) Ltd. 8A Hornsey Street. London
N7 8HR. Telephone: 01-609 0061
Amstrad CPC -464: Amstrad. 169 Kings
Road. Brentwood, Essex CM14 4EF.
Telephone: (0277) 228888
Apple Ile: Apple Computer (U.K.) Ltd,
Eastman Way, Hemel Hempstead,
Hertfordshire HP2 7HQ. Telephone:
(0442) 60244

(0923) 46363

ADVANCE 86B

£1,086

When the Advance was launched in the middle of last year.
its specifications seemed remarkable. For £1,086 it offered a
full 8086 processor. 128K RAM, two 360K 5.25in. floppies and
four bundled software packages: a word processor,
spreadsheet, database and spelling checker. The price also
includes a 12 -month on -site servicing warranty. The clincher
was its high degree of IBM compatibility. The only problem is
the need to purchase a colour monitor separately. However,
since then the reaction has been more muted. Businesses
may have shied away from its bulky, plastic -looking casing.
but it is hard to understand why this machine has not taken
off in a big way.

AMSTRAD CPC -464
A

ara
Noistwelairemial.
IN

£519

Practical Computing has consistently raved about the basic
Amstrad machine. It offers everything you need to begin
computing: a fast 64K main unit, a keyboard, monitor, and a

r

A All

Aa

cassette -storage device. It is robustly built, and has a moving key type of keyboard. With the release of disc drives running
under CP/M, reviewed in this issue on page 86, the Amstrad is
potentially a viable business machine. The price quoted is for
the basic machine plus two disc drives. The main problem at the
moment is the lack of a wide range of software available on the

For. IBM

compatibility.
Bundled software.
Maintenance
warranty.
Against. Bulky
design. Not yet
established. Monitor
not included in price.

For. Price. Neat
design.

Against. Lack of
software. Home -

computer origins.

slightly unusual Sin. discs. Products are starting to come
through, and there seems no reason why the Amstrad should
riot establish itself as a very cheap business system.

APPLE Ile

£1,095

For. Software base.
Expandability.

It is a remarkable testimony to the excellence of the hobbyist

machine created by Apple eight years ago that it is still a
good business buy today. What it lacks in sophisticated
silicon or slick speed it more than makes up for with its
unparalleled software base, currently running at something

Against. Limited disc
capacity. Slow.

like 10,000 packages. Another advantage is its expandability.
The seven expansion slots of the Apple Ile mean that a host
of third -party add-ons can transform the machine into a very
specialised tool for particular fields. The main problem with
the Apple Ile is the limited disc storage of only 143K per drive.
The quoted price is for the Apple Ile with 64K RAM, twin disc
drives, 80 -column card and green -screen monitor.

APRICOT Fl

£1,295

The Apricot Fl offers a 16 -bit machine running under MSDOS, with 256K RAM, colour circuitry as standard, and four

bundled packages. The price quoted includes a colour
monitor. The single 3.5in. floppy holds a healthy 720K, and
the keyboard communicates with the main unit via an infrared link. There is the option for an infrared mouse/trackball.
Included in the bundled software is an icon -driven front end

For. Colour. High -

capacity disc.
Against. Shallow
keyboard. Not very
portable.

which lets you carry out operations like formatting and

copying discs without the need for explicit typed -in
commands. The Fl forms the entry-level system to the entire
Apricot range, so any Apricot software will run on the El and
vice versa. Other models in the range include the Apricot PC
and the Portable, both costing £1,795.

COMMODORE 8296

£1,470

The Commodore 8000 series has developed from one of the
first business micros on the market. The large user base has

meant that programs are still available for them, and

Commodore is naturally keen to cater for this market. Thus
last year it launched two new machines in the range, the 8296
and the 8296D. They are compatible with the whole range of
8000 software, but offer considerably more in terms of hardware. Based on the 6502, they come with 128K RAM and an
integral 80 -column by 25 -row green -phosphor screen.
Additionally the 8296D offers a built-in 2Mbyte floppy. Like
the earlier machines in the series, the 8296D uses
Commodore's Basic 4.0, has a detachable keyboard, and
comes with bundled software.

For. Base of
Commodore business
software. High capacity floppy.

Against. Old
technology. No
access to recent
popular programs.
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KAYPRO

£1,116

The Kaypro is designed as a mains -powered transportable

machine, though its bulk and 261b. weight put it in the
luggable class. But its price and the full range of bundled
software mean that anyone undisturbed by its very
functional and inelegant looks could find it a perfect budget
business system. Among the packages included are CP/M

...

i

-- -

\

2.2, WordStar, Mailmerge, Calcstar, dBase II and Microsoft
Basic. The basic machine offers a Z -80A, with 64K RAM and
twin discs. The Kaypro II has two 191K 5.25in. floppies and
costs £1,116; the £1,551 Kaypro IIX has two 392K drives, and
the Kaypro 10 costs £2,548 and has a 10Mybte Winchester
and one 392K floppy. Apart from its looks, the machine's
main drawback is its over -sensitive keyboard.

. .- .,

OSBORNE 1

--

£745

Industry personality Adam Osborne was the first person to
formulate the idea of a machine that offered all the facilities

--_-.

...

required in a business system together witha range of
bundled software. His machine, the Osborne 1, came with
WordStar and Supercalc as well as CP/M 2.2 to run on its
eight -bit Z -80A processor. The packaging of the hardware
was innovative when it was first announced, but now looks
somewhat dated. In particular, its 5in. screen can cause
eyestrain. The 200K disc drives seem rather parsimonious,
though you can upgrade them to 400K for an extra £495.
Older versions of the machine offered only 52 columns but
the latest models have 80 columns as standard.

, ... - '''''

RM NIMBUS

-

£1 I,695

Research Machines is best known for its two long -serving

educational machines, the 380Z and 480Z. Recently

price that is perfectly viable as a purely business system.
The Nimbus uses an advanced 80186 chip, which lends it fast
response times coupled with a degree of IBM compatibility.
Adding a special graphics chip puts this speed to

I

Attlitil:erril*

- ...
1:;

-.....

.

N1L,------=

.ze.......

is
=Isla

For. Nice idea. Good
bundled software.

Against. Small
screen. Low -capacity
discs.

For. Brilliant
graphics. Fast
machine.
Against. Not full IBM
compatibility. Not
exclusively a
business machine.

class of its own.

SANYO 555

-

sensitive keyboard.
Inelegant looks.

as fast as the IBM PC/AT, which in turn is more than twice as
fast as the IBM PC. For a firm that wants a business machine
with powerful graphics at a budget price, the Nimbus is in a

-.-IML II

1e 9,'

Against. Over -

spectacular use in drawing colour screens faster than just
about any comparable micro. In overall terms, the Nimbus is

-----' gir741". ;:ryr Fij:11. -7a: 4..

4

capabilities.

it

produced an impressive machine at an even more impressive

V'

For. Bundled
software. Various
disc format

£1 325
3

The Sanyo 550 and 555 are aimed precisely at businesses
requiring a cheap system. They are straight MS-DOS
machines - not IBM compatible as is sometimes claimed and run a straight 8088 processor. Standard RAM is 128K
which can be upgraded to 256K. There is 8K of ROM. Disc
options start at one 160K for the 550 and two 160K for the

For. Bundled
software. Colour

circuitry.
Against. Small
floppies. No serial
port.

555. There is also a 320K upgrade available. The 12in.
monitor is monochrome but full -colour circuitry is included
as standard. The 81 -key detached keyboard has 10
programmable function keys. A Centronics parallel port is
included, but serial ports are extra. The bundled software
includes WordStar, Calcstar, Planstar and Mailmerge, as
well as an accounting package.

TANDY 1000

£13

600

The Tandy 1000 offers a full -colour machine with a high
degree of IBM compatibility for just under £1,600. It comes
with 128K RAM expandable to 640K, and with a 360K disc
drive. A second disc drive costs a further £269. Compatibility
extends to the three expansion slots except that they are too
small to take standard IBM versions. The keyboard is of good
quality but differs from the IBM offering - one advantage of
this is that the Backslash key has been moved somewhere
more sensible. The Tandy is also largely compatible with the
PC Junior, which constitutes IBM's attempt to break into the
living room as the office. A big plus for the Tandy 1000 is its

For. IBM

compatibility. Colour.
Against. Nonstandard expansion

slots. No serial port.

bundled integrated software, reviewed on page 82 of this
issue.

2_,.- .-Jr-
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FLOPPY DICK'S 'N' RIBBONS
FLOPPY DICK SAYS: "We are a maze"
specification and reliability

House simply because today they are the best for
at new low prices. Every disk is certified 1000/0 error free with lifetime

guarantee".

maxell

FLOPPY DICK SAYS "Make a good impression with MX ribbons"

(HITACHI)
For maximum reliablity

MAXELL Disks

Price per box 10
(excluding VAT)

8"
24.49
26.49
£34.49
£33.49

FD1-128 ss sd 128 bytes
FD1-XD ss dd soft
FD2-128 ds sd 128 bytes
FD2-XD ds dd soft

sk"
MD1-D ss dd 48 tpi soft

£19.99
£27.00
£27.00
£37.99
£27.99

MD2-Ddsdd 48 tpi soft
MD1 -DD ss quad 96 tpi
MDZIDD ds squad 96 tpi
MD2-2HD ds 96 tpi 1.6 Mbyte
If

£34.49
£44.99

MF1-DD ss 80 track
MF2-DDds 80 track
3"
CF2-D Compact 100 tpi
CF2-D High density

£44.99
£45.99 .

Hard sectored disks available.
DISK BOXES from £3.10 + VAT
0TDK 15 min DATA CASSETTE -£0.50 each + VAT
PRINTWHEEL - rom £3.55 + VAT.

These are examples of our wide range of ribbons. For
further information or quotation please telephone or write.
Quantity discounts available. Trade enquiries welcomed.

MX

COMPUTER
SUPPLIES

RIBBONS
Single Strike; Single Correctable; Multi -Strike: Nylon. PRICE PER RIBBON (excluding
VAT).

BROTHER HR15: SS - £3.25; SC - £2.69; MS - £3.99; N - £3.00; N -

£3.00.

BROTHER EP44: Thermal - £2.70; BROTHER HR5: £2.45.
CENTRONICS 150: N - £3.99. CENTRONICS 700 Zip -pack: £1.69.
C. ITOH: N - £3.79.

DIABLO Hi -type II: MS - £1.79; N - £2.79'
EPSON MX80: N - £2.79* Refill - £1.88. EPSON MX100: N - £3.47; Refill - £2.49;
EPSON LQ1500: N - £3.55.
IBM 82: SS - £1.29, SC - £0.99'; HC - £1.99: MS - £2.19.
IBM DAISYWRITER: MS - £4.39.
JUKI 6100: SS - £1.29: SC - £0.99": HC- £1.99; MS - £2.19.
MANNESMAN TALLY MT80: MS - £2.64; N - £2.79. MT100: N - £3.95.
NAKAJIMA: SC - £2.99.
NEC SPINWRITER: 5500 -MS -£2.09; N - £3.49; 3500 -N - £3.89'

OKI MICROLINE: 82 -N - £1.09: 84 -N - £2.49.

OLIVETTI ET121; SS - £2.89; SC - £1.79'; N - £3.41.
OLYMPIA ES100: SS - £2.59; SC - £1.99'; N - £2.79.
RICOH 1600/1300: MS - £2.69.

QUME 3/5: MS - £1.59'; QUICKLOAD - £2.19'.
QUME 3/5: MS - £1.59'; QUICKLOAD - £2.19'.
QUME 7/9 & IV: MS - £3.19'; N - £3.55.
SEIKOSHA GP80: N - £2.00.
SHINWA CP80: MS - £2.64; N - £2.79.
SILVER REED EX 42: SC - £2.09. SILVER REED EXD15: TH - £2.68.
SMITH CORONAMATIC EL2000; SC - £2.63'; MS - £4.84; N - £2.50.
STAR RADIX 10: N - £4.16: STAR RADIX 15: N - £4.99.
TELEX: PUMA - £1.39. CHEETAH - £13.49.
TRIUMPH ADLER GABRIELLE: SC - £2.99; MS - £3.99.
WALTERS WM2000: N - £5.39.
XEROX 610: SC - £2.50; MS - £2.90.
'Colours available.

LOWER BARRIHURST HOUSE, DUNSFOLD ROAD, FREEPOST,
CRANLEIGH, SURREY, GU6 8BR

Tel: (0483) 2731 52

Telex: 859111
Circle No. 168

COMPUTECH for lic1PPie

MICROMAS

Authorised dealer, service centre and
system consultancy

COMPUTECH
ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE

TOTAL SYSTEMS:
HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
Complete Integrated Accounting Systems
operating in a single or multi-user environment
with 'tailoring' facilities to suit specific
requirements.
Established over 17 years and still progressing.
Why? We keep abreast of new technology; we
provide professional advice and maintain support for the user from consultation through implementation and thereafter (even 7 days a week).

FOR

APPLE COMPUTERS
SALES LEDGER
PURCHASES LEDGER
GENERAL LEDGER

£295 each + VAT
PAYROLL

£375 + VAT

May we extend this service to you?
Phone us now to arrange a
free demonstration

P. R. Daly & Co.

Butts Mead
High Road Eastcote
Pinner, Middx. HE5 2EY

Apple Dealer and Software Publisher since 1978

Tel. 01-868 7284

COMPUTECH SYSTEMS
168, F,nchley Road. London NW3 6HP. Tel: 01-794 0202
AGENTS THROUGHOUT THE UK ANO OVERSEAS

Circle No. 169

Circle No. 170
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Ian Stobie introduces our special
section on how computers
can be used to organise the finances of your business.
COMPUTERS can do much more in business

than just ape existing manual systems.
Once the right information is held on a

probably the most dangerous thing you
can do with a computer, since accurate
and up-to-date accounts are essential for

computerised system the opportunity
exists for better -informed decision making
and closer financial control. In this
11 -page special feature we look realistic-

the survival of any business.

ally at what you can do with everything

bad. We distinguish between the different

from a spreadsheet package to a full-

types

blown integrated accounting suite.

market and provide a detailed check list to
help you evaluate the packages that seem
to meet your needs. We than take a look at
one of the most widely available integrated
personal -computer ledger systems on the

Undoubtedly, making the right use of
computers can bring enormous benefits,
but it is not a good idea to overlook risks.
Computerising the accounting function is
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

In the first part of this feature we
concentrate on telling you what you need
to know to separate the good from the

of accounting software on the

market to see how it measures up against
our criteria.

We also cover two important new
developments in financial software. The
latest generation of machines such as the
Macintosh and the IBM PC have very
good graphics. On page 116 Chris
Bidmead looks at what effect this is having

on the way accounting

is tackled on
computers. And beginning on page 118

Glyn Moody details the range of financial

services which are available down the
phone to anyone with a personal computer
and a modem.
109

Counting the cost
the accounts are worth it,
For most businesses, the benefits of computerising
despite the dangers that lurk to trap the unwary. Mike Lewis explains what you
need to know to separate the good package, from the bad and the ugly.
COMPUTERISING

look. You enter the invoice details along
the rows of the spreadsheet. At the end of

the accounts department

is one of the most perilous actions that
most companies undertake. Get it right

the period the program totals up the
columns, and you can print the whole

and you will enjoy greater control of your
finances, higher profits, and perhaps even
more time with your family. Get it wrong
and the consequences will be dire. At best,
you will face inconvenience and delays. At
worst, you will fail to collect your debts,
lose your credit rating, face resentful

thing out. The date of payment would be

entered by hand on the printout, so a
glance at the relevant column would tell
you straightaway which invoices were outstanding. At the end of every quarter you

simply add up the totals from three

consecutive sheets and you have your

staff, and pick up an auditor's qualification on your annual accounts. In
short, you will be another computer disaster story.
Yet the hazards of computerised
accounting are easy to avoid, and doing it

output figures for the VAT return.

Using a spreadsheet
On the purchases side, your require-

right is largely a matter of common sense.

What is more, the exercise is now more
cost-effective than it has ever been. Even
quite large companies can put all their

make it more efficient. If it is chaotic, the

ments might be just as easy. Assume that,
like many small companies, you allow the
purchase invoices to pile up in a tray until
the end of the month. You then sort them
out, write the cheques, and send them off
with compliment slips. A purchase ledger

book-keeping on to micros, and with good

computer will magnify the chaos many

software costing hundreds of pounds

times.
If you still think that a computer system
will be of benefit, the next step is to decide

is unnecessary as you can control the

which level you wish to computerise. A
successful system does not necessarily
cover every accounting function, and

help with the VAT returns and the

rather than thousands, the temptation to
computerise can be hard to resist.
So is it really worth taking the risk? First

the benefits: surprisingly, saving staff is
not always one of them. If your accounts
department has three full-time workers,
installing a computer will probably not cut
it to two. But if the existing staff are find-

there might be good reasons for continuing to do certain tasks manually.
There are four basic levels at which you

ing it hard to cope with the volume of can install a system, and choosing the right
work, a suitable system might relieve the

one does not necessarily depend on the size

pressure.

of your company.
Suppose that your firm has around 50
customers, not all of whom provide regular business. You issue around 20 invoices
per month, rarely more than one invoice
to any one customer in the same month.

Intangible benefits
Most of the benefits of computerised
accounting are less tangible. They include
greater accuracy, better control and easier
auditing. There might also be spin-offs for
other departments, such as valuable
marketing data or customer mailing lists.

But the biggest gain will be improved
management information. This includes
the data you need to chase up debtors or to
ensure that you are paying your suppliers

at the best time, as well information to
help you make strategic decisions: whether

Most clients, but not all, pay their bills

vide a substitute for a book -keeper's
expertise. Many a company director must
have looked at a pile of invoices, payment
reminders, VAT forms and PAYE docu-

ments and thought, "Why not just get a
computer to sort it out?" Some hope! By
If you

have

an

efficient

accounts department, a computer will
110

top machines like the Kaypro 2 or the
Apricot F1, both of which include spreadsheet programs in their price. So the total
cost, including a modest printer, could be
under £1,500.
However, this first level will not be able

to cope with large volumes of bookkeeping entries. So if your company issues

more than, say, 75 invoices per month,
you might have to move up to the next

Identify overdue bills

level of computerisation: a dedicated cashbook program.

The main thing you need is a mechanism

The principles of such a package are

for identifying overdue bills so that you
can decide what action to take, if any.
Also you will probably find it useful to
know how well your firm is doing in its

very similar to those of the spreadsheets,

What you certainly do not need is a full
sales ledger, not so much because of the
low number of accounts, but because the
majority of accounts would have fewer
than two postings in any one accounting
period.

except that the software is specially written

for small business accounts, and does not
need to be programmed by the user. You
simply enter your invoices, cheques, petty -

cash vouchers, etc., into forms displayed
on the screen, using a fill -in -the -box technique. The program prints a limited

number of analyses and reports, usually
including a VAT return. The idea is simi-

lar to that used in the small traders'

spreadsheet program such as Supercalc or

account books which you can buy from as
a stationers.
Such programs are cheap and the total
cost will only be a little more than with the
first level. Also, the software will be able

Multiplan. Figure 1 shows how it might

to handle higher volumes of data than

One solution for a firm like this

is

the same token, nobody should ever simply to computerise its sales day book,
expect a computer to create order or which is an easy task with a good -quality
discipline.

monthly bank reconciliation.
Using a spreadsheet in this way is easy,
cheap and flexible. You can get it running
on the cheapest disc -based micros,
including transportables and small desk-

within the agreed period of 28 days.

to offer better settlement discounts to various activities, so some form of departimprove cash flow, for example.
mental analysis would be worthwhile.
What the computer will not do is to pro-

matter through the cash book. Again, this
can be set up as a spreadsheet. It can also

PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

spreadsheets. But they still do not provide
full ledger accounting.
Now consider the case of a business that
issues a steady stream of invoices, often
with several bills to the same customer in
the same month and with many customers
paying well after the end of the following
month. Volumes are also high on the purchases side. With all this money flowing
through the books, the financial director
rightly wants to see a proper trial balance
every month. A company in this position
will find it hard to avoid a computerised
ledger system.

At this third level the firm can opt for

the "big three" accounting functions:
sales, purchases and nominal. Many

In computerised accounting, sound control procedures are the key to
success. Use this check -list to help evaluate your short-listed packages.
If you can answer Yes to every question, the package has a clean bill of
health. Any No answer, or a qualified Yes, will need further thought. A
high proportion of negative answers is a signal to steer clear of the
package.
1. Does the package provide a hard -copy printout of all transactions
entered from the keyboard? This is the first and in some ways the most

important stage of the audit trail.

2. Are transactions numbered consecutively, either by the user or by the

software? Ideally, this number should be printed against the transaction

at all stages, forming an essential part of the audit trail.

balance.

Is there a proper system of batch control? As a minimum, batches
should be numbered, and batch totals should be entered and checked
against actual totals. Another possibility would be for the system to
insist that all batches are self -balancing.
4. Does the system prevent transactions being posted to non-existent
accounts?
5. Does the system perform adequate checks as data is entered? For
example, does it check that all amounts and dates are present and in the
correct format?
6. Are all printouts properly headed? The headings should include the
title, data, possibly the time, the period number and a consecutive
sequence number. All pages should be numbered and there should be an
End of Report message at the end. The aim of this is to satisfy the
auditor that no printouts are missing or have been printed and filed twice.
7. Does the system prevent the alteration of transactions, once they have
been posted, other than by posting compensating transactions? If it is
possible simply to edit the contents of a file, the whole audit trail is

Extra work

useless.
8. Is access to the system restricted where necessary? With a floppy -disc

accounting packages offer these as separate, free-standing modules. You can
choose to have all three sections working
together or implement them one at a time.
TIF sales ledger is the most popular of
the three because getting statements

out on time is worth more than paying creditors promptly. Sales ledgers come

in two flavours: open item and balance
forward. In the latter, the customer's
account is notionally ruled off at the end
of each period, with the closing balance
brought forward. At most, each statement

shows the opening balance, the current
month's transactions and the closing

3.

system it might be adequate to ensure that the data discs are locked in a
On the other hand, an open -item statecupboard when not in use. With fixed discs some form of password
ment shows all unpaid invoices and
control or data encryption might be needed.
unallocated cash and credit notes going
back as far as necessary. Customers generally appreciate this extra detail, but it
A more useful feature of the purchase
means more work for the ledger clerk, the form of an aged -debtors list - see
who has to match each payment against figure 2. Some even interface with a word- ledger might be its ability to print cheques
the appropriate invoices. Whichever processing program to produce chase along with the remittance advices. This is
only really attractive for larger firms. If
method you choose at the outset, you are letters of increasing severity.
In the purchase ledger the equivalent of you send fewer than, say, 20 cheques per
likely to be stuck with it, although a few
packages let you specify the method indi- the statement is the remittance advice, month, writing them by hand might be
which is basically a list of the supplier's faster than loading and unloading the
vidually for each customer.
A common reason for choosing the invoices that the company is paying in the special stationery in the printer. There is
open -item method is that it allows current period. A few packages also pro- also the cost of producing small quantities
balances to be aged. The statement can vide a forward -payments schedule, which of the special forms to consider.
The third ledger, the nominal, is the
then analyse the balance according to the analyses creditors' balances by the months
centrepiece
of the company's books. The
in
which
they
are
due
and
which
mirrors
month in which the amount was due,
which is very handy for those responsible the aged -debtors list in the sales ledger. In nominal ledger receives postings from the
for chasing up debtors. Many systems go practice most firms can dispense with this sales and purchase ledgers, and it is from
one step further and print this analysis in printout because they do their payment the nominal that the final accounts are
runs in strict monthly cycles, with all ultimately derived. The software should
invoices dated in a given month being paid provide two printouts as a minimum: a
Figure 1. A sales day book created by a
(continued on next page)
in the following month.
popular spreadsheet program.

Invoice
Date

Inv. Customer

Cash

No.

Rcvd.

BROUGHT FORWARD
1/5/85
6/5/85
9/5/85
9/5/85
20/5/85
25/5/85

389
390
391
392

393
394

Northern Printing Group
Practical Publicity Ltd.
Erith Design Consultants
Dat'tford & Meadowcroft Ltd
Surribridge College
Teesdale Advertising Ltd.
TOTALS THIS MONTH
CARRIED FORWARD
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SALES DAY SHEET

Typo Graphics Ltd.

TOTAL

VAT

Net

Design

Typesetting

10390.00 1350.00

9040.00

4040.00 2300.40

34.50
402.40
497.95
445.05
138.69
345.00

4.50
52.40
64.95
58.05
18.09
45.00

30.00
350.00
433.00
367.00
120.60
300.00

30.00

1863.59

242.99

1620.60

12253.59 1592.99 10660.60

Artwork

Photo -

graphy

699.u0 2000.00
350.00

400.00

33.00

100.00

20.60
150.00

10.00

140.00

233.60

397.00

490.00

387.00

500.00

4540.00 2534.00 1096.60 2490.00

Number: 5
Period: 5/85
Date Printed: 25th May 1985
Time Printed: 14:30

Northwind Ice Cream Ltd.
AGED DEBTORS REPORT
Page 1

Account

Customer

BALANCE current
month

010
014
015
020
022
023
030
033
040
056
058
060
064
071

Associated Wholesale Supply Ltd.
Border Confectioners Ltd.
Cinema Catering Supplies
Dorking Centre Restaurant
Ennerdale Hotel Group Ltd.
Firefly Sweets and Crisps Ltd.
Highland Catering Ltd.
Northern City Enterpise Co.
Petersfield Wholesalers
Richmond Centre Hotel
Rural Scene Cafe
Squires Lane Caterers Ltd.
Timms & Matthews
Western College Cafeteria

4833.99
431.25
4348.75
478.04
1506.50
1199.76
994.75
7050.40
138.00
2680.64
4129.10
1661.21
4209.50
3126.41

one
month

432.25 2817.50
0.00 431.25
34.50 672.75
51.75
11.50
0.00
1506.50
0.00 431.25
0.00 994.75
3560.15 3490.25
0.00 138.00
224.25
0.00
1699.85 2052.75
0.00
389.65
1725.50 2484.00
0.00
0.00

36788.30 9358.90 13788.50

TOTAL

floppy -disc machine such as

an LSI
M-24,

although the hard -disc versions of these
systems would be a better bet. Add software, which typically costs £250 to £500
per ledger, and you can expect to spend
from £3,000 to £5,000.
Although the sales, purchases and
nominal ledgers are the commonest
accounting functions to computerise, you

at the arithmetic total of the profit and

0.00
0.00
0.00
115.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

7279.70 6246.20

115.00

hardware. The system needs to keep all its

Octopus, IBM PC or Olivetti

and loss account items from those belonging in the balance sheet. So a quick glance

1320.40 264.84
0.00
0.00
0.00 3641.50
0.00 299.79
0.00
0.00
0.00 768.51
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2456.39
0.00
376.50
0.00 1271.56
0.00
0.00
0.00
3126.41

liminary forms.
Clearly the cost of full ledger accountminimum, you will need a large -capacity

transactions that have been posted to it,
and a trial balance.
Basically, the trial balance is a list of
balances of every account in the system,
with a grand total. Usually it is arranged
so that you can easily distinguish profit

over

Figure 2. An aged debtors listing; output
from an open -item sales ledger package.

ing will be higher than with the simpler
spreadsheet and cash-book options. As a

full listing of each account, showing all the

three
months

accounts as well, at least in their pre-

packages will actually print the final

(continuedfromprewbuspage)

two

months

software and data on-line at once, so a
large backing store is necessary. If it is
used by people in different departments,
some form of multi-user access or networking will be vital. All this suggests
hardware and software costs in excess of
£10,030, the final figure depending mainly
on the number of terminals required.
(continued on page 114)

need not stop there. Many firms find it
worth adding stock control, order entry,
invoicing, job costing and payroll. In a
properly integrated system, one transaction will automatically work its way
through the network of accounts, updating all the relevant balances along the way.

Such a fully integrated system is the
fourth level of computerisation. It has a
number of advantages. It can provide even

better information than the lower levels,
and the balances are always equally up to
date. Because it involves fewer keyboard

entries, there is less work for the users and
loss balances will give you a rough idea of a reduced risk of input errors.
your overall net profit. In fact, many
But the costs can be high, especially the
SAGE ACCOUNTS

No. of Entries
I).

02).
03).
04).

DATA ENTRY ROUTINES
Sales Invoices.
Sales Credit Notes.
Sales Receipts.

05).
06).
07).

Purchase Invoices.
Purchase Credit Notes.
Purchase Payments.

08).
09).
10).

Cash Book Receipts.
Cash Book Payments
Journal Entries.

Which Option :>-

112

:

-2

INITIALISATION ROUTINE.

11).
12).
13).
14).

CREATE LEDGERS.
SALES/PURCHASE LEDGER REPORTS.
STATEMENT ROUTINES.
ACCOUNTS & MANAGEMENT REPORTS.

15).
16).
17).

INFORMATION TRAIL.
RECONFIGURATION ROUTINE.
Exit from program.

Above: Sagesoft's integrated Sage
Accounts includes sales, purchases and
nominal ledgers. Left: Sage Accounts
main menu.
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How does a typical accounting system measure up to
the criteria discussed in this article? To find out,
decided to take a closer look at one such product, the
Sage Accounts package from Sagesoft. I chose Sage
because it is widely used, with versions available for
most business micros.
Sage Accounts offers the three classic ledgers: sales,
purchases and nominal. It is an integrated package in
that it passes the test of one transaction updating
balances throughout the ledgers. But the integration
does not extend to linking with other accounting
functions such as stock control or invoicing, and there
is no way of hooking it up to a word processor for
chase letters. A more expensive product, Sage Plus,
goes some way to meeting these needs.
The Sage package is very easy to learn, probably
because it lacks the bells and whistles of some of the
more ammbitious systems. The manual is
comparatively free of computer jargon and you are not
expected to understand your machine's inner workings
to use the product. The only thing I missed in the
manual was an index.
For most prospective users, the sales ledger will be
the first priority, which is just as well because this is
probably the best part of the Sage package. It is an
open -item ledger, and the tedious task of matching
receipts against invoices is kept as simple as possible.
The program has no difficulty coping with part
payments, unallocated cash and other quirky
situations. Customer statements and an aged -debtors
list are available on demand.
On the purchases side, things are a little murkier.
Surprisingly, it is not possible to print remittance
advices, much less cheques, nor can you simply tell the
system that you are paying all invoices for a given
supplier. The software seems to expect that you will
somehow work out for yourself how much to pay and to
whom, then report the fact to the system, identifying
each invoice covered. This is perfectly legitimate bookkeeping, but it will not save the user very much work.
The nominal ledger does not suffer from any such
defect. Wherever possible, postings are made
I

automatically from the other ledgers but you can also
enter journals and cash-book items via the keyboard' At
any time you can order a full or partial listing of any
account, a trial balance, and a set of final accounts for
the current period and the year to date. There is also a
VAT analysis and a bank reconciliation report.
Given that Sage Accounts is likely to meet the needs
of many typical users, how do the control procedures
shape up? Measured against our eight -point check -list,
the product looks pretty good. There are no problems
with the first five points, and the people at Sage have
done a good job of explaining batch control in the
manual. They even offer sample control forms which fit
in with the overall batch philosophy. Point 8 is also
covered, with a simple password mechanism.
Two problems remain. First, printouts are not
rigorously headed and numbered, although most
competing packages are also lacking in this respect.
Secondly, it is much too easy to modify postings after
they have been accepted. The package comes with a
utility program which lets you alter any item in any
transaction without validation and completely
bypassing the audit trail. So this separate program can
be removed from the system disc out of harm's way.
A plus for the system is its handling of budgets. You
can allocate a budget amount for any profit and loss
item, either as a single yearly figure or as 12 monthly
amounts. Either way, the budget report gives neatly
presented monthly and year-to-date variance figures.
This will prove a little clumsy for firms that have 13
accounting periods per year, although this is the only
occasion where the package will cause difficulties for
users with non-standard months.
What I liked least about the system is its awkward
on -screen editing. Typing data is fine until you make a
mistake. You are then faced with one of three different
methods of correction, depending on where you are
working in the system. You might have to retype an
entire entry - no clever Insert and Delete keys here or specify a sort of grid reference for the erroneous
field in order to force the cursor there.
At another part of the system you can use two basic
cursor -control keys, Ctrl -E and Ctrl -X, to go up and
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down respectively. But this is limited to the routine for
entering customer names and addresses, which itself
has an aura of being tacked on as an afterthought. It is
as if the package had been written by different
programmers working in separate rooms and never
talking to each other.
Of course, none of this detracts from the way the
package goes about its main job, that of keeping the
books of account. On balance, Sage deserves high
marks. With its straightforward approach, its clear
documentation, and above all its adherence to proper
control procedures, it should find a place on many
purchasers' short-lists.
Sage Accounts is available for most CP/M and
MS-DOS machines at £375 plus VAT. Although it is
advertised as being suitable for floppy -disc based
micros, companies whose active customers number
into the hundreds might find themselves faced with
some clumsy disc swapping, especially when printing
statements, so a hard -disc system might be preferable.
For further details contact Sagesoft Ltd at NEI
House, Regent Centre, Gosforth, Newcastle upon Tyne.
Telephone: 091-248 7077. Sagesoft publishes several
other financial packages and we hope to review some
of them in a future issue.

that produces statements, remittance
advices or whatever will be a better option
than doing them by hand.
There are scores of details which vary
from one accounting system to another.
Some are fundamental, like whether sales
ledger accounts are open item or balance
forward; or whether purchase ledger
accounts are debited when the remittance
advice is printed or when the user tells the

Whatever level you go in at there is one

to have a clear idea of the number of cus-

Minor hassles

tomers, suppliers, invoices, statements,
cheques, etc., both as averages and as
maxima in peak months. Allow plenty of
scope for expansion. Put these figures to
your potential suppliers, and get them to
confirm - preferably as a condition of
your order - that their system will be able

headers, names and addresses, etc? Is your
accounting year split into four -weekly
periods or calendar months? It is surpriswill reject an attempt to process period 13.
Does the software allow periods to overlap

be uniquely identified, ideally by means of

information that the product is copy -

a consecutive number, and all keyboard
input of data should be recorded as hard

protected; you have to ask. Happily, there

tion of postings, the integrity of which can

be checked. For example, the system
might expect you to total the invoices in a

are many good accounting packages on
the market that are copyable - but not, of
course, for resale. So if a dealer does try to

sell you a copy -protected product, run,
don't walk, out of the shop.

Tracking progress

batch manually and to enter this figure

Another thing worth having might be

before entering the invoices. If the actual

some help with tracking the firm's
progress against budget. In some nominal -

total does not match the manual figure,
the batch is rejected. A good system will
also demand the batches themselves to be
numbered consecutively, to ensure that an
entire batch is not lost.

Most auditors would agree that an
accounting system without proper built-in
controls is worse than no accounting system at all, so look at the check -list in the
box to see how your package measures up.

Also try to think of all the mistakes and

misfortunes that can happen in your

accounts department and work out how
the package would cope with them. For
example, what would be the result of a
payment being posted to the wrong
account, or to the same account twice?
The second requirement in choosing a
package is to make sure the package does
what you want it to. Do not assume that all
ledgers are the same, or that any software
114

better to define your requirements first

the system is to process. You will need

Identify entries

The second principle is the concept of
batch control. A batch is simply a collec-

to have. As with any difficult purchase it is

you require.

system. This is the vital topic of control
procedures. Amid the heady prospect of so that you can start entering data for a
getting your statements out on time and new period before the old one is closed?
cranking out all those lovely management
There is another danger to watch out for
reports, you might have to stifle a small that has nothing to do with accounting.
yawn at the mention of audit trails and This is the unfortunate habit of some softbatch control. But it is a subject that the ware vendors of copy -protecting their
newly computerised accounts department products. Discouraging software piracy is
ignores at its peril.
laudable, but the effect is to prevent you
from making the vital backup copies of
software that are de rigeur for any compThere are two basic principles involved. uter user. It means that your entire
First, there must be a proper audit trail. It accounting operation, and consequently
must be possible at all times to trace any the very survival of the company, could be
transaction back to its point of entry into dependent on the fragility of a single
the system and to trace it forward to its floppy disc.
ultimate destination. Every entry should
Most vendors will not volunteer the

copy.

requirements, identifying those that you
must have and those that it would be nice

system does not handle these in the way

that you must take into ing how many otherwise good packages

account when choosing and planning your

finding one? First write a list of your

system that the cheque has been sent.
There will be an endless hassle if the

Other details are minor, such as is there

vital factor

package to do. So how do you go about

and then to see how the prospective packages match up, rather than the other way
round.
Also estimate the volumes of data that

enough space for narratives, accounts
(continued from page 112)

By now you should have a pretty clear

idea of what you want your accounts

ledger packages, you can record a budget

or target figure against each profit and
loss item. The software will then print a
budget versus actual report at any time
during the year, applying a pro rata factor
to the budget amounts based on the month
number. In other systems you can record a

separate set of budget figures for each
month of the year.
Other handy extras include the ability to
make repetitive postings on a standing order basis and the automatic reversal of

certain kinds of postings. The latter is
useful for producing a set of mid -year
accounts, complete with depreciation,
closing stocks, etc., these adjustments
being later removed for normal day-today work. The ability to compare account
balances against the prior year's figures is
another popular feature.

to cope.

Before you start going to demonstrations of packages, sit down and have a
long talk with the people who matter most
in this whole operation: your auditors. At
the very least, go over your list of requirements with them and get their OK. After
all, if they are not happy with what the
system will do, nobody will be. Check with

the auditors again when you have made a
short list.

No guinea pig
Most people who have installed a
computer system will tell you to select the
software first then pick the hardware that
it will run on. This is sound advice, but

you should nevertheless keep half an
eye on the actual computer. Do not be
tempted to buy a package that only runs
on an obscure, little-known machine.
Also, try to avoid the latest technology let somebody else be the guinea pig. If you

stick to a computer that runs one of the
mainstream operating systems like CP/M
or MS-DOS you will be on fairly safe
ground.
Finally, consider carefully the related
topics of training, maintenance and documentation. If a vendor makes a great thing
of the training courses that are provided
with a package, take it as a bad sign. No

decent accounting package requires

its

users to learn new skills, even if the users
have never worked on a micro before. It is
better to choose a system that is easy to use

and well documented, if only because
training courses are only valuable for as
long as the particular employee continues
to do the same job.

Maintenance is another story again.
You never know when legislation or
new accounting practices will necessitate
changes to the system, so be sure you are
buying from a substantial company that is
likely to be around when such changes are

needed. When Statutory Sick Pay was
introduced in 1983, a good many payroll

users found that their software could

not cope and their suppliers had ceased
trading.
NI
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For Charles, Arnold and Frederick,
the business battle just ended.

Introducing
PEGASUS

The versatile new Multi -User

system from Pegasus Business

MULTFUSER

Software ends that bruising battle for

computer access. Because Multi User's interactive power comfortably keeps pace with the business accounting needs of many
departments at once.
With Multi -User, all the key areas in the company can now
maintain and update their own section of the company's business
accounts whenever they want to . recording key transactions
as they happen . . generating individual forms and reports the
moment they are needed.
.

.

.

Entries and updates, file -checks and reporting requests, the new
Multi -User system takes care of them all. No fuss. No fights. Multi User simply, politely handles your accounting request . . with a
.

speed, accuracy and economy most sizes of business can benefit
from.
Multi -User works with leading -make micros to add a major new

dimension to the features that have made best-selling Pegasus

Software the friendliest, most accommodating accounting

system in the business. With a whole
battery of benefits to make accounting
faster, simpler and up -to -the minute in
accuracy.

Major business benefits with every module.
Sales Ledger, Purchase Ledger, Nominal Ledger

* Invoices and pays in any currency you choose.
* Flips through files to pinpoint information in seconds.
* Help whenever you need - right on the screen as you work.
* Brings new breadth in recording power, new depth in analysis.
* Speeds the paperwork with up to three separate printers.
* Generates precisely the reports you require.

Share the experience!
See the new Multi -User in action now
at your local Pegasus Dealer. Simply
clip the FREEPOST coupon below
to find out more.
Pegasus Software Ltd., FREEPOST,
Brikat House, 35/41 Montagu Street,
Kettering, Northants NNI6 8XG
Telephone: 0536 522822. Telex: 341297 BRIKAT G.
411

r

Pegasus Software Ltd., FREEPOST,
Brikat House, 35/41 Montagu Street,
Kettering, Northants NN16 8XG
Tell 0536 522822. Telex: 341297 BRIKAT G.

To:

would like to see Pegasus Multi -User in action.
Please send me further information and tell me
where I can see the system in operation.
Title
I

Name
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

Company
Address

Postcode:
Telex:

Tel:

type of business:
Li

Our present microcomputer is
We don't own a computer 0

No time to fill in the coupon? Just attach your business card.

A profitable new step to peaceful coexistence
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a Ledgers General Ledger Repot b
r ORMBETH COMPACT

MAIN MENU
Dote

SALES LEDGER

4

... CUSTOMER NAME D ADDRESS
... SALES TRANSRCTIDNSk
3 ... SALES REPORTS Ce ANALYSIS
4 ... CUSTOMER STATEMENTS
5 ... ENO OF MONTH

21 ... MAINTAIN ACCOUNTS
22 ... JOURNAL ENTRIES

1

i

2

i
I

i

Inuit, Trans. SL/PL

Description

NOMINAL LEDGER
11 01 RS R/111
31.01.85 8/112

14
35

Iona

20.02.85

40

1001

111/123

Credit

Debit
nno 00
5,500 00
fi

1001

3 BOXES 8812

6,800.00

23 ... NOMINAL REPORTS
24 ... FINANCIAL SUMMARIES
25 ... END OF MONTH
26 ... END OF YEAR
27 ... UPDATE FROM SALES
20 ... UPDATE FROM PURCHASE

PURCHASE LEDGER

iJ

i

'

11 ... SUPPLIER NAME Ce ADDRESS
12 ... PURCHASE TRANSACTIONS
13 ... PURCHASE REPORTS Cr ANALYSIS
t 4 ... SUPPLIER STATEMENTS
IS ... END OF MONTH

OTHER FACILITIES

ontinu

(Printer)

( Cancel

31 ... INSTALLATION DETAILS
32 ... BACK UP REGISTER

ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE FACILITY REQUIRED:
.'l

ENTER

YES E NO

fl;

....

DEL

ita EJECT

Recant: 1300
Descr.

The display of Ormbeta's Compact Accounting Suite.
The

the IBM PC, business microcomputers were happy to write
UNTIL THE ARRIVAL Of

out their data to VDUs and printers that
used character output only. They produced only letters of the alphabet,
numbers, punctuation marks and a limited
selection of formatting codes like screen

positioning, tabbing and returning the
print carriage to the first column.
It was a simplified view of the world,
but it required only 128 different codes to
cover the whole repertoire, a figure that

represents the number of ways you can
combine seven bits. The eighth bit was
originally reserved for error checking,
until greater reliability in transmissions
systems freed it for subsequent use in
defining exotic extensions of the 128 character set.

The screen of the basic IBM PC is an
extended character -orientated display of
this type. But the hardware design has left
it open to users to add additional circuitry
that makes the minimum unit of display
the pixel rather than the character. Colour

DEBTORS

Sub tot

18,400 00

Balance

31,410 00

0 00

This Macbusiness report mimics a conventional ledger.

Wimps in the
accounts

department

Chris Bidmead looks at how the coming generation
of window, icon and mouse programs are set to
change the face of accounting software.
newer 512K version even with an added
external drive still appears slow against the

IBM PC and its clones. But what

too can be added in the same way, and

it

promises is a clarity, simplicity and

consistency of interface that may in

IBM PCs and IBM clones with enhanced

graphics are rapidly becoming the norm

practice be more valuable than speed.

for business computing. This development

The Compact Accounting Suite from

is matched by the introduction of high resolution dot-matrix printers that can
control the deposit of ink on paper to a
fraction of a millimetre.
The ability to work at pixel level can

Ormbeta is a program which suffers most
in the comparison. It is simply a straight
translation of the same Pascal -based
accounting suite that runs on the IBM PC.
The current version of the Ormbeta

make life easier for us in three main ways.

package makes no use of icons or even

Most obviously, there is the option of

pull -down menus, and until the software is

turning blocks of numbers into charts. For

expanded to include them

the accountant this is a valuable way of,

regarded as a stop -gap product at best.

literally,

getting the

overall

picture.

retrieval can be made easier, and therefore

less prone to error, with aesthetically has a very restricted choice for the
pleasing forms layout and the use of accountant with a Macintosh. What softwindowing. Thirdly, graphics can open ware there is hardly exploits the Mac's
up the micro to new techniques of unique visual interface, perhaps because
information management where the software writers are wary of making their
Of the numerous micros available, the
Apple Macintosh with its friendly user
interface looks like the most promising
vehicle for de-stodged accounting software. But as yet the U.K. software market
116

must be

Doubt hovers over the future of two

Secondly, conventional data entry and

analysis is essentially pictorial.

it

products look like games or, more likely,
because of the widely reported difficulty
of developing software in the Mac
environment.
This is a pity. The 128K Macintosh is
not a particularly speedy machine, and the

software suites from Peachtree, announced last year. The company is on the

point of being devolved from its multinational parent, MSA, and Peachtree's
MacCash and Macledger are currently in
the process of being sold off to as yet un-

disclosed buyers. The skeleton team at
Peachtree's Maidenhead office has its
work cut out supporting existing users,
and will not be welcoming new sales

enquiries until the dust has started to
settle.

The only two Macintosh accounting
PRACTICAL COMPUTI NG May 1985

S

File

Edit

I

Specials
Pa

marketing

manufactwing

4

Account Number

1002

Name

Jack Schofield

Address I

Practical Computing

Address 2

Quadrant House

Address 3

Sutton, Surrey

Phone

Forttr ight J

Ekickinghcen R

Sales Ledger

Enter new customer
dbsPe

purchasing

Ledgers

Files

Bank account

Credit days
Trench

Credit limit
Empty Fokkr

Turnover last year
Turnover forecast

tier Empbyet

Discount %

Cancel

Sort code

DBS Pay exploits the Mac's icon philosophy.

are dragged. Harmlessly, but a little

from Deverill

basket. As a safety feature, the Trash/

and

OK

Macbusiness presents clear, simple layout forms.

software we were able to obtain for review was DBS Pay, a payroll system
Business Systems,

PRfICI

unnecessarily, Deverill rename it Waste-

dragging the icon from one folder to
another. DBS Pay does not allow more
than one folder to be open at a time, so

the Macbusiness Software Suite from Wastebasket can be reopened to retrieve
Systematics. Both are conversions from files at any time up to the moment the
packages extensively tried and tested on Empty Wastebasket routine is activated

you have to go through a lengthy process

other machines, giving

menu line, closing the folder, opening the
next folder and returning to the menu line
to pull down the Save Employee function.
Worse, you can only transfer one

the user the

important assurance that they do their
jobs sensibly.

But neither software suite grasps the
opportunities the Mac offers, and both
depart from conventions of use established by mainstream Mac software. This
means that in running a variety of
packages, the user will still have the old
problem of the IBM environment:

remembering what commands result in
which actions in whose software.

DBS Pay illustrates this kind of lapse
by, for example, offering a box for entry
of the company name when setting up the
system that indicates space for 43
characters but only accepts 26. A
consistent Mac convention is, sensibly
enough, to size entry boxes to indicate the
maximum length of entry. This is a trivial
but nonetheless tiresome example of how
visual clues can make life more difficult
for the user unless they are thoughtfully
implemented.

Not standard
There are other subtle but confusing
departures from the Mac standard inter-

face. The system allows you to group
employees together in folders, the Mac
equivalent of a sub -directory, but when I
tried naming two such folders Employee
Details and Current Employees the titles
were rejected by DBS with a message that
folders with these names already existed.
They didn't, at least not visibly, and if the
system was using hidden folders it seems
silly that they should have internal names
that a user is likely to need.
Any payroll system is full of sensitive
information, and quite properly the entry
to DBS is password protected. Naturally
the system also has a means of disposing
of unwanted files. The Mac convention

is to have an icon called Trash on the
desk top into which files for disposal
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

from the menu bar.

System vulnerable
It doesn't take a moment's thought to
realise that the best place for a file disposal facility is on the far side of the
password protection. Allowing valuable
files to be trashed without having to enter
the password, Deverill has left the system
rather vulnerable to the careless employee

who, having inserted the wrong disc by
mistake, is tempted to experiment by
pushing the icons around. A couple of
false moves with the mouse, and bang goes
your customer list.

A hint that this is a bug rather than
deliberate design is the way ghosts of these
deleted folders return when you fill in the

of selecting an employee in one folder,
activating a transfer function from the

employee at a time, so departmental reorganisation is hardly going to be easy.
While Deverill's handling of the Mac
system is obviously still in an early stage,
the program itself is very comprehensive,
covering all the usual aspects of payroll,
including Statutory Sick Pay, National
Insurance and coin analysis. The system
will not print cheques, but is capable of
producing Giro credit forms on special
stationery.

Plenty of help
You won't come across anything like
the

Macbusiness

suite

password and enter DBS Pay proper.

this

Their outlines reappear in the Pay Files
filing cabinet, and look like authentic
folders, but on trying to open them you

least an external disc drive.

are greeted with the message
am unable to find the < folder name>
I

folder...

It goes without saying that sensible users
will always have backups of data files, but
only the most ponderous arrangement can
guarantee they will always be 100 percent
up to date.

Another curiosity is the way you can
trigger the Open function in the pull -down
File menu even if you haven't selected any-

in

from

Systematics, a general-purpose double entry accounting package that requires at
It offers

almost enough on-line help to make the
well -written manual redundant, but apart
from using the screen to present clean and
legible entry forms, it makes virtually no
use of the Mac's graphics capabilities.
Access to the various ledgers and
functions is by way of pull down menus,

not by icon manipulation. Useful Mac
facilities like the notebook and the
scrapbook are no longer available once
Macbusiness is booted up, and in a system

thing to open. This produces the error that requires VAT to be manually
calculated upon entry of invoices I parmessage

Please select something before choosing ticularly missed the desk -top calculator.
Systematics calls Macbusiness "a
the command
The standard Mac way of handling this is quantum leap forward", but the claim
to keep the Open option non -active unless seems extravagant to say the least.
an object has been selected, and I cannot Remember the old-fashioned accounting
see that Deverill has any excuse for depart- software that wouldn't allow you to
retreat from trivial mistakes like writing to
ing from this rule.
The method of transferring employee a printer you forgot to plug in? System-

icons between folders is different from
and more cumbersome than the established Macintosh technique of simply

atics carries on the tradition by, at one
juncture, insisting that you insert a particular disc and accepting no escape. NI
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Latest prices
Glyn Moody reports on how on-line databases are being exploited to provide
both historical and up-to-the-minute data for the financial world.
financial programs fall into two
main classes: those that push numbers up
the line, and those that pull in figures from
it. Interactive services combine the two.
The first class is something of a throw-

ON-LINE

telephone via modems, or on magnetic

bought as Topicline, a viewdata feed taken

media.

directly into a user's mainframe or mini.

With BACS a central computer is

employed to co-ordinate millions of transactions in a way that would be impossible
back to bureau days, when you sent if the distributed computing power of the
away mountains of paper detailing your participating companies was used alone.
accounts to be processed by an outside Generally there has been a shift away from

such large external computers, but one
green -lined computer printout a few days area where mainframes are coming into
later. The on-line element obviates the their own is the on-line database.
This second type of on-line activity conneed to use paper for the input data -a
not so trivial saving when it amounts to sists of pulling out financial information
firm, and received wads of the familiar

The central Stock Exchange computer is

known as Epic, the Exchange Price
Information Computer. The CRS data
feed services are taken from Epic. Unlike
Topic, which is already cast in the form of
viewdata, this is the raw numerical data. It

is taken by other on-line suppliers as a
source for their own services.

World stock exchanges
Perhaps the largest of these suppliers is

from one of the many huge databases now
available. A distinction can be drawn between databases providing predominantly

Reuters. Currently some 40,000 stocks
from 82 stock exchanges throughout the
world are quoted, and it expects to add

Some eight million salaries and 39 real-time services, which are sometimes
percent of all occupational pensions are updated on an hourly basis, and those
paid through BACS, which allows pay- offering static historical data, whether

another 20,000 this year. Reuters offers a
wide range of real-time data: in addition

Up-to-date financial information is

market figures.
Reuters has just under 20,000 contracts

700 million pieces of paper, as it does for
the Banks' Automated Clearing Services,
BACS.

ments to be made to bank accounts numerical or textual.
without the need for pieces of paper to be

sent to the appropriate bank. Instead, vital for many businesses, and on-line proinstructions are sent either over the

to securities, there are exchange rates,
commodities, energy prices and money

vision is clearly one of the most efficient

with 47,000 terminals. At present only

ways of obtaining it. The basic areas

dedicated terminals are available. Rather

covered by real-time financial services are

than opting for terminal emulation on
personal computers, Reuters is offering

stock and money markets, commodities
and foreign-exchange rates. The fount of
share information in the U.K. is the Stock
Exchange.

Only a starting point
Neither the settlement system currently
used within the Stock Exchange, Talis-

man, the one under development, nor
Stock Exchange Automated Quotations,
is designed for the outside user as an online service. But both form the starting

terminals with the ability to mimic
personal computers as well as the
possibility of accessing other on-line
databases.
A recent development is the use of BBC
Micros as high -resolution graphics term-

inals to provide visual analyses of data
pulled in from Reuters databases. This
kind of interactive use of financial
information, where data is actively man-

ipulated on a micro, rather than just

point for the Stock Exchange's own share information services, and for many other

passively viewed on a terminal, is one of

on-line hosts which receive data feeds

services.

from the Stock Exchange.
A private viewdata service, Topic, is the
main channel of dissemination. With over

the main areas of growth in

on-line

Extel has moved some way along this

3,000 terminals in use, split evenly between Stock Exchange members and out-

road. Its Priceline is a dial -up service that
can be accessed from computers or via a
local area network. It lists some 4,000
U.K. security prices. Microlink allows you

side institutions, it was set up in 1980 and
currently has over 22,000 pages. It offers

to download files to micros, where they
can be fed into other packages such as

real-time information on share prices,
together with company results and any
other announcements required by the
Stock Exchange from listed companies.

spreadsheets or word processors. The top of -the -range system Exshare gives details

There are also a number of services which
are taken from outside bodies, such as the

London International Financial Future
Exchange, and foreign -currency exchange
rates.

Member firms can also set up closed
user groups within Topic, which typically

provide daily comment on the market
to clients. Most users have dedicated
terminals, but emulation software is avail-

able for the IBM PC. Topic can also be

on some 75,000 companies, but to use
it you need mainframe or mini power together with programming expertise to deal
with the raw data form in which it is sent.
The U.S. market is dominated by two
companies, Quotron and Telerate, which
offer largely complementary services.
Quotron was set up in 1957 and now has
72,000 terminals in the U.S. Its overseas
operations are handled by a joint venture
between Quotron, Allied Press and Dow
Jones. Information on about 6,000 U.S.
companies is held, together with 35,000
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

The Banks' Automated Clearing Services is run as a non profit -making
body on behalf of the five shareholding banks: Barclays, Lloyds, Midland,
National Westminster and Wiliams and Glyn's. BACS was started in 1972,
and grew out of studies made during the late 1960s on ways of
automating the process of fund transfer. At first it was a scheme
operated by the main clearing banks purely for themselves but later major
insurance companies asked to join and the system evolved into the
present large-scale operation. Currently 23 percent of all clearing takes
place through BACS. It is hoped that by 1989 this will have grown to 40

in
it I
46,

it

4.

101111

percent.

Initially 0.5in. magnetic tape was the standard medium for transferring
funds. Cassettes were introduced, which for small users were replaced by
8in. floppies and then 5.25in., both using IBM formats. The alternative online service is assuming increasing importance and over 5 percent of all
BAGS transactions now use this method. More than 60 devices, including
some word processors, can now access this dial -up version of BACS.
To use BACS you must be sponsored by a bank. Charges for the
service are then made to the bank, which passes them on to the end -user.
Further information on BACS can be obtained on 01-952 2333 or from any

es

providing huge quantities of old data.
Typically these would form part of one of
the extensive time -series, which present

bank.
overseas firms. The AP/Dow Jones news
services is also carried. There is a dial -up

version of the service, which allows an
IBM PC to be used as the terminal, as in
the Extel system. The other U.S.
company, Telerate, concentrates on
money and foreign-exchange markets.
Both services include subsets of each
other's systems as part of the packages
they sell.

60Gbyte of information
IP Sharp Associates is based in Canada
and has a wide range of data updated daily
as well as large historic databases, mostly

numeric. Altogether, over 60Gbyte of
information is available on-line. IBM PCs
can be used as intelligent terminals, and
developments are underway that will allow
selected data, such as share prices in a
portfolio, to be pulled in and manipulated
off-line. The service provided by Data stream already encompasses this. As well
as offering standard stocks and shares
information on-line, it has a fully

various economic indicators like GNP,
graphics for use with its databases.
Most of the on-line services described so
far have used either dedicated terminals,
or special emulation programs for a
limited range of micros. To access
Citiservice, which forms part of the

Prestel viewdata service, the only extra
hardware you need is a modem and Prestel

European Communities' history, which

adaptor. It is run by ICV Information Systems and is jointly marketed with British
Telecom.
Citiservice has been around for about
two years, and has over 14,000 pages of
information. It is currently one of the

may be as early as the 1940s.

working on-line, rather than from books
or journals, is that comprehensive

Midland Bank and L1FFE for the financial information it displays. But it

would not be feasible under any other

as

the

Stock Exchange,
is

beginning to move away from just supplying regularly updated figures.

One of its innovative services is telein

conjunction with the

evaluation and a tax manager for carrying
out personal tax calculations.
A number of real-time on-line services
are moving towards a far more interactive
approach. Figures from the databases are
available for analysis, as a result of which
action can be instigated via the same on-

line connection. This kind of two-way

A further package called DS -Comm
allows a micro like the IBM PC or Apple
to function as a dedicated terminal as well

the Stock Exchange and Reuters are

as a stand-alone micro. Datastream is
currently evaluating further hardware

predominantly concerned with providing
the latest information, allowing minute by -minute responses to the situation, the

and word-processing packages.

add-ons to provide users with other
analytical tools such as high -resolution
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on companies. One of the benefits of
searches can be carried out through huge
databases in a matter of seconds. In fact
many of the possible search patterns

bodies such

flow over telephone lines has its parallels
in the interactive banking service offered
by the Bank of Scotland on Prestel.
But another very large class of on-line
financial service is rather different. Where

software such as Lotus 1-2-3, databases

vant journals are a case in point, and

January 1983 was 244,000; for the same
time this year, the figure was 1.9 million.
Citiservice draws on a number of outside

stockbrokers Hoare Govett. It is now
possible to buy and sell shares on an
on-line basis. Other services under
development include share -portfolio

out financial information and use it in

and economic matters. Abstracts of rele-

another large class is that of information

broking, run

over the telephone, and then use a micro
with a modem. It is not possible to pipe
data provided by the basic service through
to other programs directly. To remedy this
situation, the Data Channel has been
introduced recently. It enables you to pull

These historical databases are mainly

numeric. But there are also extensive
collections of texts relating to financial

fastest -growing areas on Prestel. The total
number of accesses in the month of

interactive portfolio evaluation system.

terminals, you can dial up Datastream

financial modelling, corporate planning
and business forecasting. One of the
largest time series in Europe is Cronos,
which holds information in 26 main areas,
going back to the first relevant data in the

There are about 800 to 1,000 direct subscribers, who use Datastream for research,
evaluation and associated accounting
functions.
In addition to using dedicated lines and

population, exports, steel production and
so on for particular countries, year after
year. This is useful for large-scale

historical database is more concerned with

system.

If important financial transactions are
being carried out on-line there are clearly
opportunities for industrial espionage,
which could take the form of introducing
significant errors in data feeds, or simply
gaining advance notice of crucial
commercial transactions. On-line financial services doubtless offer tremendous
advantages to the business community,
but they also pose considerable threats.
(Table of databases and hosts on next page)

eal-time
inancial servi
ces

mentioned can be obtained from the
following:
Citiservice: (04862) 27431
Datastream: 01-250 3000
IP Sharp Associates: 01-222 7033
Quotron and Telerate: 01-353 6723
Reuters: 01-250 1122
The Stock Exchange: 01-588 2355
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ABI/Inform (ESA -IRS, Datastar). Business management and

administration.
AECO (G.CAM). Agence France Presse - economic news
items.
Axess (Sligos). French industry - companies, managers,
products.
Bancall (ADP). Financial statistics on 14,000 U.S. commercial
banks.

Bancompare (ADP). Annual data on U.S. banks.
Bank (ADP). Bank of England financial statistics.
BCD (ADP). U.S. business conditions digest.
E30E-Databank (SIA). 4,000 monthly and quarterly time series
on the U.K. economy.
Bourse (Sligos). Prices and dividends of 300 listed companies
on French stock market.
Business (Datastar, Inka). Worldwide trade opportunities and
business contacts.
Cititbase (SIA). U.S. principal indicators.
CN1 (GSI-ECO). National accounts, main aggregates.
CN2 (GSI-ECO). National accounts, detailed aggregates.
Comext (CISI). External trade statistics produced by Eurostat.
Compubond (ADP). Daily prices and yields for fixed -income
securities.
Compustat (ADP). Balance -sheet statistics of 6,000 U.S.
companies.
Conference Board (ADP). 750 business -related economic time
series.

Cronos (CISI, Datacentralen). Sectoral information.
Cronos Eurostat(CISI, Datacentralen). Statistical data bank.
CSO (ADP). U.K. macroeconomic statistics from CSO.
Defotel (Questel). Financial information on 1,500 French and
foreign companies.
ECAB (Belindis). Economic abstracts international.
ESSOR (Questel). Management, personnel and field of activity
of 65,000 French companies.
Europrospects (ADP). Daily updated economic and financial
statistics on EC countries.
Exstat (ADP). Balance -sheet statistics of 2,500 companies.
Fastock (ADP). Daily updated U.S. securities prices and
volumes.
Fintel/FT (Datastar, SIA). Company and business information
abstracts from the Financial Times.
FISC (G.CAM). Finance legislation in France.
FUTU (Datacentralen). Journal articles in all subject areas of

forecasts, trends and ideas of the future.
Future (ADP). Daily world commodities prices.
FX (ADP). Daily exchange and interest rates at New York.
CiSI Data (GSI-ECO). French and international economic data.
Harfax (Datastar). Marketing and finance.
Hoppenstedt database (Datastar). Data on German companies
and their products.
IAI (GSI-ECO) OECD industrial activity indicators.
ICF (CISI). Economic cycle for France.
IFSIFMI (ADP, CISI). Financial data for member countries of the
IMF.

IMF/IFS (SIA). Financial data for member countries of the IMF.
Indicators (CMS). Main economic indicators from OECD.
International Economic Abstracts (Datastar). Economic
information on markets, trends, investments worldwide.
Isis (G.CAM). Information on economic climate, company law.
Key British Enterprises (Pergammon Infoline). Profiles on top
20,000 companies in Britain.
Lex (Questel). French official journal.
Management Contents (Datastar). Business information.
MEI (ADP). OECD main economic indicators.
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MMA (Pergamon Infoline). Management and marketing
practices worldwide.
Monitor (ADP). Daily updated foreign-exchange and interest
rates.

PERA (ADP). Historical and forecast statistics for developed
countries.
PERB (ADP). Historical and forecast statistics for developing
countries.
PINNCA (SIA). Price index numbers for current -cost
accounting.
Predicasts Annual Reports (Datastar). Textual abstracts and

statistical tables from annual reports.
Predicasts Forecasts (Datastar). Published numeric forecasts
on products, industries, demographics and national incomes.
Predicasts Prompt (Datastar). Business and technology.
products and industries worldwide.
Pricedata (ESA -IRS). Financial information about commodities,
currencies and markets.
Selecval (Sligos). Financial data on 1,000 French and European
listed companies.
SGB-DOC (Datastar). Economic, financial, monetary, social and
industrial matters.
Share Price Data (Scicon). Daily prices for U.K. market on
equities, commodities and overseas stocks.
Statis-Bund (CISI). 60,000 time series from the German Federal

Office of Statistics.
STP (ADP). Short-term forecasts of main U.S. indicators.
Telexport (G.CAM). Aids for external trade.
Textline (ESA -IRS, Finsbury). Business information.
UKSCO (SIA, Scicon). Macroeconomic indicators for the U.K.
UK Treasury (SIA). Major U.K. time series.
USEcon (ADP). Daily U.S. financial and econometric statistics.
VLTP (ADP). Long-term forecasts of main U.S. indicators.

ADP: Poortweg 4, 2612 Delft, The Netherlands. Telephone: (010
31 15) 569382.
Belindis: 30 Rue J A de Mot, 1040 Bruxelles, Belgium.
Telephone: (010 32 2) 233 6737.
CISI-Wharton: Ebury Gate, 23 Lower Belgrave Street, London
SW1W ONW. Telephone: 01-730 8171.
CMS: Mainzer Landstrasse 27, 6000 Frankfurt am Main, West
Germany. Telephone: (010 49 6111 231561.
Datacentralen: Retortvej 6-8, 2500 Valby, Denmark. Telephone:
(010 45 1) 468122.
Datastar: Plaza Suite, 114 Jermyn Street, London SW1Y 6HJ.
Telephone: 01-930 5503.
Finsbury Data Services: 68-74 Carter Lane, London EC4V 5EA.
Telephone: 01-248 9828
G.CAM: Tour Maine -Montparnasse, 33, Av. du Maine, 75755
Paris, France. Telephone: (010 33 1) 538 1070.
GSI-ECO: 25, Boulevard de I'Amiral Bruix, 75782 Paris, France.
Telephone: (010 33 1) 502 1220.
Inka: 7514 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen 2, West Germany.
Telephone: (010 49 7247) 824566.
IRS-Dialtech: Room 392, Ashdown House, 123 Victoria Street,
London SW1E 6RB. Telephone: 01-212 5638.
Pergamon Infoline: 12 Vandy Street, London EC2A 2DE.
Telephone: 01-377 4650.
Questel: 83-85 Boulevard Vincent Auriol, 75013 Paris, France.
Telephone: (010 33 1) 582 6464.
Scicon: Brick Close, Kiln Farm, Milton Keynes MK11 3EJ.
Telephone: (0908) 565656 ex 343.
Sligos: 91 Rue Jean Jaures, Puteaux, France 92807. Telephone
(010 33 1) 776 4242.
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BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD

230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1 P 9AE. Telephone: 01-636
7142/4102

10 MB
HARD
DISC

Looking for a business system'
Let us help you.
oor fo expert
Come to the first
unbeflatabler price.
advice and

apricot 1I 1U WITH

/

SPECIAL

10MB WINCHESTER ( ,1

ONLY £1995 +VAT!

IBM COMPATIBLE
SANYO 550.

IF

PLUS
FREE Monitor
FREE Wordprocessor
(Superwriter)
FREE Spreadsheet

Spreadsheet

(Supercalc)
' FREE Super Planner
INTEGRATED ACCOUNTS PACKAGE

FREE Invoicing
FREE Stock Control
FREE Sales Ledger
FREE Purchase Ledger
FREE Nominal Ledger
FREE Payroll
FREE Mailing List

1.4MB
FLOPPY

SANYO 550
WITH 2x800KB
FLOPPY DISC
a

1/11111

ONLY £995 +VAT!

\

PLUS

Includes 256K Ram and MSDOS 2.11
FREE Monitor (Philips V7001)
FREE Wordprocessor (Wordstar)

FREE Spreadsheet (Calcstar)
FREE Invoicing
FREE Stock Control
FREE Sales Ledger
Integrated
FREE Purchase Ledger
Accounts
FREE Nominal Ledger
Package
FREE Payroll
FREE Mailing List

TRAINING
CAN BE
PROVIDED ON
ALL SYSTEMS
SUPPLIED

a

Features dual 360K disk
drive, 256K Ram.
Full IBM Colour Grahpics,
(including IBM Compatible
Video Board and GW Basic).
MSDOS 2.11. Wordstar and Calcstar.
FREE Hi -Res Green Monitor
Runs Lotus 123 etc

£995VAT
Limited stock.

Offer applicable only
while stocks last.

GALAXY BARGAINS
SANYO with 10MB
Winchester 360K floppy, 256K
Ram, MSDOS 2.11, Wordstar &
Calcstar and Monochrome Monito

£1995 +VAT
SANYO 775/10MX
SPECIAL OFFER

PLUS FREE

The portable Sanyo with
10MB Winchester disk.
Twin 360K floppies, 256K
Ram, MSDOS 2.11, Integral

NTEGRATED

ACCOUNTS
PACKAGE
WITH THESE
SYSTEMS

9 train, FREE SOFTWARE, FR EE
COLOUR PRINTER

£2795 VAT

1 YEAR
We also stock a wide range of Printers, Monitors, Disc
WARRANTY &
Drives and Software Packages, plus many other
MAINTENANCE
Computer Systems at bargain prices. Circle No. 172 CONTRACTS

AVAILABLE

OPENING HOURS MON-SAT 9AM-6PM
MAIL ORDERS TO: West One Galaxy Business Systems Ltd,

230 Tottenham Court Road, London. W1.
Cheques payable to: West One Galaxy Business Systems Ltd.

111=

Mao Computer

DiYiflksf LTD

FOR 411 COMPUTER SUPPLIES

Lowest prices for highest quality products!
Floppy disks:

[flaxen,
.11/'

£2.09

Dygi® e1.89 each

3M £1.72
Ribbons: Diablo Multistrike £1.72

Daisywheels: Diablo/Qume only £3.95

(0990) 23002/3
NO MIDDLE MEN! NO FRILLS! STRAIGHT FROM THE WAREHOUSE!
MICRO COMPUTER DISKS LIMITED Wilburn House, London Road, Sunningdale, Berks. SL5 OER
Circle No. 189

GChipCIV9
ChipChat modems are the most versatile and up to date
available at the price. With autoanswer as standard and
intelligent autodial with speed conversion as an option,
ChipChats may be used to access computers an&databases
such as Prestel, Micronet, Hornell,* and ST Gold.
ChipChats support the CCITT V21 protocol. 300/300 baud and

the V23 protocol 1200/75, 75/1200 and 1200/1200 (half
duplex) Where local regulations permit, Bell standard operation
may be used for dialling U5 databases.

ChIpChats use the latest technology and provide valuable extra
features such as auto -disconnect to save your telephone bills,
and speed conversion for operation with IBM PCs. A full
complement of LEDs monitor data flow and the status of
handshake lines on the Cannon D -type connector.
ChIpChat CC2123A Autoanswer f130.35 (f149.90 Inc VAT)
ChlpChat CC2123AD Autodial
f165.13 (f189.90 inc VAT)
P&P f2.70 + VAT
tIABI Appoval
App,,ed Fa

IBM PC
COMPATIBLE MODEMS
A significant number of communications software packages
for a variety of personal computers, not least of which is the
IBM PC, use the hayes protocol. Adoption in the UK has been
limited because of the unavailability of compatible modems
approved for connection to British Telecom lines.

Our range of autodialling Duplex modems may now be
purchased in hayes compatible form. The modems interwork

with all known hayes compatible software packages and
obey all hayes commands except where this would violate
British Telecom rules for redialling attempts and time delays.
Duplex Systems offer a complete solution to any communications problems that may arise in the office, from connecting a printer to purchasing a complete office system capable
of electronic mail, telex and facsimile:
Modems and acoustic couplers, T -switches multiplexers and
buffers, interfaces for a wide selection of typewriters,
interface converters, printers and terminals, telex interfaces

and full message switching systems -

To find out what is possible with the latest technology
contact:

DUPLEX SYSTEMS LTD.
Radford Business Centre,
Radford Way,
Billericay,
Essex CM12 ODG

=__

IV DOW*

Digisolve Limited, Aire &Calder Works
Cinder Lane, Castleford, West YorksWF10 1W
Tel: 0977 513141

Telex: 557661 AOF1AM
PROHIBITED TROIA DIN DT ON INDIRECT CONNECTION ID ANT

Circle No. 190

TIIICIPAATUNICATIDN SISTIM RUN DI BRITISH
TEUCOMMUNICATIONS ACTION MAP BI TAXIN AGAINST ANIIINI

Tel: 0277 841011

Telex: 995540

DOING SO

Circle No. 173
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OPEN
In Open File we offer programming tips and free
software to key in - from demonstration routines to
ready -to -use business programs. As well as major
feature programs, every month we publish a selection of
software written by our readers.
We welcome serious software for any of the micro
systems listed opposite, especially short routines and
utilities. Programs can be in machine code, Basic or any
other language.
Submissions should include a brief description which
explains what your program does, and how it does it. If
possible it should be typed, with lines double-spaced. We
need a printed program, which should be listed from a fully
debugged, working program. Hand-written listings
cannot be accepted. A tape or disc of the program helps if
it is in a standard format.
When printing listings, please remember to use a new
ribbon or double -intensity printing - faint listings
reproduce badly. Use plain paper only, and try to list the
program across either a 35 -character or a 70 -character
width. Also, make sure all special graphics, inverse video
characters or any other non-standard symbols are either

0

FILE

listed correctly or else include Rem statements to explain
them fully.
Each program listing, tape or disc must have your name
and address on it, or we cannot promise its safe return. A

stamped addressed envelope is appreciated.
If you write in with a comment, correction or enquiry
please state the machine and the program title.
We pay at least 210 for any programs used, or £35 per
page and pro rata for part pages.
OPEN FILE MONITORS

Amstrad
Apple
BBC

Commodore
CPIM
IBM PC

Tandy
Research Machines
Sharp
Sinclair QL

Ian Stobie
Bill Hill
Nicholas McCutcheon
Mike Todd
Jack Schofield
Jack Schofield
John Wellsman
Ian Stobie

John Hooper
Glyn Moody

FEATURES
124

BBC ROM ROUTINES
The workings of the BBC ROM, explained by Roger Cullis.

128

SIMULTANEOUS NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS

Bill Hill programs a numerical solution method in Applesoft Basic.

133

TYPEWRITER MODE

A CPIM utility that echoes keystrokes straight to the printer.
BBC
At,
134
TOGGLING: Direct control of the cassette -motor relay from the keyboard.
POLYNOMIAL: Fitting up to 12 co-ordinates to an nth -degree curve.

COMMODORE
137

THE PHOENIX TAPE: How to recover a program after issuing a New command.
TYPING TEST: Find out how fast you can type.
EXECUTING STRINGS: A routine to allow an Input string to be executed as a Basic expression.
KILLING THE BUMPS: Commodore disc drives can be made to run more smoothly.
LINE COUNTER: A utility to count the number of lines in a Basic program.

SHARP
143

UNVEILING BASIC PROGRAMS: Keep track of how programs are affecting the status of your machine.
TAB$: A neat way to produce neat output on the MZ-80K.
CHR$() ON THE MZ-700: An undocumented feature that results in more concise code.

END OF FILE
144

dBASE II HELP MESSAGE: An undocumented feature of Ashton-Tate's package.
LARGE CHARACTERS IN WORDSTAR: Outsize characters in any WordStar text.
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BBC ROM ROUTINES

INSIDE OS

Roger Cullis concludes his examination of
the BBC Micro's operating system with a
look at the way it uses space in low memory RAM.

different channels, the commands
on, the OS sets up a number of are transferred from the four
pointers or vectors at the bottom of sound buffers to queues in page 8,
page 2, in the area &0200-0235. in the arca &0800-083F. The four
These vectors are two -byte queues arc indexed by buffer
addresses of the entry point of number. They arc serviced during
routines which perform specific the maskable interrupt processing
operations. For instance, the user routine. At the appropriate time,
printer routine pointer, UPTV, is parameters are taken from the
at &0222-0223. Thus, when the sound queues, processed and
computer wishes to send a byte to a passed as instructions to the sound printer via a user -installed output generator chip. The remainder of
routine, it sends it to the address pages 8 to C are allocated to input
stored at these two locations. In and output buffers.
NMI routines arc held in
conventional 6502 practice, the
low byte is stored in the lower and &OD00-0D9E. High -priority filing
the high byte in the higher address systems such as the disc and Econet
use non-maskable interrupts.
location.
Since the pointer locations are in When these systems are initialised,
read/write memory, they may they install NMI routines at the
easily be changed. If a new filing bottom of page D, changing them
system is initialised, it will change according to prevailing circumthe values of certain of these stances. The CFS and RFS do not
vectors to point to its own routines. use NMIs, so on Reset the OS

WHEN THE COMPUTER is switched

Alternative versions of the OS

installs an RTI op code, &40, at

require their own vector settings,

address &ODOO.

since the layout of the ROM is

MOS VECTORS
0200

:1E310) USER() - user vector

0202

:(1)C54) BRKV

0204

:(0C93) 11101V - high priority interrupt vector

8206

:(DE89) IRD2V - low priority interrupt vector

0208

:)DF89) CLIV

020A

:(E772) BYTEV - OSBYTE indirection vector

020C

:CE7EB) WORDY - ()SWORD indirection vector

- break vector

- command line interpreter vector

020E

:(E0A41 NRCHV - write character vector

0210

:(DEC5) RDCHV - read character vector

0212

:(F21D) FILEV - file processing vector

0214

:(F18E) ARRSV - file arguments vector

0216

:(F4C9) MTV - get byte vector

0218

:(F529)

BPUTV - put byte vector

02IA

:(FFA6)

6BPDV - get block/put block vector

$21C

:(F3CA)

FINDV - open/close file vector

021E

:(FIBI) FSCV

0220

:(FFA6)

- filing system control vector

EVNTV - event handling routine vector
- user PRINT routine vector

0222

:(F3CA) UPTV

0224

:(FF36)

NETV

0226

:(FFA6)

VDUV

- VDU processing vector

0228

:1EF02)

KEYV

- keyboard access vector

022A

(E403)

- ECONET vector

1NSBV - buffer insert character vector

022C

:(E464) REMY

- buffer remove character vector

022E

:(EIDI) CNPV

- count/purge buffer vector

0230

:(FFA6) IND1V - unallocated vector

0232

:IFFA6) 1ND2V - unallocated vector

0234

:(FFA61 IND3V - unallocated vector

MOS VARIABLES STORE AND WORKSPACE
0236

:)90) -OSBYTE 06- MOS variables base address lo

0237

:)01) -OSBYTE 07- MOS variables base address hi

0238

:)9F) -OSBYTE A8- ROM pointer table address lo

0239

:(00) -OSBYTE 09- ROM pointer table address hi
:(01) -OSBYTE AA -

The arca &OD9F-ODFF holds a

00

223:

ROM information table address lo

:102) -OSBYTE AB - ROM information table address hi

paged ROM variables store. To

023C

:128) -OSBYTE AC -

key translation table address lo

An OS variables store and permit the OS vectors to point into
workspace is located at a paged ROM, an extended vec-

0230

:)F0) -OSBYTE AD -

key translation table address hi

023E

:(00) -OSBYTE AE -

VDU variables start address lo

023F

:103) -OSBYTE AF - VDU variables start address hi

0240

:100) -OSBYTE BB -

different in each case.

&0236-02FF. Parameters used by
the operating system are stored in
page 2 above the OS vectors. They

tors

table is maintained at
&OD9F-ODEF. This contains the

value of each vector - low then

are updated by the OS house- high - followed by the correkeeping routines and may be read
or reset by user- or program -initiated calls.

The bottom half of page 3

is

devoted to storage of parameterss
needed for the screen display. The

sponding ROM number. Paged
ROMs require space for storage,
such as filing -system I/O buffers.
This space may be shared with the

CFS timeout counter (vertical sync counter decremented 50 times/sec)

0241

:180)

0242

:(FF) -OSBYTE B2- keyboard interrupt processing flag

0243

:100)

0244

:100) -OSBYTE 84- OSNNM address hi

0245

-OSBYTE BI- current input buffer number

-OSBYTE B3- primary 059011

-OSBYTE 135- RS432 mode

0246

:11
160/ -OSBYTE B6- character definition explosion switch

0247

:1001

-OSBYTE 87- filing system flag - 0=CFS, 2=R0M

024B

:1001

-OSBYTE 08- current video ULA control register setting

0249

:108)

-OSBYTE B9- current palette setting

024A

:100) -OSBYTE BA- number of ROM enabled before last BRK

&0380.03DF is similarly allocated

other paged ROMs as public workspace, or it may be reserved
exclusively for an individual ROM
as private workspace. Both arc

to the cassette and ROM filing

allocated on Reset,

table of

0240

:(FF)

Addresses &03E0-03FF
hold the keyboard input buffer.
If no second processor is

private workspace addresses being

024C

:(04) -OSBYTE BC- current ADC channel number

maintained at &ODFO-ODFF.

0 240

:104)

-OSBYTE BD- maximum ADC channel number

024E

:1001

-OSBYTE 8E- ADC conversion type 108 - default, AB -

main part of the top of page 3,
systems.

connected pages 4 to 7 are allocated to the current language

a

COPYRIGHT

-OSBYTE BB- number of BASIC ROM

-OSBYTE BF- RS432 busy flag (bit 7 reset = busy)

024F

:(FF)

the
operation of the BBC Micro and

0250

:156) -OSBYTE CO- current ACIA control register setting

0251

:)19)

where the routines are to be

0252

:119) -OSBYTE C2- mark period count

found, and is intended to help
users to write programs which

0253

:119)

-OSBYTE C3- space period count

8254

:132)

-OSBYTE C4- keyboard autorepeat delay
-OSBYTE C5- keyboard autorepeat, rate

article summarises

8 -bit,

8C - 12 -bit)

ROM. For example, they arc used
by Basic for its variable tables and
loop, function and subroutine
parameter stores. If, however, a
second processor is connected and
active, the DNFS ROM installs the
routines required for Tube
communications in pages 4 to 6. In
a protocol similar to that used by

This

0255

:108)

0256

:100) -OSBYTE C6- +EXEC file handle (8 - not allocated)

the sideways ROMs, there

interact fully with the built-in
software. But you should
remember that the source code
and object code of ROM
routines are the subject of copy-

is a

right and may not be used

0259

:(00) -OSBYTE C9- Econet keyboard disable flag

language entry point at &0400 and
a service entry point at &0403. The
data -transfer routines start at

without the copyright owner's
permission. Although you may
freely call them from programs
running on the computer, you

025A

:120) -OSBYTE CA- keyboard status - bit 3 - 1.shift pressed,

0250

: (09)

-OSBYTE CB- buffer space left at buffer full signal

cannot extract or copy them for
your own software.

925C

:100)

-OSBYTE CC- RS432 input suppression flag

025D

:100) -OSBYTE CD- cassette/RS432 selection flag (CFS-0, RS432-40)

&0406.
In

order to permit synchronof sound commands to

isation

124

-OSBYTE Cl- flash counter

0257

-OSBYTE C7- 'SPOOL file handle (0 - not allocated)

0258:(00)
:(001

-OSBYTE C8- bit 8 - ESCAPE enable/disable
bit

1

- BRK normal/memory clear

bit 4 - ()naps lock, bit 5 - 0=shift lock,
bit 6 - I.control, bit 7 - I.shift enabled

PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

BBC ROM ROUTINES

025E

:100) -OSBYTE CE- Econet OS call interception flag (bit 7)

0212-02E0

:buffer start indices

825F

:1001 -OSBYTE CF- Econet OSRDCH interception flag (bit 1)

02E1 -02E9

:buffer end indices

0260

:1001 -OSBYTE DO- Econet OSWRCH interception flag (bit 7)

02EA-02EB

:CFS currently resident block input size

0261

:1501 -OSBYTE DI- speech enable/disable flag (50/201

02EC

:block flag of currently resident block

0262

:(00) -OSBYTE D2- sound output enable flag

02ED

:last character, currently resident block, CFS input file

0263

:103) -OSBYTE D3- BELL channel number

02EE-02FF

:OSFILE control block workspace

0264

:190) -OSBYTE D4- BELL amplitude/ENVELOPE number

0265

:1641 -OSBYTE D5- BELL frequency

0266

:1061 -DSBYTE D6- BELL duration

0267

:011 -OSBYTE D7- bit 7 set . ignore startup message,

0300-0381

:current graphics window left-hand column (pixels)

0268

:100) -OSBYTE D8- length of key string

0302-0303

:

0269

:(001 -OSBYTE D9- PRINT line counter

0384-0305

:

026A

:(00) -OSBYTE DA- number of items in VDU queue )2s complement of

0306-0307

VDU VARIABLES STORE AND WORKSPACE

bit 0 set = ignore RFS !BOOT error

0308

number required)

bottom row
right-hand column
top row

:

:current text window left-hand column (characters from text origin)

026B

:(091 -OSBYTE DB- TAB key value

0309

bottom row

026C

:(181 -OSBYTE DC- ESCAPE character

030A

right-hand column

026D

:(0I) -OSBYTE OD- input buffer code interpretation status (CO -CF)

0308

026E

:(DO) -OSBYTE DE- input buffer code interpretation status (D0 -BF)

030C -030F

026F

:)E0) -OSBYTE OF- input buffer code interpretation status (E8-EF)

0310-0313

:current graphics cursor (external coordinates)

0270

:(F0) -OSBYTE E0- input buffer code interpretation status )F8-FF)

0314-0317

:old graphics cursor (external coordinates)

0271

:101) -OSBYTE El- keyboard buffer code interpretation status (80-8F)

0318-0319

:current text cursor 1X,Y)

8272

:1801 -OSBYTE E2- input buffer code interpretation status (90-9F)

031A

:line in current graphics cell containing current graphics point

0273

:190) -OSBYTE E3- input buffer code interpretation status (AO -AF)

03I8-0323

:VDU queue

0274

:1001 -OSBYTE E4- input buffer code interpretation status

0318-031E

:graphics workspace

0324-0327

:current graphics cursor (internal coordinates)

0328-0349

:graphics coordinate workspace

0332-0333

:VDU branch routine vectors

0 - ignore key,

I

(130 -BF)

- expand as normal key, 2-FF -

add to base for ASCII code, default on BRK - CA

top row

:current graphics origin (external coordinates)

0275

:(001 -OSBYTE E5- ESCAPE key status (8 - ESC,

0276

:(80) -OSBYTE E6- ESCAPE action

034A -034B

:text cursor position (6845 address registers)

0277

:(FF) -OSBYTE E7- user 6522 VIA IRA bit mask

034C -034D

:text window width (bytes)

0278

:1FF1 -OSBYTE E8- 6850 ACIA IRO bit mask

034E

:bottom of screen memory address hi.

0219

:IFF) -OSBYTE E9- MOS 6522 VIA IRO bit mask

034F

:character size (bytes) for current MODE

8276

:(8O) -OSBYTE EA- TUBE presence flag

0350-0351

:screen top left-hand corner 6845 address

0278

:1001 -OSBYTE EB- speech processor presence flag

0352-0353

:number of bytes/character row

027C

:1001 -OSBYTE EC- character destination status

0354

:screen memory size hi

027D

:1001 -OSBYTE ED- cursor EDITING status

0355

:current screen MODE

027E

:(00) -OSBYTE EE- not used

0356

:screen display type

027F

:(001 -OSBYTE EF- not used

0357

:foreground text colour

0280

:100) -OSBYTE FO- not used

0358

:background text colour

0281

:1001 -OSBYTE Fl- user flag

0359

:foreground graphics colour

035A

:background graphics colour

I

- ASCII)

'

0282

:1641

-OSBYTE F2- serial ULA control register setting

035B

:foreground graphics PLOT mode

0283

:1051

-OSBYTE F3- current system clock store pointer

035C

:background graphics PLOT mode

0284

:1FF) -OSBYTE F4- soft key status flag (0 = stable)

0285

:101)

0286

0281
0288

:00) -OSBYTE FB- user BRK routine address lo

0289

:(00)

-OSBYTE F9- user 88K routine address hi

028A

:)00)

0288
028C

0350-035E

:VDU routine vector

-OSBYTE F5- printer destination

035F

:6845 cursor start register old setting

:(0A)

-OSBYTE F6- printer -ignore character

0360

:number of logical colours -I in current MODE

:100)

-OSBYTE F7- BRK interception flag - (4C - JMP opcode)

0361

:number of pixels/byte -1 in current MODE (0.text)

0362

:left colour mask

0363

:right colour mask

-OSBYTE FA- not used

0364-8365

:text input cursor coordinates 1001

:(00)

-OSBYTE FB- not used

0366

:MODE 7 cursor character

:(FF)

-OSBYTE FC- current language ROM page

0361

:font flag

0368-037E

:font location address hi

036F -037E

:colour palette

- powerup, 2 - hard)

0280

-OSBYTE FD- last BREAK type (0 - soft,

028E

-OSBYTE FE- available RAM (40 - 16K, 80 - 32K)

028F

-OSBYTE FF- startup options set by keyboard links

1

bits 0-2 screen MODE, bit 3 reset - reverse
SHIFT+BRK, bits 4,5 disc drive timing parameters
0290

:screen display vertical adjustment

CFS/RFS VARIABLES STORE

0291

:interlace toggle flag

03B0 -039C

:BPUT file header block

0292-0296

:system clack

039D

:BPUT buffer offset for next byte

0297-029B

:system clock 2

039E

:BEET buffer offset for next byte

029C -02A0

:countdown interval timer buffer

039F -03A6

:unallocated

02AI-0280

:paged ROM type table

03A7-03BI

:BHT filename

02B1 -02B2

:INKEY countdown timer

0382-0300

:most recent block header

0283-02C7

:OSWORD

02136-02119

:lo bytes of most recent analogue conversion value

038E -03C1

0280-021111

:hi bytes of most recent analogue conversion value

03C2 -03C5

028E

:analogue system flag 10SBYTE 801

03C6 -03C7

:

block number

0203

:maximum input line length (OSWORD 0)

03C8 -03C9

:

block length

0284

:minimum input ASCII code IOSWORD 0)

03CA

0205

:maximum input ASCII code (0SWORD 0)

03CB-03CE

02BF-02C8

:EVENT enable flags

03CF-0308

02C9

:soft key expansion pointer

0301

:sequential block gap

02CA

:first autorepeat count

03D2-03DC

:sought filename

02C8-02CD

:key -pressed processing workspace

03011-03DE

:expected BGET file block number

02CE

:ENVELOPE processing software status

030F

:copy of last read block flag

02CF-02D7

:buffer busy flags

1

1

workspace
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0382-03BD

filename

:

load address

:

execution address

:

block flag
RFS EOF +1

:

:

checksum

(continued on next page)
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KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER

083C -083F

:sound parameter calculation workspace

083D

:lo order frequency parameter sent to sound generator

083E

:hi order frequency parameter sent to sound generator

03D-43FF :keyboard input buffer

TUBE COMMUNICATIONS ROUTINES
0400

:TUBE language entry point

0403

:TUBE service entry point

0406

:TUBE data transfer entry point

BUFFERS
0846-084F

:sound buffer channel 10

0850-005F

:

0860-086F
0070-087F

SOUND QUEUES AND WORKSPACE
0800- 0803

:unallocated

0804-0837

:sound queues

0808-080B
080C -080F

0810-0813

:printer buffer

08C0-08FF

:ENVELOPE store 111-41

0900-098F

:ENVELOPE store extension 45-161

09C0-09FF900

:speech buffer

0

current amplitude, this channel

:

12

13

:

0880-080F

:sound queue occupancy flag

0804-0807

11
:

-098F

:RS432 output buffer

090049FF

:CFS output buffer

0A00 GAFF

:RS432 input buffer

0100 -GAFF

:CFS input buffer

0800-0BFF

:soft key buffer

0C00-0CFF

:characters E0-FF - font store

number of amplitude phases processed

:

absolute pitch value

:

00144817

:

number of pitch phases processed

0818-0818

:

number of steps to process

081C -081F

:

duration

0820-0823

:

interval multiplier

:

ENVELOPE number / autorepeat parameter

:

length of note interval left

NMI ROUTINES

sync hold part

0004-169E

0824-0827
0828-0820
082C -082F

:

0830-0833

:

6834-0837
0830

:NN1 routines

sound chip current pitch setting
pitch deviation

:

:number of channels required for sync

PAGED ROM VARIABLES STORE

0839

:current amplitude step

083A

:current target amplitude

0D9F-ODEF

:paged RON expanded vector set

0836

:number of channels on hold for sync

ODFO-ODFF

:paged RON private workspace address hi

A spreadsheet, a database and graphics too, all integrated into one amazing
package ... at an amazingly affordable price! The latest design techniques
combine ultimate ease -of -use, with all the sophistication of an integrated product ... advanced spreadsheet features include high-speed maths functions,
1000 by 64 worksheet, programmability, windows, cell protection, search and sort, text editing, wordprocessor compatibility,
simultaneous graphics ... integrated with a 1000 -character per record database, up to 250 characters per item ... the only product of its kind for the Commodore 64! Suits most printers, supplied with excellent handbook.

VIZASTAR 64

OUR PRICE £99.95 £89.00

Your programs will really take off
with DTLJETPACK! 100% compatible with CBM Basic, JET PACK compiles Basic programs into machine code, running

up to 25 times faster ... and using up to half as much

memory, to give faster loading, or bigger programs! And it
even accepts Basic extensions and machine code routines
as well!
OUR PRICE (DISK) £39.95 £35.95

Has everything you need for programming to top professional
standards! Basic IV, machine code
monitor, and 85 powerful new commands
including
Toolkit, Business Basic, keyed access files, disk data compression, formattable screen zones, multiple screens, date
control, report generator, 22 -place arithmetic, screen plot,
screen dump, and more ...
ALL FOR ONLY £64.95!

c7Vlaster64

Vizawrite 64 is a high-performance, low-cost word processor, with on -screen formatting, that
takes full advantage of the 64's colour, graphics and memory features ... and supports virtually
any printer! With a comprehensive and easy -to -follow user reference manual, VizaWrite is the
ultimate personal computer word processor! available on cartridge (£89.95 £78), Disk (£79.95 £68) or with VizaSpell (£99.95 £85)

VIZAWRITE 64

WANT IT TOMORROW?
VIZASTAR
VIZASPELL
EASYSCRIPT
EASYSPELL
SIMON'S BASIC
FIGARO 64

(DISK)
(DISK)
(DISK)
(DISK)
(CART)
(DISK)

CALL US TODAY!
£99.95
£59.95
£75.00
£50.00
£50.00
£86.25

£89.00
£49.95
£65.00
£41.95
£41.95
£75.00

Prices include 15% VAT and are correct on going to press.

Order by post or phone, using cheque, Access/Barclay
card or official order, despatch Is by same -day 1st class
post, pre -paid orders free. Product data available on request.

Ref A30

MULTIPLAN (US)
PRACTICALC
PRACTICALC
HOMEBASE 1-4
STEPPING STONES
PRI NTLIN K 64 (INTERFACE)

ON 01-546 7256
(DISK) £79.95
(DISK) £44.50
(TAPE) £39.95
(SUPERBASE)
(SUPERBASE)

£67.95
£39.95
£34.95
£17.95
£9.95
£29.95

M
DLO
= illJOIE

LAKESIDE HOUSE, KINGSTON HILL, SURREY, KT2 70T. TEL 01-546 7256
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PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS
VISIT OUR NEW SHOW ROOM

MICRONIX ESB-1
32 BIT MULTIUSER COMPUTER

micronix
ows, computers Ltd
DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
EPSON RX80 F/T 80 column, 100 CPS
EPSON FX80 80 column, 160 CPS

£240+ VAT=-- £
£360 + VAT= E

276
414

MX3200 System

NEAR LETTER QUALITY (NLQ) PRINTERS

Two user twin drive system
with 256K RAM
£1600 + VAT
Terminal £ 400 + VAT
Price includes 0S9/68000
multiuser, multitasking

PANASONIC P1091 80 column, switch selectable 120 CPS
draft/22 CPS NLQ - switch selectable
for IBM PC or other Computers
£300 + VAT= £ 345
KAGA 810 80 column, 1 60 CPS
draft/27 CPS NLQ
£260+VAT=E 299
PANASONIC P1092 180 CPS draft/40 CPS
NLQ for IBM PC
£400 + VAT= £ 460

operating system.

or 68008 8 MHz CPU * 128 RAM (expandable to 256K) * Up to 64K EPROM

Floppy disk controller for 51/2", 3", 31/2" drives *2 RS232 serial ports
k Mounts directly on 51/2" drive * 2 x 8 bit parallel ports * Full debug monitor
vith

single line assembler and disk loader * Expansion bus * Power

equirement: + 5V/1.5A, + 12V/100mA, -12V/100mA.
available as a Bareboard with Monitor ROM and IFL Chip Set £199 + VAT =
228.85 or completely assembled £499 + VAT = £573.85 128K Expansion
3oard (recommended for OS9/680001 El 99 + VAT = £228.85 - 0S9/68000
eal time, multitasking, multiuser Operating System (similar to UNIX)
2300 + VAT = £345 C Compiler, BASIC 09, PASCAL and FORTRAN available.
Tingle User CP/M68K £375 + VAT = £431.25.

DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS
JUKI 6100 20 CPS, 2K buffer

£340+ VAT= £ 391
£980 + VAT= £1,127

FUJITSU SP320 48 CPS, Diablo, 4K buffer
Tractors and Sheet Feeders also available!
QUEN DATA 18 CPS

£280 + VAT= £

322

DISK DRIVES FOR BBC
Quality half height Japanese drives boxed and supplied with all cables,
formatter disk and DFS manual

MX152A - 400K Single
80 track, double sided, 40/80 track switch

IBM PC/XT COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS
3uy your IBM PCIXT compatible computer in kit form and save money! Each kit consists of a
motherboard, multifunction board, colourIgraphics card, floppy disc controller card, system box,
sower supply and keyboard - you just put them together!
E1340 +VAT- £1541.00
<PC -01: 128K, single drive system kit
<PC.01H13: 128K, single drive, 20MB hard disk system kit

<PC.02: 128K, twin drive system kit
<PC.03: 640K, single drive system kit
<PC.031-111 640K, single drive, 20MB hard disk system kit
KPC-04: 640K, twin drive system kit
HD -20: 20MB internal hard disk upgrade with controller and cables

£2240 +VAT - E2806.00
E1450 +VAT- £1679.00
f 1500 + VAT - E1 725.00
E2600 + VAT- £2990.00
£1620 +VAT- £1863.00
£1100 + VAT- E1265.00

Each of the above configuration consists of the following: except KPC-01HD and KPC-03H0 which
nclude hard disk kit (HD -20) in addition.
I.

IBM PCIXT compatible motherboard 18088 4.77MHz)
128K RAM (RAM expands to 1MB!) and 8 slots

la.

IBM PCIXT compatible motherboard (8088 4.77MHz)
640K RAM IRAM expands to 1MB!) and 8 slots
Colourlgraphics adapter 320.200 up to 16

?.

E340 +VAT- [391.00

mono graphics

7.

Multifunction board with 2 serial ports, printer
port, game port, clock calendar with AST utility program
Floppy disk controller board with parallel port
(up to 4.5.25 inch disk drives)
5.25 inch floppy disk drive 320(360K
108 key professional UK keyboard
Switched mode power supply

B.

System Box

t
5.
3.

80 track, double sided, switched mode PSU,

40/80 track switch

£260+VAT= £ 299

DISK DRIVE FOR APPLE II
MX1 50APL CHINON

£120+VAT=E 138

height, direct drive

DISKETTES
£15+VAT=E17.25

51" DSDD 48 TPI, double sided (101
51" DSQD 96 TPI double sided (10)
51" high density 77 track for IBM AT (10)
3.5" single sided (10)
3.5" double sided 110)

E180 + VAT - E207.00

£20 + VAT= £23.00
£50+ VAT= £57.50
£35 + VAT= £40.25

£45+VAT= £51.75

E180 +VAT- E207.00

E150+VAT-E172.50
(each) E120+VAT-E1313.00
E160+VAT-E184.00

METAL ENCLOSURES FOR SYSTEMS
& DRIVES
£10 + £2.60 P&P+ VAT= E 14.49

Single drive box

Dual drive box - vertical or flat type
(takes MX45 PSU - PSU extra)
System box for ESB-1 (takes two
51" drives and MX100 PSU)

£20+ £5 P&P+ VAT= £ 28.75
£99+£11 P&P + VAT= £126.50

E120+VAT-E1313.00

E 90+VAT-f103.50

VISA, ACCESS WELCOME
Ordering Information:

MM.
.111k

VISA

Prices are exclusive of VAT unless stated otherwise. Unless otherwise stated,

PERIPHERALS FOR IBM
PC/COMPATIBLES
64K RAM Upgrade - set of 9 x 64K RAM chips
256K RAM BOARD - ideal for ERICSSON PC
128K RAM Upgrade for IBM PC A/T set of 9 x 128K RAM chips
256K RAM 1 SONS (set of 9 x 256K chips)
108 key professional English keyboard
20MB internal hard disk upgrade

138

E500 + VAT- E575.00

foreground and 8 background colours 640.200
3.

£120 + VAT= £

MX252A - 800K Twin

Postage/Carriage free within UK for advertised prices only - special or

E 20 + VAT = £23.00
£200-+ VAT= £ 230

£100+VAT= £
£ 80 +VAT= £
£160 + VAT = £

115
92
184

£1,100+VAT= £1,265

discounted prices will attract postage/delivery charges at cost. All goods are
subject to availability and prior sale. Prices are subject to change without notice.
We accept VISA and ACCESS.
Visit our brand new Showroom - off-street parking, nearest tube Kilburn
(Jubilee Line) OPEN MON-FRI: 9.30am - 5.30pm

micronix

win computers

Ltd

lUel

1 Grangeway,
Kilburn,

MONITORS
ICL KDS 7362 ASCII terminal
PHILIPS 12" green

£400 + VAT= £

£100+VAT= £

460 London NW6 2BW
115
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Telex: 295173 MICROX G
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NUMERICAL METHODS

SOLVING NON-LINEAR
z SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS
0
u_,

0

As an example of how the

Solving non-linear equations presents some special difficulties.
Bill Hill tackles the problem with a development of Newton's

method could be used, consider

method, implemented as an Applesoft program.
MANY PRACTICAL engineering and

with k equal to 0,1,2,3..., and

[x*jk4.1

business

problems require the
solution of a set of equations that

where J is an n by n matrix called

solution.

are non-linear functions of the

the Jacobian matrix. It is the
multi -variable equivalent of the

unknown variables. In

other

words, the equations of the n
unknown variables x1, x2, x3,...xn.

vector are the required

Listing 1 shows an Applesoft
program to solve a set of simulderivative df(x)/dx in the single - taneous non-linear or linear

variable case. The clement Jii of the

equations using Newton's

defined as a

method. The elements of the y

Jacobian matrix

is

The conventional numerical for partial derivative

vector at each iteration arc calc-

simultaneous linear equations
such as Gaussian elimination and
the Gauss Jordan method, cannot
be used if this is the case.
The solution of a set of
simultaneous non-linear equations
may at first seem daunting, but a
very simple technique is available
to help. It is the multi -variable
equivalent of the well-known
iterative Newton method for

ulated using the Gauss Jordan
method; see references 1 and 2 for

finding the roots of the single
algebraic equation f(x) = 0. You
may be surprised to learn that a
Basic program of only about 100
lines can solve most non-linear
simultaneous equation problems.
Suppose there are n equations of
form:

=0
f2(x1, X2,...xn) = 0

-14 =

An initial guess [x*] is used to

ivatives can be used in a program.
For example, for J 1 I use

x2, x3,...x) -

(fi (xi +

fl (xi,x2,x3,...xn))/Axi
for J21 use

-

(12(x1 +0x1, x2,

x2,

x3,...xn))/Axi

for J12 use
(f1 (x1, x2 + 0x2, x3,...xn) - fi (xi,

fn(xl, x2, ...x) = 0

unknown variables. The less
cluttered notation f(x) = 0 can be
used to represent the above set of

imations to be reasonable, Axi,
Ax2,...Axn should be relatively
small

values,

have used
x1/100, x2/100,...xn/100 in the
so

I

equations, where the bold type program.
signifies a column or vector of
Once the program has evaluated
variables or functions. For example the J matrix at each iteration, it
x is

xl
2

LxnJ
and f x) is
f1 (x)

f2(x)

must calculate the inverse matrix
J - I and then calculate the product

of J -1 and [f(x*)]k. This can be
done more easily by solving for
yi,...yr, in the following set of
linear simultaneous equations at
each iteration:

PrIk=f-f(xlk

equation (2)

Once the values of the elements
of the vector y have been
calculated, the values of the
elements of the [x*]k .41 vector for
the next iteration arc given by:

in(X)

The iterative Newton algorithm [x*]k +1= [x* + yik equation (3)
for ca culating the roots x* of this The whole process is repeated until
set of equations, x*, , x*2 ,
x*
the values of yi ,...yn are very
is given in equation 1:
small or zero, at which point the

[x*]k4.1= ix* - J - If(xik

128

I

x2i - 81(x2 + 0.1)2 + sin(x3) +

1.06 = 0
exp(-xix2) + 20x3 + (107r - 3)/3
=0
Before commencing the iterations
the program asks for an accepted
tolerance value; that is, the total

tolerable error in the calculated

roots, subject to the limitations for
Applesoft's finite arithmetic. You
x2, X3,...Xn))/AX2
must also input initial guesses for
and so on for the other elements of x;
x*n when prompted.

In other words, fi...fn are the J matrix. For these approxfunctions of all or some of the

a description of this method.

calculate [x*] 1, which in turn is have added a row -swapping subused to calculate [x*]2, and so on routine to the standard Gauss until the values of the respective Jordan routine so that the program
elements in the vectors [x*]k and will not fail from a division by zero
[x*]k I are very close or identical.
error if a pivot element becomes
Now f(x) may be a set of com- zero even though a solution exists.
plicated non-linear functions, and
The functions given as an
it may therefore be difficult to example in the subroutine starting
evaluate the equations for the at line 1000 are for the following
elements of the Jacobian matrix non-linear equations with three
analytically. To make life easier, an unknowns - see reference 2:
approximation to the partial der- 3xi - cos(x2x3) - 0.5 = 0

values of the elements of the

If a tolerance value of 0.0001
and initial guesses of 1.0 for all
three unknowns are used in this
example, the routine converges to
the following solution in seven
iterations:

x) = 0.500000004
x*2 = -3.9690562E-09
x*3 = -0.523598776

the following problem. John,
David and Martin are three
brothers. The sum of the squares
of the brothers' ages equals 1,914.
The sum of their ages is 72, and if
Martin's age is divided by David's

age the result equals John's age
divided by 10 and added to the
reciprocal of David's age.
The first thing to do is to write

the puzzle in algebraic form. Let
the ages of the three brothers be
represented by the unknowns J, D
and M. Using these symbols you
can write:
2

J

4. D2 4_ M2 = 1914

+D

+M=

72

M/D=J/10+ 1/D
To use these three equations in the

program the three unknown ages
can be specified X(1), X(2) and
X(3). The equations are arranged
so that the right-hand sides arc all
zero; the left-hand sides are therefore the three functions F(1), F(2)
and F(3) that are needed for the
subroutine beginning on line 1000
of the program. For example, the
above three equations can be
arranged as
X(1) * X(1) + X(2) *X(2) + X(3) *X(3)

-1914=0
X(1) + X(2) + X(3)- 72=0

X(1)*X(2) -10*(X(3) -1)=0

so that you can put the following
lines in the program
1010 F(1)=X(1)*X(1)+X(2)*X(2)
+X(3) *X(3) - 1914
1020 F(2) = X(1) + X(2) + X(3) - 72
1030 F(3) = X(1)*X(2) - 10 * (X(3)

- 1)
1040 RETURN

Now run the program and
specify an error tolerance of, say,
In fact x9; should be exactly 0.5 and 0.0001 and initial guesses of 1 for
x*, should be exactly zero. The all three brothers' ages. The
slight differences are due to the program will display the following

finite arithmetic of Applesoft. If message:
your Basic supports double - NO UNIQUE SOLUTION FOR Y
precision arithmetic your answer
EXISTS
could be more accurate.
This means either that there is no
You can substitute your own set unique solution for the puzzle, or
of non-linear or linear equations in
the subroutine after line 1000, and
the number of equations is limited
only by the available memory. In
this subroutine use the one-

that the guesses are too far out. To

see if the latter is the case, try
running the program again, but

this time use 15 as a guess for all
the ages. This time the program
dimensional array X to represent will begin to print to the iterations
the unknowns, and the one- until, lo and behold, it stops after
dimensional array F to represent 34 iterations and displays the three
the functions.
brothers' ages.
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O
7LIST

1

REM

2

ITERATIVE NEWTON SOLUTION
OF COUPLED ALGEBRAIC EQUA

REM

TIONS
3

REM

4

REM

BY BILL HILL, JAN. 85
#************************

***It***
5

ALWAYS CHECK RESULTS, AND

REM

DO NOT
6

FORGET THAT ROUNDING ERRO

REM

RS MAY
7

PRODUCE INCORRECT RESULTS

REM

160

GOSUB 1000: REM

170

REM

180

FOR I = 1 TO N

*************************

REM

*MK***
9

10

PRINT

-n

SET G=F

200

NEXT I

210

REM

-

rrn

CALC. JACOBIAN MATRIX A

PPROX.
220

FOR I = 1 TO N

230 P =

ABS (X(I))

/ 100

240 X(I) = X(I) + P
250

GOSUB 1000: REM

260

FOR L = 1 TO N

CALC. F

270 J(L,I) = (F(L) - G(L))

/ P

NEXT L

290 X(I) = X(I) - P
300

NEXT I

310

REM

INPUT "INPUT NO. OF EQUATIONS

SOLVE FOR Y VECTOR IN J

Y= -G USING GAUSS -JORDAN ROUT

";N

INE

20

PRINT

320

30

INPUT "INPUT TOLERANCE ";TL

330 J(I,N + 1) =

40

PRINT

340

NEXT I

50

INPUT "INPUT MAX. NO. OF ITER

350

FOR R = 1 TO N

ATIONS ";IM

FOR I = 1 TO N
-

G(I)

360 DI = J(R,R)

60

PRINT

70

DIM X(N),F(N),G(N),J(NO + 1)

80

PRINT "INPUT INITIAL GUESS"

380

IF DI = 0 AND R = N
THEN PRINT "NO UNIQUE
SOLUTION FOR Y EXISTS": END
IF DI = 0 THEN GOSUB 700

90

PRINT

390

IF DI = 0 THEN

FOR H = 1 TO (N + 1)

370

100

FOR I = 1 TO N

400

110

PRINT "X(";") ";: INPUT X(

410 J(R,H) = J(R,H)

I)

420

NEXT H

120

NEXT I

430

FOR S = 1 TO N

130

PRINT

440 Q = J(S,R)

140 K =
150

REM

z

CALC. F

190 G(I) = F(I)

280
8

rn

OR SOLUTION CONVERGES

450

1

IF S = R THEN

GOTO 360
/ DI

GOTO 490

REPEAT DOWN TO LINE 690

UNTIL EITHER IM IS EXCEEDED
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(continued on next page)
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LL

(continued from previous page)

460

0

0

FOR T = 1 TO (N + 1)

740

OF COLUMN IS ALL ZEROS

REM

470 J(S,T) = J(S,T) - J(R,T) * Q
480

NEXT T

750 W1 = 0

490

NEXT S

760

FOR II = (R + 1) TO N

500

NEXT R
REM END OF GAUSS -JORDAN ROU

770

IF W1 = 0 AND J(II,R) <

TINE

780

NEXT II

790

IF W1 = 0 THEN

510
520

REM

(N+1)TH COL. OF J IS SO

530

FOR I = 1 TO N

END
800

NEXT I
810

FOR I = 1 TO N

580 SU = SU +
590

NEXT I

600

REM

610

NOW SWOP ROW R WITH ROW

REM
W1

560 SU = 0
570

PRINT "NO UN

IQUE SOLUTION FOR Y EXISTS":

540 X(I) = X(I) + J(I,N + 1)
550

LET W1 = II

THEN

LUTION FOR Y

FOR II = 1 TO (N + 1)

820 W2 = J(R,II)

ABS (J(I,N + 1))

830 J(R,II) = J(W1,II)

840 J(W1,II) = W2

PRINT X

850

NEXT II

PRINT "ITERATION NO. ";K

860

RETURN

620

FOR I = 1 TO N

1000

630

PRINT "X("0;") = ";X(I)

1010 F(1) = 3 * X(1) -

640

NEXT I

650

PRINT

660

IF SU < TL THEN

680

SUBROUTINE F(X)

END

+ 0.1)

1

2 +

(X(2)

SIN (X(3)) +

1.06

PRINT "MAX.

1030 F(3) =

NO. OF ITERATIONS EXCEEDED":

3)

690

GOTO 160

700

REM

SUBROUTINE TO SWOP ROWS

710

REM

IF PIVOT ELEMENT IS ZER

0

720

REM

IN GAUSS -JORDAN ROUTINE

730

REM

(BUT FIRST CHECK IF RES

EXP

(

+ 20 * X(3)

END
1040

- X(1)

* X(2))

(31.41592654 -

/ 3

RETURN

REFERENCES_
1. A Gauss -Jordan Elimination
Method Program by P E
McGuire, Byte, August 1983.
2. Numerical Analysis second
edition by R Burden, J Faires,
A Reynolds. Published by
Prindle, Weber & Schmidt,
Boston 1981.
You might also like to take a look

at An Introduction to Numerical
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COS (X(2)

* X(3)) - 0.5

IF K > IM THEN

T

REM

1020 F(2) = X(1) ^ 2 - 81 *

670 K = K +

> 0

Methods for Differential
Equations by J Ortega and W
Poole, published by Pitman,
1981, which discusses the
Newton Method and its use in
routines for solving differential
equations. This book also
illustrates some of the problems
that can occur with the Newton
method.
ao
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Nashua

Nashua Computer Products,
Floor 1, Cory House, The Ring, Bracknell, Berks RG12

1 ET

Telephone: 0344 426555

NASHUA 51/4" DISKETTES
SOFT SECTOR
PRODUCT

DESCRIPTION

TPI

BPI

TRACKS/SURFACE

48
48
48
96
96

2768
5536
5536
5536
5536

40
40
40
80
80

TPI

BPI

TRACKS/SURFACE

48
48
48
96
96

2768
5536
5536
5536
5536

40
40
40
80
80

TPI

BPI

TRACKS/SURFACE

48
48
48
96
96

2768
5536
5536
5536
5536

40
40
40
80
80

STORAGE
CAPACITY
(BYTES)

Single side/Single density
MD -1D
Single side/Double density
MD -2D
Double side/Double density
MD -1F
Single side/Quad density
MD -2F
Double side/Quad density
(Formatted products available)
MD -1

125,000
250,000
500,000
500,000
1,000,000

10 HARD SECTOR
PRODUCT'

DESCRIPTION

STORAGE
CAPACITY
(BYTES)

Single side/Single density
Single side/Double density
Double side/Double density
Single side/Quad density
Double side/Quad density
(Formatted products available)
MD -110
MD -110D
MD -210D
MD -110F
MD -210F

125,000
250,000
500,000
500,000
1,000,000

16 HARD SECTOR
PRODUCT

DESCRIPTION

Single side/Single density
Single side/Double density
Double side/Double density
Single side/Quad density
Double side/Quad density
(Formatted products available)

MD -116
MD -116D
MD -216D
MD -116F
MD -216F

'

STORAGE
CAPACITY
(BYTES)
125,000
250,000
500,000
500,000
1,000,000

*Each diskette is analog certified to meet or exceed ANSI thresholds.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Jacket outer
dimensions
Thickness

Material

5.235-5.265 in. square
(13.297-13.373 cm)
0.065-0.078 in.
1.651-1.981 mm)
Vinyl chloride with a
non -skidding synthetic

fiber lining
Disc outer
diameter

5.122-5.128 in.
(13.009-13.025 cm)

PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

Inner diameter

1.124-1.126 in.
(2.855-2.859 cm)
Nominal thickness 0.003 in. (0.0076 cm)

Material

Mylar with iron oxide

Y-Fe203 coating
Coating thickness, 90-130 (10-6) in.
nominal
Surface roughness 31.1. in. AA max.

Operational and 50°-122°F (10°-53°C)
storage
temperature
Relative humidity 8-80%
Diskettes shall be stored at room temperature at least one hour prior to using.

Missing pulse-"O"; extra pulse-"O."

Circle No. 176
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ANNOUNCING LONDON'S FIRST BUSINESS COMPUTERWEEK
Whether you're

already using
computer technology or you're
contemplating your first
investment, selecting the
new system that will boost
your business efficiency is
tougher than ever.
It's not just that there's
an enormous range of suppliers to choose from.
You're also faced THE
with a

thousand USINESS
1
and one
different
shades of
sophistication -from the

`Week' so comprehensive
is that it's actually three
shows under one roof each addressing an area
crucial to today's
managers.
Setting the practical,
no -jargon approach of the
whole event, there's the
Business Computer Show.
Key suppliers of minis,
micros, peripherals and
services will show you
routes to business efficiency (not wonders of
science).
Meanwhile if you're
looking at electronic mail,
networking,

low-cost micro for your

accounts to integrated
business systems that
could revolutionise your
entire operation.
Now at last there's a
London event that covers
all your options in one go.
The first ever London
Business Computer Week.
What makes the

AU-COMP:1.10N

THEWF
SHO AND C°NfEgENCE

word pro-

cessing -the elements of
the integrated electronic
office- The Office Automation Show should be
your first stop.
It's backed by an

EARLS COURT, 4-6 JOE 1985

LONDO1\

authoritative Conference
too, courtesy of the Information and Word Processing Association.
Visit
Software
'85 further
down
the hall
and you
can find
out how
to make
your software stretch
much further. There'll be

the latest packages up
and running not to
mention a conference if
you need some really professional advice.
Visit the show that
meets your specific interest
- or go for the comprehensive coverage of all your
computer options.
Send off for your

FREE tickets to the
London Business Computer Week today or ring
01-891 5051.
F.-Send to: Chatsworth House, 59 London Road,
Twickenham TW1 3SZ
Please send me
FREE tickets for
London Business Computer Week.
More information on Office Automation
Conference
More information on Software '85
Conference
PC585

Name

Job Title
Company

SPONSORS: COMPUTER WEEKLY NATIONAL COMPUTING CENTRE.
BRITISH COMPUTER SOCIETY INSTITUTE OF DATA PROCESSING MANAGEMENT
INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS PRACTICAL COMPUTING
IBM COMPUTER TODAY- BACKED BY THE CSA.

Circle No. 161

Address
Post Code
NO ONE UNDER 18 ADMITTED

CP/M

PRINTING IN
TYPEWRITER

MODE
Turning your sophisticated micro/printer
setup into nothing more or less than an
electric typewriter may seem perverse, but
it can have its uses. John and Timothy Lee

present a routine to do the trick.
leave the program and return to

EVEN IF you use a word processor for

most of your work, there are
certain jobs that it does not handle
very conveniently. For example,
typing the address on a sticky label
or an envelope may be a considerable fiddle, and typing information into boxes on pre-printed
forms may be nearly impossible. It

may be more bother than

it is

CP/M.

If your printer supports backspacing, then after typing a line
but before pressing Return you can
use the Delete key on the keyboard
to delete characters from the
screen, or the backspace key,
Control -H, to move the cursor one
character to the left. Both of these

worth to type a short letter, note or
memo on the word processor.
Possibly you have just a

keys should move the print head

computer and printer, and would
like to use it to type an important
letter. Perhaps you have friends or
relatives who are intimidated by
computers, but would be happy to

they have been printed on the

use an electronic typewriter that is
as easy to use as a Selectric.
If you fall into any of these categories, then the CP/M utility pro-

gram Typewrit.Com is for you.
Even the most timid beginner can

learn to use

it

back a character, but of course
characters cannot be deleted once

paper. However, this method is
useful for underlining, and for
producing double -struck print.
It is possible to run the Typewrit
program while you are using

WordStar. Simply select the R
option to run a program, and then
type
TYPEWRIT

This

may

convenient for

be

in a couple of addressing an envelope while the

minutes. It works with any eight bit CP/M machine, and can print
from any type of printer.
To run the program, simply type

main job is done on the word pro-

Typewrit. Helpful messages are

assembled

displayed on the screen:
Program to send keyboard output
directly to the printer.
Please switch on the printer and

CP/M-80 assembler ASM. To do

press Return.

cessor.

The program is written in Intel
8080 code so that it can be
using

the

standard

this you should type the 8080
mnemonics and comments for
the program into a file called

when you have done this, the next Typewrit.ASM. Do not type in the
first two columns of the listing, but
message appears:
Type sufficient spaces to move the
print head to the first column
that you wish to print in. Then
press Return.

In this way you can adjust the left

start instead at the column occu-

pied by the

;

in the first line.

Assemble the source file by typing

0
m
z

TYPEWRIT.COM
Program to allow for direct typing onto a printer.
Typically used for addressing envelopes.
.000 =
L005 =

REBOOT
CPM

EOU

0

EOU

5

;CP/M Reboot address
;Call address for CP/M functions

0000 =
CCOA =

CR

LF

EOU
EOU

ODH
Oki

;ASCII Carriage Return code
;ASCII Linefeed Character

0100

ORS

1000

0100 C3A501

JMP

START

0103
012A
0155
0168
0191
01A5

DB
DB

CR,LF,LF,
TYPEWRITER.ASM version 1.2 *vv.
CR,LF,LF, .***
Program to allow for direct typing
'onto a printer *vv.
CR,LF, 'km. written by T.D. Lee
'12 January 1984
CR,LF,LF, 26

000A0A2A2A
000A0A2A2A
6F6E746F20
000A2A2A2A
3132204061
0D000A1A

D8
Da
DB
D8

01A9 31F603
01AC 112F02
01Af CD2902

START:

0102 C01802
0105 FEOD
0187 028201

PRO1:

-T1

m

LXI

SP, STACK

LXI

CALL

D,SIGNOV
PESAGE

CALL

GETCHR

CPI
JNZ

CR

0180 3830
01BC CD2002

PNI
CALL

0,83
PRINT

;Move Print Head to left margin.

018F 110002
01C2 CO2902

LXI

D,SUFFSP
PESAGE

;Display "Type sufficient spaces"

CALL

'

;Display Signon Message

;wait until <CR> is typed

PROM

Position print head by typing spaces
0105 2E00

0107 CD1802

MJZ
SPACES: CALL

L,0
GETCHR

FEOD
CAD801
FE20
C2C701
CD2002
2C
C3C701

CPI

CR

JZ
CPI
JNZ
CALL

ENDSPA

;Stop if <CR> received

SPACES
PRINT

INR

L

;ignore non space chars
;Send space to Printer and Screen
;Count number of spaces

JMP

SPACES

0108 7D
01DC 328503

ENDSPA: MDV
STA

A,L
NSPACE

01CA
01CC
O1CF
0101
01D4
0107
0108

OlDF
01E2
01E5
01E8
01EA
01ED
01EF
0112
0115

111703
CO2902
CD1802
1E03
CA0000
FEOD
CAF8j1
CD2002
C3E501

0IF8 3E0D

308503
OF
3E20
CD2002
2D
C20602

;Display "Type Onto the printer"

JZ

REBOOT

;Finish if "C typed

CPI
JZ
CALL

CR

IMP

MAINLP

!NI

A,CR

CALL
FNI
CALL

PRINT
A,LF
PRINT

LDA
MDV

NSPACE
L,A

CALL
MAIALP: CALL
CPI

GOTCR:

01FA CD2002
01FD 3EOA
01FF CD2002
0202
0205
0206
0208
0208
020C

;Store number of spaces

D,TYPPES
MESAGE
GETCHR

LXI

G0TCR2: MVI
CALL
DCR

0201 118203
0212 CD2902
0215 C3E501

GOTCR
PRINT

;Jump if <CR>
;else ECHO Character
;and repeat

;Send <CR> <Lf> to printer

;L = Number of spaces required

A,'

PRINT

;Print a space

JNZ

GOTCR2

;Repeat until L done

LXI
CALL

D,CRLF
MESAGE
MAINLP

;<CR> eli> to screen

JMP

Utitily Sibroutires
0218
0219
0218
021E
021F

E5
0E01
CD0500
El
C9

0220 5F

GETCHR: PUSH

PRINT:

0221 E5
0222 0E05
0224 C00500
0227 El

C,1

CALL

CPM

POP
RET

H

E,A

M)V
F119.1

0228 C9

H

MVI

;Get a character from the keyboard

;Send character in A to the printer

H

M4I
CALL

C,5

POP
RET

H

CPM

ASM TYPEWRIT

which will produce a hexadecimal

margin on the printer, and this file called Typewrit.Hex and a

be remembered, however listing file called Typewrit.PRN
many lines you type. When you which should be identical to the
have done this, the next message listing.
appears:
The .Hex file must be loaded to
Now type directly onto the printer.
produce an executable .Com file

0229 0E09
0228 CD0500
022E C9

PESAGE: MVI
CALL
RET

will

At the end of each line hit
Return, and the printer will
return to your initial column.
Type Control -C to quit.

by typing
LOAD TYPEWRIT

You should then have a working
As you type text, it is displayed file called Typewrit.Com which
on the screen, and is printed can be run by typing
TYPEWRIT
simultaneously. You must press
Return at the end of each line, just The two intermediate files
as on a typewriter. When the task Typewrit.Hex and Typewrit.PRN
is complete, you type Control -C to can be deleted.
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C,9

;Print a string on the screen

CPM

Messages

022F 000A0A5072SIGN0N: DB
DB
0256 6469726563
DB
oasE 000A506C65

CR,LF,LF, 'Program to send keyboard characters
'directly to the printer.'
CR,LF, 'Please switch on the printer and press RETURN.
'

0200
02CC
02E4
0302

000/0A54795UFFSP: 08
DB
6865616420
DB
000A746861
DB
5468656E20

CR,LF,LF, 'Type sufficient spaces to moan the print
'head to the first column'
CR,LF, 'that you wish to print in.
'Then press RETURN.', CR,LF, .S.

0317
033E
0360
038E
0382

00000A4E6FTYPPES:
4174207468
0000616064
636F6C756D
CRLF:
000A24

CR,LF,LF, 'Now type directly onto the printer.
.At the end of each line hit RETURN'
CR,LF, 'and the printer will return to ywr initial
Type "C (Control -C) to quit'
'column.
CR,LF,'S'

0385 00
0386

D8
DB

tO
DB
DB

NSPACE: DB
DS

S.

'

.

'

'

0
64
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BBC

Lil

FROM TIME

LL

running program. Normally you

-J

to time you may want to
toggle the cassette -motor relay on
and off to rewind cassettes during a

Guy. Up to 12 pairs of X and Y

TOGGLING

values can be entered, and the
degree

designated for any other purpose. code can be saved directly with
*SAVE toggle 900 9C4
There is a half -second delay
you could control this function between successive acceptances of The individual routines can be
straight from the keyboard. You the same keypress to avoid fast accessed directly with a call: &988
might also want to switch the repeat settings from damaging the for cassette relay and &99B for
sound off or on from within a relays. Though this uses the sound. To reinstate the code and
interval timer, it is only read from, execute it just type
running game.
*toggle
To achieve these tasks Stuart not written to, and the time proMoore has written a program cesses in the main program should
which uses event handling to inter- not be affected.
Assemble the code into an free A PROGRAM that fits an nth -degree
cept a keypress. He chose the Ctrl Shift -function key combination as area of memory below Page: say, polynomial curve to set a set of
one which is unlikely to have been &900. After assembly the machine data points has been devised by D

have to unplug the DIN connector
to do this, but it would be better if

U-1

12

O

POLYNOMIAL

100 REM S.W.Moore 1985
170 REM Sets up <SHIFT><CTRL>fU t
0

180 REM toggle the CASSETTE MOTOR
190 REM relay and <SHIFT><CTRL>f1

580 JMP (&F8)
event
585
590 .yes
600 PHA

200 REM toggle the sound ON/OFF
210 REM
220 REM The choice of locations

610
620
630
640

i

230 REM fairly arbitrary. D1F to

to

250 REM store a copy of the syste
m

260 REM timer contents. F8 and F9
in

270 REM zero page (old EVNTV) and
280 REM 28A,28B for two low bytes
of

290 REM last clock value checked

\Store the existin

t

360 STA &F8

\EVNTV in zero pag

s

JMP exit
.timchk
LDX #time MOD &100
LDY #time DIV &100
LDA #1
\OSWORD call to pu

5

\Low then high byt

e

STA &F9
LDA #start MOD &100
STA &220
\Replace with addr

L)

\of this routine
LDA #start DIV &100
STA &221
LDA #14
\Now initiate the

H)

\System clock byte

in

770 LDA time
780 SEC
790 SBC &28A

e

\RAM; get low byte
\subtract chkbyte(

800 STA time+3 \and save result
810 LDA time+1 \Get next byte
820 SBC &28B
\subtract chkbyte(
830 STA time+4 \and save result
840 CMP #1
\Test result
850 BCS ok
\>=1;more than 2.5
5s

LDY #0

\PRESSED event wit

h

860 LDA time+3 \test low byte res
u It

460 LDX #2
470 JSR &FFF4
480 RTS
490 .time
500 BRK:BRK
or a
510 BRK:BRK

\OSBYTE 14 and X=2

\Dummy locations f
\copy of the syste

m

BRK
.start
PHP

\timer contents

CMP #2
BEQ yes
PLP

\Is this event 2?

\Push processor st

870
880
ranch
890
900
into
910
920
930
940
ode
950
960
970
fO?

CMP #50
BCC exit
.ok
LDA time

\against SO csec
\not long enough;b

\Put current time

STA &28A
\chkbyte(L,H)
LDA time+1
STA &28B
PLA
\get key pressed c
PHA
.first
CMP

1050
1060
1070
1080
yte
1090

graph, which can be cleared if it
becomes too cluttered.
Care must be taken when interpreting the question for X,Y max
limits. This refers to the limits on
the graph. Otherwise the program
is easy to use.

BNE second \No; test the next
JSR motor \To RELAY routine
JMP exit
.second
CMP #&B1

\is it SHIFT -CTRL -

\Sound ON/OFF rout

.out

JMP exit
.motor
LDA &282

\OS relay status b

ASL A

\Get the highest b

it

\from stack
\is it SHIFT -CTRL -

1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
ound
1240
1250
1260

\O so can switch o

.swoff
\1 so switch off
LDX #0
JMP switch1
.swon
LDX #1
.switchl
LDA #137
JSR &FFF4
RTS
.noise
LDX #0
LDY #&FF
LDA #210

\MOTOR Osbyte call

\Set X,Y to read S

JSR &FFF4 \status
CPX #0
BEQ disable\Enabled, so branc

h

1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500

a

fits can also be plotted on the same

1100 BCC swon

\if less so branch
\If higher, exit

760 JSR &FFF1

includes

graph space on to which the data
and curve arc plotted. Additional

n

-f1

g
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\no; take ordered

690 CMP #&B2
\higher than targe
t key
700 BCC timchk \SHIFT -CTRL -f0 or

340 COPT I%
350 LDA &220

370 LDA &221

\Code of key press

\or greater; try n

330 PV4D01

ever is less.
The routine also

1040 JSR noise

660 BCS next
ext
670 JMP exit
exit
680 .next

710
720
730
740
750

number of points entered, which-

ine

\Is it SHIFT-CTRL-

705

polynomial selected

f1?
1030 BNE out

650 CMP #&BO

300 REM not used by OS 1.2
310 REM
320 FOR I%.0 TO 2 STEP 2

520
530
540
atus
550
560
570

\Yes; Save registe

f0

are

380
390
400
ess
410
420
430
440
KEY
450

\handling routine

ed

D 23

240 REM within the code are used

TXA
PHA
TYA
PHA

980
990
1000
1010
1020

\No; go to normal

rs

to

of

from 1 to 5, or one less than the

.enable
LDX #0
LDY #0
JSR &FFF4
LDA #7
JSR &FFEE

\Disabled, so
\enable it

\Beep

RTS
.disable

LDX #&FF
LDY #0
JSR &FFF4
RTS
.exit
PLA
TAY
PLA
TAX
PLA
PLP
RTS

\Enabled, so
\disable it

\Restore registers

NEXT I%
CALL&D01
*KEY1OCALL&DO1IM
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BBC

0

POLYNOMIAL
10 REM POLYNOMIAL CURVE FIT
20 REM By D G K GUY February 198
5

30 MODE7
40 FORL=1T02:PRINTTAB(6);CHRS(14
1);"POLYNOMIAL CURVE FITTING":NEXT:
50 PRINT "'This program accepts u
p to 12 sets of"'"X & Y data points
and plots these on a"'"graph whose
full scale can be chosen"'"to suit
The user then selects the"
60 PRINT"degree of polynomial re
quired."'"The program then calculat
es and prints"'"the co-efficients,
then plots the"'"corresponding cury
e on the graph."""Then :-""
70 PRINTTAB(5)"f0 - allows anoth
er degree to be"'"
chosen.
.

80 PRINTTAB(5)"f1 - clears the g
raph but leaves"'"
the on
ginal points."
90 PRINTTAB(5)"f2 - starts the p
rogram again."
100 INPUTTAB(5,22)"Press any key
to continue ",:K=GET
110 column=0:MODE4
120 *FX225,200
130 VDU23,1,0;0;0;0;
140 DEFFNA(X)=INT(X*100+.5)/100
150 PRINTTAB(30,0);"X";TAB(36,0);
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
1

PRINTTAB(28,1);"
VDU24,0;350;800;965;
PROCaxes
PROCtable
PROCgetdata
NN=N:IFNN>5 NN=6
@%=10:PROCwindow2
PRINT'"Degree of polynomial

to ";NN -1;")";

240 INPUT,D:IFD>=N OR D>5 ORDOTH
EN220
250 PROCpolynomial
260 PROCtabfunction
270 PROCplotfunction
280 PROCwindow2
290 PRINT"f0-rep lot. fl -clear gra
ph. f2 -re run";
300 K=GET

310 IFK=200 THEN220 ELSEIFK=201 P
ROCreplot:GOT0220 ELSEIFK=202 THEN
RUN ELSE300
320 DEFPROCwindowl
330 VDU28,0,30,25,22
340 ENDPROC
350 DEFPROCwindow2
360 VDU28,0,31,39,31
370 ENDPROC
380 DEFPROCaxes
390 MOVE20,350:DRAW20,965
400 MOVE16,350:DRAW16,965
410 MOVE5,365:DRAW800,365
420 MOVE5,361:DRAW800,361
430 FORL=17670800STEP156
440 MOVEL-78,365:DRAWL-78,375
450 MOVEL,365:PLOT21,L,965
460 NEXT
470 FORL=48570965STEP120
480 MOVE20,L-60:DRAW30,L-60
490 MOVE20,L:PLOT21,800,L
500 NEXT
510 ENDPROC
520 DEFPROCscale
530 VDU28,0,31,39,0

-tr.)

540 PRINTTAB(0,0);Yfs:PRINTTAB(25
,20);Xfs
550 PROCwindow2
560 ENDPROC
570 DEFPROCtable
580 PROCwindowl
590 CLS
600 PRINTTAB(0,2);"A0";TAB(0,3);"
Al";TAB(0,4);"A2";TAB(0,5);"A3";TAB
(0,6);"A4";TAB(0,7);"A5"
610 PRINTTAB(4,0);"f1(x)";TAB(11,
0);"f2(x)";TAB(18,0);"f3(x)"
620 PRINTSTRING$(26,"-")
630 ENDPROC
640 DEFPROCgetdata
650 W4=10
660 PROCwindow2
670 INPUT"Enter No. of data point
s (0 to 12)",N:IFN<2 ORN>12 THEN670
680 i=2
690 DIMA(N,N),B(N),C(N),X(N),Y(N)
,S(N),E(N)
700 INPUT"Enter X full-scale",Xfs
710 INPUT"Enter Y full-scale",Yfs
720 PROCscale
730 FORI=1TON
740 PRINT"Enter X,Y of point ";I;
:INPUTX(I),Y(I)
750 PROCplot(X(I),Y(I))
760 PROCtabulate(X(I),Y(I))
770 NEXT
780 ENDPROC
790 DEFPROCpIot(X,Y)
800 XX=20+780*X/Xfs:YY=365+600*Y/
Yfs
810 MOVEXX-8,YY-8:DRAWXX+8,YY-8
820 DRAWXX+8,YY+8:DRAWXX-8,YY+8:D
RAWXX-8,YY-8
830 ENDPROC
840 DEFPROCtabulate(X,Y)
850 VDU28,0,31,39,0

860 ==&20206
870 PRINTTAB(27,i*I+1),X,Y

880 a=10
890
900
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980
990
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050

PROCwindow2
ENDPROC
DEFPROCpolynomial
PROCcleararrays
Y1=0
FORJ=1TON:FORI=1TOD
B(I)3(I)+Y(J)*X(J)"I
FORK=1TOD
A(I,K)=A(I,K)+X(J)"(I+K)
NEXTK
S(I)=S(I)+X(J)"I
NEXTI
Y1=Y1+Y(J)
NEXTJ
FORI=1TOD:FORJ=1TOD
A(I,J)=A(I,J)-S(I)*S(J)/N
NEXTJ

1060 B(I)3(i)-yl*s(I)/N
1070 NEXTI
1080 FORK=1TOD
1090 R=K:A1=0
1100 FORL=K TOD
1110 A2=ABS(A(L,K))
1120 IFA2 >A1 THENA1=A2:R=L
1130 NEXTL
1140 IFA1=0 PRINT"Zero co-efficien
t
in A matrix":END
1150 IFR=K THEN 1200
1160 FORJ=K TOD
1170 X1=A(R,J):A(R,J)=A(K,J):A(K,J

m

1180 NEXTJ
1190 X1=B(R):B(R)=B(K):B(K)=X1
1200 FORI=K TOD
1210 M=A(I,K)
1220 FORJ=K TOD
1230 IFI=K THENA(I,J)=A(I,J)/M ELS
E A(I,J)=A(I,J)-M*A(K,J)
1240 NEXTJ
1250 IFI=K THENB(I)=B(I)/M ELSEB(I
)=B(I)-M*B(K)
1260 NEXTI,K
1270 E(D)=B(D)
1280 FORK=1TOD-1
1290 I=D-K:S1=0
1300 FORJ=1TOD
1310 S1=S1+A(I,J)*E(J)
1320 NEXTJ
1330 E(I)=B(I)-S1
1340 NEXTK
1350 S1=0:FORI=1TOD
1360 S1=S1+E(I)*S(I)/N
1370 NEXTI
1380 E(0)=FNA(Y1/N-S1)
1390 FORL=1TOD:E(L)=FNA(E(L)):NEXT
1400 ENDPROC
1410 DEFPROCtabfunction
1420 IFcolumn=0 PROCtable
1430 PROCwindow1
1440 @%=&20206
1450 FORL=OTOD:PRINTTAB(3+7*column
,L+2),E(L):NEXT
1460 PROCwindow2
1470 column=column+1:IFcolumn>2 co
lumn=0
1480 ENDPROC
1490 DEFFNB(X)=E(0)+E(1)*X
1500 DEFFNC(X)=E(0)+E(1)*X+E(2)*X"

-

-T1
rrn

2

1510 DEFFND(X)=E(0)+E(1)*X+E(2)*X2+E(3)*X-3
1520 DEFFNE(X)=E(0)+E(1)*X+E(2)*X2+E(3)*X-3+E(4)*X"4
1530 DEFFNF(X)=E(0)+E(1)*X+E(2)*X"
2+E(3)*X"3+E(4)*X"4+E(5)*X-5
1540 DEFPROCplotfunction
1550 MOVE20,365
1560 FORX=2070800STEP4
1570 XX=Xfs*(X-20)/780
1580 IFD=1 YY=FNB(XX) ELSEIFD=2 YY
=FNC(XX) ELSEIFD=3 YY=FND(XX) ELSEI
FD=4 YY=FNE(XX) ELSEIFD=5 YY=FNF(XX

1590 Y=365+YY*600/Yfs:IFY<368 MOVE
X,Y:GOT01610 ELSEIFY>965 ENDPROC
1600 DRAWX,Y
1610 NEXT
1620 ENDPROC
1630 DEFPROCreplot
1640 CLG:PROCaxes
1650 FORL=1TON
1660 PROCplot(X(L),Y(L))
1670 NEXT
1680 PROCwindow1
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740

1750
1760
1770
1780
1790

CLS

PROCtable
column=0
ENDPROC
DEFPROCcleararrays
FORL=1TON
B(L)=0:C(L)=0:S(L)=0:E(L)=0
FORLL=1TON
A(L,LL)=0
NEXTLL,L
ENDPROC

)=X1

lla
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Data Switches

Switch quickly and easily
between micros, printers,
plotters, VDUs, modems etc...
FULLY TESTED FULLY SCREENED METAL
CASE ROBUST CONSTRUCTION - BUILT TO
HIGHEST STANDARDS 24 HOUR DELIVERY
SERVICE ATTRACTIVE DESIGN 12 MONTH
GUARANTEE AVAILABLE EX -STOCK
SERIAL DATA SWITCHES
RS232 25 WAY 'D' CONNECTORS (FEMALE)
- ALL 25 LINES.
£58.95 MRP
2 WAY SWITCH
DB2V
£76.95 MRP
3 WAY SWITCH
DB3V
£95.95 MRP
4 WAY SWITCH
DB4V
2 WAY CROSSOVER £87.95 MRP
DB2X
PARALLEL DATA SWITCHES
36 WAY CENTRONICS SOCKETS
£70.95 MRP
2 WAY SWITCH
CN2V
£89.95 MRP
3 WAY SWITCH
CN3V
£112.95 MRP
CN4V
4 WAY SWITCH
£104.95 MRP
2 WAY CROSSOVER
CN2X
All items subject to 15% VAT
Available NOW from all good computer stores
Please contact us for your nearest stockist Trade enquiries welcome.

SMC supputs 11 Western Parade, Great North Road, Barnet, Herts EN5 lAD

Telephone: 01-441 1282 (5 lines) Telex: 296656 PAULSO G

SMC HOME OF CONNEXIONS COMPUTER CABLES

Circle No. 191

TUTSIM

-

OVER 140 AMSTRAD CASSETTE
TITLES IN STOCK

an interactive and remarkably powerful continuous
system language for engineers and scientists. More than
a substitute for a hybrid analog computer.

OVER 90 NOW AVAILABLE ON DISK
CPM SOFTWARE

Physical Model

Macro 80, Microsoft Basic, Microsoft
Basic Compiler, Turbo Pascal, BBC
Basic (Z80), Purchase Ledger, Payroll,
Database, other titles on request.
TAPE TO DISC TRANSFERS

TUTSIM

HARDWARE

Printers, Speech Synthesisers,
CPC464 3" Disc, Timatic 51/4" 2nd Disc
Drive also available.

FROM £300 (demo - £30)

INTER-SIM

-

RS232 INTERFACES INCLUDE

an interactive discrete event simulation language for
operational researchers, management scientists and
engineers. Model activities and queues, suspend
simulation and change descriptions or view statistics or
re -schedule events and then proceed.

Sideways Rom's, Optional upgrades to
BBC Compatible User port. Also
available Arnors Maxam Assembler and
Quma's Assembler.

FROM £235

Mail order welcome. Please send sae for full list to:

Apple and IBM versions available.
TUTSIM also available in FORTRAN and COMMODORE 64

== -

- a-

=- -

=
= == = =

=

=
=

Engineering Applications Software
Centre for Advanced Technology, Chilworth. Southampton, Hampshire SO9 1KB
Telephone (0703) 768956

Circle No. 192
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TIMATIC SYSTEMS LTD
liegrstered Off.,

NEWGATE LANE
FAREHAM, HANTS P014 IAN
Tel: FAREHAM (0329) 239953

h'epa,rs

FAREHAM MARKET
FAREHAM, HANTS
Tel: FAREHAM (0329) 236727
VISA

Circle No. 177
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COMMODORE

THE PHOENIX
TAPE
WHEN DID YOU last accidentally

would overwrite anything already
in the computer. Instead, type it in
now, check it over and then run it.
This will put the program into the
cassette buffer area. Having done
this, enter the monitor with a Sys

type New and destroy a program?

The odds are that has not happened yet, but it will and there is
no harm in being prepared.
When Basic wipes out a program, it just tells itself the program

1024 call and save the machine

is no longer there. David Shackelton has provided a routine for

code with either
S "0:PHOENIX",08,033A,03C1

Basic 4 users which will recover the
program, provided that having

for disc; or

iately. Typing anything else could
well seal the program's fate.
However, the Basic listing is not
the program you should load! This

THE
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170

IX,TAPE_

strikes, you will be ready. Simply

load the Phoenix program and
enter the command Sys(826).
.

REM 4.41,44*444****4#4.4.*****4.01.#+*++
REM
REM
DAVID N SHACKLETON
REM
ROCHDALE
REM
REM
OLD FUNCTION
REM
REM *#++++014444444+++***44.1014+44

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

40 TX$="":V=0:ES=0
50 T2=TI:UC=SC+PEEK(LN)*SW+PEEK(CN)
:NC=PEEK(UC):POKE UC,PEEK(UC)OR BS

60 GET Z$:IF Z$=""THEN 60
70 Z=ASC(Z$):POKE UC,NC:IF TG THEN T1=TI
BO IF Z=13 THEN PRINT:CR=CR+1:RETURN
90 IF Z=20 THEN IF V>O THEN PRINT Z$:
:V=V-1:TX$=LEFT$(TX$,V):GOTO 50
100 IF Z=94 THEN PRINT:ES=1:RETURN
110 IF Z=160 THEN Z$=SP$:Z=32
120 IF Z<32 OR Z',95 AND Z<193 OR V=L1 THE
N 50
130 V=V+1:TX$=TX$+Z$:PRINT Z$;
:IF V=L2 THEN SYS B
140 GOTO 50

:NEXT

190 CD$="CHOME]":FOR I=1 TO 18
:CD$=CD$+"CDOWN]":NEXT
200 DEF FN A(A)=INT(A*100+.5)/100
210 DIM TX$(AL)
220 POKE 59468,14
230 PRINT"CCLEAR,RVS] START WHEN READY
>CRVS] TO END
CRVS]
ERVOFF]<
240 PRINT"AUTO TIMING WITH FIRST/LAST KEY

165,40,141,96,3,141,124,3..165,41
141,97,3,141,125,3,:32 160 ..3 32

160,3,32,160,3,32,177,3,32,177
3,32,177,3,32,160,3,173,4,4
201,0,208,246,32,160,3,160,0,173
96,3,145,40,200,173,97,3,145,40,
162.0,32,177,3,173.4.4,201.0
208,244,232,138,201,3 2138,240,32,177

STROKE"
250 PRINT SL$ LEFT$(CD$,3)
260 II=II+1

3E10 DATA 3,173,124,3..133,42..1:33,44,1:33,46

310 DATA 173,125,3,133,43,133,45,133..47,76
:320 DATA

30 GOTO 160

160 SC=32768:SW=80:LN=216:CN=198:BS=128
170 TG=1:L1=SW-1:L2=SW-7:AL=15:8=57386
:CR=0:TC=0:II=0:SP$=CHR$(32)
180 SL$="":FOR I=1 TO L1:SL$=SL$+CHR$(168)

190 FOR Y=826 TO 960:READ A:POKE Y.A:NE-7
200 END

220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290

20 REM #### TYPE TEST - CBM 8000 ####
25 REM #### MAURICE LEVY - 1984 ####

:TG=0

S "PHOENIX",01,033A,03C1
for tape. Then when disaster

typed New, you load it immed-

'TYPING TEST

173,180,238..96,3..208,10,238..97..3

330 DATA 173,97 .. 3,201,128,240 1,96,13.. 2:38
340 DATA 124,3,208 249 .. 238 125 .3,17_.125.
350 DATA 201..128..240..240..96

390. These appear as reverse field
the strings and arc best
inserted by first replacing them
with spaces, then going back over
the line, pressing Rvs-On and the

TYPING SPEED

G in

TEST
ever wondered how fast
you can type? If so, this program
from Maurice Levy will let you
know. It is written for the 8000
series machines and would need
only a little rewriting for use on
any of the others.
When the program is run,
timing starts from the moment the
first key is presed and ends when
the Up-arrow key is pressed, at
which time the number of
characters and words you typed
and the speed in words per minute

270 GOSUB 40:TX$(II)=TX$:IF ES THEN 290
280 IF II<AL THEN 260
290 PRINT CD$ SL$

HAVE YOU

letter G. They could be omitted

300 FOR J=1 TO II:TC=TC+LEN(TX$(J)):NEXT
:TC=TC+CR:IF TC<5 THEN 360
310 TM=(T2-T1)/60:MN=INT(TM/60)
:SN=TM-(MN*60)

without spoiling the program.

EXECUTING
STRINGS
a Basic statement as a
string and execute it is something

TO SET UP

many wish they could do.

For

instance, in a graph program, to be
able to Input an expression and use
it

TIME

"MN"MINS "FN

CHARACTERS "TC
"FN A(TC/5)
WORDS
PER MINUTE "FN A(TC/5/(TM

/60))

360 PRINT"ERVS3RESTART ERVOFF]<RETURN>
ERVOFFJ<ESCAPE>CRVS]
CRVS]
TERMINATEEBELL]"

in the program would be very

useful.
This short machine -code routine
There are two Sys calls. In line
130 it generates a beep since B is makes this easy. There arc versions
set to 57386. As well as the usual. for the 64, Basic 2 and 4. The code

are displayed.

cursor controls, the listing shows sits in the cassette buffer area, but
bell characters in lines 360 and
(continued on next page)
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320 PRINT"TOTAL
A(SN)"SECS"
330 F'RINT"TOTAL
340 PRINT"TOTAL
350 PRINT"WORDS

370 GET Z$:IF Z$=""THEN 370
380 IF Z$=CHR$(13)THEN PRINT"CCLEAR]":RUN
390 IF Z$=CHR$(27)THEN PRINT"CBELL2,CLEAR]
":SYS 54198
400 GOTO 370

137

COMMODORE
LLJ
--J

LL

(continued from previous page)

could be located anywhere. The
Data value in line 1000 determines
the starting location.
Any valid Basic statement can be

included in the string. Imagine a

LLJ
Cl_

0

string
A$ = "ANGLE = 20*(SIN(T/G) )"
To execute it use
SYS(DO)A$

damage the drive; the 1541 in particular can be thrown out of

alignment by repeated bumping.
Obviously it is worth finding a way
to avoid bumping.
The simple bump -killer routine
is well worth saving on to a disc
prior to loading one of these protected discs. It could save your
drive's life.
There are only two lines; choose

Where the variable DO was set up
in the Basic loader. For a graphing
program:

the second line appropriate for
your drive. If the drive is reset

INPUT "EXPRESSION"; ES

or through software, the bumps

SYS(D0)"X="+ E$

will be re -enabled.

will set X to the result of the

BASIC LINE
COUNTER

expression in ES.

KILLING

either by turning off and on again

has sent in a routine to
show how many Basic lines there
MIKE HART

THE BUMPS
COMMODORE disc drives sometimes

make the most horrendous
scraping noises when a read error
occurs. These are affectionately

known as the "bumps" and are
caused by the drive forcing the
head against an end -stop.

This bumping should occur only

rarely, but many discs protected
against copying contain delibrecorded errors, which
cause the drive to bump away like
fury while loading. This can

erately

are

in

a program. The utility

program sits in the cassette buffer
and is run by Sys(828).

As written, the program is for
but by
changing lines 10 and 21 it will
the

Commodore

64,

run on almost any Commodore
machine.
Vic
10
21

as is

Basic 2
165,41

Basic 4
165,41

205,221 217,220 131,207

Data for lines 10 and 21.

EXECUTING STRINGS
BASIC LOADER
100
110
115
120

read do: i=do
read x
if x<256 then poke i,x: c=c+x:i=i+1:goto110
if x<>c then print"checksum error"

999
1000
1010
1015
1020
1025
1030
1035
1040

rem
data
data
data
data
data
data
data
data

*******
C64 VERSION
828
32,158,173, 32,166,182,168,169
0,
2
0,240, 2,177, 34,153,
136, 16,248,165,122, 72,165,123
2,133
72,160, 0,132,122,169,
123, 32,121,165, 32,115, 0, 32
237,167,104,133,123,104,133,122
5364
96,

999
1000
1010
1015
1020
1025
1030
1035
1040

rem
data
data
data
data
data
data
data
data

BASIC2 VERSION
*******
828
32,159,204, 32,128,213,168,169
2,177, 31,153, 0,
2
0,240,
136, 16,248,165,119, 72,165,120
0,132,119,169, 2,133
72,160,
120, 32,149,196, 32,112,
0, 32
0,199,104,133,120,104,133,119
96,
5219

999
1000
1010
1015
1020
1025
1030
1035
1040

rem
data
data
data
data
data
data
data
data

*******
BASIC4 VERSION
634
32,152,189, 32,184,199,168,169
0,240,
2,177, 31,153, 0,
2
136, 16,248,165,119, 72,165,120
72,160, 0,132,119,169,
2,133
120, 32,251,180, 32,112, 0, 32
133,183,104,133,120,104,133,119
96,
5442

SOURCE CODE

LINE COUNTER
REM
5 REM
1

***
***

FRMEVL
FREFAC
CRUNCH
BONES
CHRGET

LINE -COUNT - M.

C. HART ***
SYS 828 TO ACTIVATE
***

INDEXI
BUF

C64
SAD9E
=

$136A6

.

$A579
$A7ED
$0073
$22
$0200
CHRGE1,7

=
=
=

TXTPTR

7 FOR J=828 TO 905:READ X:FOKE J,X:NEXT
10 DATA 165,44
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

133, 89,169,
0,133, 88
133, 35,133, 36,160, 0,177, 88
240,
8,230, 88,208,246,230, 89
208,242,200,177, 88,200, 17, 88
240, 19,230, 35,208, 2,230, 36
24,169,
5,101, 88,133, 88,144
219,230, 89,176,215,165, 36,166
35, 32

21 DATA 217,220
23 DATA 162,
5,189,132,
3, 32,210,255
24 DATA 202, 16,247, 96, 83, 69, 78, 73
25 DATA 76, 32

033C
033F
0342
0343
0345

20 9E AD START
20 A6 86
AB
A9 00
FO 02

JSR
JSR
TAY
LDA
BED

0347
0349
034C
034D

81

22
NEXTCH
99 00 02 PUTINB
BB
DO F8

LDA
STA
DEY
BNE

034F
0351
0352
0354
0355
0357
0359
0358

A5 7A

LOA
PHA
LDA
PHA
LDY
STY
LDA
STA

48
A5 78
48
AO 00
84 7A
A9 b2
85 78

035D 20 79 A5
0360 20 73 00
0363 20 ED A7

JSR
JSR
JSR

0366
0367
0369
036A
036C

PLA
STA
PLA
STA
RTS

68
85 7B
68
85 7A
60

BASIC2--BASIC4
$8D90

;SCC9F
;$D580
;$C495
;$C700
;$0070
;$1F
;$0200

$C780
$84F8
$8785
$0070
SIP

$0200

$033C

;$033C

FRMEVL
FREFAC
M$00
PUTINB

;EVALUATE STRING
;AND SET POINTER IN INDEXI
;SAVE LENGTH OF STRING
;FORCE LAST CHAR TO 00
;AND PUT IT IN BUFFER

(INDEXI/,Y
BUF,Y

;GET CHAR FROM STRING
;AND TRANSFER TO BUFFER

$027A

NEXTCH

;AND DO FOR ALL CHARS

TXTPTR

;SAVE CURRENT TXTPTR

TXTPT11.1

M<BUF
TXTPTR
0>BUF
TXTPTR*1

;AND SET TXTPTR TO BUF

CRUNCH
CHRGET
GONE3

;CRUNCH KEYWORDS IN STRING
;GET CHAR FROM BUF
;AND EVALUATE EXPRESSION
;RESTORE TXTPTR

TXTPTR.1

TXTPTR

;AND WE'RE DONE

KILLING THE BUMPS
OPEN 15,8,15
PRINT#15,"M-W"; CHR$(106); CHR$(0); CHR$(1); CHR$(133)

1541 drive

PRINT#15,"M-W"; CHR$(92); CHR$(67); CHR$(1); CHR$(138)

4040 drive

PRINT#15,"M-W"; CHR$(245); CHR$(67); CHR$(1); CHR$(138).

1541 drive

138
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DISKING, FREEPOST, Liphook, Hampshire, GU30 7BR. Tel (0428) 722563 (24hrs)

Unlabelled diskettes * FREE coloured diskette(s)
SEE 10

BUDGET 30

BUDGET 50

LIBRARY BOX

STORAGE BOX

STORAGE BOX
(capacity fifty disks)

(capacity thirty disks)

(capacity ten disks)

FREE
with

Deals
B,G,M,S

FREE
with

Deals
D,J,P,U

C,H,N,T

Diskettes

Prices exc VAT - All diskettes individually certified & with hubrings
10+1 colour

1D S/S D/D 48 tpi

2D D/S D/D 48 tpi

1 DD S/S D/D 96 tpi

2DD D/S D/D 96 tpi

20+2 colours

30+3 colours

40+4 colours

50+6 colours

Deal A

Deal B

Deal C

Deal D

Deal E

15.90

31.80

47.70

63.60

79.50

Deal F

Deal G

Deal H

Deal J

Deal K

17.90

35.80

53.70

71.60

89.50

Deal L

Deal M

Deal N

Deal P

Deal Q

17.90

35.80

53.70

71.60

89.50

Deal R

Deal S

Deal T

Deal U

Deal Y

19.90

39.80

59.70

79.60

99.50

ALL DEALS GET:

FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE

storage box
coloured diskette[s]*of your choice
Pack of Disking Colour Coder Felts
Blue Diskwriter Pen

Black Diskwriter Pen

/Please rush me the following Dealls):-

* Choose from the
following Colours: Red (R), Orange, (0)
Yellow (Y), Green (G),
Pale Blue (B)

1Circle No. 178

UK shipping rates inc ins.

but exc. VAT
Deals:- A,B,F,G,L,M,M,R,S
1-2 off £1.00 each, 3-5 off 80p
each 6-9 off 60p each, 10 + off

Qty

Deal

Colour(s) required

x
x

Total goods value exc VAT
Total delivery & insurance
Sub Total exc VAT
VAT
Value of cheque to Disking
Name:

Address:
tel No:

POST FREE

Deals:- C,D,E,H,J,K,N,P,Q,T,U,V

or please charge my credit card No:

1-2 Off £2.00 each, 3-5 off £1.40
each 6 + POST FREE

Price exc VAT

x

Access VISA & Diners cards welcome

=

We are main distributors for Verbatim, Memorex, Dysan and Maxell diskettes, and we sell all diskette accessories including
storage boxes and cleaning kits - please telephone for price list.
1/4

DISKING FREEPOST, LIPHOOK, HAMPSHIRE GU3O 7BR, UNITED KINGDOM
How to contact us.
General Enquiries & Sales (0428) 722563; Trade/Government (0428) 722840; Telex 858623 Telbur G

THE DISKING PROMISE. If you don't find us the slickest diskette supplier, we want to know. We're here to serve you, and if you're not happy,

we're not! We strive to keep everything you see here IN STOCK and normally ship within four hours (YES HOURS!) A full refund if dissatisfied, goes without saying.

NEW FROM DISKING. Brighten up your office, order your own SUPERB Coloured diskettes NOW! Choose from RED, ORANGE, YELLOW, GREEN,
PALE BLUE and BLUE. They come in fives of one colour, with a FREE SEE 10 Library Box and Colour Coders thrown in. GET SOME - They're GREAT!

DISKING KC (King Company) AWARD This month we are pleased to congratulate the girls at ALEXON, a lady's fashion shop in the High Street,

Guildford. My wife likes these clothes, and we also like the fact that they're British! Anyway, there I sat, nodding in approval or otherwise at times being tried on, when an idea
struck me on how I could escape. I'd mention coffee, and then disappear to the coffee shop, via the hi-fi & camera shop of course. Overhearing me, we were asked if we would like a
cup, and being a coffee snob (not liking instant) I asked if it was real. It was, and we had it beautifully served in nice cups & saucers. Furthermore, one girl even ran across the road to
A&N's to get a jacket that my wife wanted, AND they have just telephoned us to say that a blouse we ordered, is now in, only 1 working day after we ordered WI I've no doubt that
we will return to this shop, as I enjoy doing business with people who CARE - HOW REFRESHING)
p.s. It's a pity they couldn't trade with the front door closed - my feet were frozen.

Maxell

-

IDIMETTES
The Gold

MEMOREX

Memory Excellence

jell.

Standard

51/4" Diskettes

51/4" Diskettes

MD1-D

Prices and quantities relate to Ten -Packs
Prices exc VAT
1-4
5-9
10+
MD1-D SiS 48 tpi
23.90 22.90 21.90
MD2-D D/S 48 tpi
34.90 33.90 32.90
MD1-DD S/S 96 tpi
34.90 33.90 32.90
MD2-DD D/S 96 tpi
42.90 41.90 40.90
Certified for single OR double density. 48
tpi suitable for 35 or 40 track operation. 96
tpi suitable for 77 or 80 track operation.

Prices and quantities relate to Ten -Packs
1-4
5-9
Prices exc VAT
10+
22.90 21.90 20.90
3481 S/S 48 tpi
29.90 28.90 27.90
3491 D/S 48 tpi
28.90 27.90 26.90
3504 S/S 96 tpi
36.90 35.90 34.90
3501 D/S 96 tpi
Certified for single OR double density. 48 tpi
suitable for 35 or 40 track operation. 96 tpi
suitable for 77 or 80 track operation.

51/4" Diskettes (HIGH DENSITY)

8" Diskettes

Dysan for the Discerning

Prices and quantities relate to Ten -Packs
Prices exc VAT
1-4
5-9
10+
FD1-XD S/S D/Dens
32.90
31.90
30.90
FD2-XD D/S D/Dens
40.90
39.90
38.90
32 hard sector available at the same prices.

51/4" Diskettes

5-9
58.90

10+
57.90

3"
Microdisks
Prices and quantities relate to Ten -Packs
Prices exc VAT
1-4
CF2 Compact D/S Floppy 39.90

5-9
38.90

DataLife
Veralarn

10+
47.90

31/2" Microdisks

Prices and quantities relate to Ten -Packs
Prices exc VAT
1-4
5-9
10+
104/1D S/S 48 tpi
23.90 22.90 21.90
104/2D DS 48 tpi
34.90 33.90 32.90
204/1D S/S 96 tpi
34.90 33.90 32.90
204/2D D/S 96 tpi
42.90 41.90 40.90
Certified for single OR double density. 48 tpi
suitable for 35 or 40 track operation. 96 tpi
suitable for 77 or 80 track operation.

31/2"
Microdisks
Prices and quantities relate to Ten -Packs
Prices exc VAT
1-4
MF2-DD D/Sided 1.0Mb 59.90

Prices and quantities relate to Ten -Packs
Prices exc VAT
1-4
5-9
5500 0 S 1.6 MByte
49.90
48.90
Prices and quantities relate to Ten -Packs
Prices exc VAT
1-4
5-9
6100 &Sided 0.5Mb
42.90
41.90

10+
40.90

8"
Diskettes
Prices and quantities relate to Ten -Packs

10+
37.90

Prices exc VAT
10+
1-4
5-9
3740/1D S/S D/Dens
32.90 31.90 30.90
3740/2D D/S ID/Dens
40.90 39.90 38.90
32 hard sector available
at the same prices

Verex

colommred disketter,

in Five -Packs of one colour
51,
/4 , Supplied
Pricos and quantities rolato to Fivo-Pecks
PrIcos oat= VAT
i 0 S/S 48 tpi
20 0/S 48 1p i
1 OD S/S tp.
?DO D/S 96 tpi

12.901
1-9
110-19
.90

1 88..90
0

21 .90

16.90
16.90
19.90

17
17: 9 900

20.90

To order the colour of your &race. lust precede the type number with the appropnaie letter. (R)
11E0. (01 ORANGE. (Y) YELLOW. (G) GREEN. (El) BLUE A IP) PALE BLUE For the actual
colours. please see our full colour advemsernent back a couple of pages or call and ask for our
lull colair brochure

i\/\/

Verbatim Datalife =
Best!
51/4" Diskettes

Prices and quantities relate to Ten -Packs
5-9 10+
Prices exc VAT
1-4
22.90 21.90 20.90
MD 525-01 S/S 48 tpi
MD 550-01 D/S 48 tpi
29.90 28.90 27.90
28.90 27.90 26.90
MD 577-01 S/S 96 tpi
36.90 35.90 34.90
MD 557-01 D/S 96 tpi
Certified for single OR double density. 48 tpi
suitable for 35 or 40 track operation. 96 tpi
suitable for 77 or 80 track operation.

8"
Diskettes
Prices and quantities relate to Ten -Packs
Prices exc VAT
1-4
5-9 10+
FD 34-9000 S/S S/D
31.90 30.90 29.90
ED 34-8000 S/S D/D
31.90 30.90 29.90
DD34-4001 D/S D/D
36.90 35.90 34.90
32 Hard Sector available at same price.

31/2"
Microdisks
Prices and quantities relate to Ten -Packs
Prices exc VAT

MF350 S/Sided 0.5Mb

10+
42.90 41.90 40.90
1-4

5-9

REEI If5>

Verbatim Verex =
Value

51/4" Diskettes

LCD TABLE CLOCK

When you buy twenty diskettes (any size, make or type) at these
prices, you will receive, completely FREE of charge. this superb
calendar clock with a large easy to read 24mm LCD display. Buy
forty diskettes and you will receive two clocks and so on

Offer ends 30th April, 1985
PLUS

8"
Diskettes
Prices and quantities relate to Ten -Packs
Prices exc VAT
1-4
5-9
10+
FD34-1500 S/S SO
22.90 21.90 20.90
0034-1501 D/S D/D
29.90 28.90 27.90
32 Hard Sector available at same price.

vu\NN\

with EVERY 20 Diskettes
ordered at these prices

Prices and quantifies relate to Ten -Packs
Prices exc VAT
1-4
5-9
10+
MD200-01 S/S 48 tpi
19.90 18.90 17.90
M0250-01 D/S 48 tpi
23.90 22.90 21.90
48 tpi suitable for 35 or 40 track operation.

FREE with every Ten -pack

of diskettes from DISKING or
-1 Five -Packs if coloured disks). The Superb SEE 10 Library Box.
Also available individually for E2.50 exc VAT, either for S' -'c Disks

(SEE 10), or 31/2" Disks (SEE 10-3). Now also available for 8"
Disks (SEE 10-8) at £3.00 exc VAT.

PLUS

.1

FREE DISKING Colour Coders
A multicoloured pack of ten fibre lipped pens for colour
coding your diskette labels. Available individually at 49p exc
VAT

Bargain Corner Diskettes 51/4" Diskettes

MR64111

Complete with a FREE SEE 10 hbrary boo and Colour coders. theSe disks are certihed and are from one of me

CORNER

Pnces end guanines relate to Ten -Picks
1-4
Esc VAT (No hub ring)
5-9
12.90
ULtD SS 48 tpi
1190

manufacturers in this ad.

19.90
UL2D D,S 48 tpi
20.90
19.90
ULt DD S.S 96 tp
20.90
UL2DD D.S 96 tp
24.90
23 90
Suitable for single OR double density.

10+
11.90
18.90
18.90

2290

Eke VAT (With hub ring)
UL1DHR SS 48 tp
UL2DHR D R 48 tp
UL1DDHR SS 96 tp
UL2DDHR DS 96 tp

1-4

5-9

1490

1190

10+
12.90

21.90
2090
19 90
21.90
20.90
19.90
25.90
2490
2190
Suitable for single OR double density. 48 tp suitable tor 35

or 40 track operation 96 tp suitable for 77 or 80 track
Operation.

..1
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Buy 3

of a kind
and get the
4th one
Budget 30

Jumbo Swinger

Description
Price exc VAT
100 Mir disk
18.90
capacity
II buying 310 get one FREE. pap iu unit rale please.
Part No
JUMBO

dividers.
Part
No
830

Pnce

DesaPbm

exc VAT

30 Maudesk
capacity

5.90

Yr'

A massive 120 rninrclisk capacity
(with arms removed) Adiuntable
arms compensate for less
diskettes. complete with keys and
carrying handle.

FREE

30 Minidisk
capacity in smart
beige brown complete with five coloured

aka
.0ton-

'N

It buying 3

e-

0

0

Disking Swing -Lid Lockable Box

to get we FREE

60 Minidisk capacity, complete with keys. dividers, tags
and even built in carrying handles.
Price exc VAT
Part No
Description
17.90
60 Minidisk capacity
DSLB
If buying 3 to get one FREE. p&p rir 4 unit rate please.

P&P kr

unit rate
please

ego

Budget Micro
MicrOdisk capacity for 12 3
cksks). Smart hvo.tone bog° brown
30

Part
No
BM

Description
30 Microchsk
capacity

Price
exc VAT
6.90

19'9°

II buying 310 get one FREE. pap of 4
unit rate please.

Executive Range

The ultimate in qualify Luminous h.*
tone brown. with &ode's. tabs. keys

-rremovable ids - you named,

g 90 qt/icti

Executive Micro 50

Frfty 3 5' nucrodisk capacity complete
en removable Id. deeders. tabs. kick
and 2 keys

FARM,

anaphor,

Paco exc VAT

EM50
50 microdisk capacity
It buying 3 to get one FREE. pap m 4 unit rate please

Budget 50

19 90

229°

". 50 Minidisk capacity m smart two-tone brown, corn
Mete with lour divrders and nonscratch rubber feet

Executive Mini 100

Part No
Description
Price exc VAT
850
50 Metidlsk capacity
8.90
buying 3 to get ono FREE. p8p Or 4 unit rate please

100 5 25' rrunkfisk capacity complete with removable bd. &Mem, tabs. lock
and 2 keys
Pad No

Pace ere VAT

EMI00

22 90

DescApIgn
100 minidisk capacity
II buying 3 to get one FREE. pap to 4 unit rate please

ri-DA

surermoders

Memorex Cleaning Kits

These diskette mailers come packed in
100s and are of a very clever copyright
design. They well hold up to 4 diskettes
complete with envelopes and are
extremely robust.
Price
exc VAT
Description
DSM 100 Supermailers 24.90

The latest computer care range from Memorex represent
fantastic value for money, and are available individually
or with a discount it purchasing all three.

Buy all three kits together, and we will reduce the total price from
£18.70 to £14.90 SAVING E3.80 -A BARGAIN IF EVER WE SAW
ONE!

Part
No

Part No
MKEY
MTV
MDD

Description
Caseikeyboard cleaning kit
VDU screen cleaning kit
Disk drive head cleaning kit

How to Order:

Postage and Packing Rates
UK Shipping Rates exc VAT
51/411 Disks or microdisks

1-2 packs each pack in 95p
3.5 packs each pack err 75p
6-9 pack each pack ki 60p
10+ packs POST FREE

51/4" Coloured Diskettes
1-3 5 -packs 50p each pack
4-9 5 -packs 30p each pack
10- 5 -packs POST FREE

TRADE CORNER
FREE Aeroplane
Our latest aeroplanes nave sound. so you II have

no trouble waking up those sleepy software

engineers, when you throw it at them. Just call and
ask for our flier, and we'll send you our latest trade
pack with prices, special offers and sample

unlabelled diskette. We'll also enclose a DPC
(Disking Priority Customer Card) application form

telling you how to buy at our 10,000 prices yet
order in 50's.

8" Diskettes

129_

1-2 packs each pack iii 1.60
1.20
3-5 packs each pack
6-9 packs each pack (ii 90p
10+ packs POST FREE

Budget Storage
1 oft E1.00 each
2-7 off 70p each
8+ off POST FREE

Lockable Storage
1 off £2.00 each
2-7 off £1.30 each
8+ off POST FREE

All 'SEE 10' Library Boxes
1-4 off iii 40p each
5.9 off kr 30p each
10+ off hi 20p each

Disking Diskwriters
50 -pack £1.00

Disking Colour Coders
1-5 packs 25p per pack
6+ packs POST FREE

Disking Supermailers

Price
4.90
4.90
8.90

General Enquiries & Sales: (0428) 722563
Government & Trade Sales: (0428) 722840

If in doubt at ANY time, just call and ask for Joan. She will answer any

FA12

fuestions that you may have, even if you only want a catalogue and order
orm, just CALL!

Official Government Orders Welcome

We supply at Government bodies including schools. Unwersibes. Colleges. Mospdals. the Mares. Research Establishments
Armed Forces. the Ministnes and legal Aulhonbes world-wide We will despatch withn 4 (YES. FOUR) working hours born receip,
of your Oboel order number mowed either by past or by telephone and all orders are handled in the stnctes, confderce and to the
letter AN other customers. cheque with order please payable lo DISKING II you are a large establishment and cannot raise
cheques wrthout an rnvwce. please post or telephone your order. Snd we mil send a pro lorma invoqe by return for your accounts
Oessanment to pay against

Credit Card Orders (0428) 722563 (24hr)

FREE DISKING logobug to ail orders let on the answering machine You may can 365 days a year. 24 hours a day and you may
speak or as long as you kke when you /cave the followno details
4 Your Credit Card Number
Daytime telephone numb.
5 What you want and how many
2 Cardholder name and address
6 Normal or hrst class post
3 Delivery tor rivace address) dinerent
We welcome Access IMastercharge) Barctaycard (VISA) and Diners Club Inlematronal. and there rs NO credit cam bv crank.
Alternatively you may write your credit card number on you, order
I

Leave the REST to US!
Urgent Orders

it you aro pootng your order. leave out the word FREEPOST horn our address. and use our normal post code GU30 1EJ and donor
larger to stamp d First Class 11 you are tekiphoneng your order. please make it clear that your wish to pay for you, goods to be sent to
rOu by First Class Posl

First Class Rates

100 -pack £3.00

Minklisks 8 klicrodrsks
First Ten -Pack. E200 Second and subsequent TemPack. Cl 50

Memorex Cleaning Kits

Very Urgent Orders

1 off 60p each
2.7 oft 40p each
8+ POST FREE

Circle No. 179

it ordering by telephone. and by 3 COpm you may request Datapost Much delivers the next morning a, 9 00am

CIO 00 for the first 5kg - please cat

Desperate Orders

Just call and ask for Joan or Roger and we wit do whatever we can to help you with your
Problem II you are not too far we can probably organise a Iasi or courier

At\

PC PRICE BONANZA
PROMPT DELIVERY

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
PC's & COMPATIBLES

PC SOFTWARE

EX VAT

APRICOT PORTABLE 256K 1 x 720K Drive£1495

£245
£165
£235
£345
£375
£155
£199
£280
£125
£345
£135
£380
£285
£210
£225
£135
£225
£315
POA
£200
£135
£250
£395
£425
£245
£155
£195

APRICOT 256K 2 x 720 Drives & Monitor £1545
£2195
APRICOT Xi 256K 10MB & Monitor
£1795
COMPAQ 2 2x360K drives
£3195
COMPAQ PLUS 10MB
IBM PC 256K 2x360K Mono
£1865 DMS +
IBM PORTABLE 256K
£1902 DR FORTRAN 77
IBM XT 256K Colour
£3217 DR PASCAL
IBM XT 256K Mono
£2952 DR ASSEMBLER Plus Tools
MACINTOSH
OLIVETTI M24 256KB 2x360KB Drives
OLIVETTI M24 256KB 10MB
OLIVETTI M21 256KB 2x360KB Drives
OLIVETTI M21 256KB 2x720KB Drives

£1545
£1690
£2810
£1590
£1810

EXTERNAL HARD DISK DRIVES
PLUS 5 20MB + 5MB CARTRIDGE
PLUS 5 30MB + 5MB CARTRIDGE
PLUS 5 40MB + 5MB CARTRIDGE

£2325
£2845
£3059

IBM MEMORY BOARDS
128K MEMORY EXPANSION
256K MEMORY EXPANSION

£190
£249

PC NET STARTER KIT

£795

PC PRINTERS

EX VAT

CAXTON BRAINSTORM
CAXTON CARDBOX
DBASE II
DBASE III
DMS DELTA

FRAMEWORK
FRIDAY
KNOWLEDGEMAN
LOTUS 1 2 3
MICROSOFT WORD
MULTIMATE V 3.2
MULTIPLAN
MULTIUSER ACCOUNTS per Module
OPEN ACCESS
PEACHTREE
PEGASUS LEDGER MODULE
PULSAR LEDGER MODULE
SAGE ACCOUNTS
SAPPHIRE DATAMASTER
SYMPHONY
TK SOLVER
VOLKSWRITER DELUXE
WORDSTAR

EX VAT

ANADEX DP 6500 500cps
DRE 8850 300lpm
EPSON LO 1500 200cps (NLQ)
MANNESMANN MT180 160cps (NLO)
MANNESMANN MT400 400cps (NLQ)
NEC 2050 20 cps
NEC 3550 35cps
NEC PINWRITER P2 (P)
NEC PINWRITER P3 (P)
OKI 84A (P) 200cps
OKI 2350P 350cps
OLIVETTI DY450 45cps (P)
PANASONIC KP1091 120cps + NLQ
QUME 11/55 RO
RICOH FLOWRITER 1600 8k
TOSHIBA TH2100H 192cps (P)
TREND 930 200cps NLO 80cps

£2234
£2065
£895
£579
POA
£625
£955
£535
£595
£625
£1435
£880
£249
£1370
£1299
£1350
£1350

MAYFAIR
MICROS
BLENHEIM HOUSE. PODMORE ROAD,
LONDON SW18 1AJ

TEL: 01-871 2555
We accept official orders from UK Government and
Educational Establishments. Mail Order and Export
Enquiries welcome. Callers by appointment

NEXT DAY INSURED COURIER DELIVERY AVAILABLE
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SHARP 111Z-DEZ

UP TO 40% Discount on PC Software & Accessories

Framework
DBase II

Friday

Wordstar

Pd

Quadboard from
64K RAM Kits

SHARPSOFT USER NOTES are

espuabyliesahreda

tdh

totally dedicated to the MZ700. They contain program listings, editorial
articles, readers letters and plenty of tips and hints on using the MZ700.

SOFTWARE

Sharpsoft have the finest range of programs for

HARDWARE

We specialise in all periphals and accessories

£297.00
£224.25
£126.05
£194.35
£208.15

Symphony

£ 44.00

I/O Plus

DBase III

LOTUS 123
Word w/o Mouse
RAM cards from

10 MByte Hard disk with controller only
Cartridge Drive Backup with software

£399.95
£293.25
£276.00
£201.25
£171.35
£105.87
£799.95
£799.95

This is only a small selection from our range - please ring for more details

the MZ700 from machine code arcade action

games to programming aids, utillities and business applications.
necessary

10 M Hard Disk Computer from under £2500.00

for expanding your MZ700 system:

Printers, Disc Drives, Hi -Res Graphics, Interfaces, Cables, Pens, Paper Rolls,

Monitors etc ...

SHARPSOFT 'WITH THE SHARP USER IN MIND'

The SAM 2001 is fully IBM XT compatible at a fraction of the
cost. Look at these features: 8088 (16 bit) processor, optional
8087, up to 256K RAM on board, floppy drive, 1 OM hard disk,
colour/graphics adaptor, keyboard, 1 30W PSU, IBM style case.

Please send me:

USER NOTES '84 (UK) £3.00

El USER NOTES '84 (OVERSEAS £6.00

Please join me for:

USER NOTES '85 (EUROPE) £6.00
USER NOTES '85 (UK) £3.50
El USER NOTES '85 (OVERSEAS) £7.50
Please send me more information on HARDWARE and SOFTWARE.
I own MZ711, MZ721, MZ731 (Please delete).
I

enclose a Cheque/P.O. for £

Access/Visa

/_ /

Name:

Circuit Board Design without the Tedium
smARTWORK lets you create and revise PCB artwork on your
IBM. Requires 192K RAM, colour/graphics adaptor and Epson
printer. Demo disk £10.00, smARTWORK software £895.00,
complete systems from under £4,000.
Terms: CASH WITH ORDER. Add £5.00 for post and packing,
all prices exclude VAT. Prices subject to change without notice.

Address:

CONGUIN SOFTWARE
SHARPSOFT LIMITED, 86.90 Paul Street, London EC2A 4NE

Phone 0524 381423

Tel: 01-739 8559

14 GOODWOOD CLOSE, MORDEN, SURREY, SM4 SAW
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SHARP

UNVEILING
BASIC

PROGRAMS

ONE ADVANTAGE of having

Basic i

RAM is that it can easily be
modified. Many programs start off
by changing Basic in order to
enable or disable certain functions:
for example, a Print At capability

J Leonard has provided a program for the MZ-80K that lets you
see what is going on, and why your
machine is behaving in the way it
is. The Read Basic program loads
the program you arc investigating
into a protect area of memory, and

then examines it byte by byte to
produce a listing.

The two short machine -code
routines change the Load and Exeaddresses of the target
program and enable the printing of
control characters and so on. The
cute

conversion of tokens to the keywords they represent is done using
a look -up table, the array

REM******* LORD TAPE *******
USR(39):USR(11021):REM Read header, say 'Found'
USRC21700):REM Change load & execute address
USR(11026):USR(42):REM Say 'Loading', and load
USR(62):GOTO 50

which is slightly more surprising.

160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
280
290
300
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
420
430
450
460
470
480

REM******* READ PROGRAM *******
PRINTT$:AD=21721:REM Start of new Program
PRINT"BOWhile the program is listing press"
PRINT"'CR' to end."
PRINT"EPress any other key to halt and any"
PRINT"to restart."
PRINT"OThis program will terminate when the"
PRINT"end is reached."
PRINT"OPress any key to start."
GET G$:IF G$="" THEN 250
FL=1:RE=0:REM FL=0 in quotes, RE=1 if REM/DATA
GOSUB 500:REM Get low & high bytes
IF (L=0)*(H=0) THEN END
GOSUB 500:PRINT256*H+L;" ";:REM Line number
B=PEEK(AD):AD=AD+1
IF B=13 THEN PRINT:GOT0450:REM End of line
IF 8<32 THEN B=B+176:GOSUB780:607032Et
IF B=32 THEN PRINT" ";:GOTO 320
IF (B=34)*(FL) THEN FL=0:B=98;GOSUB780:G0T0320
IF (B=34)*(FL=0) THEN FL=1:B=98:GOSUB780:6070320
IF B=44 THEN B=47:GOSUB 780:GOTO 320
IF (B=58)*RE THEN RE=0:FL=1:REM End of REM
IF(8=128)+(B=129) GOSUB 760:FL=0:RE=1:GOT0320
IF FL*(B>127) GOSUB 76@:GOTO 320
PRINTCHR$(6);:GOTO 320
GET G$:IF G$="" THEN 480
IF ASC(G$)=102 THEN END
GET G$:IF G$="" THEN 470
GOTO 260

DISC FLASH

490 REM******* GET LOW & HIGH BYTES *******
500 L=PEEK(AD):H=PEEK(AD+1):AD=AD+2:RETURN

employed within a string instead

of the relevant number of C
characters.

For instance, instead of
100 PRINT "Fred

.111111111Basset"
it is Perfectly legal to say

100 PRINT "Fred" +TAB(15)+

"Basset"
This use of Tab() could well save a
lot of space in memory and should
make listings somewhat more
readable.
It is worth noting that in

SP -5025 the SPC() function behaves in much the same way, as
though it too were a string. It is

quite valid not only to write an
expression like
200 PRINT "A" + SPC(10) + "B"

which is perhaps not terribly unusual, but also to write
210 P$ = "A" + SPC(10) + "B"

D$(),filled by Reading the Data
statements.
The calls USR(39) and USR(42)
invoke the SP -1002 monitor routines for reading a tape header and

then reading the data constituting the program, but without
invoking the Clear Memory routine associated with Load.
Finally, both the machine -code

routines and the target program
are stored in memory beyond the

point marked off by the Limit
21700 statement. This leaves just
enough room for the Read Basic

program and its variables - so

IN JUNE

1984's Open File I included

a tip to provide a flashing cursor
association with the Get
command. The same thing can be
done with disc Basic SP -6015. As
revealed in a recent Sharp Users'
in

Club Magazine, a repeating Get
can be achieved by a Poke 8331,0.
So, to get the cursor to flash,
POKE 8331,0:USR(2483):GET K$

will do the trick.

CHR$O ON THE

don't expand it without great care

MZ-700

- and the maximum amount of

IN COMMON with most Basics, S -

space for the target program itself.

TABS
S Levett there are
many programs for the Sharp
MZ-80K which employ sequences
of 111 Cursor -Right symbols to
position some Printed expression
on the screen. He proposes a rather
interesting use of the Tab()
function, instead.
ACCORDING; Rij

Basic uses the function CHR$(X)
to access the character whose ASCII
value is X.
PRINT CHR$(65)

for example, prints A, while
B$ = CH R$(70)

assigns the string F to B$. But Phil
Smith has found that
CHR$(X,Y,...)

is a valid expression in S -Basic.

With this form it is legal to say
something like

Though using Print Tab(X) is

which will print out "ABCD",

number or string at column X,

while
100 G$ =CHR$ (72,69,76,80)
makes G$ HELP.

that in SP -5025 Basic Tab(X) itself

520 REM******* M'C LOADER *******
530 FOR X=0 TO 12:READ B:POKE 21700+X,B:NEXT
550 DATA 33,217,84,34,4,17,33,203,28,34,6,17,201

560 REM LD HL,54D9; LD (1104H),HL
570 REM LD HL,1CCB; LD (1106H),HL; RET
580 FOR X=0 TO 5:READ B:POKE 21713+X,B:NEXT:RETURN
600 DATA 58,216,84,195,112,9

610 REM LD A,(54D8); JP 0970H; Monitor print
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710

REM******* TOKEN DATA *******
DIMD$(90):FOR X=0T090:READ D$(X):NEXT:RETURN
DATA REM,DATA,LIST,RUN,NEW,PRINT,LET,FOR,IF
DATA GOTO,READ,GOSUB,RETURN,NEXT,STOP,END
DATA ON,LOAD,SAVE,VERIFY,POKE,DIM,DEF FN
DATA INPUT,RESTORE,CLR,MUSIC,TEMPO,USR(
DATA WOPEN,ROPEN,CLOSE,BYE,LIMIT,CONT,SET
DATA RESET,GET,INPCOUT#,*,*,*,*,*,THEN
DATA TO,STEP,><,<>,=<,<=,>=,=>,=,>,<,AND
DATA OR,NOT,+,-,*,/,LEFT$C,RIGHT$C,MIDU

720 DATA LENC,CHR$C,STR$,ASCGVAL6PEEK(,TAB(
730 DATA SPC(,SIZE,*,*,*,t,RNDC,SINC,COS(

740 DATA TANGATNC,EXPGINTGLOG(,LN(,ABS(
750 DATA SGW,SCIR(
760 B=B-128:PRINTD$(8);:RETURN
770 REM***** PRINT CONTROL CODES ETC *****
780 POKE 21720,B:REM POKE display code to m/c sub
790 USR(21713):RETURN

100 PRINT CHR$(65,66,67,68)

naturally known for placing some

what is not commonly known is

0 REM Cop/right J.Leonard. January 1984
10 LIMIT 21700: T$ "E
READ BASIC PROGRAM"
30 GOSUB 530:GOSUB 630:REM M/c code, keywords
50 PRINTTS:PRINT9181. LOAD PROGRAM TAPE."
60 PRINT"O2. READ LOADED PROGRAM."
70 PRINT"REnter the number of your choice.0"
80 GET G:IF (G=0)+(G>2) THEN 80
90 ON G GOTO 110,170
100
110
120
140
150

behaves like a string. It can, therefore, be concatenated like any
other string, so that it can. be

can be added, or the Break key
may be disabled. Sometimes these
alterations require you to turn the
computer off and then on again if
you want to regain control, which
can be extremely irritating.

UNVEILING BASIC
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CHR$(X)+CHR$(Y)+...
Though it is hard to think of any
specific use for this capability that it should at least render listings a

is not already catered for by the little more comprehensible and
more conventional

use up less memory.
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END OF FILE

dBASE II HELP
MESSAGES
ONE very useful feature of AshtonTate's dBase II package which you

will not find mentioned in the

message continues. This allows you
to get the same message with

two different commands. So typ-

never seen it mentioned in print

Dbasemsg.TXT is as follows
*GO
*GOTO

All the help messages in the

Help Go or

A51.

like WordStar, or by using the

The syntax is

MODIFY COMMAND

GO or GOTO [RECORD
< n >], < n >,[TOP],[BOTTOM],

or <memvar>

DBASEMSG.TXT

Make sure you put in the .TXT
extension every time, otherwise
dBase II will create a new file called
Dbasemsg.CMD - or .PRG

depending whether you have the
CP/M or MS-DOS version.
I will leave you to scan the file at
your leisure, but you will find that
the messages are stored in a very

simple format. Each entry starts
with a line which contains a *
followed by the command name.
The end of each entry is marked by
a line containing *Exit.

The following example shows
the entry in Dbasemsg.TXT for
the Browse command
* BROWSE

> BROWSE [FIELDS <field list>]
- brings up Full -screen viewing

and editing of the database in
use.
* EXIT

* EXIT

It is clearly very simple to edit
Dbasemsg.TXT to change any
existing message to your own
liking. There is also nothing to

= D1:

B

= C2 '

R

= D2:

B3:

C

= C3-

S

= D3r

4 = B41.

D

= C4.

T

= D41

= C5f

U

= D51

@

= 51:.

2 =
=

=

specific record or place in the
database in use. Also positions
to record number contained in
memory variable.

P

=
144..

> GO or GOTO - positions to a

= Cla

1

A I '

=

&

= DC).

=

Goto

Help

P

0 = BO

= A2 "
f.

= CO

= r40.

will produce the same help message because the entry in

ing

dBase II Help facility are stored in
a file called Dbasemsg.TXT. It is
accessible, like any .TXT file, by a
normal word -processor program
dBase II command

TABLE 1

If you leave out a *Exit the help

manual is the ability to create person'alised help messages, writes
Peter Clark. I started using this
feature some time ago, but I have
before.

WORDSTAR CHARACTERS

_
-

B5L

= A6..

6 = B61:

F

= C6."

V

= D61°

=

7

=

B7C

6

= c7r

W

= D7r,

8 =

B8a

H

= C8

X

= D8

I

= C9%

Y

=

J

= CA 1

Z

= DAB

CBI

E

= D

,
=

A9'1

= AA
=

1

=

AB1

=

= AC
=

9 = B9"

=

BC"

=

= = BDk

=

=

CDL

stop you inserting new help
messages. For example if you set

? =
0
/
= AF11
= CFN
up a dBase II application which
uses several different command
files - say, for accounts, stock dispense with the original help LARGE

control and wages - you could messages entirely and create

a

= DCT

\

J

= DDh
=

add the help messages shown in Dbasemsg.TXT file from scratch.
the box. Start with a message
The Help command is fail-safe.
beginning *Help, or add to the If it cannot find a requested

CHARACTERS IN
WORDSTAR

existing one, since this is the
message presented if the user
simply types Help.
If you add messages to the
Dbasemsg.TXT file it is advisable

message it will just return a polite

MANY dot-matrix printers are quite

NO HELP MESSAGES FOUND.

capable of producing spectacu-

Now for the bad news. Having

lar large -size characters without

got yourself hooked on personalised help messages, when you

programming, simply using
WordStar. Colin Hamer has

to put them at the beginning of upgrade from dBase II to dBase III developed large -size Greek, Arthe file, otherwise the Help you will find they do not work, as
command will take some time to dBase III has an entirely different
find them. If you wish, you can way of handling its help messages.

abic and Hebrew character sets in

this way, as well as the familiar
Roman one.

dBASE II HELP

*HELP
> The following application programs are available to you: ACCOUNTS
STOCK
WAGES

a program type DO followed by the program name eg.
DO WAGES
To
gain further information about the facilities available type
HELP followed by the name of the program eg. HELP ACCOUNTS
*EXIT
*ACCOUNTS
> This program gives access to the accounting system etc. etc.
To

run

*EXIT
*STOCK

and so on

14.:
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'END OF FILE
For this to work your printer

WORDSTAR CHARACTERS

graphics characters
available, and since character sets
must

have

abcd

ROMAN ALPHABET

are not standard the exact procedure will differ with different
printers. Colin Hamer uses the

@

*U@@@

@HL T

*]L, T

\ LLD

@@@

Microline 82A, but the description
which follows will convey the
general technique to users of other
suitable printers.

First of all you have to run the
WordStar Install program to set up
two user -defined functions to turn

@@@.@@.

*73

U

*50 : U

*500 P

@@@

@

@@@@@

@@@@@

@@@

@

@ O0@

@@@@@

(\L T
*73 0

@*U@@
@+WA@

(\L_ -f

@

HNE@G`.

the graphics character set on and

*U@@@
*]L_T
*U@*U
@@@@@

*50:U
00:U

off. WordStar command Ctrl -P W

is set to transmit hex OE to the

@ Pc@

@ p@@

Microline to start graphics characters, while Ctrl -P R is set to turn
them off with hex OF.

@(Tc
@E` @. @@

@ ( T@@
@*-U@@
LNE@.@.

@@@@Cs'

@@@@@

@@@@@

@@@@@

@

of 9h
k

*U@@@
*UO\D
*WISP

Once back running WordStar
normally you simply hit Ctrl -P W
whenever you want to put a giant
heading into your document.
What you then have to do is type
in the appropriate four-by-four set
of characters which, interpreted by
the printer as graphics blobs, will

T

(\L,T

*LIC*LI

(\t

produce the giant character you
require.
Table 1 shows the characters you

@@@@@

(\L. T

(\L, T

@.@@@@

*U@*U
@@@@@

*50:U
@@@@@

*50:U
*U@@@

@@@@@

@@@@@

@@@@@

(\L_T

(\LLD

450:11

*U@@@
@@@@@

(\LLD
"33:U
@@@@@

@@@*5

P

t

type in, the hex value sent to the

printer, and the shape actually

@@@@@

printed. For example, ? produces a

(T@(T

thick vertical blob, 5 an L shape

*50:U
@@@@@

and @ a white space.
We also show parts of the Greek

and Roman alphabets, with the

@@@@@

characters you have to type in, to
demonstrate the principle of forming

(T@(T

letters. When you want to

return to entering normal text into
your document type Ctrl -P R. [a

@@@@@
,P@ \
@K(G@
@@@@@

@@@@@

@@@@@
HLL(D

@@@@@
@@@@@
@@@@@
@@@@@

*50:U

(30P

(40:U

@@@@@

(T@(T

@@@@@
H4@8D

*5(:U
@@@@@

@@@@@

\C. P

I WORDSTAR CHARACTERS
GREEK ALPHABET

ALPHA

@:5@
(W+T

)/=
BETA

ZETA

A

> ? 00

?@@?
?LL?
?..?

NU

?5@?
?K4?
?@+?

?CC@
@@@
?@@@

THETA

8"-4
?HD?
K-'G

XI

JOOE
@LL@

@:5@

IOTA

@*U@
@*U@
@*U@

OMICRON 8^-4

(U*T
)

EPSILON ?CCA

KAPPA

@:5@

?(.4G

?"4@
?@+=

?LL@
?OOP

LAMDA

?U*?
+W?
?*U?

ETA

?CC]

?00]

DELTA

MU

@> _@

?LLQ

GAMMA

CC?_

SIGMA

+SCE

(EJT

@3] @

)@@=

:10T
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(((T

PI

RHO

TAU

M

N
Ell

J+WE
@*U@
@*U@

UPSILON /5:_
B+WA
@*U@
PHI

8+W4
?*U?
K. 3G

1111

CHI

/5:_

?@@?

;7Q

K-^G

> W+=

?CC?
?@@?
?@@?

PSI

?CCU
?LLE
?@@@

OMEGA

2*U?
2*U?
K /_G

80K4
?@@?
; T ( 7

tr)
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ACORN
DOT MATRIX

BBC MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM

WE ARE AN OFFICIAL BBC
COMPUTER DISTRIBUTOR

All printers have centronic parallel interface unless otherwise
stated. All printers have hi-res dot addressable graphic mode.
Please send SAE for full details.

DEALER ENQUIRIES ARE WELCOMED

EPSON

£324 + VAT £373
£435 + VAT £500
£225 + VAT £259
£215 + VAT £247
£345 + VAT £397

FX80 160CPS 10" wide friction & pin feed
FX160CPS 15" wide friction & tractor feed
RX80 F/T 100CPS 10" wide friction & tractor feed
RX80 100CPS 10" wide tractor feed
RX100 F/T 100CPS friction & tractor feed
8143 RS 23 Interface for FX and RX printers
8148 RS 232 Interface with 2K buffer x on x off
Ribbon Cartridge for RX80 FX80 & MX80
Ribbon Cartridge for FX100 & MX100

Acorn
Electron
E199m

£39 + VAT £45
£60 + VAT £69
£5 + VAT £6
£7 + VAT £8

MP165

165CPS 10" carriage friction and tractor feed

Free

Cassette
Recorder
with
every Electron
plus
5 software
titles

APPROVED ECONET SERVICE CENTRE
WE STOCK A LARGE RANGE OF SOFTWARE FOR
BBC MICRO INCLUDING ACORNSOFT, BBC
SOFTWARE, LONGMANS SOFTWARE, PLEASE
SEND LARGE STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE
FOR FULL DETAILS.

£249 + VAT £286

SEIKOSHA

BP 420 designed for the business world, 420CPS
in draft mode, 110CPS in NLQ mode.
£1095 + VAT £1259

SMITH
CORONA
Fastext 80: 80 col, 80CPS. Friction feed standard
£129 + VAT £149

TAXAN KAGA
160CPS 10" wide 27CPS NLQ 24 x 16 matrix
160CPS 15" wide 27CPS NLQ 24 x 16 matrix

filiHTER

£255 + VAT £293
£359 + VAT £413

CANON
PVV1080A

160CPS NLQ
mode, 27CPS, 10"

wide friction &
tractor feed
£269 + VAT £309

EMT1PLITER
GROUP

PW1156A
160CPS NLQ

mode, 15" wide
friction & tractor
feed

£379 + VAT £436

28129 BURNT MILL HARLOW, ESSEX CM20 2HU U.K.
Tel. HARLOW (0279) 443521 Telex: 818894 AKHTER G

COLOUR PRINTERS

£299 + VAT £344
£433 + VAT £499

Seikosha GP700A 7 colour 50CPS printer
Canon PJ1080A 7 colour 40CPS ink jet printer

DAISYWHEEL

DISC

JUKI 6100/1 PRINT
20 CPS Bi-Directional Logic seeking 10 12 15 CP1
+ PS spacing 2K buffer best selling Daisywheel
Singer sheet feeder unit
Tractor Unit
RS232 Interface
Spare Daisywheel

£324 + VAT £373
£199 + VAT £2291
£129 + VAT £1481
£50
£14

+ VAT £58
+ VAT £16

100% BBC COMPATIBLE MITSUBISHI AND
TEAC SLIMLINE DISK DRIVES
GS
MO

BROTHER HR -15
£390 + VAT £449
£139 + VAT £159
£217 + VAT £249
£95 + VAT £109

13 CPS Bi-directional 10, 12, 15 CP1 + PS
Keyboard Unit
Single Sheet Feeder Unit
Tractor Unit

QUENDATA

20 CPS Unidirectional 10 12 15 CP1

£239 + VAT £275

All our printers have 1 year warranty

MONITORS
PHILIPS

MICROVITEC CUB

7001 High Res Green Screen with sond input 1431
£69 + VAT £79

GM1211
GM1211

MS 14" RGB Normal Res Colour
£173 + VAT £199

1451 MS 14' RGB Medium Res Colour

18 MHZ High' Res Monochrome 1441

Monitor with tilt and swivel stand available in

MS

14'

£251 + VAT £289

RGB High Res Colour

£417 + VAT £479
green or amber etched antiglare screen SANYO
COLOUR
£399 + VAT £459
(pleasespecify colour £86 + VAT £99
Std Res 14"
£155 + VAT £179
Med Res 14"
£299 + VAT £344
SANYO
Hi Res 14"
£399 + VAT £459
DM8112 12" Green screen
MICROVITEC
FOR OL
18MHZ Hi- Res
£86 + VAT £99 1451 14' Medium Res Colour.
Specially designed for
DM9112 Hi Res
Sinclair OL
Green Screen with
tilt stand
£239 + VAT £275
£99

+

VAT £114

These drives are supplied ready cased with all the necessary
cables formatting program and User Guide
There are some very useful utilities included on formating disc
e.g.

DISASSEMBLER: This is 6502 machine code disassembler
DUP: To copy and rename a file on disc
FORMAT: Formating progam for 40 & 80 tracks
FREE: This utility provides a disk usage analysis
MDUMP: Enables you to display and modify any part of
BBC memory
MERGE: Merge a number of text files into one file
RELOCATE: Downloads a basic program to &E00
SDUMP: Screen dump for EPSON In all graphic
modes
VERIFY: Verifies every sector on a disk
* MENU: A flexible menu program

PRODUCTS
£344
£299 + VAT
BBC Microcomputer Model B
BBC Mod B - disk interface
£346 + VAT
£380
£355
BBC Mod B - Econet interface
£309 + VAT
£420
BBC Mod B - disk and Econet interfaces
£365 + VAT
£99
BBC Compatible 100K disk drive
£86 + VAT
£238
BBC Compatible dual 800K disk drive
£251 + VAT
Acorn Z80
£347 + VAT
£399
Acorn 6502 Second Processor
£173 + VAT
£199
Acorn Bit stick
£327 + VAT
£375
Acorn IEE Interface
£282 + VAT
£325
Acorn Electron plus 1 interface
£52 + VAT
£60
BBC Prestel Adaptor
£121 + VAT
£139
BBC Telext receiver (Aug)
£196 + VAT
£225
BBC cassette recorder and lead
£30 + VAT
£35
Disk interface kit (fee fitting)
£84 + VAT
£97
Mod A to Mod B upgrade kit
£70 + VAT
£80
Fitting charge for A to B upgrade kit
£20 + VAT
£23
16K memory upgrade kit
£30 + VAT
£34
Games paddles
£17 + VAT
£19

User Guide
Advanced User Guide
Econet Guide

£15
£12.95

EXPORT ENQUIRIES -.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT

__

LITERATURE REQUEST

_

COMPLETE BUSINESS PACKAGE
This system is based on 16 Bit 8088
Processor 128K RAM, 2X730K Floppy

Disc Drives, High Res Monitor, fast

(160cps) Dot Matrix Printer, Wordstar
Wordprocessor, Calcstar Spreadsheet

Program, complete integrated

Accounts package consisting of Sales
Ledger, Purchase Ledger, Nominal
Ledger, Invoicing, Stock Control,
Payroll and mailing list.
Complete turnkey system at an
unbelievable price.
Delivered Only
£1495 + VAT £1719

Delivered and Installed plus

HAMAYUN MUGHAL
CARON ANDREWS

-- JULIA ALLUM

MOHAMAD EDIB
ALAN LAFFOLEY
JULIE AMBLER
JOHN MAULE

"Portable Executive Computer" 16 Bit Micro. 256K RAM up to 1.44 megabytes
flopy disk storage. 31" Sony disks. Portable brief case styling. Modem with auto
dialler(optional) hard disk optional. Vast software library (compatible with Sirius

£11

1).

£59

Apricot with Double Drive, Monitor and Free Printer

As above but with 10MB Winchester Drive and Single 315K Drive plus
Superwriter, Supercalc and FREE JUK1 6100 Printer

£2995 + VAT £3444
EXT
202
210
209

SANYO PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER
SANYO 550
SANYO 555
16 Bit Micro 128K RAM expandable to Sanyo MBC555 128K double drive and
256K. Single or Double Disk drive built free software including Wordstar,
in full colour graphics (640 x 200 pixels Calcstar, Int orstar, Datastar etc.
in 8 colours) IBM compatible. Free
£999 + VAT £1149
software. Sanyo MBC 550 128K RAM
SANYO
555.360
single drive and free software including

201

207
211
201

ORDERING INFORMATION

Wordstar and Calcstar

As 550 but with 2 x 360K Drives

OPENING HOURS: MONFRI 9a m6.30om. SAT 10am-5om.
We welcome callers, no parking problems.

As 550 but with 2 x 730K Drives

£999 + VAT £1149

COMPLETE SYSTEMS FROM £650 + VAT

100% ACORN COMPATIBLE 51" DISK DRIVES
single drive 100K 40 track single sided
single drive 100K 40 track single sided

)200A
)200B
)202C

single drive 200K 40 track double sided
single drive 200K 40 track d/sided + PSU
dual drive 200K (2 x 100K) 40 track single

+ PSU

sided
dual drive 200K (2 x 100K) 40 T SS + PSU
+ mon. stand
dual drive 200K (2 x 100K) 40 T SS + PSU
+ metal case
single drive 400K 40/80 T sw'able d/sided
single drive 400K 40/80 T sw'able dIsided
+ PSU

)802C
)802D

)802E

I

£1049 + VAT £1206

WORD PROCESSING

)100A
)100B

)402E

SANYO SYSTEMS INCLUDE
FREE HIGH RES GREEN
MONITOR

SANYO 550.730

DRIVES

)402C
)402D

£1249 + VAT £1436

SANYO 550.2
SANYO 555.730
As 550 but with Dual Drive 2 x 160K As 555 but with 2 x 730K Drives
£849 + VAT £976
£1299 + VAT £1494
SANYO 550.360

N.B. All prices are subject to change without notice
and are rounded up to the nearest pound

)400A
)400B

As 555 but with 2 x 360K Drives

£749 + VAT £862

delivery. II express delivery is required please add £8.00 + VAT per
parcel. We accept telephone orders on Barclay and Access card
please ring (02791 443521 (10 lines). all cheques made payable to
"AKHTER INSTRUMENTS".

)202E

£1790 + VAT £2059

APRICOT XI

We accept official orders from UK Government and Education
establishments. Carriage is £2.50 + VAT (UK only) for normal

)202D

day

£1595 + VAT £1834

APRICOT PC
£69
£54
£34

YOUR CONTACT AT AKHTER
Tel: 0279 443521 (12 lines)
DEALER/BULK ENQUIRIES
TELEPHONE ORDERS
DEALER ORDERS ...

P

training

£ 7.50
£60 + VAT
£47 + VAT
£30 + VAT
£10 + VAT
£52 + VAT

Econet interface (free fitting)
Speech interface (free fitting)
BBC disk manual - formating disk
Parallel printer cable
BBC word processor (view)

BUSINESS
SYSTEMS

dual drive 400K (2 x 200K) 40 T d/sided
dual drive 400K (2 x 200K) 40 T dIsided
+ PSU + mon st
dual drive 400K (2 x 200K) 40 T d/sided
+ PSU + met cs
dual drive 800K (2 x 400K) 40/80 sw'able
d/sided
dual drive 800K (2 x 400K) 40/80 sw'able
d/sided + PSU + mon st
dual drive 800K (2 x 400K) 40/80 sw'able
d/sided + PSU + metal case

£86 + VAT

£99

£112 + VAT £129
£112 +VAT £129
£138 + VAT £159
£164 + VAT £189
£216 + VAT £249
£216 + VAT £239
£129+ VAT £149
£155 + VAT £179
£216 + VAT £249

£269 + VAT £309
£260 + VAT £299
£251 + VAT £289
£303 + VAT £349
£295+ VAT £339

The Akhter Gold Standard
Due to the high standard of the Akhter Disc drives we have taken

the unique step of introducing "The Gold Standard" a TWO
YEAR warranty on each and every one of our drives sold after

April 1st 1985. To qualify for this 24 month guarantee the lucky
purchaser merely returns his individual registration card included in every box to Akhter. Buy your drives with confidence ...
BUY AKHTER!

BBC 1: BBC Micro Model B, View (or SAN 1: Sanyo MBC 550 Series 16 Bit
Wordwise) Wordprocessor, Quendata Microcomputer, 128K Ram, Dual 160K
20 CPS Daisywheel Printer, High Res drives (2 x 160K), High Res Graphics
Green Monitor, Cassette Recorder plus (600 x 200 pixels in 8 colours), JUKI
10 cassettes and all the necessary 6100 Daisywheel Printer, High Res
Box of 10 discs,
cables
£650 + VAT = £747.50 Green Monitor,
Wordstar Wordprocessor, Calcstar
BBC 2: BBC Micro Model B + Disk spreadsheet and all the necessary
£1175 + VAT = £1351.25
Interface, View (or Wordwise) cables
Wordprocessor, 100K Disk Drive, High SAN 2: Same as SAN 1 but with Dual
1

Res Green Monitor, Quendata 20 CPS 360K Drives (2 x 360K)
£1345 + VAT = £1546.75
Daisywheel Printer, 1 Box of Disks and
SAN 3: Same as SAN 1 but with Dual
all the necessary cables
£799 + VAT = £918.85 720K Drives
£1395 + VAT = £1604.25

SAN 4: Sanyo MBC 555 Series 16 Bit

BBC 3: Same as System BBC2 but with Microcomputer, 128K Ram, Dual 160K

400K Drive

Drives (2 x 160K), High Res Graphics

£875 + VAT = £1006.25 (600 x 200 pixels in 8 colours) JUKI 6100
BBC 4:Same as System BBC 2 but with Daisywheel Printer, High Res Green
400K Drive and JUKI 6100 Daisywheel Monitor, 1 Box of 10 discs, Wordstar,
Wordprocessor, Calcstar spreadsheet,
Printer
£975 + VAT = £1121.25. Mailmerge, Spellstar (dictionary),
Datastar (database), Reportstar plus all
BBC 5: BBC Model B + Disk Interface, the necessary cables
View (or Wordwise) Wordprocessor,
£1295 + VAT = £1489.25.
800K Dual Disk Drive (Mitsubishi), High SAN 5: Same as SAN 4 but with Dual
Res Green Monitor, JUKI 6100 360K Drives
Daisywheel Printer, 1 Box (10) of 80
£1475 + VAT = £1696.25
Track DS discs and all necessary SAN 6: Same as SAN 4 but with
£1145 + VAT = £1316.75. Dual 730K Drives
cables
£1525 + VAT = £1753.75

It you require High Res Colour Monitor instead of High Res

Green Monitor in Sanyo Systems please add £320 +

3M DISKETTES:
48TPI SS DD diskettes (box 0110)
48TPI DS DD diskettes (box of 10)
96TPI DS DD diskettes (box of 10)

VAT = £368 to the above prices.
£15 + VAT £17
£18 + VAT £21
£25 + VAT £29

Circle No. 183

'128K RAM Upgrade for all above Sanyo systems
(makes a total of 256K RAM) £150 + VAT
= £172.50 Including fitting.

QUIET QUALITY

:13131600 Q:

A NEW BREED OF DAISY WHEEL PRINTER, WITH SUPERB LETTER QUALITY PRINT AND
PROVEN FEATURES AND RELIABILITY - BUT WITHOUT THE HARSH NOISE LEVELS OF
OTHER MAKES.

Features Include:-

*

Low Noise (50 dB)

and 50 characters per second.

Choice of either 630 or 3500 compatible protocol - fully featured. Automatic
Proportional Spacing.
8k Butter, 16k optional. Page Hold for single sheets.
Bi - directional print, 124 character daisy wheel, all characters printable.
PC compatibility as standard - centronics or RS232.
Operator "pause" facility and option control panel.
Full range of accessories, including twin and single bin sheet feeders.
Ribbons and daisy wheels freely available, compatible with all other Ricoh Daisy
Wheel printers, obtainable from Aculab Peripherals.
Interface designed and manufactured in the UK by Aculab.
Total Product Support from Aculab Peripherals, leading distributors of Ricoh Daisy
Wheel and Laser Printer Products.

(aculab)
PERIPHERALS LIMITED
1,18

Circle No. 184

Unit A, Station Approach
Leighton Buzzard,
Beds, LU7 7LY

Tel. 0525 371393
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Last word
I

ATTENDED

Take it from
the top

a meeting of the British

Computer Society where the main
speaker, a university lecturer in computer

studies, claimed that even after three
years' teaching most of his graduates were

very poor programmers. He seemed to
believe that this was some measure of his
students' intelligence, and not of his
teaching abilities.
If you take this assertion in conjuction

with the oft -repeated and rather smug

Boris Allan challenges the way programming is
being taught.

statement that lecturers would prefer that

undergraduates had no previous programming experience, it would seem that
there is something amiss. Furthermore, if
you add the common computer -studies

view that programming in Basic is the
computing kiss of death, you might ask
for some justification. On examination, it
seems there is little justification other than

the usual desire to add mystique to your
endeavours.

Sensible methodology
What computer studies seems to want is

a tabula rasa on which to write good
programming practices. Given the wide
number of languages now in use outside

higher education, the teaching of any
particular programming language needs
no justification other than that it is
capable of being used for the teaching of
generally applicable sensible programming methodologies.
To teach a language purely because it is

used "out there" does not make sense,
because once you have learnt how to
program it is simple to change to other
languages. There has been been work
which indicates that learning, say, Pascal
writing more compact and
efficient Cobol programs. Languages such
helps

in

An understanding of what a program is should come before the details of arithmetic.

students programming in Pascal, the
sequence of topics is more or less bottom
up, and the succession of topics differs
little from those of Basic texts. Students

methodology.

If you take almost any textbook for
PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1985

the second chapter. Bowles' book has, in

addition, two outstanding features: an
interesting environment in which students

are discouraged from using Basic because

can experiment - turtle graphics - and

promotes a bottom -up attitude, yet
those same students are taught in a

an immediacy of reaction produced by use

it

bottom -up manner, mainly because it is
as the older versions of Basic are not as easier for the teacher.
susceptible to economical programming
These students are supposed to make
as Pascal, though newer versions are the mysterious transition from bottom -up
programmers to top -down met hodologists.
becoming far better suited.
The unsuitability of Basic as a means of No wonder the lecturer's students were
learning top -down programming is well poor programmers: they had been
established, though it is perfectly possible expected to become top -down programto teach systematic methods of pro- mers after having been indoctrinated with
gramming with Basic: it merely requires a bottom -up methodology. The justmore thought on the part of the teacher. ification for the bottom -up approach to
Basic tends to encourage a bottom -up style teaching Pascal is often in terms such as
of programming on the part of the naive "you have to learn how to do everything
user, and it is for this reason that before you can do anything".
The argument against bottom -up
computer -studies courses discourage the
use of Basic, because it teaches bad habits. teaching, apart from its conflict with the
later change to a top -down methodology,
Contradiction
is that you do not need to know a great
The benefits of the structured approach deal about arithmetic, say, in Pascal
should be so evident that students to progress. You learn the arithmetic
program in a structured manner at all through use in programs, because arithtimes, especially in Basic where it is so metic can be examined in detail when it
necessary. If the students have been shown becomes necessary. The most important
the benefits of top -down methodology, control structure in Pascal, and most other
and the benefits are so clear, then why sensible languages, is the procedure. The
worry about programming in Basic? The procedure is important not only because
reason, I suspect, is that the bottom -up it shortens programs, but principally

teaching of Pascal programming contradicts the ethos of the top -down

book, with procedures being introduced in

of microcomputers. These two features
imply notions which other teachers of
programming might consider.

Interesting programs
The notions are, first, that students start
programming immediately by writing
interesting programs, and second, that
students start by using procedures;
learning about arithmetic, data structures,
and control mechanisms is introduced
later, as necessary. The result is that
students start by learning to program in a
top -down manner. The students do not
have to unlearn the bottom -up techniques
taught by their lecturers, because their
lecturers have only promoted top -down
methods.
It is worth noting that, using a sensible

approach, Bowles finds that "In general,

we have found [mathematically inadequate] students to be nearly as adept in

learning to write programs and solve
problems on the computer as are the
students to arrive with a stronger mathematics background." As the top -down
approach to teaching has a firm basis in
educational theory and practice, perhaps

is about time that computer studies
made an assessment of its teaching

because it makes programs more sensible.

it

Probably the most successful text on
Pascal is Ken Bowles' Problem Solving

methodologies, and stopped taking

using Pascal, 1977, and his is a top -down

the

easy way out?
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MICRO SIGHT
IMAGE ANALYSIS SYSTEMS FOR MICROCOMPUTERS

MICROSIGHT I

MICROSIGHT 'IR

An image scanning system which enables video

A framestore based image acquisition system
which can capture a 512 x 512 video picture at
64 grey levels. Complete with camera interface
and video output MicroSight IIR can be driven

images to be captured and stored in a microcomputers RAM at a resolution up to 256 x
256 with 255 grey levels. Complete with camera
and interface, MicroSight I will store images on
disk or output them to a printer.

using subroutines supplied.

MICROSCALE 'IR
MICROSCALE II

An image analysis package which enables the
user to define windows in the image and derive
perimeters, particle counts and size
distribution.
areas,

An image analysis package which enables a
microcomputer to derive information from a
512 x 512 video frame. Facilities such as
enhancing,

substracting

and

averaging

are

included with optional pseudo colour output.

Systems available for IBM PC/AT, Victor 9000/Sirius, Apricot, Hewlett Packard 9816, BBC Apple, Etc.

D aT
15O
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RST

Digithurst Ltd.,
Leaden Hill, Orwell, Royston, Herts., SG8 5QH

TEL: CAMBRIDGE (0223) 208926
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TelephoneLucyO'Sullivan 01-6618163
ADVERTISEMENT RATES

Copy Date

Rates quoted below ore subject to the addition of 15% VAT.

Display Rates

£16.50 per single
Column Centimetre
Minimum 5cm x 1col
One Insertion
Three Insertions
Six Insertions
Nine Insertions
Twelve Insertions

£16.50 perscc
£15.75 perscc
£15.50 perscc
£15.00 perscc
£14.50 perscc

Micro Ads.
Linage 30p per
word minimum of
20 words.
Prepayable.

Shopwindow advertisements for the July
edition will be accepted up to 25th May

subject to space being available.
Post to

Practical Computing, Classified
Department, Room H211, Quadrant House,
The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.

OPEN HOUSE TUITION
FOR NOVICES AND OTHERS

THE COMPLETE RANGE OF

COMPUTER FURNITURE

0,rowther
Uosine

ara

Choose your time - day or evening
Learn at your own pace.
BASIC programming
BUSINESS Packages
Word -Processing introduction

DESKS

If you read serious computing literature or are on
the lookout for specialist software you should be
using our book and software supply service.
Send a large stamped addressed envelope or an
international reply coupon for checklists on
artificial intelligence and robotics, graphics, and

PRINTERS TABLES

databases - or £1.20 for our current catalogue

MICROCOMPUTER ADVISORY CENTRE,

VERSATILE

PROFESSIONAL
ATTRACTIVE
ROBUST

SENSIBLE PRICES

(refunded on first order).
Computer Books & Software
St. Mary's Centre
Henderson Street
Edinburgh EH6 6DD

DATA TABLES
LINK UNITS
DRAWERS
CABLE DUCTING
POWER DISTRIBUTION

Crowther -Cosine
5, Middleton Rood, Wrintnglon. Lichfield, Stun. WS14 9NB
7(LEPHONE Wilmington (0543) 432376
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SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINE LIBRARY
VOLUME 1 - STATISTICS AND FITTING FUNCTIONS
Mena, SD, normal distribution, partial expectation,
Chauvenets criterion, least squares fit to polynomial and
arbitrary function, repetitive least squares fits, covariance
matrix, chi squared statistic, matrix inversion, solution of
linear simultaneous equations.

VOLUME 2 - LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Reduction of a simplex tableau, integer programming, partial
integer programming, conversational linear programming
system, least cost mix problem.

VOLUME 3 - FURTHER STATISTICS
Ranking, guanines. frequency, correlation coefficient, T, chi
squared and F distributions and their inverses, T test, chi,
squared test, Wilcoxson test, linear and multiple regression,
ANOVA 1 -way and 2 -way.

sort.

All routines are written in BASIC for easy implementation on
any machine.
Machine readable source code E75 - VAT per volume

(Most disk formats DL microdrive now available)
Manuals including full source listings with implementation
notes and documentation E25 per volume
CPIM TO DEC FILE TRANSFER
Software to read and write RT'22 format RX01 diskettes

under CPIM. Supplied on 8" 5550 diskette - E25 VAT.
SINCLAIR 01 TERMINAL EMULATOR
Allows the SINCLAIR CIL to act as a terminal to connect to
other micros, bulletin boards and mainframes - E25 VAT
Write or phone for further information on any of ur products.

MICRO LOGIC CONSULTANTS LTD.

57 Station Rd., Southwater, Horsham, W.
Sussex RH13 7HQ
Telephone 0403 731818
66
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01-928 8989 ext. 2468
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Quality products at low prices

MICROCOMPUTER INSURANCE
Comprehensive cover at a reasonable
premium:
All Risks Cover (incl. Transit) - up
to £10,000 for £20

Increased

Cost

reinstate lost data

of Working - up

alternative to
ment

maintenance

Thermal Paper

(7.0015 rolls
(7.0015 rolls

Alphacom 32
Alphacom 42
HP models available

Listing paper 12000 sheetsibind
E12.50

11" 9.5" plain 60gsm
11" 8.5" plain

(12.00
Floppy Disks

Breakdown & Derangement
agree-

5.25"

CDC

SSISD
SSIDD

(16.00
(22.50
(26.50

BIN

Write with details to:

Dyson
C20.00
C30.00
C34.00

Maxell
19.00

(29.00
(33.00

Price includes VAT

Please add p&p E3.00Ibox for paper & (2.00 for any quantity of

Geoffrey Hoodless & Associates
Freepost (no stamp required)
Woking
Surrey GU21 4BR

disks.

Cheques & p.o to IDESKFLAIR)

DESKFLAIR

71 Woodlands Rd., Hertford SG13 7JF
phone 10992) 558258

Tel: Woking 104862161082(24 hrs)
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VOLUME 4 - TRANSFORMATIONS AND SORTING
ALGORITHMS
Fourier and Fast Fourier transforms, numerical integration and
differentiation, harmonic analysis, interpolation, coordinate
transformaations. Exchange sort, Quicksort, Shellsort, Tree

Brochure from:

Polytechnic of the South Bank,
Borough Road,
London SE1 OAA
or ring:

Telephone: 031-553 5947

Whatever your need we con supply the furniture to
suit. From special one off designs to multiple work
stations. Phone or write for your full brochure.

£60
£70
£25

GENIE OWNERS
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BEST PRICE/PERFORMANC
COMPLETE BUSINESS
COMPUTER SYSTEM
FOR

E1195.00

Don't sell your Genie!!
Upgrade it to latest spec.

THE COMPLETE BUSINESS PACKAGE
NEC PC BBOO

Hi -Speed CPU - 3.8MHz £34.95
All programs run up to 60% faster.

Lowercase - £34.95

NEC 2 MEGABYTES DISK STORAGE
NEC 14" HIGH RESOLUTION COLOUR MONITOR

MEC 120 cps. PRINTER Mel 2 N BUFFER
NEC 64K CP(M COLOUR COMPUTER
NEC DETACHABLE KEYBOARD
MEC ALL CONNECTING CABLES

Full UPPER/lower case.

NEC IMO BASIC & N BASIC SOFTWARE

ALL ABOVE FOR E1195.00 .1- VAT

TAB/CLEAR keys £6.95
Plus many other hardware

SOFTWARE: ACCESS - RETAIL, WHOLESALE
POINT OF SALE. SAGE ACCOUNTS & PAYROLL
WORDPROCESSING. BUNDLED SOFTWARE,
WORDSTAR* MAILMERGE MULTIPLAN

items ring for ANY hardware
or repair quote.

(195.00

ARC Electronics, Wakefield, Yorks.

ACCESS COMPUTERS

WF2 6SP. (09241 253145

2 ROSE YARD MAIDSTONE KENT. MEI4 IHN

67
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TEL 0622150356
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THE SIMPLE SOLUTION
For the best deal on Micros,
Printers and other peripherals,
call us now Typical package: Apricot P.C., Epson FX80 Monitor
and Accounts package. R.R.P.
£2688 + VAT
OUR PRICE £2089 + VAT including delivery
4, Falkland Drive,
Kingsteignton,
Newton Abbot
Telephone: Newton Abbot (0626) 64544
98
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Super rams

please note that 15% Value Added

Tax must be added to advertisement rates quoted in this Journal.

Incl. VAT

& carriage

Yes! Comprint/E gives you EPSON printing quality and
special printing modes PLUS emulation of Commodore
printer features' Simply plugs into any Epson
FX/MX/RX printer Links to the 64 orVic 20 serial -IEEE
port with the cable provided ' Why not buy your Epson
printer direct from us at the same time?

21.1053 7581486

A Line Computer Systems
I Church Farm Lane
Willoughby Waterleys
Leicestershire. LE8
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£61.99

12.1.85)

A> Line

"ND

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS

VALUE ADDED TAX
Would classified advertiser's

'Excellent value for money... it
beats its rivals on several counts
(Personal Computer News,

TQ12 3RH

/..epor

Now you can drive an EPSON printer direct
from your 641

MI-CROWE OFFER excellent home

computer repair service. Commodore 64,
C16 + 4 (£15 + parts) 1541 disk drive (£25 +

parts) Vic 20 £12 + parts) Dragon (£15 +

parts) Sinclair Spectrum (£18) BBC, Electron
(£20 + parts) We also specialise in business

computers, peripherals, accessories and
software, prices on application. Free
technical advice from our specialist. 49
Wykeham Drive, Basingstoke, Hants, RG23
8HW. Tel: 0256 23858.

PCB FAULT LOCATION AND REPAIR.
Jaecrow Systems Services, 29/31 Lower
Coombe Street, Croydon, Surrey CR9 1LX,

Britain's leading maintenance company,

now offers a fast board diagnosis and repair

service UK and overseas, using the latest
ATE. Ask for full details, without obligation.

COMPUTER AND PERIPHERAL
MICROMODS LTD.,
53 ACTON RD., LONGEATON, NOTTINGHAM
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OUR NORMAL PRICES ARE LOW
OUR DISCOUNT CLUB IS EVEN LOWER
BBC Model B
BBC + D.F.S.
Acorn 6502 2nd proc
Acorn Z80 2nd proc.
Torch Z80 2nd proc.
Enterprise 64K comp.
Amstrad 464 colour
Amstrad 464 green
Amstrad DD1-Disk
5;" 100K 40/80T D.S.
5;" 800K 40/807 D.S.

dual + monitor stand

Normal

Discount

£299
£365
£175
£339
£275
£217
£300
£207
£169
£138

£295
£360
£173
£335
£270
£212
£295
£203
£165
£133

£320

£315
£285
£320
£70
£192

Cannon PW 1080A NLQ £289
£325
Juki 6100 Daisywheel
£74
Phillips 7502 green
Phillips 7002 TulMon
£196
Carriage and insurance 8.00

Business and Personal
Computers, Printers, VDUs, etc.
Fast Turnround
Competitive
Prices

HAMMOND AND MEADES
Unit 10
The Maltings
Stanstead Abbotts, Herts.

Tel. 0920 871624

of

data entry and

foolproof
for

method

of

Rein

or

any

KINGSLEY

their own products.) All easily exceed the industry standard benchmarks. (90ti
first time read and one substitution error per million reads)
At Altek decoders are housjed in a smart instrument case with "inkwell.' for the
scanning wand when not in use. In addition they at come with software to print
bar codes on a standard dot matrix printer. (Epson or compatible). A complete bar

code identification system at minimal cost.

Specialists in all kinds of floppy diskettes
Mail Order Discs
Prices are for boxes of 10 discs

-

Soft Sector

CPM86IMSIPCDOS E190+VAT.

graphics, sound, 'hash cache' fast compiler, and 70 page manual

- £29.95.
NEWBRAIN FORTH in PROM - includes screen editor, full

DRAGON FORTH cartridge - split screen editor, sound colour,
decompiler, overlays, joystick and timer support, full
documentation, and complete source code - E35, CoCo version
E45.

Do-ityourself FORTH. Installation manual - How to do it,
model, definitions, editor - E7. Source code: 6502, 6800,
6809, 8080, Z80, 808618088, 9995, 1802, 68000, Z8000.
VAX, Apple It. LS1.11 - E7 each.
Implementations for Spectrum to VAX, and a range of FORTH
books.

Microprocessor Engineering Ltd

F1

Works with virtually any computer. Baud rate, data format and optional check digit

Xidex

Dyson

CenTech

15.00
16.00
18.00
23.00
23.00

SS/SD 48
SS/DD 48
DSIDD 48

20.00
21.00
22.00
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NEW system for BBC micro
ROM based, interrupt driven software. Switch on and read bar codes! Nothing to
load, no commands needed to start. Reads alphanumeric codes at power up and

automatically inserts the data into the keyboard buffer so it is possible to control

18.00

23.00
30.00
30.00

19.00
26.00
26.00
33.00

19.00
24.00

the computer entirely via barcodes! Decodes ALL these formats: EAN13, EANB,

25.00
31.00

CBMIPET 8 APPLE 2

UPC.A, CODE.39 & INTERLEAVE 215. As supplied to Acorn. £249.00 + VAT.
Lowest cost system. Disk based software decodes the bar code format of your
choice and is easily interfaced to BASIC or Assembler. A full specification bar code

8" Diskettes
25.00
22.00
26.00

26.00
30.00

identification system as used by many private & public sector laboratories,
industrial & commercial organisations. £199.00 + VAT. (Not suitable for Apple

29.00
33.00

Sony 3.5" (Apricot) Diskettes £36.00
Post Paid. Add VAT at 15%
Prices correct at time of going to press
Please ask for details of hard sector discs,
business/educational accounts
discounts, formatting.

KINGSLEY ENTERPRISES
87 Whitefield Road
Stockton Heath
Warrington
WA4 6N B

running CPIM

Use RS232 system!)
Phone or write for further details. Meese state area
of interest and what computer is to be used.

62

AUER INSTRUMENTS
Enterprise House 44 46 Terrace Road
Walton on Thames Surrey KT12 2S0

3b

L

This microprocessor based unit decodes the barcode and converts it into ASCII for

verification selectable with OIL switches. £385.00 + VAT

Nashua

SS/SD 48
SS/DD 48
DSIDD 48
SS/DD 96
DS/DD 96

integration to NEWBRAIN ile handlers, Z80 macro assembler,

floating point, graphics, decompiler, utilities, and manual E51.75.

RS232 Bar-code Reader
transmision to the host via a RS232 port. Complete with power supply and cables.

5.25" Diskettes

CIL FORTH.83 - screen editor, macroassembler, decompiler,
turnkey compiler, binary overlays, floating point, colour.

industry and commerce are following. Bar codes will soon be commonplace.
recognised as being second to none. (Others use our software under licence, in

ENTERPRISES

FORTH = TOTAL CONTROL
83
Professional FORTHS from Laboratory
full
Microsystems. Screen editor, assembler, utilities,
documentation. Special version for IBM PCs and 100%
compatibles. State disc format with order. CPM-80 E95+ VAT,

Already most grocery products are bascoded at source and many other areas of

Altek decoding algorithms have been developed over a period of years and are

Circle No. 310

Tel. 975.2 775492

a

checkpoint verification, point of sale terminals, spare parts identification, etc. etc.
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97

SoulerTplon 501 5AP

means

provide

£8.00

21 Henley Road Shlt1ey

free

document. Typical uses include stock control, libraries. fling systems, security and

KECM, 8 Westwood Lane. Welling, Kent. DA16 2HE
Callers by appointment
01-301 3745

Jae

Barcodes give a speedy and error

identification

Please add 15% VAT to total cost. We carry most
leading brand names. For more information and our
Monthly Discount Price List write or telephone:-

FORTH

136M

REPAIR AND SERVICE

Tel: 0602-724264

101 1FR.

Ring: 01-680 9191. Quote ref: PC 585.

Phone 109321 244110

Telex 295000 CWAOL
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SHARP MZ8OB with Opus dual discs,
Centronics interface for Epson printers,

COMPLETE SET of Practical Computing
except first issue. Offers to Sarah,

CP/M, and transfer of Extal Basic pending
conditions, £800. Phone Telford 55862

Abingdon (0235) 31269 after 6.30pm (Oxon.).
154M

evenings.

MODEM NIGHTINGALE + Commstar, new,
unopened; offers (1200/75 275/1200)
(300/300) full duplex; expansion capability;
auto-answer/dial, £140. Tel. 09363/2090.

AMSTRAD USERS - 150+ software titles

available, also many accessories

discounted. Sae for details. The Software
Club, 26 Beechley Drive, Cardiff.

155M

160M

APPLE MAC, Lisa/2, Apple 2c, Apple 2e, and

KAYPRO 10. Nearly new portable computer,
built-in 10Mb hard disk. Extensive software

all peripherals, Kaga monitor £75, Apple 2c
monitor £87, plus software extras, all
unused, boxed as new, with full guarantee.

includes: Wordstar, Supercalc, Theword,
Spelling, Checker, Terminal, Emulation,

Ring Nigel, 02033503042.

Masterlink, £1,950 - quick sale. 042482417.
156M

161M

NEWBRAIN-A COMPLETE £100; Apple II +e

Titan Accelerator -II complete £250;
Microsoft Z80 system including CP/M,
MBasic, utilities £200; CIS -Cobol with
Animator £300. Any offers (reasonable).

64K S100 RAM Card, Z80 CPU Card, various
other items, all fully operational, what
offers? Full details Farnham (0252) 713733.
157M

and 10.30.

162M

HUGE DISCOUNTS - Hard disk computers
desk -top and portable from £795.
Daisywheel printers, Qume compatible,
£199. IBM PC lookalike, £1,295. Tel. 0923

158M

SHARP MZ-700 and MZ-711 owners. Brand
new and original programs for sale. S.a.e.

49723.

We can copy your files to and fnom
over 250 disk formats including
CP/M, CP/M-86, MS-DOS, PC -COS, ISIS,
APPLE, SIRIUS, TORO!, APRICOT, HP150,
DEC RT-11, and IBM BEF.
Disks arc normally despatched on the
day they are received.
Our charge is 110.00 + disk + VAT.
Special prices for quantities.

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE French '0'
level revision grammar and exercises on

Essex CO34HW.

cassette for BBC Model 'B', £7.95 including
postage and packing. Whittext Educational

(DMB), 50 Thompson Avenue, Colchester,
150M

CP/M USER GROUP disk libraries. 300+
volumes. Copying fee £1.50. Disk format
translation £6.50 inc. Most formats.
S.a.e./phone R. Smith, 138 Holtye Road, E.

Software, 48 Sevenacres, Somerton,
Somerset.

164M

TANDY MODEL III. 48K twin disk drives,
RS -232 built in. Lots of disk based software,
£650 o.n.o. Phone 0584 810015.
165M

Grinstead, Sussex RH 19 3EA. 0342 313883.
151M

7.7RA..C-TrcAmijitr

For more information call us.

GREY MATTER
TEL. (0364) 53499

Classified Rates

10
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When replying to
Classified advertisements,
readers are recommended
to take steps to protect
their interests before
sending money.
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NEROADS.
Order Form

COMPUTING

Please insert the following advertisement in Practical Computing

Lineage 30p per word
Minimum 20 words prepayable.

I

4 Pngg Meadow. Ashburton. Devon TO13 7DF.

163

for complete list by return to: Maysoft

"3'4-

Moving data and program files from
one machine to another is often made
difficult because different
manufacturers have adopted different
disk format standards.

Phone 021358 7572 evenings, between 7.30

TRS-80 MODEL OWNERS! Want to start
your own business using your micro? Send
sae for list of programs for business ideas.
IDS Ltd., 315-319 High St., Chatham, Kent
ME44BM. Tel. 0634 815804.

159M

DISK COPYING SERVICE

LINAGE

Cost per insertions

Display Adverts.

1v5Z

TOTAL

£6.00

£0.90

£6.90

SERIES Discounts

£7.50

£1.13

£8.63

Available on request.
Contact: Claire Notley on

£9.00

£1.35

£10.35

£10.50

£1.58

£12.08

£12.00

£1.80

£13.80

payable to BUSINESS PRESS
INTERNATIONAL LTD. and crossed.

£13.50

£2.03

£15.53

I enclose herewith cheque/PO for

£15.00

£2.25

£17.25

1

Rate per single column
Centimetre: £16.50
Minimum 5 cm

01-661 8163.

Method of Payment
Cheques etc should be made

Post to:
Cut out the order form and return

together with your remittance to:
Classified Department,
Practical Computing,
Room H211, Quadrant House,

Ins.

No. of Insertions

Box No. Required YES/NO

(50p discount for 2 ins.)

NAME (Please include initials)
ADDRESS

The Quadrant. Sutton,
Surrey SM2 5AS.

Conditions of Acceptance
Micro Ads are accepted from
Private readers only and must be
submitted on (or a photocopy of)
this order form. All Advertisements
must be prepaid.

THIS FORM SHOULD BE RETURNED BY 25TH MAY FOR THE JULY ISSUE
Company Registered Number: 151537 (ENGLAND). Registered Office: Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.
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Regarded by many accountants as the very best
accounting software available. Pegasus comprises
eight modules, most of which will operate alone or
will work together in a totally integrated system.
We have professional staff, in London and the
fully trained to install and
Pegasus. Prices and details on request.
Midlands,

Buy from TriSoft Ltd., the specialist software company,
formed by microcomputer consultants.
* Over 400 leading software packages (inc. Apple)
* Independent advice in making your choice
* Professional staff + network of consultants
* Most formats. All programs latest versions

support

PSION XCHANGE

and

graphics.

Linked together they form an integrated software
system that allows you to switch instantly
between various tasks and to exchange information

SAGE PLUS

between programs. This exciting new software
development from the British company Psion is

OPEN ACCESS
OUICKCODE
SUPERCALC M
DATAPLOT r
INFOSTAR

titles we sell are: "Getting to know your Apricot"
E12.95, "dBase II for the First -Time User" £13.95,
"MS DOS User's Guide" £11.05. Please ask for a
copy of our booklist.

telecommunications

package

300
425
295
350
320

Out
Puce

found a system pays for itself within 3 to 12
months! For example. an Apricot xi10 with 9"
monitor. the exciting new CAD package Doodle and

139

495
275

375
218

149
199
155
218
135

DR ASSEM. r TOOLS

155

DISPLAY MANAGER
MS PASCAL
VISICALC
STATPACK
DGRAPH
DR DRAW
GRAPH PLAN

375
250
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DR C COMPILER
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229

495

cost of a system is almost certainly much less than
you would expect. In most cases our clients have

495
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310

239
359

525

productivity benefits of CAD are enormous - the

CROSSTALK XVI
MOVE IT
THE LAST ONE
OMNIS 2
SUPERSORT
FILE TRANSFER

a Roland DG XY880 plotter thigh quality, high
speed, HP compatible, eight pen) will cost only
E3750.00.

technical support by our specialist staff.

330
295

79
245
235

145
95

108
79

SYCERO
System C's program generator which sets a new
standard for ease of use in system design for the
businessman as well as the computer professional.
Allows very rapid development and implementation
of systems which precisely meet your

requirements. A top quality product which we
highly recommend.

List price E595

AR prices exclude V.A.T. POST FREE on orders over 1150. If you see any of these
products advertised at a lower price we will improve upon that offer in most cases.
Please phone or write for our comprehensive price list.

Sagesoft which we feel represents outstanding

The only 100% PC -compatible multi-user, multiprocessing system currently available. Will accept
up to 12 work stations and runs all IBM "off -the shelf" software. Tremendously cost-effective as
compared to IBM PC networks; up to 60MB central
storage. Entry-level, 2 screen configuration with

DEALER AND CONSULTANT ENQUIRIES WELCOME

t.

Electronic mail, telecommunications and telex.

List price £399 our price £325.

Our price E495

NORTH STAR DIMENSION

rlitaSerrSera

value for money.
' Micro -to -micro file transfer.
Top of the range EMI Datatek modem.
' Free subscription to Telecom Gold (worth £1001.
Access to Viewdata and Prestel.

represents an

175
110
119

SAGE ACCOUNTS £259

from

Although this price

attractive discount on list price, it includes full

The new updated version (1.5) featuring many of the enhancements at only
1259 (reduced from £375). Please telephone or write for details of all other Sage
Accounting products and our Sage training programme.

CHITCHAT
new

179

MULTIMATE
SPELLBINDER
FASTPLAN It
PLANSTAR
CARDBOX
RESCUE
MILESTONE

We sell a range of over 200 books. Included in the

Pnco

195

WORDCRAFT
VOLKSW'R DEL.

COMPUTER BOOKS

Our

Pm*

295

MULTIPLAN
MS WORD

Apricot and Sirius.

Lust

695
550
450
200
295

SYMPHONY

priced at:
E495
E399
Individual module prices are available on request.
Psion Xchange is currently available on IBM,

The

As specialist consultants in this field we can supply
either software only or a total system configuration
with full support. We are suppliers of AUTOCAD,
DOODLE and a number of other CAD packages. The

DBASE
II £229
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL £265

of programs that individually represent the latest
state of development in word processing, data
planning

COMPUTERAIDED DESIGN

SPECIAL OFFERS

Now, for the first time, you can buy a modular suite

management, financial

HARDWARE
We supply the full range of Apricot and Sirius
computers and a wide range of printers, plotters
and peripheral equipment. Please telephone or
write for our latest prices.

BEST UK SOFTWARE PRICES?

PEGASUS ACCOUNTING

INDEPENDENT MAIL ORDER DISTRIBUTORS OF QUALITY SOFTWARE
Trisolt Ltd, Crown Square, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 3AT. Telephone: 0629'3021

15MB central storage - only £5875.
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Drives Apart -High Capacity Low Cast
Disk Drives for QL and BB[ Micro's
With so many disk drives on offer, choosing can be a somewhat confusing and difficult exercise. On the surface they all seem to
perform and look the same. Of course that's not the case and what it all boils down to at the end of the day is the data storage
reliability and the number of bytes of disk storage you get for every £ spent.
Take the new range of professional 3.5 inch and 5.25 inch disk drive systems from Micro P. They are designed for use with QL and
BBC Micros, housed in a rugged metal case, essential for screening from stray electrical fields which can reduce data storage reliability,
and have their own power supply so as not to drain precious power from your micro needed for other less sufficient peripherals.
Most important of all you get in excess of 452 bytes of disk storage per £ for the QL and 251 bytes for the BBC.
A further added bonus of the Micro P drives is that they are available in the new 3.5 inch format which is undoubtedly
set to become the standard.
Not only do 3.5 inch drives take minimum space, quite often at a premium for the micro user, but they
also use easily transportable pocket sized media and are automatically protected from dust and
finger prints.
Micro P are one of Europe's largest independant importers of peripherals and combined
with their in-house R&D and manufacturing facility you have the assurance of
professional after sales back-up. Combined with this you have peace of
P
mind that the drive is manufactured by the largest company in Japan, a
11P micro
BBC with PSU
name synonymous with quality and reliability.
5.25"400K S40/80T
Micro P - QL Disk Drive System
The custom designed interface card, which can be purchased,
DRIVE 1
separately, plugs directly into the QL's expansion port
and can support up to 4 floppy disk drives giving
micro
P
1110 BBC with PSU
`RIVE
a total formatted capacity of 2.88 MBytes

£159*

2£1391

of disk storage. It also provides a range
of resident commands. Complete
systems come with a free

3.5"400 K DS40/80T

DRIVE 1E159*
DRIVE

utilities disk. With

micro P

2£139*

its superb

file

QL with PSU

3.5" 720K DS 80T
Micro P
BBC Disk
Drive System
The drives, available
in a choice of 3.5 inch
or 5.25 inch, are based on the
standard multibus, same as the QL,

DRIVE 1

DRIVE

£1

014*.

2£139*

P
flP micro
QL
DOUBLE DENSITY
DISK INTERFACE

and connect directly to the BBC Micro
fitted with the standard disk drive interface

For c.99.

QL

To: Keyaki, Enterprise House,
44 Terrace Road, Walton -on -Thames

Surrey KT12 2SD
Please supply the following:

off QL D/Disk Drive Interface @ f 113.85
off QL Drive 1 - 3.5"+PSU @ f 182.85

off QL Drive 2 - 3.5"

facilities,
disk & memory
editor, this is a must
for any serious QL user.
The I/F card can also be configured to emulate microdrives
meaning that once data and progs.
have been backed up to disk there is no
need to re -configure. Utilising the disk drives
enhances the speed of use, e.g. Quill takes only 6
seconds to load.

@ £159.85

off BBC Drive 1 - 3.5"+PSU @ £182.85

off BBC Drivel - 3.5"

@ £159.85

off BBC Drive 1 -5.25"+PSU@ f 182.85........
off BBC Drive 2 - 5.25"
@/159.85
Name

Prices do not include VAT

Address

Telephone
Tick box for details of Instant Credit up to £1000
I enclose my cheque no.
Please charge my Access/Barclaycard No.

Telephone Credit Card Orders
welcome.
Personal Collection welcome.

-

Postcode

Open Monday to Saturday 9.00 a.m. until 5.30 p.m.
E7000 instant credit, writtent details on request

for f
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NOM

Enterprise House 44 Terrace Road, Walton -on -Thames,

Surrey. KT12 2SD Tel: 09322 42777

TRADE & EDUCATIONAL ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Micro Pis a registered trade name
Keyaki is a trading name of Micro Peripherals Ltd

III

NE

ENE
IMMO
ENE
O

Signature:

THE KEYAKI 100% GUARANTEE
- full 1 yr. no quibble bieuranty
- 14 day Money Back Guarantee
-Delivery within 7 days subject to
availability.
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QL is a registered trade name of Sinclair Research Ltd
QUILL is a registered trade name of Psion Ltd

BY NEXT YEAR,
EVEN IBM MIGHT HAVE ONE.
This is the Sanyo MBC 555.

The first high performance business

range of peripheral equipment, a comprehensive selection of software and prices

machine of its kind to offer the compat-

ranging from just £749 + VAT for the

ibility and versatility of a true 16 -Bit
business micro for less that £1,000 + VAT'

MBC 550, and you'll probably understand
why these packages are so attractive. But
the real beauty of the MBC 555/550 series
is that you don't have to wait until next

A revolutionary price for a revolutionary machine because with 128 K RAM

expandable to 256 K RAM, the twin drive
MBC 555, the single drive MBC 550 and the
new 360 K MS - DOS2.1I versions, have 8

colour graphics capability (640 x 200 dot
resolution), an 8088 CPU for high speed
processing, a centronics parallel printer interface and free bundled software.
Add to this the support of a compatible

Company

Position in Company
Address

year for them. If you want to see these innovative machines from Sanyo's proven range of
micro's phone LOGITEK on 0257-426644,
ICARUS on 01-267 6732 STC on 0279 26777,
MICROPERIPHERALS on 0256-473232 or
NORTHAMBER on 01-391 2066 or clip the

coupon and we'll show you how to stay
one step ahead.

Tel. no

PC6

Return to: Marketing Dept., Sanyo Marubeni (UK) Limited,
Sanyo House, Otterspool Way, Watford, Herts.

'EXCLUDING MONITOR
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SANYO

